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EDITORIAL

By God's glorious grace, we have to thank Him for the

privilege of suffering for Him and serving Him another

year. It has been a year of great stress and strain, when

much religious work has suffered or ceased, and human

support seemed almost withdrawn. Yet our work has

made greater strides than ever before, in face of the most

severe opposition we have ever met. The manner as well

as the matter of the opposition has been a great encour

agement, for it has never been grounded on the facts of

Scripture, and usually proved our position rather than

that of our opponents. We ask our friends to join us

in petition that God will use it for the spread of the

truth. Surely those against us could not make such

vital blunders unless it were God's intention to use their

testimony for the truth they refuse.

The year before us is full of promise. We hope to

make a special effort to satisfy the interest which has

been aroused in God's great ultimate, and to answer the

questions of those who have difficulties, as well as to

further fortify those who hold the truth and wish to

make it known. A pamphlet entitled, " Everlasting Pun

ishment or Universal Reconciliation" has been prepared,

which will serve for one issue of the magazine, but is

especially intended for wide distribution as a booklet*

We have long needed a small work covering the whole

subject and answering all the principal objections. The
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page illustration of the tabernacle, showing the connec

tion of the phrases "the eon of the eons" with "the holy

of holies", etc., should convince everyone of the stupidity

of the usual translations.

While I am in Germany, I am by no means cut off

from the English work. In fact, I am convinced that my

efforts here will have sufficient reaction in English-speak

ing countries so that I am doing more for them than if I

were among them. Despite the prevailing destitution

there is great and growing interest (and opposition!),

and the prospects for the new version are much better

than in other countries with less of vital godliness. More

than a dozen volunteers are working on the Complete

English Concordance, which will be a great help to trans

lators and revisers in other languages, and especially use

ful in the preparation of the projected "Logology". In

this work all of the words used in the Scriptures will be

arranged according to their meaning. Those closely allied

will group themselves together. So far as we are aware,

it will be the first complete list of the synonyms used in

the Scriptures.

The translation of the Hebrew is progressing. Not

only that, but much time and effort have been devoted to

the text of the Psalms, with gratifying results. By using

the evidence of various translations of the Septuagint,

the ancient versions, and the latest editions of the text,

as well as the suggestions of scholars who have given the

matter special study, we hope to have, as the basis of our

translation, a vastly improved Hebrew text. We are

thinking of publishing the readings, etc., in our margin.

Almost all of Proverbs "has been roughed out, as well as

Zechariah arid various other portions.

We hope to be able to keep the magazine at its present

size, but, if this is not possible, we will still try to keep it

going, with fewer pages, and without a special cover, if

necessary. We are thankful that we have a good stock of

most of our pamphlets arid books. The sale of these has
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helped to finance the work during the depression, and,

we hope, will help us over it. We especially urge our

friends to try to interest others, and thus aid in bridging

the present distress as well as in spreading the truth.

Among the special articles for the future, is one

entitled "The Vanity of Seasoning", in which we show

that this mental process is condemned, insofar as it has

to do with God's revelation. Our faculties are not cap

able of reasoning out God's revelation, nor are they

needed for this purpose. The logic has all been worked

out for us. All we need to do is to believe.

So many questions have arisen as to "The So-called

Angel World " that we have made this the title of another

long treatise, in which there are some surprises for our

readers, we feel sure. The translation "angel" in place

of messenger, has sadly distorted popular views on this

subject.

We hope to be able to write a continuation of the

series on Ephesians, taking up the epistle to the Philip-

pians, but, at present, we are too heavily loaded with

other important work.

The studies in Romans have called forth much favor

able comment. It seems almost impossible that this book,

the very foundation of our faith, should need so much

clarification, after all that has been said and written

about it. We hope to have Pastor Rogers continue his

splendid expositions of Paul's Roman letter through the

difficult sixth and seventh chapters, so as to realize more

fully what the glorious eighth has in store.—A. E. K.

Our English agents and subscribers are requested

to take note that an account of all money paid into Bar

clay's Bank (whether donations intended for the work

in the English language or the proceeds from sales of

English literature), should be sent to the publication

office at Los Angeles.—E. 0. K." ,
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Fob many years we have been sending our magazine to

Our Hope, but we have never been granted the courtesy

of an exchange. Therefore, I ask any of my friends who

may see it, to send me a transcript, should the Editor

answer the questions I have asked him. I would also like

to have him recast his question as to the Holy Spirit, the

Third Person of the Trinity. He is very bold in attack

ing others, but seems to lack courage sufficient to

acknowledge that, in insisting on these theological for

mulas, he is believing man, and not God. Let us hope

that I am mistaken in my estimate of his timidity, and

that he will be brave enough to openly confess that,

though I do not believe these unscriptural expressions,

I do believe what God has said.—A. E. K.

REPORT OF CONCORDANT EVANGELIST

Dear Fellow-Saints in the Beloved:

Greetings! Another year has passed into history and

we are profoundly thankful to our heavenly Father for

His leading and blessing on the ministry from the

first to the last. Though the ministry was confined

to Tennessee, Virginia, South Carolina and Florida of

the southeastern states this year, yet we traveled more

than 24,000 miles in the service. Some places were served

several times. In two hundred seventy-four messages

we presented practically every phase of truth relative

to God's eonian purpose. We were also called upon to

conduct a large number of funeral services during the

year, driving 240 miles through rain and fog on Christ

mas day to conduct the funeral of a beloved brother and

speak words of consolation to the bereaved family. The

next day after our return home, another call came, and

we drove 200 miles to render a like service for another

sorrowing home. All praise be to Him Who gives us the

strength and grace for these services.

We are rejoicipg much in the Lord as we look back
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over our records for the year and note the doors opened

in new fields, the fruit gathered and the saints enriched

and ennobled in the Word of grace with assurance in the

will of our God and Father.

Again we are thanking our heavenly Father for all

who have contributed to the needs of the work from time

to time during the year, and earnestly request all

who are concerned with us in this missionary work in

behalf of the truth in its concordant purity and fullness

of expression to persevere in prayer for us and the work.

The Lord willing, we will open the New Year in a new

field — St. Petersburg, Florida — beginning January 8.

We now send greetings of unfeigned love in the Lord

to all the saints who are, and believe in, Christ Jesus.

Faithfully yours in His service,

Mb. and Mrs. Adlai Loudy,

Ambassadors for Christ Proclaiming

the Word in Song and Sermon

THE GERMAN WORK

Three of the series which have appeared in the German

Unsearchable Riches have been reprinted in pamphlet

form: "Christ and God," "The Virgin Birth," and

"On Baptism'*. Besides this, "The So-Called Angel

World" has been taken from Das Prophetische Wort,

and put into a pamphlet. The last number of the year

was devoted entirely to "The Facts—Eternal Torment or

Universal Reconciliation", so this was also supplied with

a cover and special indexes, and printed specially, in a

large edition. Then "The Divine Calendar" chart has

been issued like the large colored English one. All of

this should have a large circulation among Germans in

other countries. Great pains have been taken to make

these as concordant as possible. The January Unsearch

able Riches discusses the source of evil, the spirit as a

part of man, and the fifth of Romans.—A. E, K.
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THE CONCGEDANT VERSIONS

No words can express our thankfulness to God for the

spread of the concordant method in translating the

Scriptures. The apparatus for the Greek portion has

been published but a short time. Nevertheless it is being

used, or its use is contemplated, in many of the great

languages of the world.

These may be divided into groups. Among the

Romance languages, Spanish and Italian versions are in

hand. Among the Germanic tongues, Dutch and German

are well along, work is under way on the Danish, and we

hope to start actual operations on the Swedish as soon as

the way is clear. Among the Semitic peoples, there is

some interest in an Arabic version. Besides these there

may be others of which we have no immediate knowl

edge, for the apparatus is sent gratuitously to anyone

who is making a bona fide effort to translate the Scrip

tures. These are not necessarily called concordant ver

sions, nor are they connected with us in any way.

The Dutch version is in the Jiands of a veteran trans

lator who has had the work tinder way for many years,

so that it is further forward than any other. At present

its publication seems almost impossible, but there are

forces at work in other lands which may put it within

the realm of the practical sooner than now seems possible.

The German work has a good start, and the prospects

are that, from a literary standpoint, it will be better

than the English. Except for the lack of a grammatical

form for the incomplete, i-am—-ing, the language is more

adaptable to the Greek, and can follow its forms and

word families more faithfully.

In Denmark we have a special situation. The popular

translation is being revised. One of the revisers told me

it would take at least fifty years more. Nevertheless they

are issuing a tentative revision at this time. We propose

to get one of these, and check over the most important
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terms, and put in a plea to make them concordant. Much

of this work will count for a concordant version, which

may follow.

Among the Hopi Indians of Arizona, considerable

work has been done on a concordant translation, not

withstanding the opposition which it has encountered.

It takes time and much patience to perform the

preparatory work on these revisions. It is first necessary

to fix standards for the vocabulary and for the grammar.

Any renderings attempted before this is done will require

repeated revision. A middle course seems to be the most

satisfactory, which is a relief from the grind of continual

work on standards. It consists in making a translation

of important passages, and in every case fixing the stand

ard of the family to which each word belongs. The

German work was commenced in this way. The first of

Ephesians was done tentatively. Then Galatians was

taken in hand. This was followed by Eomans three and

four. Later the whole epistle was translated provision

ally. These translations are merely trials, and must stand

the test of the checkers and the revision of the experts

in grammar, punctuation and diction.

It is desirable that all of the forthcoming concordant

revisions harmonize in shape and style, giving an out

ward parable of the inward concord which characterizes

them. We hope to issue a new edition of the English also,

and print the translation of the Hebrew after the same

style. It is far too expensive to print the original text,

as in the complete English edition, so the plan is to make

the revision as uniform as possible, and to register all

variants in the margin. As a key we propose to add an

appendix giving each of the German words used, with

its Greek equivalent and its definition. As the words not

in the original will be in smaller type, the reader will

never be at a loss to know what God has actually said.

The size of the page will be larger; than in the present

pocket version, but smaller than in the complete edition.
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Before long we hope to print a sample page of the
German revision, to show the plan, so that other trans
lators may do their work accordingly, and that some

volunteer who is competent may prepare the margin for

the English edition. This plan makes it possible to pro
duce a cheap, handy, pocket-size volume which will have
much of the value of the complete edition. The latter is

too bulky to carry about, while the present pocket version

does not give the Greek. By means of the index, anyone,

with this small book, will always be able to tell the mam

facts of the original, such as the Greek word used in any

text and the principal points of the grammar. The finer

details should be sought in the interlinear.

We also hope to construct a German index which will

enable students of that language to use the Concordance.

If the interest warrants, this will be followed by a com

plete concordance in German, a work much needed, as

there is no real concordance of the original in German as

we have it in English in Wigram's works.

The translation of the Hebrew and Chaldee Scriptures

is proceeding slowly. One of the main tasks is the forma

tion of a better text. Much work done in this direction

has never been put to practical use. The evidence of the

Greek version has never been fully weighed. An ear

lier Hebrew text has lately been discovered. Here we

have a task which, by itself, might delay the work indef

initely. But we hope to confine ourselves to the practical

points which affect an English translation, and reserve

the publication of the text itself to a later time, more

propitious than the present. The specialist in whose

hands this department has been placed is preparing to

begin on the Psalms.

In the Holy Land translations were made within sight

of the stage on which each scene was enacted. A special

investigation of the site of ancient Jerusalem and the

walls of Nehemiah has helped to clear up that passage.

The plan was to inspect every location mentioned in
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Scripture, when that is known, and translate the pertin

ent passages while it was before our eyes. A study of the

topography of the east and west hills of Jerusalem, and

of the texts which speak of Zion, have definitely satisfied

us that the east hill, below the temple area, is the site of

Ophel, the city of David, and Zion. It is a hump (Ophel),

and is quite arid (Zion) itself, the only water being in

the Kidron ravine below, which was made available by

means of a tunnel under the hill. Above this was a shaft

with stairs leading down to it.

Special attention was paid to the names of natural

features. A ncM, for instance, seems always applied to

a watercourse, the lowest levels of any area where water

runs when it rains, especially in winter. The American

Version renders it brook, flood, river, stream, and valley.

There are very few real brooks, rivers, or streams in

Judea. In most instances the place so named will be

found dry in summer. It is a good location for wells, as

the water flows underground in such places.

Many interesting points emerge in making fresh

translations. Thus, in dealing with the watercourse

Kishon, the Authorized Version says (Judges 5:21),

The river of Kishon swept them away, that ancient river,

the river Kishon. O my soul, thou hast trodden down strength.

Then were the horsehoofs broken by the means of the pranc-

ings, the prancings of their mighty ones.

This, in our tentative translation, reads thus :

21 The watercourse Kishon used its fist!

The watercourse forestalled them!

Watercourse Kishon, you are treading strong souls!

22 Then the heels of the horses hammer,

Springing tne springs of the sturdy.

This, in its context, is a most graphic description of

the battle in which Barak and Deborah defeated Sisera.

A great storm seems to have been the real conqueror.

The Canaanites were equipped for war on the open plain.

Their cavalry was not suited to the hills. They had a

vast advantage until a cloudburst transformed the dry
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watercourse of the Kishon into a flood of raging waters.

It buffeted them like a pugilist. They were caught like

Pharaoh's host, before they could escape. Their cavalry

lied before it. We can almost hear them and see them as
the lieels of the horses hammer, and they spring the

springs of the sturdy.

The time needed for this work was much greater than

we anticipated. It was evident immediately that there

had been too much superficial work done in the Holy

Land. First impressions often need modification with

further acquaintance. Though we were far from home

and familiar friends, the work was so absorbing that

there was no sign of homesickness. Indeed, my loving

and loyal well-wishers seemed to hover about me, and, as

I viewed some sacred scene, I thought of how glad they

would be to be with me, and I wrote as though they were.

A. E. K.

"ALL" ALWAYS LIMITED

The word "all" is never used in its absolute sense in the

Scriptures. It is invariably limited by the scope of the

context or by the nature of the case. It is important and

instructive to recognize its range in every occurrence1.

Too often its force has bee*r extended beyond what is

warranted. Thus, the phrase, uthe restoration of all"

(Acts 3:21), may become mischievous and misleading

unless we note that it is limited to what was spoken by

the prophets in this eon. It is concerned almost exclu

sively with blessing to and through Israel on the earth,

as it will be in the day of the Lord. So also, justification,

as set forth in Romans, is limited to "all mankind"

(Bom. 5:18). It does not include the celestial spheres

above or the creatures below. The same applies to vivifi-

cation: "as, in Adam, all are dying, thus also, in Christ,

all shall be made alive". The parallel limits the "all"

to those who are dying in Adam. Only those, according
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to this passage, shall be vivified (1 Cor. 15:22). Later

on in the argument, however, "air' takes on a wider

scope, "All enemies': must include celestial realms. The

scope of the " air 'who are subjected is explained in the

passage itself, lest we should make the mistake of limit

ing its force unduly. "Now whenever He may be saying

that all has been been subjected, it is evident that it is

outside of Him Who is subjecting the universe to Him"

(1 Cor. 15:27). God alone, of all His creatures, is not

included in this "all". Even His Son is not excepted,

for God will become All in all—except Himself.

The same limitation is seen in creation and reconcilia

tion. In the Son of God's love the universe was created,

in the heavens as well as upon the earth. We cannot

exclude the subterranean regions from this (Phil. 2:10) ;

the phrase "in the heavens and on the earth" is not used

to limit but to amplify. Elsewhere we are assured that

not one thing came into being apart from Him (John

1:3). But, in the nature of the case, we must except

God and the Son Himself. Moreover, the passage is con

cerned only with creatures, visible and invisible, who

are associated with thrones, dominions, sovereignties,

authorities—some form of rule. Eeconciliation has the

same scope. ''The all" will be reconciled to Him through

the blood of His cross, whether on earth or in the heav

ens. The Greek word, eite, "whether," never limits. It

always amplifies, as anyone can see by consulting a con

cordance. But, in the nature of things, only enemies can

be reconciled, so it must be limited to these. God cannot

be included among those to be reconciled to Him.

"AH" is always limited by its context and the nature

of the case. A. E. K.

The "Palestine Expedition" series does not always ap

pear in chronological order, but we believe that the

sequence can be readily understood if all of the series

has been read.—E. 0. K.
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THE NEW ZEALAND PEONT

The Bible Standard for September, 1932, contained a

reply to our article in our July issue. It is claimed that
my opening statement is ser.ously distorted. As it is

based on only two witnesses besides documentary evi
dence, but from one side only, I have publicly apologized
and asked for the facts to correct it. Then the writer

repudiates a favorite saying of mine, "that one must

always express his faith in the words which the Holy

Spirit teacheth, anc it in the words of man's wisdom' \

He claims that I a, not confine myself to quotations

from the Bible! In reply I said he believes himself as to

"irretrievable destruction" and I believe God as to

Colossians 1:20. He then reasons from the negative, to

the effect that I have a serious doubt at the back of my

mind whether vivification includes deathlessness. This is

news to me and my friends. But he has not printed the

passages I asked him to, which will remove all doubt

from the minds of those he seeks to blind. Then, seeing

how weak his case is, he warns his readers against other

teachings of mine, which subsist "in statements which

would be utterly condemned if submitted without com

ment to any criminal court, judge, magistrate, or any

right-minded citizen of civilization: statements which, if

taken seriously and followed put, would wreck human

society and the Christian Church . . ." So these are the

ultimate arbiters in matters of truth! I have been inno

cently seeking to present myself approved to God, not

to those who, according to His Word, are under the spell

of the powers of darkness. The charge is very revealing.

The pastor of West Street church is seeking to conform

to all these things and be approved by them. He has

publicly repudiated any pretense to being a man of God.

He ought to succeed. This is his day. But God Himself

will soon wreck civilization and society and the Christian

church. He must be very heretical!—A. E. K.



SIGNS OF THE TIMES

In these days of political upheaval it is very difficult for

the student of prophecy to get a true perspective of the

mighty events which are rushing toward us. In the

immediate foreground of the picture, out of all propor

tion to their importance, is the papacy and the Eoman

empire and the United States. The only safe standpoint

for the student is the sacred site of Jerusalem. There

he sees not only the Romish communion, but the Greek

and the Armenian and is reminded of the Nestorian. The

pope of Rome dwindles down to a heretical bishop of the

catholic church. Our native country is far away on the

horizon. We are occupied with the land of Israel and

the people of promise. This is the proper center of the

prophetic stage from which all may be viewed aright.

There seems to be no question but that the nations

of the earth are grouping themselves to play the final

act in the great tragedy of human misrule. Many are

the wild guesses as to the part each one plays in the

time of the end. If we have a clear conception of that

which God has revealed we will be strengthened in faith

and sit with serene satisfaction as we see the shifting

scenes before us, even if some movements seem to be

in the wrong direction. But if we have a confused view

there will be continual interest, it is true, but it will be

accompanied by much turmoil and unrest.

As we have already hinted, it is absolutely necessary

that we orient ourselves. Then the things which seem to

fill our vision will dwindle out of sight. Besides, we will

need to be more careful in scanning the sacred records,

and believe them implicitly. It is usual that the two
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most prominent figures in present day prophetic study

are the papacy and the Eoman empire. There is not a

single direct reference to the Roman hierarchy in the

Scriptures, and. I am convinced that it. plays a very
minor role in the end time, it never appears apart from
corrupt Christianity as a whole. This has been a great

relief to many, and has enabled them to give Israel the

center of the stage, which is their right.

The idea that the Eoman empire was a world kingdom

like Babylon, Medo-Persia, and the realm of Alexander,

is utterly without foundation. Alexander sighed for

other worlds to conquer but Rome cried because she could

not conquer them. The Scots, the Germans, the Far East

—these'-and'others made the Roman empire a military

camp beyond whose borders was a world over which the

Imperial standards never held sway. If the kingdom of

the end time is to be the Roman empire revived, then it

will not include a tithe of the earth's surface and only a

small fraction of its population, whereas we are distinctly

informed that it will embrace the whole world.

Of course, Rome claimed to rule all, and issued an

edict to enroll all. But the fulfillment of prophecy is not

a blatant proclamation, but the actual situation. It did

not fulfill the words of Daniel, any more than did the

later conquests of Genghis Khan or Napoleon. If we will

wipe put papal and imperial Rome from our prophetic

view our vision will be greatly clarified.

Not only Caesar, but Satan claimed to rule the world

in the days of our Lord. And Satan's was no idle boast,

or our Lord "would have rejected his words. Moreover,

he made it plain that, whoever would rule over the next

universal kingdon* must get the authorityfrom him. And

so will it fee. Only a worshiper of Satan can attain the
sovereignty of all the earth.

Instead of looking for a revived Roman empire we

should, tje patching the rise of the four wild beasts of

Daniel's prophecy. Anyone who will examine the Unveil-
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ing closely will see that this figure of speech is used, not

in connection with the throne, but with the tabernacle.

The organizations are religious, rather than political.

This makes matters much easier, for there are many

nations on earth. It is impossible to select four to fit the

prophecy. But there are only four great religions, apart

from Judaism —'' Christians'\ Buddhists, Brahmans,

and Mohammedans, the first two with about half a bil

lion each, and the last two with about a quarter. The

point of greatest interest in these days is the union of

Christendom, the Mohammedan and eastern alliances,

and their attitude toward the so-called "Christian"

nations.

We may look for more and more domination over

the East by western nations, until the great Nondescript

has devoured them all. While we are clear as to Christen

dom, the other three beasts have not yet played the part

assigned them in the vision, unless we take the Japanese

aggressions as indicating the bear with three ribs in its

mouth, the lion with eagle's wings as Brahmanism, which

refers to his force and has the heart of a human, and

the leopard as Mohammedanism. This preserves the

order from east to west, and, so far, fits each one well.

The vision of the wild beasts in Daniel seven was not

given until after the days of Nebuchadnezzar, who was

represented by the head of gold, so they cannot corres

pond to the great image of his previous vision. From the

Hebrew we see that the fourth nondescript, with the

ten horns, is west of (not merely before) the others. It is

"Christendom/'. And is not this a terribly appropriate

picture of the so-called "Christian" nations of today?

Claws of copper and teeth of iron! No other religious

section can compare with the monstrous military might

of the west. The action indicated is a conquest of the

east by the west. Already a large part of the population

of eastern lands is under western rule.

So far Daniel takes us. In the Unveiling there is only
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one wild beast, a composite of the previous four. In other

words, the whole world will unite in the worship of the
Antichrist. The military might of the western wild

beast is still figured by the ten horns. There are the ten
western nations of special fighting power. They will, it

seems, include England, the United States, France, Italy,

Spain, Greece, Germany, and perhaps three other Euro

pean powers, most of which have had some serious prac

tice among themselves and are experts in the art of
destruction.

But the ten horns are singled out, not so much on

account of their part in the conquest of the East, as for

their relation to the Jews. At this point the two visions

of Daniel come together—ten toes and ten horns. The

ten toes, we are told, are part of iron and part of clay.

So Israel has been mixed with western mankind, and has

weakened the steel of the nations, inasmuch as they are

not of them, yet take their wealth from them. And it is

these horns who especially hate the apostate Jews, who,

under the figure of a woman who has been unfaithful

to Jehovah, set up their monetary capital in Babylon and

have financial control over the kingdoms of the earth.

I have stood on the hills of Eome, but the prophetic

outlook there is an illusion. How much clearer is the

view from Jerusalem, or on mount Olivet! But we must

not forget Babylon. My friends insisted that I should go

and see if the prophecies regarding its desolation had

been fulfilled. Instead I found a city of perhaps forty

thousand inhabitants and a small settlement close to the

diggings, where I got a brick from the Mene Tekel hall

and saw the ruins of the city where some of the great

prophecies of the end time were written. Strange to say,

I was taken over a neighboring excavation in the com

pany of a Jewish magnate, reputed to have untold mil

lions. He was interested only in practical results. As

there were none, I do not think he will invest his millions

in excavations, but I should not be surprised if, later,
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some or all of them were used in rebuilding Babylon.

While I was in Tiberias, the survey of a railway line

across the Damascus desert was reported finished. There

will soon be a close connection between Jerusalem and

Babylon. I look to see a great influx of wealthy Jews

into the holy land. But they will not remain there. As

foretold in the vision of the ephah (Zech. 5: 5-11), they

will entrain for the land of Shinar, and there, once more,*

will be a universal kingdom over the kings of the earth.

The clay will dominate the iron. The apostate Jew will

dictate to the world, which will work for him and wor

ship his wealth. This financial despotism will be destroyed

by the ten horns when they devastate the city and its

inhabitants and pay their debts with a sword of steel

instead of a wedge of gold.

Politically, a great conqueror will come. But that

will not be in our days. We know now that such a man

would easily win the dictatorship of the world. Enough

experience has been given the peoples, so that they are

heartily sick of democracy and will gladly hand over the

steering of the ship of state to a hand in which they have

confidence. But it is in the religious sphere that the signs

are clearest, and the situation advanced almost to its cul

mination. But we must liot let small disturbances, such

as the present conflict between China and Japan, confuse

us. The ten horns waged a far more deadly conflict

among themselves not long since. That will not hinder a

confederation for offensive warfare against the East and

for the destruction of Babylon, when the time is ripe.

As to tinie, we are now nearing the seventh chapter of

Daniel. The four wild beasts are on the scene, though

not yet fully unified. The next foretold event is the war

of the West against the East, though much may come

between. We may look for the return of the Jews to

Palestine and a further migration to Babylon. The fact

that Jewish capital will rule the world seems to show

that Bolshevism, or the setting aside of all capital, will
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not win in the west. We must expect, more and more, to

see this capital flow into the hands of the Jews, as, in

deed, it has done to an amazing extent through the pres

ent period of depression. The failure of a gentile usually

means the success of a Jew, in money matters. The Jews

have managed to get financial affairs oh an international

basis already, which is a vast step toward their goal.

But we do not await events—we look for the Lord

from heaven, Who will save us from the terrible times

to which all signs point. We are not appointed to wrath,

but to the procuring of salvation. The whole world is

apostate, and deserves God's indignation. So long as

we are here He cannot wage war with the world. When

we, His ambassadors, are withdrawn, then the thunders

and the lightnings will break loose and the kingdoms of

this world will be prepared to become the kingdom of

our Lord and of His Christ. Let us look for Him. His

coming is not dependent on events. He may come at any

time. And it seems impossible that there should be much

more delay, for the stage is almost set for the next act in

the world's great tragedy. Let our hearts cry, "Come!"

A. E. K.
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SUBJECTIVE HOLINESS

(Continued)

Eomans 6:12-14

Though we have taken a wide detour to reach our

text, it will be seen that we have been indirectly expound

ing it. There is one phase of the truth found in verses

3-11, the statement of which we held over that it might

be seen in its relation to verses 12-14, and so be able to

consider our objective and subjective sanctification to

gether. We have learned that all our salvation is in

Christ Jesus, and that He became to us holiness, so that

all who are in Christ Jesus are sanctified to God, and

have thus been constituted saints. This objective holiness

is definitely stated in 1 Corinthians 1:2, " hallowed in

Christ Jesus, called saints," where the word "hallowed"

is in the perfect tense and does not mean a process going

on but a completed act and a permanent state. Subjec

tively, some of the saints are very unholy, and the state

ment that we are saints, having been sanctified, is, and is

meant to be, a very forceful appeal to our hearts and con

sciences for a personal presentation of ourselves to God.

Sanctification has thus a double aspect: It is, first, a

work of God completed for us by Christ's resurrection

and our union with Him as living to God, and belonging

to God as He belongs to Him, a work in which there is

no progress, no repetition, and in which one saint shares

as much as another; and it is, secondly, a subjective and

experimental sanetification of ourselves and all our facial-

ties and members to God, an activity in which there is
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progress, more or less of failure and variableness in the

degree of devotion in one saint as compared with another.

When a believer is told to reckon himself to be living to

God in Christ Jesus, it is equivalent to believing that he

is sanctified to God in Christ Jesus. God claims all who

are in Christ Jesus as His, for He has redeemed them

and brought them to Himself in Christ; they are consti

tuted saints by His calling. In the successive links of

Romans 8: 30 there is no mention of sanctification, as we

might have expected. It is not, "whom He justifies,"

these He sanctifies also; but the truth is that "whom He

calls", these are saints, and they have been constituted

such by His effectual call, and also because He has fore

known and designated them beforehand to be conformed

to the image of His Son. Saint is a word which declares

not only what God has done, but what he requires believ

ers to be. Though the priests were holy whatever their

conduct, God required them to sanctify themselves (Exo

dus 19:10).

Our objective sanctification is an accomplished fact,

for in Christ Jesus God has completed it; but our sub

jective sanctification is all to be done, and can be done

only by us, our first duty being to reckon God's declara

tion to be true. Our sanctification in Christ is a fact, not

a promise, and there is a difference between a fact and

a promise; a fact is to believed and reckoned on, but a

promise is to be expected and pleaded; a fact is to be

enjoyed now, but a promise is to be fulfilled in the future.

Only those whom God has made objectively holy can be

subjectively holy, for our holy condition depends on our

holy position, but our confidence and final security de

pends on God's act and not on ours. John Howe tells of

a nobleman who made a quit-claim deed of himself to

God and signed it with his own blood, and adds, "whose

affection I commend more than his expression of it".

When God takes security for us He requires a better

name and a better consecration than ours. On the cross
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Christ did not appear before God apart from our old

humanity and now in glory He does not appear before

God apart from His members. He does not separate

Himself from us, and He is our holiness.

Israel's sanctification was based upon the fact of their

deliverance from Egypt, likewise our sanctification is

based on our justification from sin, for God sanctifies

only those who are delivered from condemnation. Cruci

fixion and death with Christ precede resurrection and

sanctification with Him. In the present text there is a*

negative and a positive side, corresponding to our death

to sin and our life to God, and to verses 6-8 and verses

8-10, in which these sides are respectively developed.

The regulative facts are now to be wrought out in obed

ience to a prohibition and a positive command, and those

who have been eager to do something are now confronted

by a duty which, though possible to every saint, is seldom

done to his own satisfaction.

Let not Sin, then, be reignmg, is an impossible com

mand were it not for the deliverance to which the then

points, that stated in verses 6-7 and summarized in verse

eleven. If we really believe these facts we shall prove

the genuineness of our reckoning by acting on the facts

and refusing allegiance to Sin, to which we have died.

This is a duty which no saint may neglect, and no saint

is beyond the need of this exhortation. The obedience of

faith is now given a practical test and verification in the

realm of experience and in the choice of lords. Sin,

Obedience, Uncleanness, Righteousness are personified

as lords who claim our allegiance and service. Three

monarchs reign over men: Death, Sin, and Grace (5:12,

17, 21), two of whom are mentioned in verse fourteen.

A monarch reigns when his will is done and probably no

human monarch ever got his will done and reigned so

absolutely as Sin. God imperatively demands that the

saint shall no longer allow the reign of Sin, but shall let

Sin know that he has been delivered from her thralldom.
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"Let not sin be reigning'9 assumes that it is still

within, but that it can be deposed. There is no question

that sin remains in the saint, but the contrast is between

reigning and being deposed. It is at this point that one

of the most widely read commentators makes a disastrous

mistake when he says: "Let sin have no place, no being,

for wherever he is, he governs, less or more, and indeed

sin is not sin without this. The very existence of an evil

thought to which passion or appetite attaches itself is

proof that there sin has dominion, for without dominion

such passions could not be excited. . . . Sin cannot be

quiescent, if it do not work, it does not exist." For more

than a century these ideas have corrupted the teaching

of many and have deluded them with ideas of sinless

perfection. Every word of Paul's from chapter 5:12 to

the end of chapter eight is an absolute denial of this: if

His inspired words do not convince, others are super

fluous. If sin were not present, it could not possibly

reign, in which case this exhortation would be an idle

and misleading word. To deny the throne to a dead or

exiled ruler, would be a very meager victory.

Sin is located in your mortal body, which mortality

kas been transmitted from our first parent Adam. Our

human fathers are the "fathers of our flesh", but God is

the "Father of spirits",Who gives our spirit at our birth,

and to Whom it returns at our death (Heb. 12: 9). Paul

has in view the connection between sin and death, and

the transmission of these to all men, not by means of

spirit or of soul, but by means of the body, which is

called "the body of sin" and "this body of death". The

body is the seat of inherited corruption, whence it

spreads its pollution to the spirit (2 Cor. 7:1). The

body has been sin's possession, doing its ruler's pleasure,

but now the conflict between God and sin turns on the

possession of the body and the use of its members that,

God having delivered and gotten possession of it, sin's

body may become inert. We have been justified from the
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sin which actually exists in our bodies. If we were actual

ly and experimentally delivered from the presence of sin,

how could we be charged with it?

The mortal "body is not a dead, but a dying body, that

is, a body that is subject to the reign of death. Man is

dying from his birth because Sin has inflicted on each

one a mortal wound, which is the index of moral deprav

ity. Paul has traced the reign of sin and death back to

the one man through whom it entered the world, and he

alone speaks of mortality or immortality. He never pred

icates mortality or immortality of the soul or of the

spirit, but only of the body. He says Christ alone has

immortality, which is another proof that death is master

ing Him no longer, and is also a pledge that, when He

calls for His living saints, this mortal shall put on

immortality also (Rom. 6:12; 8:11; 1 Cor. 15: 53-54 ;

2 Cor. 4:11; 5:4; 1 Tim. 6:16). It is a mistake to say

that mortality is mentioned to remind us of the brevity

of sensual pleasure and the folly of pampering what is

so transient, or to say that the mortal body is contrasted

with spiritual life. It is mentioned because the body is

the seat of sin and has a law of sin in its members from

the presence of which we shall be delivered only by put

ting on immortality.

To he obeying its lusts would be to allow sin undis

puted rule, but to suppress and control them would

result in the dethronement of sin. The primitive lusts

of the body as God created it are natural and necessary

to the preservation of the life of the individual and of

the race; but in the mortal body the lusts are depraved,

perverted, and unnatural. Most psychologists are unbe

lievers, aiid, failing to acknowledge the fact of sin and

the disaster it has wrought, they speak of the lusts of

the mortal body as "our primitive desires and natural

emotions". And some of them protest against the repres

sion of what they consider natural emotions because such

repression produces many serious nervous disturbances.
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The man in chapter seven had " serious nervous disturb

ances " because of a conflict between recognized good and

evil. Psychologists find that our "unconventional biolog

ical urges" are found to be at variance with certain high

ideals of living, and that profound emotions in the indi

vidual are found to be in conflict; but they do not recog

nize that the conflict exists because sin has destroyed the

original harmony between moral instinct and conscience

and reason on the one hand and our natural lusts on the

other. It has depraved the latter.

Protest should be made against an asceticism which

renounces what is natural and good, and against taboos

of men which are substituted for divine precepts, for

that is a fraudulent piety which forbids what God grants

and denies what is natural. But so long as our body is

mortal it will be the seat of evil desires that must be

controlled. It is by means of her army of corrupt desires

that queen Sin has so long maintained her rule over all

the sons of Adam. To give obedience to these is to yield

allegiance to Sin, but to be master of them, to exercise

the self-control which is the fruit of the spirit, is to

revolt against her tyranny and escape from slavery.

Only as the lusts of the mortal body are resisted can one

learn that there is no power in man to master them.

Even Paul needed to belabor his body and lead it into

slavery (1 Cor. 9:26-27). Advocates of unrestricted

"self-expression" are pleading for the reign of sin in

the mortal body. When a man obeys his lusts he is the

slave of Sin.

Neither be presenting your members to Sin as imple

ments of injustice. Obedience to this dehortation would

rob Sin of her army; like a dethroned monarch, she would

have none to execute her will and accomplish her unjust

desires. God says, Cease from presenting your members

to Sin, because obedience to Him would make Sin

impotent, for each member is the particular imple

ment for the gratification of some evil lust, the lusts of
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the body corresponding to its various members. Slander

may be in the heart, but it cannot be uttered except by

the tongue or pen.

Obedience really makes our body inactive as sin's

instrument and withdraws our members from the service

of sin. One can now refuse service to sin because the

cross has separated us from its domain and claim. Sin

cannot threaten us, for we are justified from it, and as

we reckon ourselves dead to it and act on that reckoning

we shall find ourselves as free from its bondage as Israel

was from that of Pharoah when she had crossed the Red

Sea. But Israel was delivered from the rule and service

of Pharoah to the rule and service of Jehovah, for when

God smote the firstborn of Egypt He sanctified to Him

self the firstborn of Israel; and when He causes us to

die to sin and justifies us from it, He claims us as His

own in Christ Jesus. We may not present our members

to Sin any more than Israel might continue to slave for

Pharaoh. God claims us for His exclusive possession

and service as those He has delivered. Israel was fur

ther educated in the meaning of a positive, subjective

holiness by the tabernacle, its ritual, and the various

offerings which they presented to God.

But present yourselves to God: the but marks the

same transition from the negative to the positive side of

deliverance as was marked by "nevertheless" in verse

five, by "now" between verses seven and eight, and by

"yet" in verse eleven. Present calls for an immediate

devotement to God without reference to time, while be

presenting in the previous clause spoke of continuance in

the old service, which must cease. The presentation is to

be as final and irrevocable as that of two persons who are

sanctified to each other in an ideal marriage, and it is ini

tial in the sense that it introduces into a permanent rela

tion and devotement. Israel had no reconsecration cere

mony, for the priests, the tabernacle, the temple, the

firstborn were consecrated once for all time. Presentation
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of ourselves to God is the only alternative to allowing Sin

to reign. Thus holiness is actual deliverance from sinning

and an indispensable part of salvation, a fact that those

who speak of being "saved and sanctified'' need to learn.

Too many seem to think that holiness is something extra,

something optional, which they may or may not take up

as a post-graduate course, and which confers some special

distinction. But if God does not possess us, Sin does, for

we cannot serve two masters, and there is no third.

Sanctification makes God our Possessor, the one

Object of our allegiance and devotion, for it positively

delivers one up wholly to Him. It is not a merely nega

tive obedience to a "Thou shalt not", not a mere cessa

tion from sinning. Ceasing from sin, or even eradication

of sin, as in Israel's future deliverance, are not in them

selves holiness. God asks us to present ourselves to Him

now while sin is in us, because we can be wholly sancti

fied to Him despite the presence and solicitation of Sin.

How blessed that we are able to give Him something

which He desires and asks, especially when we realize

that all the misery of mankind proceeds from the fact

that, though we are dependent on God for all, we are or

have been the subjects of Sin, and that all our blessed

ness consists in being wholly His!

Present yourselves recalls Paul's saying to the Corin

thians, "I am not seeking yours, but you," but he knew

well that if he got their persons, he would soon get their

possessions for God. His prayer, "may the God of peace

hallow you wholly," refers not to degree or progress in

the matter of one's dedication to God, but to the absolute

sanctification of every part of a man with all his powers.

So yourselves here includes all that is in a man with,

perhaps, the exception of the physical members, which

are claimed separately for a reason that will appear.

Every faculty and every exercise of will, of intellect, and

of the emotional nature is claimed by God, everything,

indeed, that has formerly been in the service of Sin.
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A sanctified will is one that becomes the voluntary,

active agent of God's known will. It always says to God,

"Not my will, but Thine." This is the aim of all God's

appeals and exhortations. Because He does not value a

compulsory service from those whom He loves, any more

than we ourselves do, instead of taking, He says, " pre

sent, " or "obey", or "give". The conscience of one who

is sanctified to God will very soon be quick to echo God's

will; it will be living, tender, and very sensitive to the

still, small voice of God. The saint will not bludgeon con

science into submission and insensibility, but will let it

be a vehicle of the monitions and verdicts of God. A

sanctified intellect will be alert to the things of God and
will not be a puzzled truth seeker, for it is occupied with

Him Who is the Truth, and, loving the truth, it will be

saved from many delusions. When God has the use of

the marvelous faculty of imagination, no hideous evil

pictures will disfigure the walls of our mind. It was a

holy imagination that produced the "Pilgrim's Pro

gress", which was written for the avowed purpose of

banishing unworthy thoughts and memories from the

author's mind. When our hearts' affections are set on

God, desire turns to Him and prayer is spontaneous, for

speech never languishes between lovers. And when, as

in "The Holy War", the five gates of the city of Man-

soul, the five senses, are in the possession of the King,

the diabolians are defeated and subdued.

The exhortation to present ourselves to God chal

lenges us to a great venture of faith, a venture no doubter

will ever make, but which when taken makes God to be

for us the one great Eeality. It gives our all for His all.

It commits one in utter trust to Him, and expects all

good from Him, being persuaded that that alone is good

which He gives and only that is evil which He withholds.

Such a committal not only evidences a genuine faith,

verifying that faith which ventured to accept the right

eousness of God and the other unexperienced facts of
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God's revelation, but it brings it to its highest exercise

and gains the confirmation of experience, because while

it puts us unreservedly into God's hands, it puts God

into the place that Sin occupied, into our faculties which

He now possesses, and into our work. It gives the strong

persuasion that as we present ourselves, our reputation,

and all our interests to Him, we and they are in His safe

keeping and employment.

As if alive from fhe dead: as if is preferable to as,

not only on the ground of manuscript authority, but on

that of internal evidence. Following the reading "as

alive", some expositors say that saints are really already

alive from the dead: '' He who participates in the resur

rection life of the Lord is alive from death, but not alive

as if from death." But this statement overlooks the pres

ent context and the force of the words " likeness" and

" reckon ". If the saint were really alive from the dead,

he would have more than a likeness and a reckoning, and

he would have no problem arising from the presence of

sin in his mortal body. It ignores the difference between

our position in Christ Jesus and our actual condition as

men in the flesh. "While being judicially dead and so

justified from sin, that sin is actually present and active

in our mortal body, and our practical deliverance from

such activity is found in presenting ourselves to God.

The manner, as if alive from the dead, makes this presen

tation impossible to any but those who are reckoning on,

and are now bidden to act on, this fact. All that we have

of likeness to Christ Jesus will be realized in actual bod

ily experience when this mortal puts on immortality, and

the presence of sin will then no longer distract us from

God. But we are exhorted here and now to sanctify our

selves to God just as if we already were actually in God's

presence by resurrection from the dead. Then we shall

do the will of God even as Christ always did it; so now

we are to do His will on earth as if we were in heaven.

Such a subjective holiness rounds out and complements
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that objective sanctification which is perfected in Christ

Jesus, the only thing lacking from completeness being

the deliverance of our body.

And your members as implements of righteousness to

God. It is not said that we are to present our members,

which are the members of our mortal body, to God as if

alive from the dead, because they are death-doomed. The

body is not in Christ Jesus, nor can it share the likeness

of His resurrection till it is raised or transfigured. If we

shared the bodily likeness of His resurrection, we should

be immortal and sinless now. Though mortal, God claims

our bodies and has made them members of Christ. He

asks to have exclusive possession and use of them that

Christ may be magnified and the life of Jesus may be

manifested in our bodies (1 Cor. 6:15; Phil. 1:20;

2 Cor. 4:10). This is the first request that God makes

from those whom He has constituted saints, and it comes

first because when obeyed it carries all obedience with it.

It stands first again in chapter twelve, where precepts

which regulate the whole life of the saint are given.

Until the whole man is handed over to the possession

and mastery of God it is useless for Him to give the

details of walk and service. The question is whether God

or sin shall possess us and our members. If sin has a

part of us, it will mar everything and make obedience

impossible.

God seeks to use our members as implements of right-

eousness, as the executors of His righteous will, right

eousness being used here for the first time in the sense

of fulfillment of moral obligation, which is a contrast to

the injustice that resulted from the service of sin. Sin

has not used our members aright, we cannot do it because

we are led captive by a law of sin which is in our mem

bers, therefore God alone can use them as implements of

righteousness. Those who withhold their members from

God are like the custodian of the great Freiburg organ

who at first refused a man permission to play on it.
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Eeluctantly granting permission to play a few notes, he

soon heard the most entrancing music, and asked the

player his name. Learning that it was the great Men

delssohn, in humiliation he said, "And I refused you

permission to play on my organ!'' When God has the use

of our members He will bring from us the heavenly music

of righteousness and make it echo through an unright

eous world, proclaiming His skill through instruments

that once produced the discord of unrighteousness.

Holiness has a single eye, or it is not holiness, for it

is devotement only and utterly to God, and therefore it

excludes all selfish aims in the saint. In no way is con

secration to God so thwarted as by the intrusion of self

ish aims into God's work. Christ made no capital out of

His holiness; nay, it was His holiness that led Him in

utter self-renunciation to the cross. A true saint is so

dedicated to God and so desirous of His glory that he

cares nothing for winning any reputation or credit

among his fellow saints for being holy. Humility is the

beauty of holiness, but pride of sanctity occupies us with

another object than God. A Scotch saint, when speaking

of the glory of Moses' face, cried, "0 for a holy ignor

ance of our shining!'} (Exodus 24: 29). Holiness is not

in itself a grace that can be cultivated, because it does

not exist except as presentation to God. It is a personal

relation to Him and not a moral and spiritual culture.

Devotion to a cause, a movement, a piece of work, or a

church is not holiness. On the contrary, such objects

when substituted for God make holiness impossible. \

The "happy warrior" is said to be he who "makes

his moral being his prime care", but there is a world of

difference between this and holiness, which makes the

glory of God its prime care. The conventions and amen

ities of civilized society make good morals both conven

ient and profitable, and it is possible for men to have a

large measure of business and social morality with little

knowledge of God. But holiness is for God and runs
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counter to the spirit of a godless age. It makes men

eccentric because it changes the center of human life

from self to God, and as men follow our glance they are

directed Godward. Sanctity of life witnesses to the invis

ible God and wisely and inoffensively, but persistently

and cogently thrusts the fact of God into the faces of all

who behold it. Holiness is true evangelism.

14. The exhortation is now made more compelling by

a promise and a reason, for Sin shall not be mastering

you, and this is supported by a further reason, for you

are not under law, but under grace. As the great realm

of truth condensed into this brief statement is explored

in chapter seven, it will suffice now to note briefly the

connection between this verse and the foregoing. The

promise is that a saint can be wholly presented to God

for, though sin will still try and harass him, though it

will still be a powerful, a dangerous, and may sometimes

be a victorious enemy, it can no longer master him as it

once did. Sin had a powerful ally who made the offense

to abound (5:20), and who thus brought the sinner

into captivity to Sin. But Christ has made His members

dead to the law as well as to sin, and inasmuch as "the

power of Sin is the law" she has been deprived of her

power to enslave. Under indicates a condition of subjec

tion to authority. Though not under the authority of

law we are under the authority of Grace, which is the

best guaranty that sin shall be vanquished. The law is

given for the recognition and the detection of sin, but

grace is for its ultimate extinction.

Paul never says anything that will lead to lawlessness.

He does not say, "For you are not under law," and no

more. He is no outlaw either, for he is Christ's in-law

(1 Cor. 9:21). Nor does he say, as so many do, you are

under grace and law too, and so try to combine two

mutually destructive principles. What he says is, "You

are not under law, but under grace/' thus placing saints

under a rule that will save from sinning and really estab-
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lish the law. Grace does not accommodate law to the

inability of the morally infirm, which would be the worst

kind of antinomianism, but it meets the just requirement

of the law. Thus once again the question of verse one

receives a negative answer.

Myriads of saints, many of whom have failed or

lacked opportunity to follow this reasoned revelation of

God, have proved in experience and practise that they

are so far freed from sin's rule that they have been able

to give themselves to God, and He has given them wit

ness of His acceptance. A good example is found in the

case of Brother Lawrence, a poor and unlettered monk,

whose reported conversations and letters are a spiritual

classic, and are published under the title, '' The Practise

of the Presence of God". He says, "I renounced for the

love of Him everything that was not He, and I began to

live as if there were none but He and I in the world".

And again, "All consists in heart renunciation of every

thing that we are sensible does not lead to God.''

QUESTIONS

What two aspects of holiness are seen in Romans 6? Is

every believer sanctified? Is he also to sanctify himself?

To what does "then" or "therefore" point? (verse 12)

What is the opposite of reigning? Does "reign" imply the

presence of sin? Where is sin located? By what channel is

it transmitted? Why does only Paul speak of mortality?

(Note that the Hebrew of Job 4:17 and Deuteronomy 19:11 does

not speak of mortality.) Are the lusts of the mortal body

either primitive or natural? Should one be mastered by even

legitimate desires? How much iniquity can Sin accomplish if

deprived of the use of our members?

Are salvation and sanctification two distinct things? Is

eradication of sin the same thing as holiness? How are we to

present ourselves? Are our bodies in Christ Jesus? Are they

His members? Does sanctification demand our obedience?

Why does God ask first for the possession of ourselves? Can

holiness make one proud? Is it a spiritual culture? Is it a

good witness to God?

Geo. L. Eogers
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THE PURPOSE OF THE AGES

(Continued)

THE RECONCILIATION OF JEW AND GENTILE

The Bible Standard for June continues the series

under the above heading. Again, I am glad to say, there

is much in it that is very good. In fact, many thoughts

are very familiar to me, because I dug them out myself.

I know that credit is given to another, and that the main

argument is not mine. But I would counsel anyone who

is interested in the subject to read, "The Era Preceding

the Present'' (Unsearchable Riches, Vol, XXI, Page

319) and "From Enmity to Peace" (Unsearchable

Riches, Vol. XXII, Page 127), and then form his own

conclusion whether the writer had ever read these pre

sentations. It is good to see some of these things come

out, even if they are directed against me. If all my

opponents would do likewise, it would be a blessing.

It is a pleasure to have an adversary deal with the

words of Scripture. It is worth while to give his words ;

Having seen that the Reconciliation ("katallasso") of the

world was the "opening the door of faith unto the Gentiles,"

we now come to consider the fullest word used in this connec

tion, "apokatallasso." It is held by the teaching of "Universal

Reconciliation" that, while "katallasso" means a one-sided

change, "apokatallasso" means a mutual change; and therefore

that the "reconciliation of all things" means that every intelli

gent being will be made to experience a change of heart, and

be saved ultimately. But "apokatallasso" is not the word for a

mutual change at all. There is another word, "diallasso": "ah

lasso" with the prefix "dia," which means "through." This

word is illuminatingly used in Matthew v. 23, 24: "If therefore

thou art offering any gift at the altar, and there rememberest

that thy brother hath aught against thee, leave there thy gift

before the altar, and go thy way, first be reconciled ("dialr

lagetM") to thy brother, and then come and offer thy gift."
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That is mutual reconciliation; it requires that the two brothers
make up their differences and become friends again- to one
another. But that is not the word used in Col. i. 20, from which

"Universal Reconciliation" derives its title, and on which much
of its teaching is based.

First, let us do a little foolish reasoning also. There

is still another word, antallagma, exchange (Mat. 16: 26;

Mark 8: 37), which undoubtedly is "mutual7'. One side

cannot make an exchange. If only one derivative of

allasso can possibly refer to what is mutual (!) this is the

one! If diallasso really is mutual, will that hinder sun-

allasso, together-change, intercede, and apallotrioo,

estrange, from being mutual also. This kind of loose

reasoning will "prove" anything you desire. It does not

prove that apokatallasso, reconciliation, is not mutual.

Secondly, is dialasso mutual? It is written, "thy

brother hath aught against thee". There is no evidence

that the estrangement was mutual. The Scriptures do not

warrant the thought that he had aught against his

brother. This is inserted by our reasoner. The change

was to be made in his brother, not in himself. The word

means placate, not reconcile. It is one-sided, not mutual.

Its occurrences in the Septuagint confirm this. It is

never mutual. In First Samuel 29:4 it represents the

Hebrew rtze, accept. David has been with the Philis

tines. They want him to leave. But how "should he rec

oncile himself" to Saul? Literally how shall he cause

himself to be accepted6! There was no question of his

acceptance of Saul at this time. The word means placate,

as in the Concordant Version and not reconcile, as in

the Authorized Version.

"Apokatallasso" is used only three times in the New Testa

ment: once in Eph. ii., and twice in Col. i. It is "katallasso"

with the prefix "apo," which means "from" or "away from."

It appears to be used here in the same manner as "epi"

("upon") in "epignosis"; so that while "gnosis" means "knowl
edge," "epignosis" means "full knowledge." It is used as an

intensive (or, rather, extensive) prefix, expanding the scope,

but not changing the nature of the word. "Katallasso" is a

one-sided change—God reconciled to us through the death of
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His Son—and calls for a responsive change in man's rebellious

heart before the benefits of the reconciliation can be received.

"Apokatallasso" is a change of the same kind, but more exten

sively applied; it is no more mutual than "katallasso" itself.

Here is another delightful bit of Bible Standard word

study. Apo, we are told, means "from" or ".away

from", and epi means "upon". Also apo and epi mean

the same thing, that is, full, or rather extensive. That is,

to put the theory into practise, if my opponent goes

"away from" the Scriptures, it is all the same as if he

goes "upon" them, for, in each case, his action is merely

an intensive or extensive movement, let us say, like a

jumping jack. That is clear, is it not? Just this sort of

thing is found in the so-called " definitions "in Greek

dictionaries. When they cannot define a prefix they

merely say intensive. Possibly this is the excuse for this

remarkable (lack of) definition.

Let us give this a fair trial. This is easily done, for

many roots have both of these prefixes. The following are

a few actual examples taken at random from Holy Writ:

apoballo, cast away; epiballo, accrue

apoblepo, look away; epiblepo, look on

apokaluptd, reveal, unveil; epikalupto, cover over

apopipto, fall off; epipipto, fall on

It hardly seems as if apo and epi are alike. Neither

is it apparent that they are intensive or extensive. This

is not according to epignosis, or even gnosis. It is not

knowledge, either intensive or extensive. It is a despair

ing attempt to camouflage ignorance and, at all hazards,

to conceal the truth.

The Greek connectives, though few in number, must

do duty for the innumerable relations which exist be

tween words. When compounded with a root they are

influenced by the meaning of the root. Therefore it is

not wise to speculate about such relations as "mutual".

There is no connective which exactly fits it. It is possible

with most of the connectives. The idiom of Greek and

English differs so radically here that reasoning from
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rules is irrational. For instance "burn up" in Greek is

katakcrio, down-burn.

I have just glanced over the list of Greek words which

have the prefix apo-, from-, on pages 10,11, and 12 of the

Elements in the Concordant Version, and can find few

cases, if any, where it merely has the idea of fullness or

is intensified or expanded. In a very large precentage of

the words the English uses from, off, or away. In such

words as redemption (lutrosis, Loosening, Luke 1:68;

2:38; Heb. 9:12) and deliverance (apolutrosis, from-

Loosening, Rom. 3:24; 8:23; Eph. 1:7, etc.) we see

somewhat the same force as in the word we are studying.

We are redeemed now, but it affects our spirits only.

When Christ comes we will be FROM-redeemed, or deliv

ered, for our bodies will experience the effect of Christ's

work. It is not a fuller redemption of the spirit, but it

includes another sphere, the body.

We welcome the admission that katallasso is a one

sided change. How the "nature of the word" is changed

by making it two* sided is not clear. Conciliation and

reconciliation are alike in "nature". Expressions of

this sort are mere smoke screens. This whole discus

sion is hopelessly confused by using the same English

word (reconciliation) for the two Greek words under

discussion. Counsel is further darkened by using recon

ciliation for a one-sided change. I have no English refer

ence books with me, but I am quite sure that reconcile

cannot be used of a one-sided amity by one who under

stands the English language. I well remember reading

Burke's masterpiece on "Conciliation with America,"

in my school days. It were well if men used a little

accuracy in dealing with God's words, and so express

the distinctions which He has made.

If my opponent wishes to be clear he has no choice

but to drop the term reconcile entirely, for English usage

demands a mutual change. The fact that I am concilia

tory to him does not mean that we are reconciled. It
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will take both of us to effect that. He should say "con

ciliate" and "fully conciliate", and so reconcile his

thoughts and his words, for now they are estranged.

Until he clears up his vocabulary he will only confuse

himself and his readers. In order to prove his point that

reconciliation is not mutual he gives a long dissertation

on the reconciliation of Jew and gentile in the second

chapter of Ephesians. How poorly he proves that this

reconciliation is onesided may be seen from the follow

ing brief statements: "reconciliation of two enemies

. . .", "reconciling them to one another . . .", "the

reconciliation of the Jew and the Gentile", "the slaying

of the enmity between Jew and Gentile", now "both

have access ..." He has insisted that the reconcilia

tion is not "mutual". Now he says that it is "on the

basis of mutual bankruptcy . . . and mutual guilt . . .

the sinking of mutual animosity!"

He avowedly gives the teaching of another, and

blindly follows him into the ditch on some points. He

says that, at the destruction of Jerusalem, the olive tree

was cut downl This is unknown to the Word of God,

and shows that the teaching he is following is false.

Boughs have been broken off and the nations (not the

saints, Rom. 11:13) have been grafted in (Rom. 11:17).

It is sheer folly to change God's figures to agree with

our teaching. The nations remain in the olive tree until

God hews them out. That has not yet occurred, though

they are ripe for it today. And Israel will be grafted

into their own olive tree. It is a figure of God's testi

mony in the earth. It was in Israel's hands. Now it is

in the hands of the nations. But it will be restored to

Israel. God will always have a witness in the earth, even

in its darkest hour, when the two olive trees prophesy

(Un. 11:3, 4), at the time of the end.

He also follows blindly in calling epouranios, super-

heavenly. After assuring us that epi means upon, or

rather full, he now takes his teacher's word for it and
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makes it super. The fact is that the wotd means on. In

connection with places it retains this significance. When

used with earth (epigeion) it means on earth, terrestrial.

It was used as the complement of this by our Lord in His

words to Nicodemus, "If I tell you of the terrestrial

(epigeia) ... if I should be telling you of the celestial

(epourania)." Paul says "there are bodies celestial and

bodies terrestrial, but there is a different glory, indeed,

of the celestial, and a different of the terrestrial . . ."

(1 Cor. 15:40). He tells us that, "in the name of Jesus

every knee should be bowing, celestial and terrestrial

. . .". Substitute superheavenly for celestial in these

passages and see what a mess it makes.

We will close with a heart filled with thanks that

this controversy has led to the publication of so much

truth, despite the current of error on which it is carried.

Let us pray that it will be the means of introducing

much that is profitable to the readers of The Bible Stan

dard. The articles are sent to me in Germany. I send

my reply to America. From there it goes on to New

Zealand, clear around the earth. For this reason I write

fast and freely, so as not to delay the matter unduly.

But God can bless the most imperfect work, if it be

based on His own Word.

"all things''

Our reply to the eleventh article (The Bible Stan

dard, August 1,1932) will be brief because it has all been

fully refuted in our reply to The Berean Expositor in

Volume XVI, page 53, of Unsearchable Riches. There

we exposed the dishonesty and unbelief of these argu

ments, but our opponent has not hesitated to repeat and

emphasize his own refusal to believe what God has said.

We will principally show the corrupt methods he uses,

which have the appearance of honest investigation, and

thus mislead those who do not question his integrity.

First, he quotes 1 Timothy 2:6: ". . . Christ Jesus,
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Who gave Himself a ransom for all," and cites 1 Tim

othy 1:4, 5, 14, 16, 19 in order to inject the condition

of faith into it, just as he cites Eomans 1-4, to prove

that 5:11-21 also depends on faith. He really ought to

instruct God how to write. God did not leave faith out

of Romans Five by accident. It is stupid impudence to

put it in. God has not put faith in 1 Timothy 2: 6. How

can any man dare to add it? It is a departure from

sanity to take a word which has been used of saints and

inject it into a passage which deals with mankind as

such. It is evident that God's Word as written is not at

all suitable for our critics!

The sane method of dealing with this passage is to

call attention to the fact that the ransom for all is not

connected with faith. Then, turning to the corresponding

section of the epistle (for First Timothy is a beautiful

reversal, in which each subject is recalled, in inverse

order, as shown in the Concordant Version), he should

quote 1 Timothy 4:9: "Faithful is the saying and

worthy of all welcome (for for this we are toiling and

being reproached) that we rely on the living God, Who

is the Saviour of all mankind, especially of those who

believe. These things be charging and teaching." Salva

tion is for all, but specially for those who believe.

Throughout God's Word eonian salvation is limited

to believers. Unbelievers have eonian judgment. Quite

apart from faith, both are saved beyond the eons.

Then we are told that "there is no Scripture which

reveals any opportunity to exercise faith or fulfil any

conditions of salvation, after this present and fleshly

life''. What a sad lack this shows in the knowledge of

God! The one "condition" of salvation is a Saviour! If

this enemy of mine were drowning, and I were able to

swim out to save him, I would first knock him senseless,

lest he fulfill some "conditions", and drag me down with

him. The essential thing is a knowledge of God. This

comes by faith now. It will come by sight later. When
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Christ is through with His work of revealing Him, the

unbeliever will have seen Him.

Then we are given a bit of non-Biblical theology:

'l Christ purchased the race from the entail of the con

demnation of death brought in through Adam ..."

Like all such statements, it will not bear investigation.

I understand an entail to be something which cannot be

disposed of. How a race can be purchased from an

entail is none too clear. However, let us suppose that He

freed the race from the condemnation of death, which

seems to be the point plainly expressed. Then, the debt

having been paid, He refuses to give them a receipt

unless they meet His conditions! Few men would be so

unrighteous as that. Try again, brother! Put it in

plain Scriptural language next time.

"wish" or "will"

It is strange how words change their meanings when

they touch this great truth. It is still stranger how God

degenerates into a pitiful puppet Who "wishes" that all

men should be saved, but is so sorry that He really can

not do it! He has the heart but His arm is too short, His

hand is paralyzed, and His head is too empty. There is a

Greek word for wish, but it is euchomai, not thelo (Acts

27:29; Rom. 9: 3; 2 Cor. 13: 9; 3 John 2). Boulomai

signifies counsel, intention, not determination. Thelo is

the only Greek term for will in the Scriptures. The

Authorized Version renders it wiU over sixty times, and

only twice has it otherwise. The Concordant Version

always has it will. But now, to make God an impotent

imbecile, an amiable weakling, a disappointed dolt, in

this passage, it must be changed to wish! May God be

gracious to the man who dares to say that He wishes to

do what He cannot perform! What can be a more direct

denial that He is God?

We have never "drawn the inference" that "all men

shall be saved, whether they will or not". We have pub-
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licly declared our conviction that God is wise as well as

powerful, and is able to turn men to Himself. We have

insisted that a real Creator will have no difficulty in

leading His creatures where He wants them. I have

never created a horse, but I imagine I can drive one or

lead him about if I have a lump of sugar. God not only

has the reins. He is Love. And love and its delights

are superior to every opposing will. In due time all men

will will to be saved. Why, a man could do that with a

tithe of God's wisdom and love.

Again we protest against the unbelief and stupidity

which mixes "all" and "the all", and makes lack of

faith in one Scripture the basis of unbelief in another.

In the case of this man it is immoral, for he has had an

opportunity to read our reply to these very reasonings.

We have never taught that ta panta means absolutely

everything in creation. We have pointed out that God

Himself has defined it for us in 1 Corinthians 15: 27-28.

It does not include God. But it does, include all others.,

The passages adduced, 1 Corinthians 10: 23; 13: 7; Phil-

ippians 3: 8, are not in point. In each case the all means

all, within the scope of the context. But what right have

we to limit one context by another? That ta panta can

and does include all intelligent beings is evident from

the occurrences which he has kept from his readers.

I hereby appeal to the Editor of The Bible Standard,

who, I believe, has a heart for the truth. If the pastor of

West Street Church will not be honest enough to give

the pertinent passages for ta panta, he should do so,

with an analysis of the scope of each passage. They are:

1 Co. 15:27, 28, 28 subject the all, except God

Eph. 1:10 head up the all, except God and Christ

the all created, except God

the all completed, except God and Christ

able to subject the all, except God

the all created in the Son, except God

reconcile the all, except the Son

carrying on the all, except God and His Son

the all created, except God

Phil.

Col.

Heb.

Un.

3: 9

4:10

3:21

1:16

1:20

1: 3

4:10
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Every false inference he has brought to bear on uni

versal reconciliation in Colossians 1:20 applies equally

to universal creation. If my opponent has proven any

thing he has shown that God created, and Christ sub

jects, heads up, completes, carries on, and reconciles only

a small fraction of the universe, notwithstanding God's

own insistence that such is not the case. Who then is it

who has created, carries on, and will subject and head up

the greater portion of the universe? Verily it seems as if

he deifies the devil! When He created the universe there

were no subterranean creatures. Neither will there be

when He reconciles all. The same is true of the sea.

These will be subject during the eons (Phil. 2:10), but

were not on the earth as originally created, nor will they

be on it as recreated.

Here is a bit of choice logic: " 'the all things' . . .

> [is used] to designate certain specific 'all things' to the

exclusion of others"! It does not say 'all things' but

'THE all things'," and the insertion of the article at

once defines and narrows the expression". "All things

universally will be placed in subjection beneath the Lord,

either beneath His feet or under Him as Head; the nar

rower expression 'ta panta' is the term used by God

when speaking of the reconciliation of all things. Let

us keep close to the words of the Word."

This holy hypocrisy is copied from another source.

The passages already cited show that subjection is "nar

rowed" down to both "all" and "the all" (1 Cor. 15: 27,

28, 28) and this is so "narrow" that it includes all except

God! But the universal reconciliation, being mutual, is

not so "narrow" as this, for it includes God! Let us ask

anyone with a normal mind, What is the difference be

tween "a universe", and 'the universe"? Only a the

ologian would stultify himself and say that "the uni

verse" is a narrowed universe. Such is the stuff which
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shatters itself to pieces against the rock of universal rec

onciliation. Opposition to this great truth makes men mad.

"the reconciliation of all things"

The twelfth article has much in it that is good, even

if it seeks to make universal reconciliation ridiculous by-

misrepresenting our teaching. Confusing the vivification

of all mankind with the reconciliation of the universe, it

seeks to make us seem silly. We have always taught that

reconciliation is limited to those at enmity with God.

The attempt to limit it by the word eite (whether . . .

or) is unfortunate, for both the English whether and

the Greek eite give details. They do not limit. The limi

tations are in the context and the nature of the case, not

in these connectives. Thus (A. V.):

Ei>h. 5:10 whether (he be) bond or free

Phil. 1:20 whether (it be) by life or by death

1 Th. 5:10 whether we wake or sleep

A concordance will show that eite never limits. It

always amplifies.

RECONCILIATION CONDITIONAL

We are then told that "the reconciliation is shown to

be conditional: 'If so he that you continue . . ." I must

confess that it is difficult for me to be patient with such

palpable perversions. He has deliberately distorted the

text. It reads, "to present you holy and without 'blem

ish and unreprovable before him: if so be that ye con

tinue in the faith . . ." (Col. 1:22, 23, R. V.). The rec

onciliation, we are told, is conditional, yet in the next

breath another doubter is quoted to show that it refers

to a definite act in the past!

RECONCILIATION PAST

The statement that reconciliation is a definite act in

the past is an interesting suggestion. What are the facts ?

Grammatically, the verb to-reconcile (apokatallaxai) is
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called the aorist or indefinite, which is a fact for all time.

The peculiarity of this verb is that it affixes the usual

marks of the past e— and the future —s- to the root, as

in verse 21, apokat-e-lla-xen. The root -alias- is changed

to [-eallass-] -ellax-. But the infinitive, ^-reconcile, in

verse 20, lias no sign of the past. It is apokat-a-lla-x-ai.

The grammatical form is all against its being a definite

act in the past. But few are able to grasp these facts. It

is easier to examine parallel passages. The following are

all of this form in this chapter:

Aorist Infinitives in Colossians 1 (R. V.)

Col. 1:10 to walk worthily of the Lord unto all pleasing

19 that in Him should all the fulness dwell

20 and through Him to reconcile all things

22 to present you holy and without blemish

25 to fulfil the word of God

27 to whom God was pleased to make known

Again I beg the editor of The Bible Standard to pro

duce this evidence as to the verb to-reconcile, and let

each saint judge for himself, whether walk and presenta

tion and reconciliation are all in the past, so that the

future is excluded. I do not claim that reconciliation is

confined to the future. The Colossians had already been

reconciled. But the evidence is all against the assertion

that it is all past.

There is probably a large number of the readers of

The Bible Standard who are not concerned about who is

right, but what is right. To these I appeal. Urge the

editor to have the evidence on these themes printed in

your periodical. Leave me out altogether. Do not use

my Concordant Version unless you want exactitude.

Judge these things for yourselves. If the evidence is not

given to you, we can come to only one conclusion—that

your leaders are afraid of it. A. E. K.
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FROM JERUSALEM TO TIBERIAS

A HUMAN TOUCH

Folks are human, even if their language is strange and

their costume and customs odd. Returning from Talpioth, a

suburb south of Jerusalem, where you get a splendid view of

the wilderness of Judea and the Dead Sea, we took the bus

back to the city. Among the passengers was a motherly looking

woman, probably a Jewess. Soon another woman of similar

appearance entered with a beaming face, and greeted the other

effusively, in German. For a little while she did her best to

hold in the great news, but finally it broke all restraints, and

she burst out, "My little son walked all alone yesterday!" And

then came all the interesting details. There had been no

premonition of the great event. Yesterday, suddenly, he had

surprised his mother by taking some unsupported steps, to his

own delight as well as hers. And now, of course, he wanted to

walk too much. He was only so old, yet weighed so much. I

gave no sign of understanding. Such intimacies are not for

the public. But I felt that one woman had filled her own cup

of joy by unselfish affection and devotion in Jerusalem just the

same as anywhere else. I remember my own elation on a

similar occasion. Can it be that our God finds satisfaction in

our feeble attempts to keep upon our feet? Surely it is His

love which makes Him "the happy God".

RAIN

It is raining! It has made quite a few attempts lately, but

now it is coming down in earnest. The Jaffa road is almost

deserted, and the few pedestrians and donkeys are scurrying

for shelter. I go to the faucet to quench my thirst. No water!

Water, water everywhere, but not a drop to drink! But soon

we manage to get a little liquid and the rain stops. The wind

blows, the sun comes out, so soon all will be dry again.

GALILEE OF THE NATIONS

Contact with Christ is what counts. Not only in our study
of the Scriptures and in our daily experience, but also in the

physical features of the Holy Land. Involuntarily we ask our

selves the question, "Did He see this!" or "Was this as it is
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now when He beheld it?" Most of its value depends on its

relationship to our Lord. Much as we have enjoyed our inves

tigations of Judea, we look with even livelier anticipations to

our going to Galilee. I am convinced that He did not entirely

neglect the villages of Judea, But it is in Galilee that most of
His ministry was spent. His own city was on the shore of the

lake. Looking at it from the purely physical standpoint, the

lowness of the land at the lake is in close accord with His

humiliation below the common level of humanity. It is most

fitting that He Who was above all should choose to live below

the level of earth's habitance. There are few places where this

is possible.

BENJAMIN IN JUDEA

The car is loaded with our belongings, and we are ready to

start. As Tiberias is on the Damascus road, we first go to the

Damascus gate. There we turn up the same way we went when
visiting Bethel and Ai. But we will take in the roadside scenes

more carefully this time. Mt. Scopus is only two minutes from

the gate. This is where Titus had his camp when Jerusalem

was destroyed in the year seventy. This is like almost all

roads in this country, turning to the left, if it is not running

around to the right, but it keeps its northerly trend a little

better than is usual. Yonder is the little village of Sha'afat,

which some think is the ancient Nob (1 Sam. 21:1; Isa. 10:32).

While Saul was king the Tabernacle was erected here, for

David fled to it for refuge (1 Sam. 22:9-19). On the other side

of the road is Gibeah (Judges 19:12; 1 Sam. 10:5, 15, 34), on

the hill now called Tell el Ful. Americans have excavated here

and claim that they have found four successive fortresses, the

first built in the time of the Judges, the second by Saul, the
third after Solomon, and the fourth by the Maccabees.

Just west of us is one of the highest points in this part of

Palestine. The Arabs call it Nebi Samwil, the Prophet Samuel,

for it may be the Mizpeh of the Hebrew Scriptures, where Sam

uel judged Israel twenty years (1 Sam. 7:5). Mizpeh means

"watchtower" in Hebrew. It certainly would be a good site for

such a purpose, for it seems to be visible from the whole west

ern slope of Judah and Benjamin. Whenever I have wished to

orient myself, I have sought for Nebi Samwil. When lost near
Ai, it was necessary to see the white buildings on its top not
so very far to the south-southeast.

It does not seem right to report on the appearance of the

Jewish settlements at this time of the year, for all seems

brown and barren yet. Since the rain the hills are a much
darker hue, there are plowed patches of black loam, and the

vegetation has lost its dusty look. A faint tinge of green is

coloring the landscape. We will content ourselves with remark

ing once for all, that the Jewish colonies, by comparison,

always look thrifty and modern. The houses are usually well

built, of stone. But it all seems fresh and unfinished in a land
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where all else seems finished and foul. We are just passing
the first colony north of Jerusalem, called Neve Yakob. Now

we have a height on our right, called Er Ram, the Ramah

[height] of Benjamin (1 Kings 15:17), where Samuel was born
(1 Sam. 1:19). This is the frontier between Judah and Israel.
Now we are coming to a level stretch. These are scarce, so the
government is utilizing this for an aeroplane field. Here is a

hill on the border of Ephraim, Ataroth Adar (Noble Crowns,

Joshua 16:5), now called Tell el Nasbeh. Some think this is
the Mizpeh of Benjamin. The Pacific School of Religion, of

Berkeley, California, is excavating here.

THE TEN-TREBED TERRITORY

The next place, El Bireh, the ancient Beeroth (Well, Joshua

9:17; 2 Sam. 4:2) is the village from which we went to Beth-el

and Ai. Its name indicates the presence of a supply of water.

Ram Allah is on our right. The American Friends, or Quakers,

have schools here. To our right runs the road to Beth-el, where

Jeroboam set up the golden calves and led Israel astray. On

the same side we can see Baal Hazor (Owner-Environ, 2 Sam.

13:23), a distant peak, now called Tel Asur. On this bare ridge

we can see the great sea to the west, on our left. Down below

is the village of Jiffna, not mentioned in the Scriptures, so far

as I know, but known as Gophna in Josephus, if I am not mis

taken. So, also, on the left is his Berzetho, now Bir Zeit. We

have gone about fifteen miles. This village, called Ain Sinia,

may be the Jeshanah (2 Chron. 13:19) which Abijah took from

Jeroboam. A little further along are the ruins of a Crusader's

castle, far up on our right.

Down we go, into a wady to Ayoun el Haramiyeh (Robbers'

Springs), where a little dampness on the side of a low cliff

indicates the presence of water. They say this was a dangerous

place at one time. Now we are coming close to Seilun, the old

Shiloh. It is yonder, off the road to our right. There it was

that the coffer of the covenant rested in the days of Eli. There

Jehovah revealed Himself to Samuel (1 Sam. 3:21). Here the

remnant of the Benjamites took their wives (Judges 21:19-21).

Now we are coming to the top of a hill from which Mount

Hermon can be seen on a clear day. There it is, with its white

cap, far in the misty north. Hereafter we will be on the look
out for it in all of Galilee and Golan, for it is the focus of all

eyes in the northern parts of Palestine. Down we go again.

This police station is what remains of Kahn Lubban, named

after the village which anciently was called Lebonah (Judges

21:19).

SAMARIA—JACOB'S WELL

Like our Lord, Who trod this path in the long ago, we must

needs go through Samaria, if we wish to go to Galilee or back
to Judea. So here we are, in the mountains of Samaria. The

high hill just ahead is Gerizim. Ebal is higher, but out of
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sight behind it. We are skirting the base of Gerizim, but leave

the road to go down to Jacob's well, where our Lord spoke to

the woman of Sychar, which is probably that little town about

a half mile straight ahead. It is now called Askar. I had the

mistaken impression that the well was out in an open field.

Instead, the place is surrounded by a high stone wall. Entering

the gate, we are struck by what, at first sight, appears to be the

ruins of a Gothic cathedral, but, on closer view, seems to be an

unfinished church. We wind about until we enter by a side

door and stand inside the edifice. Strangely incongruous, two

small green hut-like structures are built where we would expect

the altar. They prove to be the entrance and exit to a small

cavern beneath, in which the well is found. An attendant

lights three candles, fixes them on the lid of a bucket, and

lowers them down the well by means of a small windlass. We

are peering down into the depths as it slowly descends. The

sides are lined with stone. It seems to be over seven feet in

diameter and about seventy-five feet deep. There, the bucket

strikes the water! The attendant is winding up the windlass.

Slowly it ascends. Take off the lid. Blow out the candles. Let

us have a drink. Clear and cool and refreshing! I surely will

thirst again, but I am satisfied for the present.

The usual ornamentation of a Catholic shrine adorns the

cavern. But I am blind to all this. The tawdry splendors fade

away. The rickety windlass disappears. The very cavern van

ishes. I see only the well, with a weary, thirty Man waiting

for the return of His disciples. He has no way to draw water.

The well is deep indeed. What a wonderful vision of God's

thirst for the love and worship of His creatures! How impos

sible to prove, but delicious to believe that they can refresh

His soul! What are the necessary qualifications? They are

embodied for us in the misfortunate woman. So sensitive to

her shame that she does not come to the well in the cool eve

ning, but braves the heat of the day to avoid the jibes and

insults of her self-righteous neighbors. They are in no position

to refresh Him. She is. So am I!

Over there is the tomb of Joseph, in the parcel of ground

acquired by Jacob (Joshua 24:32). Shechem is only a short

distance further on. Turning westward, we are now approach

ing the pass between Gerizim and Ebal. This is an important

land-mark. There is no doubt about the identity of these two

mountains. The depression between them must always have

been one of the chief routes between the coast and the Jordan

valley. Modern Nablus is ahead, on our left. On our right is

Balata, which seems to have been the site of ancient Shechem.

The patriarchs were often at this spot. And in this remarkable

rift Joshua convened the whole nation of Israel, soon after

they entered the land, and read the law to them (Joshua 8:

30-35). Here he delivered his final speech before his death
(Joshua 24:1-28). It is said that a man standing on either

slope can easily be heard across the pass. What a grand setting
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for such stirring periods as these: "Choose you this day

whom you will serve!" "As for me and my house, we will

serve Jehovah!"
SAMARITANS

The chief interest in this town of Nablus is the sect of the

Samaritans, of which less than two hundred seem to survive.

Fortunately for us, this is the Sabbath, and we may be able to

see the service at the synagogue. Our driver knows where it is,

so he forces his car up steep narrow streets, and through paths

never meant for automobiles, but finally comes to a stop. We

have just passed a venerable looking man with a flowing robe.

The driver whispers that this is one of them. As he disappears
in the dark opening ahead, we follow through tunnel-like pas

sages and narrow alleyways, until the sound of stentorian

shouting assails our ears. Our guide whispers, "They are pray

ing." He inquires and we are ushered into a small courtyard

with a number of inscriptions in the walls. At one end is a

primitive wooden railing. Men are coming in. Some leave

their shoes in the outer court, but usually they step over the

railing and leave them in the inner vestibule. All go in with

bare or stockinged feet. It is much simpler than it seems, for

the slippers either have nothing above the heel, or the back

part is turned down. At any time the wearer can step back

and leave them lie. No one seems to wear shoes, or boots, as

they are called in England. Besides this, each worshiper goes

into the synagogue a few steps and returns with a white robe,

which he wears over his other clothes when entering to join

the exercises. No women are to be seen. One man has spread

a rug outside the door and is kneeling and prostrating upon it

by himself. But he does not take much part in the responses.

I ask our guide to tell them that I have a collation of the

Samaritan Pentateuch and would like to see the book. A

stately looking, black-bearded Samaritan speaks to me in a

kindly voice, saying that the services will be over in fifteen

minutes, and then the high priest will come out and carry the

book. He is now reading from it. If we will step inside the

portico, we will be able to see him.

I am reluctant about stepping over the rail, remembering

the inscription on the soreg, that aliens who trespass beyond

it are liable to death. But the guide goes over, and he beckons

us to follow. Now we can see clearly. The worshipers stand in

rows, when they are not on their knees with their faces flat on

the floor. Before them stands the great priest, a venerable

figure in white, with a patriarchal countenance and silvery

beard, who seems to be leading the exercises from the book in

his hands. Some of the worshipers are mere lads, who take a

vigorous part, but occasionally leave their places to peer out at

us, or roam about at will.

We imagine that such a solemn scene should be accom

panied by silence or soft sounds. It seems most incongruous
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that everyone seems to be shouting at the top of his lungs.

The room is small and the din is deafening at times. Every

body seems to be endeavoring to be heard above the rest. Now

there is a moment of silence. But the high priest, in a high,

metallic voice, starts them off again. Now there seem to be

responses. More men are coming all the time. They are not

ashamed to be late. They simply kick off their slippers, reach

in for a white robe, and join the rest. More than fifteen

minutes have passed. Our guide moves out. We follow him.

He explains that there is no telling how long it will last, as

they are really only beginning, and all are not there yet. I

reflect that it is not likely that the high priest is reading from

the Samaritan Pentateuch, for such handling would soon

destroy it. It must be a copy, in which I am not interested.

Being the Sabbath, they may object to showing the genuine

antique. So I acquiesce, and we go back to the car.

I was impressed by the figure, the face, and the favor shown

by several of the more distinguished Samaritans, as they

passed us. They looked more like the prints we see of the

ancient priests and patriarchs than the Jews themselves. The

high priest, Khaim Ishak, gave us a most kindly glance. His

appearance is perfect for the part. Only his voice seemed too

high and quavering. They are a remarkable people.

During the Assyrian captivity, more than seven hundred

years before Christ, Shalmanezer, the king of Assyria replaced

the deported Israelites by immigrants from Babylon, and

Cuthah, and Ava, and Hamath and Sepharvaim. Because Jeho

vah sent lions among them, which slew some of them, they

were given a priest out of Israel, yet they kept up the worship

of their own gods (2 Kings 17). When Israel returned from

the captivity they would have joined them but were repulsed.

This began an enmity which has lasted ever since. It is hardly

as drastic as our Authorized Version makes it. They must

have had dealings with the Jews. But no Jew would ask a

favor of a Samaritan, as our Lord had done. They would not

be beholden to them (John 4:9). The Jews have been scattered

among the nations, but the Samaritans seem to have held on

to this place. Thrice a year they still celebrate the sacred fes

tivals on Mount Gerizim. Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles

find them worshiping "in this mountain". We worship neither

in Jerusalem nor in the mountain, but in spirit and in truth.

SAMARIA OE SEBASTIEH

A short ride beyond Nablus, we see a road to the right, on

which we are now headed for the ruins of the ancient city of

Samaria, now called Sebastieh. There is the hill ahead of us.

We will drive up to the village on the far side and get a guide.

Here he comes, with a brass badge on his arm. Five piasters

each, please! We are climbing toward the top, on the far slope.

Beneath us in the vale we can see the remains of a straight

Roman road. Some pillars also point out the position of the
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stadium. To our left is a row of massive columns, a third of

their height still buried in the rubbish of millenniums. This

seems to show why so many shafts are still standing in

Samaria. The bottom third of most of them is buried in the

soil. Some of them lie on the ground. But here is an excava

tion, which shows their full length and the pedestal on which
they are placed. This semi-circular stone structure, with pave

ment and walls intact, is supposed to have served as a senate

chamber. They seem to have been fortunate in having only a

few senators.

Let us go on. Here is a deep excavation. What we have

seen is evidently Roman. Yon wall, along this street, seems

more primitive. Perhaps it goes back to Omri or Ahab. Beyond

it we come to the ruins of a small Byzantine chapel. Only
some of the walls remain, with the floor. Our guide is getting

out his keys. Oh, there is a door. We descend into a small

crypt. Not much to be seen, until we discern the colors on

the wall. There is painting on the plaster like that we saw in

Rome. It has survived for many centuries. Possibly among the

oldest paintings in the world.

Further on we come to vast excavations. Here is ancient

work. The Roman is on top, but beneath are foundations which

no Roman ever made. That may date back to the kings of

Israel who first built Samaria.

The upper masonry must be Roman. See this broad flight

of steps, leading to the top of the hill. In that barbed wire en

closure is the marble torso of a man. It was a heroic statue,

when supplied with its limbs and its head. We are now descend

ing the western slope of the hill, through an olive grove. There

is the gateway, with two imposing towers, one on each side.

The work seems old. It is not impossible that the four lepers

sat here. Often have I applied their words to myself, "We do

not well: this day is a day of good tidings, and we hold our

peace . .»." (2 Kings 7:9). And here it was that the unbeliev

ing lord was trodden to death, as the famished people rushed

out to loot the camp of the Syrians (2 Kings 8:17). From this

gateway a well preserved colonnade leads along the south side

of the hill, directly east. Now the loose stones make miserable

going. But the original street must be many feet below us, for

these columns are all sunk into the ground. Let us walk the

whole length. There is the village! And there is the car!

Such is the capital of Samaria. Low as Jerusalem has sunk,

it still exists, and will become the capital of Christ's world
kingdom when He comes. It was chosen by God. Samaria was

selected by man. Its glory is its shame.

We are now descending among the foothills. Over ten miles
from the capital of Israel we see a separate little hill on our

right which the Arabs call Tel Dothan. This seems to be the

veritable spot where Joseph was put into a pit by his brothers,

and later sold into Egypt. The time is coming when no Jew

will be able to look at this place unmoved, not at the treatment
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of Joseph by their forefathers, but by their own rejection of

Him of Whom Joseph was but a passing shadow.

Now we are entering a fair-sized Arab village, called Jenin,

perhaps the remnant of the name Engannim (Spring of the

Gardens, Joshua 19:21). The greenery hereabouts seems to

support the identification. Tradition, as a rule, is wrong. But

the story of the ten lepers seems to fit this locality very well.

It is on the high road from Galilee to Judea, and near the

border of Samaria (Luke 17:11-19). Now that we are leaving

Jenin, let us keep a sharp lookout, for we are approaching the

greatest battlefield of history and the many Biblical sites

which surround it. On our right are the heights of Gilboa,

where king Saul ended his inglorious reign. On our left is the

little village of Tannuk, the ancient Taanach, which was

allotted to Manasseh (Joshua 17:11). Now we are coming to

Zerin, the town of Jezreel though the valley of Jezreel really

commences a little to our right and continues through this

depression all the way to the Jordan. But here is a road lead

ing off a little in that direction, to Ain Jalud, the Well of

Harod, called Gideon's fountain. To the north of them, right

across the valley were the Midianites, at the foot of Jebel

Duhy, the "hill of Moreh", usually called "Little Hermon" now.

It was at this spring that Gideon tested his men, and rejected

all but a small band of three hundred. There is great encour

agement in this story for us in these days. We are apt to rely

on numbers and on qualification and on reputation. All of

these are necessary if God is not with us. But He alone is

more than a majority. He can do more with weakness and

folly than we can with wisdom and strength. Only let us not

foul His Word with our mouths, and let us shatter our earthen

vessels and allow His light to shine and the forces of darkness

and superstition will flee. The battle is not ours, but God's.

ARMAGEDDON

This great plain to our left, stretching away to the sea, has

various names. It is Esdraelon, Megiddo, or Armageddon. It

is the only level area of any size in Palestine. No place is more

important in the history of warfare. It is soaked with the

blood of battles. The Egyptians, the Hittites, the Syrians, the

Midianites, the Philistines, the Assyrians, the Greeks, the

Romans, the Crusaders, the Saracens, the Turks, the French,

and the British, as well as the Israelites,have saturated the soil

with the blood of their best and bravest. Here clashed Barak

and Sisera. Saul and Jonathan fought their last fight nearby.

Judith slew Holofernes here. Napoleon was defeated and

Allenby routed the Turks in this battleground of the nations.
It all looks peaceful now, but its gory glory is not yet gone.

This is the plain in which the armies of the world will mobil

ize in the days to come, for Megiddo is not far away on our

left, on the side of Mount Carmel, just opposite the center of

the valley. We cannot say that a battle will be fought here,
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however, for it is mentioned only as the place of mobilization

(Un. 16:16). It is better suited for the purpose than any other

place in Palestine. The vast number involved in that last great

conflict, which will usher in the kingdom of God, could find no

other place in this land so fit for deploying great numbers of

troops.

Look down the valley of Jezreel, on our right. There we
see a range just like the mountains of Moab from Jerusalem.

They are a continuation of them, but here lead up to the land

of Gilead. We cannot see it, but at their base flows the Jordan,

from Galilee to the Dead Sea. A few miles this side of the

river, in the center of this valley of Jezreel is the famous town

of Beisan, anciently called Bethshean (Joshua 18:16). It is in

connection with this city that we read of the chariots of iron

which played such a prominent part in the warfare of this

region. Elsewhere the terrain is too rough for the use of

wheeled vehicles in warfare, but here the Israelites found them

too much for them. Even here Sisera was defeated, not through

the valor of Barak's army, but by the sudden storm and the

swollen river Kishon, which mired their chariots and trapped

their occupants. But Beisan, later called Scythopolis, is noted

today for another cause. The University of Pennsylvania Pales

tine Expedition has made extensive excavations, and claims to

have unearthed ten distinct levels in fifty feet of debris. It

seems certain that this site was a seat of civilization from

fifteen centuries before Christ.

We do not come very near Mount Carmel on this road, but

there it is, on our left, along the southeast side of this great

plain of Esdraelon. It runs right down to the sea.

Now we are in past Jezreel. Shunem is not far on our right,

up on the side of Little Hermon. This was the home of the

great woman of Shunem, who provided a home for the prophet

Elijah (2 Kings 4:8-11). Now we are passing the mountain, and

we can see Nain, well up on its northern slope (Luke 7:11-15).

We are near one of earth's hallowed spots, where the Christ of

God revealed the glory that was His as the Son of God. Here

death was defeated by Him Who is the Life of the world.

There is a glory here that is not found in the resurrection of

Lazarus, or of Jairus' daughter. Do not these three foreshadow

the future defeat of death at His hands? Lazarus may well

represent those who are His, the saints for whom He will come

before the thousand years. But the little girl did not know
Him. She was not a believer. Neither was this widow's son.

Undoubtedly he was a sinner, like all others of his age. He

was not raised for aught in him. It was an act of pure grace

so far as he was concerned, apart from his faith, or even that

of his mother. So also, for no otljer reason than the compas

sion which dwells in the heart of the Supreme, all will be

brought back to life, not only roused, but vivified.
Not far below Nain, a little further east, is a very different

place. It is Endor, one of the towns given to Manasseh (Joshua
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17:11), where Saul went to the woman with a familiar spirit

(1 Sam. 28:7). There the first king of Israel received his death

sentence. Higher up the future King robbed death of its prey.

Now that we have passed Little Hermon, Mount Tabor looms

up on the east. It is one of the landmarks of Galilee, just north

of Endor. Deborah and Barak used it as their base against

Sisera (Judges 4:6-14). Many imagine that the transformation

of Christ occurred on its summit. Others think it was on

Mount Hermon. It is about eight day's journey from Csesarea

Philippi (Luke 9:28). Notwithstanding the rebuke given to

Peter, three churches were once built there. A new Church of

the Transfiguration has lately been completed, in which the

chapels on either side of the entrance are dedicated to Moses

and Elias. Peter did not know what he said, and modern men

do not know what they are doing. Let us fix our eyes on Christ,

and dedicate the cathedral of our heart to Him alone.

NAZARETH

Ahead of us, nestling in the high hills, in Nazareth. On the

road we are passing a Jewish colony, Balfouria, and another,

called Tell Adas. Ahead of us, to the right, is a steep precipice,

called the Hill of Precipitation, where it is supposed that His

furious townsmen would have thrown Him down. It is some

distance from the town itself. We are now climbing a wind

ing road up to Nazareth. The town is rather straggling, but

much of it lies in an amphitheater in the hills, more than a

thousand feet above the great plain of Esdraelon, with a peak

behind it nearly half as high again. Here are shown many

apocryphal sites, such as the place of the annunciation, the

house or workshop of Joseph, the synagogue in which our

Lord preached, and the table, a rock platform about three by

four paces in size, at which He is supposed to have dined with

His disciples after His resurrection. These are painful spec

tacles, and we will avoid them.

But there is one place which may be genuine. It is the so-

called "Spring of the Virgin" in the northeastern part of the

place, just off the road to Tiberias. This is the only consider

able spring in this region. Another is merely a trickle. Now

we are in the center of the town. The streets are sloping and

none too wide or straight. There are quite a few loungers.

Other men are moving about. The houses and the streets are

probably not the same as in His day, but such scenes as this

must have been familiar to Him. Those fellaghin are dressed in

the style of two thousand years ago. They are probably talking

just as men did then. They look more like a picture of that

day than this. Perhaps His feet crossed this very street. We

are leaving the busy center. Look! There is the fountain. It

has a large stone arch above it. Woman are coming with empty

jars balanced sidewise on their heads. They disappear down

the steps under the arch. Others emerge with upright jars

full of water on their heads.
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We must be on sacred soil. Just as today the little children
are taken with their mothers when they go to the spring to

fetch water, so He must have gone with Miriam to this foun
tain. As, in ancient times, the spring was usually outside the
village, it is not likely that the town was in this place, but I

know of no other location more likely to have been trodden by
His infant feet or imaged in His maturing mind. The sentinel
hills which stand guard about it beheld their Maker as He
grew in stature. Perhaps His tiny feet toddled toward it with
His mother. As a Boy He may have often slaked His thirst
with the water of this spring. As a Youth He would surely

pass it on His way. As a Man its water must have formed the
greater part of the sacred substance of His holy frame. It was

from the surrounding soil that the Second Man, the Last
Adam, was fashioned and received His sustenance. It produced

the bread He broke. It sent its fatness into the olives and the
oil which must have formed part of His provision. Earth's
greatest good has come out of Nazareth, the despised, the

detested—the sacred, now that His finger has touched it.

We are on the hill above Nazareth and turn to the east to

reach the lake. If you will look closely at these Galilean moun
tains you will see that they are not nearly so barren or strong

as those of Judea, or even Samaria. There seems to be more

water also. Yonder valley must be good farming land. We are

on the eastern side of the divide, which goes down to the

Jordan gorge, but there is little descent until we near the
inland sea. The road winds in and out, up and down. We are

now passing Saffouriyeh, a Moslem town. This was the seat of

the Jewish Sanhedrin near the end of the second century. This

next village, Er Reineh, suffered most severely in the last

great earthquake. Just a minute later we are passing Gath

Hepher, of Zebulon, where Jonah was born. It is now named

Meshhed. There seems to be nothing left of it, but the name of

the prophet has become a household word in many parts of the

world. It is a test of loyalty to revealed truth. Those who

will not believe that a specially prepared fish swallowed Jonah
will themselves swallow a whale when submerged in the sea
of error.

CANA OF GALILEE

See down there on the hillside abead of us? That is Kefr

Kenna, Cana of Galilee. At best it must have been toilsome
walking on these mountains. No wonder He stopped at times

to rest. Here, doubtless, He stayed during the prolonged wed

ding festivities, foreshadowing the time when He is through

with His weary work, and, as the Bridegroom, will bring joy

and gladness to believing Israel, His bride during the thou

sand years. It is usual to stop here and drink the water from

the spring, but, without His presence, it refuses to blush into

the cheering liquid dispensed by our Lord. We, who have Him

in our hearts, know the secret of the miracle. It is not water,
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but His Word, which is used for our purification. And it is that

same Word, even if it be found in the stony law, which cheers

and exhilarates us when other joys have failed and He is pres

ent to our spirits.

About ten minutes further, by car, the Jewish colony of

Sedjerah has extensive almond orchards. We are getting on,
for now Mount Tabor is southeast of us. Here it does not look

so high, for we ourselves are still in the mountains of Galilee.

There is a subtle change in the appearance of the country, for

we are entering the volcanic region which surrounds lake

Galilee. The rocks have been light colored, though often

weathered and dark. But here they are almost black. To the

north are the Horns of Hattin, a saddle-shaped mountain,

probably an extinct volcano. Some suppose it was the scene

of the sermon on the mount. But it seems to me to be too far

from the lake to allow of this. It is sometimes named the

"Mount of the Beatitudes". In the plain around it was fought

the decisive battle which lost the Holy Land to the Crusaders.

Not much further on we shall see a vision of blue Galilee!

There are the waves that obeyed His will. There His doomed

city lies buried still. There were the homes of the humble

fishermen whose names are blazoned on the annals of faith.

Perhaps the lowest lake of all, yet the highest in the esteem
of millions who love the very sound of Galilee. Look! There

it is! Deep down below us lies an expanse of beautiful blue,

which seems to reflect the sky in its limpid depths. It seems

entirely surrounded by mountains, not, as I thought, with level

land along its shores. Only to the north, on this side, the plain

of Gennesaret rises but slowly from the waters. What a pic

ture! A sapphire depth, surrounded by rugged hills, sur

mounted by the snowy head of Hermon. And over all is the

cerulean vault into which He has ascended.

The road is doubling down the steep incline. The town

of Tiberias, with its white-domed Mosques and houses lies

along the lake front below us. Here is a sign showing that

we are at sea-level. We still have nearly seven hundred feet to

descend, but not far to go. This is a Jewish settlement called

Kiryat Samwil. Down into Tiberias. Ahead,, on our left are the

ruins of an ancient castle. We turn to the left and follow

alleys or trails, or whatever you wish to call them, and are

soon delightfully lodged overlooking the lake. Almost the

whole sheet of water is spread before us, only about thirteen

miles long and not much more than five wide at this point In

this clear atmosphere we feel that we could almost stretch out

an arm and touch Capernaum and Chorazin and Bethsaida and

the country of the Gergesenes, if we were sure of their exact

location.

TIBERIAS

As we have had several strenuous days, let us pass this

Sunday morning quietly on the lake shore, drinking in the
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scene which surrounds us. The mountains across the lake are

only five or six miles away. Yet they seem much closer. They

look like the mountains of Moab on the eastern side of the

Dead Sea, for they are really a continuation of the same ter

rain. Nor are they mountains in one sense of the word, but

the steep western side of a vast table land which seems higher

than it actually is because it dips nearly thirteen hundred feet

below sea level at the Dead Sea, and nearly seven hundred feet

on yon shore, across the lake. That is the Jaulan Plateau, more

level than the Galilean mountains behind us, but deeply

dented where the wadies have been washed out by the water.

The sky line of this plateau is not as straight as the mountains

of Moab because we are so near it. And towering above all, in

the northeast, standing in its solitary majesty, its top and sides

already streaked with white, stands Mount Hermon, hoary

sentinel of the northland.

As we are on the hillside, about a hundred feet above the

shore, let us go north, away from the town, and see if we can

find a trail down to the lake. Here is a narrow, zig:zag path

which leads us down to the highway, but beyond it is an ugly

barbed wire fence. We shall have to go along this good motor

road to get beyond it. See, here is a miniature harbor, made

for small row boats, of which there are more than half a dozen.

Beyond is quite a filling of made land, covered with young

eucalyptus trees. Ah, there the fence ends. Soon we will be

able to get down to the water. There are some large docks on

which we can sit. There is no one about to bother us but

those two little Arabs. This water is refreshing as it swirls

about the stones. See the little crabs. And here are the pointed

shells so often sent abroad as souvenirs. These are colored,

about half an inch long, and seem to be made of series of
symmetrical circular bands. Last night the waves were rough.

Now they are mere ripples on the serene surface of the sea.

See the young Arabs! They are drinking from the lake. One

is stooping over with his face in the water. Another scoops

it up in his hand. Gideon would take one and reject the other.

Splash! There goes one of our young Arab audience into the

water. The other is also poising for a plunge. They seem to

be able to swim, but do not go beyond their depth.

THE PIPING SHEPHERD

What peculiar music is this coming down the road! It

sounds a little like an asthmatic calliope at a distance. Here it

comes! A shepherd is playing a long flute as he marches down

the highway. His fast fingers open and close the stops as he

forces air into the reed. He seems to be practising a tune. As

he notices me watching him, he ceases his efforts for a minute,

so I clap my hands in applause. He seems much pleased, and

smiles too broadly to blow. Down the road he goes, piping as

he proceeds.
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WATERING THE SHEEP

Here comes another shepherd, followed by his flock, down

the steep slope, to water them at the lake. He goes before his

flock, though they seem eager to get to the water. Now they

are drinking. They are the true scriptural variety with broad,

flat, fat tails, the alie of the Hebrew, rendered "rump" in the

Authorized Version. Some are said to be so heavy that the

shepherds fashion a little cart on which the sheep carries it.

I have not yet seen one of these.

PLOWING AND SOWING

Just above us the slope is not quite so steep, so it is being

prepared for planting. There are three plows. The nearest one

is pulled by two panting oxen. With one hand the fellah

guides the plow, with the other holds his goad. This is a long,

slender stick, with a metal chisel at one end, to clean off the

share, which easily accumulates a crust of clay. I don't like

the way he prods his panting pair of pullers, but his goad has

no iron tip, only the blunt wooden point of his pole, so I sup

pose it is not as cruel as it appears. What seems odd to me

is the way he keeps turning back and forth, not going round

the field as I expected, but making one furrow next to the last.

Let us take a closer look at his plow share. Ah! it is double.

It does not turn the earth over as our shares do. It is only a

large harrow.

But see, there is a man sowing! He is not scattering the

seed on the plowed ground, but on that which is to be plowed.

What a simple method of farming. Scatter your seed and har

row it in. He is actually sowing the seed among those weeds

and thorns. There must be much bad seed there, for the thorns

are dried, and their seed has already dropped. I strongly sus

pected this when translating the parable of the sowing.

Some seed falls on thorns, and the thorns spring up and choke

it. Some would say that this is not good English. To begin

with, men do not sow on thorns. They plow the field first and

remove them. Again, the thorns die; they do not spring up,

etc., etc. But it is better to translate literally, unless actual

knowledge demands a change. I am glad that I did not "im

prove" it, for this man was actually sowing on thorns, and

we found a seed of the weed which will probably spring up

and choke it.

Our Lord must have spoken this parable not far from this

very spot, for Bethsaida and Chorazin and Capernaum are net

far away, and may have been visible to his hearers as He

spoke. I was reminded of His words "some thirty-fold", as

one of the plowmen took up a single kernel of barley, and,

holding up one finger, said, (iiaghad, one. Then he held up both

hands, with fingers outspread, three times. That is, the crop

will be thirty-fold, the lowest estimate of our Lord.

Here, also, we see the distinction between good and ideal
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ground. The ground where the thorns grew was very good—

that is why the thorns grew so well. But, because of the pres

ence of these weeds, it was not productive of barley, hence not,

in every way, best suited to the purpose, in short, not ideal.

Our Lord spoke the parable just before the harvest when the

results of the sowing were evident to all. His audience knew

about the sowing. But for us ignorant westerners this is the

ideal time and place. We are beholding the very beginning.

We may remain here long enough to see every stage until the

harvest. It is only a few minutes from the city on a slope just

above the Damascus highway, close to the lake. We may be

by often in the course of our investigations. If our Lord spoke

at this place from a boat in the lake He could have used this

field like a blackboard, pointing out each item of His parable

as He came to it in His discourse.

It is time to return. The trail by which we descended is

just beyond this quarry, or, perhaps, it is only an excavation

for a house. Note the rock. It is almost black, a decided con

trast to the white and pinkish stone of Jerusalem. The house

in which we are staying is built of this black, volcanic rock,

except the trim about the doorways, which is white. It seems

to be a much harder stone than that of lighter color. This house

evidently has a flat roof, but very little of a parapet, so it is

either contrary to the Mosaic law or not under it, like our

selves. Our hostess is a living example of the wisdom of the

Mosaic code, for she fell from a flat roof when five years old,

and lost a limb. But, just as the infraction of the law was

intended to be a blessing, so it was in her case. I am far from

dictionaries, so I am not "responsible" if I coin a word for

which I feel a real need. Perhaps some of my friends will see

if it is in Webster's, or see that it is introduced, by suggesting

it to the compilers. Her accident was "misfortunate", that is, it

was a fortunate misfortune, for it led to a useful and happy

life among the orphanages and hospitals in the Holy Land.

Just now she is looking after a Sunday school class of sixty-

seven boys.

We are invited to the English services in the Scottish Mis

sion hospital this everning. We met the physician in charge,

Dr. Torrance, in Jerusalem several months ago. The preacher

is a young Scotsman, fresh from Edinburgh. We found that

the services consisted in the singing of a psalm and several

hymns, a number of prayers, Scripture reading, and a sermon

on the kingdom of God as a present ethical reality. After it

several showed some interest in the Version.

PRAYER

I am seated in the city park in Tiberias, waiting for the

post office to open. I am seeking to write an article on Human

Nature, but am interrupted by a variety of unnatural occur

rences. Just now a muezzin on a nearby minaret is calling the

faithful to prayer. He is walking around the balcony singing a
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sonorous solo. It is difficult to catch the words of his song. It

consists mostly of the wide open ah, sliding up and down the
scale. Perhaps it is something like this: "Ah

lah il ... Ah .... la ..." Go up and down the

scale with this a few times, and it will produce the desired
effect. Now he has ceased. But where are the worshipers?

There are quite a few fezzes in the park, but they may not be

Mohammedans. At any rate, they pay no attention to the

muezzin. The publicity of the park would not hinder them.

Personally I place little value on public prayer. It is seldom

directed exclusively to God. I prefer to pray in secret, even if

I produce the impression that I do not pray at all. I need no

muezzin to remind me. It has become as spontaneous as

breathing. I would stifle without it. Let us go back to our

rooms.

What is that man doing out there in the open field, behind
our garden? I don't suppose he knows that I can see him from

my window, but I doubt if that would worry him. He stands

up and motions with his hands. Then he bends over from the

waist. He straightens up again. Now he is down on his knees.

Over he goes, until his face must be grovelling in the ground.

There he stays for a while. Now he is up again. I suppose he

is through. No. Over again and again, the same program. I

wish I had counted, but I had no idea that he was praying. I

see now that he is facing south, toward Mecca. I have often

thought that the cathedral of the open hills with the vault of
heaven was the proper place to worship, so this should not

seem so strange. He has a carpet of tender grass, which has

just sprouted. May God look down in mercy on the heart of

this religious Mohammedan! I am thankful to think that He

will yet bring him into heartfelt adoration of Himself.

AN ANCIENT GRAVEYARD

When Tiberias was founded by Herod Antipas, then Tet-

rarch of Galilee, A. D. 21, he made it his capital and named it

in honor of the Roman emperor Tiberias. In excavating for

the buildings, for each house must have a cistern, many tombs

were found, showing that it was an ancient graveyard. That is

why the Jews would not move into it. It is a sacrilege with

them to violate a tomb, and it would defile them to come into

contact with the sepulchers. Hence it was not a Jewish city.

Perhaps that is why it is not even mentioned in the accounts

of our Lord's life, though, of course, He may have passed

through it. Our hostess tells me that there are three tiers of

tombs under our house. The plot of ground next door has just

been sold. There is a small convention of neighbors, relatives,

and friends there now vociferating and gesticulating about the

next move. If they excavate for a cistern I will watch care

fully, for I have been assured that they will find tombs. I am

told that there is a slab from one of these tombs in our garden.
Let us look at it. A broken piece of marble with an inscription
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in a sort of Hebrew. The first letter is partly broken away.

The second one is a good I. The third is like our figure 1. It

will do for a Hebrew 10. The fourth is like an m, but open in

the upper left hand corner. Evidently shlum, meaning peace.

According to this, it may have been a Hebrew place of burial.

THE CHALUTZIM

I have been noting carefully the standing and activities of

the Jewish volunteers, or Chalutzim, who are mostly young

men of superior training and education who go to Palestine as

pioneers. It has been claimed that they will never be able to

adapt themselves to the humble tasks which need doing in

reclaiming the land, especially farm work. Hitherto I have

been surprised at their adaptability. In Tel Aviv we saw a

bespectacled youth working with might and main grading the

street. The farm work in the Jewish colonies seems to be well

done. But here, in Tiberias, as in Jerusalem, the rough labor is

done by Arabs, the skilled work by Jewish artisans. Great

gangs of Arabs are employed by grading contractors in Jeru

salem. Though they work nonchalantly enough, their hours

seem as long as daylight, with no day of rest. The Jew will

not compete with that, so long as he can get lighter work at

better wages. Where we are staying in Tiberias the owner is

planting a new garden at considerable expense. I asked why

Arab laborers were employed, rather than Jewish workmen.

The reply was that many of the chalutzim are now down on the

Jordan, at the end of the lake, working on the Rutenberg elec

trical project. Those who.remain here are mostly unused to

manual labor, and refuse it. But many are good mechanics.

All of the door frames and window casings in this house were

made by hand, and they seem to be very well done. But out of

doors, as I am writing, I can see two Arabs digging, one is

watering, while a bearded, spectacled Jew is putting in only

his spare time in planting. The rocks are taken away by

another Arab, by*means of a small donkey, with wooden pan

niers on each side. The watering is done by means of five-

gallon oil tins, without which little is done in Palestine. The

trees came from the nursery planted in them. The reason is

that all automobile fuel and lubricants come in such tins,

hence they are plentiful, yet prized.

For several days a large gang of Arabs has been working

on our street, digging a ditch on each side and leveling the

earth at the side of the motor highway. There is almost con

stant altercation, which doubtless is a great relief from the

monotony of such an existence. The most striking feature of

their method of moving soil is the use of the basket. These are

small, round, pliable wicker ware, with two strong handles.

Instead of shoveling the soil across the road, they lay down

a basket on its side and draw the dirt in with a hoe. Then the

basket is carried by boys across the street and emptied. Wheel
barrows are seldom used. Indeed, with donkeys as plentiful,
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as docile, as patient, as longsuffering as those in Palestine,

few are required. I will not use the word donkey as an oppro

brious epithet again. The donkeys and camels in this country

are the soberest, sanest, and most sensible part of the popula

tion.

CAMELS

I have said so little about the camels, because they seldom

say or do anything to call attention to themselves. They never

make much noise. But, a few days ago, a few large stones fell

from its load and struck a camel's foot. Then and thereafter

for some time it gave forth a bellow, more plaintive than that

of a bull, yet quite emphatic. The donkeys are likely to stop

at any time and he-haw with all the vigor of their vocal

apparatus. It is the way that the camels tilt their noses in the

air that gives them a supercilious look. This with a most

moth-eaten hide, and great callouses where they kneel to

receive their burdens, make a picturesque, but hardly a pretty

sight. Usually a string of them is tied one after the other,

and they move serenely on, disdaining to show any interest in

the lesser creatures about them. They just ignore me, and

make me feel quite insignificant. A. E. K.

PALESTINE SOUVENIES

Notwithstanding my desire to overlook none of my

personal friends, it is more than likely that, with all my

care, I have slighted some. The lists did not come until

after I had left Jerusalem, so I had to leave some of the

work to others. I still have a few left of the pressed

"Lily of the Field", plucked with my own hands on the

shores of lake Galilee, and will gladly send one to any

one who desires it, so long as they last. Address me at

Stepenitz, Ostprignitz, Germany, not at Jerusalem.

—A. E. K.
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BEING THE SECOND NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR

EDITORIAL

Do you believe all of God's Word? When I first came to

know God I went to the meetings of the "Plymouth

Brethren" and learned many a precious truth from them

which, at that time, was almost unknown in the nominal

churches. The Lord's coming, the need of "rightly

dividing", a little as to the body of Christ, the difference

between the church and the kingdom—these all found a

place in my heart and mind at the very beginning of my

life of faitn. But I also received warnings against "non-

eternity", and "soul-sleep", and "universalism", etc., to

which I gave due heed.

At that early date my life course was determined by

the acquisition of Wigram's Concordances. Next to the

Scriptures, they have been of the greatest value in my

spiritual development.

These give a list of eaph word in Greek or Hebrew

and all of its occurrences in English. This has been my

lexicon, for the usage of a word is the only safe index of

its meaning. These also showed how discordant our Eng

lish translation is and led me to go back to the original.

The Brethren claimed to be unsectarian, but when I

persisted in having fellowship with all of good conduct

in the body of Christ they put me out, though this was

the original basis on which their movement was founded.

This proved a great blessing, for I was now free to

believe what is in God's Word apart from all religious

restraint.
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I had two objects before me: to believe all of God's

Word, and to suffer the persecution which must neces

sarily follow. I was conscious that there were quite a

few texts in the Word which made me uncomfortable.

I knew the so-called "explanations'', but they appeared

to be only a form of unbelief.

My first real problem was whether the Bride was the

church, as the Brethren taught. A long comparison of

the evidence with the Scriptures convinced me that be

lieving Israel is the Bride. This led to many other dis

coveries, until I finally saw that Paul is the apostle of

the Uncircumcision, and that the special truth for today

comes through him alone.

I had heard much about the "Mystery" of the

church, or the body, but the teaching was confused.

Here, too, were passages which I only half believed,

because they were not clear. Systematic investigation

resulted in the discovery that "the mystery" is not the

"body", but that it lies in the relation of the members

of the body to each other.

I had been so thoroughly prejudiced in favor of the

teaching that the dead are not dead, that I read the

intermediate state into almost every passage speaking of

death. So, for instance, when Paul spoke of dying as

gain, I changed it to the state after dying. But there

were passages which made me uneasy, which I knew I

did not really believe. It seemed almost as if the Scrip

tures were divided against themselves, and taught both.

It was only when I learned the true nature of the soul

and the Scriptural definition of death, and considered

its figurative usage, that I was able to understand and

believe all the passages that deal with the theme.

The salvation of all troubled me from the very first.

The Brethren changed God wills all men to be saved, to

God wishes, but my concordance showed me that it was

the Brethren who wished it so, not God. He works all

things according to the counsel of His will. They also
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altered "the Saviour of all" to "the Preserver of all".

Since it was necessary for them to corrupt God's Word

on this theme it was clear that they did not have the

truth. Komans five and First Corinthians fifteen and

Colossians one contained statements which I could not

believe because they contradict many other passages deal

ing with the fate of unbelievers. It was only after I

unraveled the truth as to the eonian times that I was

able to exult in their glorious unfoldings.

I now found myself able to accept and approve of

those statements in the Bible which stumble so many

saints, and cause so much unbelief, which may be concen

trated in the one case of Pharaoh. God hardened his

heart, and will judge him for doing that which he was

forced to do. Perhaps it is even clearer in the case of

the rebellion after the millennium. Satan is bound. The

earth has had a thousand years of peace. Now God

deliberately looses Satan in order to deceive the nations

and lead them against Him. Then He sends down fire

and devours them. Is this right? One of my opponents,

in New Zealand, claims that God is the greatest hypo

crite in the world, if He does any such thing.

Not only that, but God was greatly glorified by Phar

aoh's opposition. How then can He judge him? A

believer in eternal torment finds it impossible to charge

God with such an atrocity, and refuses to believe it, or

"explains" it away. But once we see God's ultimate and

that judgment, in God's Word, sets matters right, all is

clear and acceptable. God's glory demands expression.

Pharaoh, earth's highest, is the best means. He is too

soft, so he must be hardened. Eventually, at the con

summation, he will be reconciled. But that is not pos

sible until he has realized the enormity of his sins, and

suffered their just penalty. Neither he, nor anyone else,

will suffer unjustly what is not right. God is just, but

not vindictive.

Those who hold to eternal torment or annihilation as
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the destiny of the ungodly will shudder at the thought

of God's making men stubborn and then "punish

ing" them so fearfully for it. The awfulness of this

teaching does not lie in the fact that God does these

things—for the Scriptures distinctly say that He does—

but in the false ideas of judgment and ultimate destiny

which they hold. A God Who forces a man to sin and

dooms him to endless torment or annihilation is a fiend.

But a God Who calls us into the world as sinners, so

that we cannot evade the taint of sin, and redeems those

who believe, by His grace, and judges the rest in right

eousness, yet ultimately saves and reconciles all through

the sacrifice of the cross is a God worthy of the name.

He has the right to do it because He is the Potter, His

creatures the clay. He is justified in doing it because it

is the only way He can reveal His glory, and that is the

object of creation. It is good of Him to grant us tem

porary, light afflictions or we could never enjoy the eon-

ian weight of glory that lies before us. In that day we

will laud Him for providing the great Sin Offering, for

all was of Him, and has brought untold blessing to us

and boundless glory to God.

But even then I was not satisfied. There were still

passages in God's Word which did not receive my hearty

acquiescence. I had a horror of implicating God in sin,

so how could I echo the apostle's words "all is out of

Him" (Rom. 11:36)? All out of Him—the evil, the

misery, the opposition to His will? Yet the passage

itself insists that He locks up all in stubbornness. Other

passages, such as the sixth of Isaiah, boldly tell us that

He blinds men's eyes so that they cannot see. Pharaoh's

is no isolated case. It is very evident that God uses

these things in order that He may glorify Himself. Is it

then God's will that men should sin? That cannot be.

What is sin?

Once I found out that sin is failure, I saw that I had

been making God the greatest of all sinners, so long as I
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believed that He could not save all, or that He had not

been able to keep sin out of the universe, or that it was

contrary to His purpose. Failure is sin, and if we imag

ine that God has failed in any particular we make Him

the Sinner of sinners. God will not fail, and has not

failed. The universe today is exactly where He planned

it to be. He made Pharaoh sin against Him. But He

Himself did not sin in doing so, for Pharaoh's hardness

was needed in order for Him to succeed (i. e., not fail or

sin) in glorifying Himself.

The first thought which came to me then was, "shall

we, then, do evil that good may come?" Never! But

immediately I was reminded that this is the very charge

that was hurled at Paul! Could there be any better

proof that I was on the right track? God does evil that

good may come, for He is wise and powerful and loving.

But men are foolish and weak and hateful, so cannot use

evil, except in the most limited degree. A father may be

trusted to put his child's finger on the hot stove so as to

teach it to fear the fire, for he loves it. Otherwise it is a

most dangerous and erroneous doctrine. But God is not

a man. That is the trouble with theology. It is always

deifying man and humanizing God.

So it was that I arrived at my goal: to believe all of

God's Word and to suffer persecution like Paul. He was

falsely charged with teaching men to do evil (Eom. 3:

5-8) and he was reproached for saying that God is the

Saviour of all mankind (1 Tim. 4:10). This testimony

of my enemies is welcome, and confirms my faith.

But, above all, I now have a real God, Whom I can

worship and adore without the least reservation. He

harms, but He heals, and both together, the harming as

well as the healing, is a blessing to His creatures as well

as a glory to Himself.

It is our object to lead our readers to this same goal,

where they can accept all of God's words and give Him

all the adoration of their hearts. A. E. K.
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THE JEWS IN GERMANY

Adolf Hitler has become chancellor of the German Em

pire, amidst great jubilation on the side of the so-called

"right" political parties, which had to fuse to get him

in. The newspapers reported that the next day was re

markable in the number of passports issued to Jews,

many of whom had suddenly discovered that they had

to go elsewhere.

I have just had read to me a chapter in Hitler's book

detailing his experience with the Jews of Vienna, in his

youth. He says that he found them back of ninety per

cent of the questionable and objectionable and immoral

means of making a livelihood, as well as the leaders in

organizations, and in gathering and disseminating the

news. He claims that they cannot be national or patriotic.

As a result his program demands that no Jew have

any part in government, if I am correctly informed.

There will be an intense prejudice against them, what

ever thay may undertake. Several times I have been told,

"0, that paper is published by Jews." So that it is possi

ble that, in this man Hitler,we may actually see a biblical

character! I mean that he may be one of the ''fishers"

or "hunters" (Jer. 16:16), who are to chase Israel out

of the north countries back to their own land. If so, he

is a good example of one who goes against God, by touch

ing the sacred nation, yet fulfills His intention by driv

ing them back to the Holy Land.

I have long said that Hitler had a good chance to get

hold of the reins of government, for this very reason.

God needs Jew haters just now. But I am firmly con

vinced that no nation can touch Israel—-no matter how

bad they are—without damage to itself. Hitler holds out

the hope of restoring Germany to normal in four years.

I fear that this ambitious program will find its greatest

hindrance in his attitude toward the international nation.

His chances of success would be much better if he recog-
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nized God's purpose with regard to His chosen people.

But, then, there must be fishers and hunters, so he is

fulfilling God's revelation while opposing His will.

A. E. K.

We have been compared to Korah and his company, who

refused to acknowledge the leadership of Moses and

Aaron, because we do not recognize certain brethren who

claim to be comely members in the body and who have

won the prize and the crown and are singled out for the

out-resurrection, while we and our friends are the un

comely members who have no part in the out-resurrection

and, of course, not the least chance of winning a prize

or a crown. The strange thing is that in other connec

tions they assure us that the body of Corinthians, with

its uncomely members, is Jewish, and not the body of

Ephesians. The Ephesian body, they seem to have for

gotten, is a joint-body, in which there are no uncomely

members, for all are of equal rank.

Our position is clear. In Christ there are no distinc

tions, such as were in Israel. There are no priests and

laymen. In His body no member is above another. His

salvation, past, present and future, is the same for all.

The spirit has made a unity, and there is only one body.

Moreover, there is only one expectation. The out-resur

rection is for all who are in the body, not a select class,

"an election within an election." We have no right to

reason that, because there were different classes in Israel,

there must be such in the body of Christ. Even less

logical is this deduction when applied to the resurrection,

for even Israel has only one. All the Circumcision saints

are vivified at one time, and in an otrf-resurrection which

leaves the rest of the dead until after the thousand years.

In the Lord, that is, in service, and in reward for

service, there must be distinctions, for no two saints will

work and win alike. "The Lord knoweth them that are

His" (2 Tim. 2:19) refers to service. The great house
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(2 Tim. 2:20-21) speaks not of salvation but of service.

It contains vessels for work. When these two thoughts

are not distinguished there is utter confusion. It leads

to intolerable pride. I have no more claims on God's

grace than any other saint. If I wish to set myself above

them it must be on other grounds than His grace.

As to the crown and the prize, these have not been

awarded yet. No one has the privilege of awarding it to

himself. Those who seek to appropriate them before the

time may suffer a sad disappointment in that day. Mean

while the antitypical Moses points to me and says, "The

Lord will show who are His." (Num. 16: 5). He calls to

all my friends, "Depart, I pray you, from the tents of

these wicked men." (v. 26). It seems that the typical

teaching shows that the earth is about to open up and

swallow me and my friends because, like Korah, I have

dared to question the teaching that, in the one body of

Christ there are those who occupy a position like that

of the priests in Israel, and murmur because God has

given them a place above the rest.

Let no one imagine that I am murmuring! I am not

rejoicing in my own attainments or my own prize or

crown, but in the knowledge of God's grace, in the assur

ance that, though I be the least of all saints, in Christ

I am as comely as any, and though I be drowsy in service

I will live together with all in the out-resurrection. All

who are in His body will have part in that, and will be

raised out from among Israel's saints and the unbeliev

ing dead. I rejoice in the Lord's service, not that I have

won a prize or wear a crown, but that I may win such

recognition, through suffering and reproach, being made

conformable to His death. His only crown in death was

made of thorns. This one I may already wear, for my

brethren are glad to press it into my temples. But I

refuse to receive the crown of life until my Lord Himself

places it upon my brow with His own nail-pierced hands.

A. E. K.
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TSEHCHOW MISSION

Shansi, China

February 7, 1933
My dear Friends:

It was with a deeply grateful heart that I received two
letters from Los Angeles. I feel many of you are supporting
us by prayer, and, now, I have the further joy of receiving

your generous gift of $26.00. To the five dear friends in Christ

who have sent this I tender my heartiest thanks, and pray

God's promise to be fulfilled in the case of all five; "He that

watereth others shall be watered also himself." We had just

closed our year's accounts in January, and I was feeling in

clined to be a little cast down, for the sum was not so good

as last year, short of about £20; but I was not in despair, and

brushed away even the thought that God was not caring for

His little flocks in these five churches as He did before, when

Brother Knoch's second letter came, and, on opening it with

prayer, I saw the welcome brown cheque! He always bids me

"Be strong," and that day my promise box gave me the lovely

word, "Be strong and work, for I am with you"! So do accept

my warmest thanks, and when I tell you that your kind con

tribution heads the list of those God will send in this year,

you will rejoice that you have a share in the harvest of souls

in 1933. May I wish you all a very happy New Year, and ask

for your prayers as we prepare for our Conference and re

opening of schools on March 3rd. We have had special oppor

tunities of preaching in the villages and on our city streets

these two weeks, when Chinese New Year was on, and all

shops shut. Sometimes our preaching band, including evan

gelists, servants and scholars, as the Lord led, formed three

groups of witnesses to Christ's great salvation at one time,

and in different parts.

With love in Christ and many, many thanks,

Yours sincerely,

Anna M. Smith.

THE FALLACIES OP EVOLUTION

A very thoughtful and convincing treatise on the above

subject has recently been reissued by "Z. A. S." (Z.

Archibald Smith), editor of The Faith, 2, Evington

Drive, Leicester, England (Sixpence). Evolution is prob

ably the most subtle attempt ever made to rob God of

His title as Creator. To us it seems crude and coarse and

silly. Nevertheless many have been deceived by it, and it

will probably need to be exposed until the end.—A.E.K.
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THE WORK IN THE SOUTHEASTERN STATES

W. B, Screws is a man after my own heart. When he

sees God's truth he stands for it, unafraid. There is

nothing half-hearted about his ministry. His paper is

the greatest little sheet I ever saw. My friends will re

joice to read this report of his work, and pray that our

Lord will bless him more and more as he seeks to make

known the glorious truths which have been committed

to us.

Dear Brother Knoch:

As your magazine has a much larger circulation than does

my publication, The Pilgrim's Messenger, I feel that a letter

from me, published in Unsearchable Riches, will be of gen

eral interest. I am writing of the work of dispensing the

doctrine of Universal Reconciliation in the Southeast.

Last August I came to the point of choosing between the

organized "church" and the truth of God. I chose the latter,

and thank Him that I was so led. I was dismissed from the

"church" where I had served exactly half my life—twenty-four

years. I was given a letter of recommendation, as to character

and faithfulness, but the letter stated that the church was

dispensing with my services, and dismissing me as a member,

because I did not believe according to the accepted doctrines

of the Primitive Baptist Church. The letter did not claim that

I had taught contrary to the Scriptures.

Since then I have been preaching regularly each month in

Glennville—in the "Christian" Church at first, and then in a

theatre. The congregations are larger than I had before I was

"ousted," many of those who had been in the "church" coming

with me. Many came from other denominations, and several

came who have never been affiliated with any sect. At our last

regular meeting here we had more than two hundred in the

congregation.

On two Wednesday nights in each month I hold meetings
at the home of a widow near the "church" that I had served
so long. That "church" is four miles from town. At these

meetings we have more than can be accommodated, and we

will be forced to erect some kind of building.

I am serving three other congregations that meet at private

homes, they having quit the "churches" in their communities,

and being unable to build. At all these meetings the attend
ance is good, and the interest great.

God has blessed me to build up a nice congregation in
Augusta, Ga., where I had no work before being "turned out."

The saints there have come from different denominations, and

use a rented hall.
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In South Carolina I serve the saints at Swansea and Fair-

view. At Swansea we used a rented store house at first, but

since that is no longer available we use private homes. At

Fairview there is a nice tabernacle, built under the leadership

of Brother Adlai Loudy.

The call for the truth is much greater than I can supply.

Last Sunday I preached at Collins, about twenty-five miles

from Glennville, as my wife was sick and I could not go to

Carolina. I find that it will be easy to establish a congrega

tion there.

In Ozark, Alabama, where I formerly served, saints are

longing for the truth, and I have no time to go.

I am encouraged however for Brother D. C. Plumb has
come to me from California, and Brother I. T. Watkins of

Augusta, Ga., and Brother C. E. Jones, of Hardeeville, S. C,

will, I think, soon be busily engaged in dispensing the evangel.

Brother Plumb is in Florida at this time, but expects to return

to this state.

The opposition is great, but the Lord is standing by and

giving strength. Praise His name.

The pastoral work I have mentioned is only part of my

activities. I edit and publish The Messenger, preach funerals,

visit the sick, conduct a mail course of answers to questions,

and instruct a negro preacher who is doing good work among

his own race. Please pray that I may be given the strength

to continue.

W. B. Screws, Concordant Pastor.

THE EXHAUSTIVE CONCORDANCE

We are grateful to God for the response to our appeal

for helpers on the concordance. There are seven or more

at work upon it now. We hope to make a number of

typewritten copies. The heavy cost keeps us from con

sidering its publication at present. By omitting some

words of frequent occurrence and using small type and

thin paper, it could easily be put into a volume of small

bulk and low price. We will wait on God to create a

demand for it and provide the means to satisfy it. Mean

while, as the parts are sent to the Editor, in Stepenitz,

they will be a valuable aid in compiling the new index,

in which all words are arranged according to meaning

(a "Logology" I call it), by which the version will be

further tested and guaranteed. A. E. E.
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I am deeply distressed and heartily ashamed because of

the harsh personalities which have characterized my re

plies to my opponents in the last few issues of Unsearch

able Riches. I hare written an apology, and am striking

out all personal references from the published articles

before reprinting. But I feel that I must ask the forgive

ness of my friends and readers as well, and assure them

that there will be no more of it, for I am heartily sick

of it myself. In fact, there is so much opposition to my

message now, that I will have to ignore most of it, or

give it only brief mention in the magazine—-A. E. K.

We are happy to present a new investigation of the facts

regarding Eternal Torment and Universal Reconcili

ation, originally published in the German Unsearchable

Riches for November, 1932. A previous discussion of

this subject, entitled "All in All, the Goal of. the Uni

verse ", considered the entire subject of the eonian times.

Since its publication many inquiries and protests have

been received, both from those who object to its teaching,

and from those who would welcome it, were it not for

obstacles raised in their minds by passages of Scripture

which seem to preclude so glorious an outcome.

For this reason, it was deemed advisable to deal first
with the principal passages produced. Many scriptures

have been misunderstood because of faulty translation

or from being considered apart from their contexts. With

the ground cleared, we are then in a position to give full

credence to God's statement that "through the Son of

His love", He will "reconcile the universe to Him, mak

ing peace through the blood of His cross'' (Col. 1:13, 20).

The superior figures from 1 to 12 in the text refer to

the Twelve Administrations or Economies, displayed in

the large chart of the Divine Calendar in the center of

this issue and explained on page 97. The italic letter b

refers to the Beginning, and c to the Consummation of

the eons.—H. C.



ETERNAL TORMENT

OR

UNIVERSAL RECONCILIATION?

FOREWORD

God's globy, and His place in our hearts, depends upon the

conception we have of Him, as He is revealed in Christ Jesus

our Lord. Our standards of right and wrong may be faulty

but we cannot help judging the Deity by them. If we think He

is right we honor Him. Our ideas of might may be mean,

nevertheless we must measure Him with them. If we imagine

that He lacks sufficient might to master His creatures, our

estimate of Him descends. If we believe that He works all

according to His will, we cannot but admire Him. Our con

ceptions of wisdom may be crude, but we are forced to estimate

the Deity by them. If there are problems beyond His powers,

He is demeaned in our minds. But if we are convinced that

He can cope successfully with any situation, we cannot but

delight in Him. Our love is a feeble flicker, yet we must com

pare His with it. However much we seek to avoid it, if He

does that which our love would not allow, we become cold to

Him. But if our hearts are enlightened to see how far His

love surpasses ours, and that naught that He does is con

demned by our hearts, we are compelled to adore Him.

The consummation of all things is to reveal God and to

make Him All in all. There is no question so important or so

practical as an inquiry into the outcome of God's adventure.

All will admit that, if many or few of His creatures are

doomed to eternal torment, this raises serious doubts as to

God's power and wisdom and love. Our hearts have become

hardened to the thought of everlasting damnation, yet all will

acknowledge that, in their inmost hearts, they wish that it

were not so. Is not God powerful enough to overcome the

powers of evil which have estranged His creatures from Him?

Is He not wise enough to lure His own handiwork back to

Him? Can He really love those He tortures for ever and ever?

If He does, would He not be tortured Himself?
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Even those who are most devoted to Him are disturbed by

such thoughts. They feel that there is something wrong some
where. Many wisely leave it all with God, Whom they have
learned to trust and love, yet deep down in their hearts they
yearn for some satisfactory solution.

This little handbook proposes to solve the question, and so
give relief to the minds and rest to the hearts of all who love
God and believe His Word, and thus to bring honor, glory, and
adoration to His name. The brief tale of how it came to be
written may help the reader to understand its message and its
mission.

While whiling a while in Germany, intent upon the trans
lation of a concordant version in the German language, I had
considerable literature put into my hands, written by earnest,
godly, learned men, against a literal interpretation of Paul's

statement that God, through the blood of Christ's cross, would

reconcile the universe to Himself (Col. 1:20). One in particu

lar aroused my sympathy. While he took the stand that the

Bible is against it, his heart refused to allow him to close the
door to all hope, and he claimed that the final outcome could

not be known. Others who spoke of the subject said that the

Bible taught both sides, so it is impossible to be sure. I read

all I could get against the salvation of all to find out just

where the difficulties are. Finally the whole matter cleared up

in my mind, and I saw that the real lack is a knowledge of

the facts. Neither side was clear as to what God had actually

said. My friends forced me to take enough time from my

more important work to jot down such facts as would enable

the simplest saint to grasp the truth, and rectify the erroneous

impressions entertained on both sides.

I have simply put down a few disjointed facts which have

come to me during several decades of translation work and in

active defense of recovered truths. These have been desper

ately opposed by those who are enmeshed in tradition. They

first try to prove my position unscriptural. Failing in this,

they endeavor to convict me of apostasy from the creeds of

Christendom. In this they succeed, but it condemns them, and

they lose followers. Then they heap upon my head the utmost

ignominy. In this I glory, for I am becoming as the offscouring

of the world, the scum of the universe (1 Cor. 4:13) for His

dear sake.

We desire to touch every vital point in this little handbook,
yet keep its cost within the reach of all. We wish to give you

the key to every riddle, yet leave the solution to yourself. We

especially desire to remove the veils which have practically
hid the truth on this theme. Therefore we tear away the false
traditions of Christendom first. Then we remove the dark
cover which philosophical mistranslations have laid over God's

Book. With these gone all that is necessary is to read God's

message to us more carefully, and its overwhelmingly glorious
solution of this vexed problem illuminates our minds and
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floods our hearts with exultant joy and praise and adoration
to the God of all grace and glory.

We will no longer need to apologize to our hearts that God

is not just as we would wish Him to be. We will no longer

need to acknowledge to others that we wish He were otherwise.

We will no longer seek to delay our judgment of Him until

we have clearer light. We will exult in Him as He is. We will

luxuriate in His love. We will delight to trace its activities, in

judgment as well as in grace. His holy Word will be trans

formed from a misty mirror, with its hazy and distorted

images, to a brilliant sun, diffusing warmth and love as well

as light. Is not such a consummation devoutly to be wished?

The facts in this little booklet can transform your whole out
look and life, for it will give you a God Who is worthy of the

name. He is not a sentimental weakling, Who would save all

if He could, or a ferocious fiend, Who could save all if He

would, but a mighty, wise, and loving Deity, Whose hand can
carry out the dictates of His heart, and Whose heart is so

freighted with affection for all of the creatures which He

created in the Son of His love, that it demands the response

of every heart His hand has made.

This is not a plea for universal reconciliation. That must

not be based upon our appreciation, but upon solid, incontro

vertible facts, in God's written revelation of Himself. If the

Scriptures were not the foundation of our jubilation, we would

be in a fool's paradise. We must base all on the evidence God

has given in the Sacred Scrolls.

With this blessed prize in view we pray the reader to spare

no effort to thoroughly understand and test the facts here

presented, not by his preconceptions, not by accepted tradi

tions, not by authoritative scholarship, but by the one and only

enduring fact in this shifting scene—the Word of the living

God.

More detailed expositions of the various themes appear in

our other literature, which is advertised on the cover. Besides

this theme we seek to open up the divine mysteries, the prob

lem of evil, the present grace, and the glories of Christ and

of God.

May I have the privilege of serving you, as a slave of the

God of glory and of His beloved Son, Whose death on Golgotha

has reconciled me with God, and made me most blessed of

mortals, for I have been given grace, not only to believe Him,

but also to suffer for His sake.
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THE PROBLEM STATED

God's goal for His creatures is clearly set forth in His holy

Word. Yet men who are pious and earnest differ radically as

to what the consummation will be. Those who believe in eter

nal torment have clear proof for their teaching in the Bible.
Yet those who revel in the salvation of all have just as con

clusive evidence. Both are compelled to reject some statements

in the Bible. Each feels very strongly that the other side is

wrong. We write this, reader, to take a neutral position and

examine the facts in regard to this intensely interesting theme.

Do not test these facts by popular versions. We will go past

translations to the original. There there are no contradictions.

All is clear. All is satisfactory. All is glorious. What will

God do? Will many go into "everlasting punishment" (Mat.

25:461:L A.V.), or will God "reconcile all things unto Himself"

(Col. 1:20c A.V.)?

Why is it that good men differ on this subject? The mass

of men have departed from the faith. We have been brought

up in an atmosphere of error. We read the Scriptures through

glasses darkened by the "truth" we hold, much of which is not

found in the Scriptures. The only escape is to go back to

the microscopic exactitude of Holy Writ. The facts which fol

low have been found during three decades of closest contact

with the original Greek and Hebrew. Let us reject every idea

which we cannot express in the language of inspiration.

It will be difficult to view the facts we will present aright

unless first we rid ourselves of some popular religious notions,

which have no basis in God's Word. Hence we will first briefly

indicate those unscriptural dogmas which will hinder us from

seeing clearly.

TRADITIONAL BELIEFS NOT FOUND IN THE BIBLE

To judge clearly, we must rid ourselves of the dark cloud of

traditions which have accumulated, and which will darken

every doctrine if we do not test them by the Word and discard

them from our thoughts. The following popular but unscrip

tural ideas should be discarded first before we attempt the

solution of our problem.

The Scriptures Reveal, not Veil, the Deity,

The general supposition that God and His plans and pur

pose are secrets which He has kept to Himself is utterly false.

We may be sure that His ultimate is clearly revealed in His

Word. The darkness is all on our side, and is due to unbelief

and ignorance. We are apt to quote, "Eye hath not seen, nor

ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the

things which God hath prepared for them that love Him."

But we fail to note the next sentence: "But God hath revealed
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them unto us by His Spirit: for the Spirit searcheth all things,
yea, the deep things of God" (1 Cor. 2:9,108 9).

"The Immortality of the Soul"

This is not a Bible doctrine, but heathen philosophy, based
on ignorance of the facts. The Scriptures distinctly declare

that our Lord, Jesus Christ, alone has immortality (1 Ti.
6:15-16, 1 Cor. 15:23). The whole man dies. His spirit returns

to God (Ecc. 12:7), his body to the soil and his soul, which

consists in the consciousness and sensation produced by their

union, returns to the imperceptible, usually called "hell". The

souls of saints and sinners alike go to hades. Even Christ's

soul went to "hell" (Acts 2:276). Even the saints are lost if

there is no rousing from the dead (1 Cor. 15:18). God will

raise the bodies, rouse the souls, and vivify the spirits of all

mankind (1 Cor. 15:229 «). This is the solution of the problem

which Plato sought to solve by his theory of soul immortality.

Man's so-called "Free Will"

There is room for only one dominant will in the world, and

that is God's. It is His intention that His will be withstood.

He "locks all up together in stubbornness, that He may be

merciful to all" (Rom. 11:32c). During the eons, "it is not of

him who is willing, nor yet of him who is racing, but of God,

the Merciful." And "to whom He is willing He is merciful*

yet whom He is willing, He is hardening." "Has anyone with

stood His intention?" (Rom. 9:16-181-**). He "is operating the

universe in accord with the counsel of His will . ." (Eph.

1:11). Man does not create his own will. It is the product of

his heredity and his environment. Because he is ignorant

of the forces which move him he imagines he is free to will

as he pleases. A child's will can be altered by a bauble. A

wise mentor knows how to change a man's environment so

that he wants to do the mentor's will. God alone has power

over the sources that contribute to form our wills, and He
can easily turn man's will against Him or for Him. Free will

is a philosophical fable. Man is a creature, not a creator.

Man, ignorant of his sub-conscious processes, imagines he

can will as he likes, and thinks he can carry out his intention.

He wants what he wants when he wants it, but, alas, he gets

what he gets when he gets it. Even a Napoleon has his Water

loo. It is our privilege, as saints, to know that God loved us
and planned our end, and every step of the way to it. It is
God Who is operating in us to will as well as to work for the
sake of his delight (Phil. 2:13). Free will denies the deity
of God and makes miniature deities of men, each one of whom
is superior, in his sphere, to God Himself. Because, knowing

God, those who hold man's free will do not glorify God as God,
their reasonings are vain (Rom. 1:21). The key to the seem

ing conflict between creature "responsibility" and God's free
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will lies in the fact that He is God, and not a man. His reply

to those who question His right to judge those who have car

ried out His intention is another question. "Who are you?"

God is the Potter. We are but clay. He must reveal Himself

through condemnation and salvation in order to bless us.
(Rom. 9:19-24).

Human Respxmsibility

The fact that the Scriptures clearly teach that mankind

has no free will does not prove that he cannot be judged by
God for his actions. Were this the case, then God could not

judge the world. All are subject to His just verdict (Rom.

3:9-19). We are not discussing man's relation to God's judg

ment, but of God's absolute will to save all of His lost crea

tures. Because of His will, no creature has any jurisdiction

over his own destiny, in order to be lost eternally and suffer

endless torment. The word of our Lord to Jerusalem: "and ye

would not" (Mat. 23:37), so often brought up to prove man's

"free will", clearly proves the opposite, for Jerusalem shall

yet receive Him, and be saved. In Romans 11:31 we are dis

tinctly told why they were stubborn. It was "that He may be
merciful" to them.

The theological expression "responsibility" is an attempt

to remove the question from the presence of God, Who claims

the right to judge the vessels which He has used, even though

they have no free will, simply because He is God, and, in His

love, is working for their blessing as well as His own glory.

The philosophical argument for man's free will evades

God's plain declaration that God's favor "is not of him who

is willing, ... but of God, the Merciful" (Rom. 9:16). It seeks

scriptural support in the first chapter of Genesis, "Let us

make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them have

dominion . ." (Gen. 1:26). This likeness has to do with man's

relation to the lower creation, not his wisdom or his knowl

edge, his power or his will. Besides, the theory elevates man

above God so that it comes perilously near blasphemy. There

is no question about God. He vrills that all men be saved, but

is impotent to carry out His will! But when man wills not

to be saved he is omnipotent, and God Himself can do nothing!

This is not likeness. It is superiority. It is the deification of

man. It is the dethronement of God.

The ease with which God can manage men is seen in a

passage in Revelation (17:1710). Everyone today knows how

difficult it is to get the rulers of various nations to agree.

Besides, at that time all will be openly against God and His

Christ. Yet the ten kings are led by God Himself in their

opposition to His will! "God imparts to their hearts to form

His opinion," and to be unanimous in it. If He can do that

with ten world powers in the hey-day of their might, it will

be nothing at all to Him to turn human hearts toward Him

self. No doubt the ten kings will pride themselves on carrying
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out their "free will". No man is conscious that aught is put
into his heart.

Man Changes His Will

Besides, man changes his will. Once I did not want to be

saved. I escaped from an inquirer's meeting, into which I had

been pushed, with great relief. Later I was glad to receive

God's gift. Now men are blinded by sin and Satan. But when

all veils are torn aside and they see themselves and their

fellows and Christ as they actually are, before the great white

throne, not a single one will will to be lost. All will want to

be saved. The whole philosophy is a futile discussion based on

the unscriptural theory that man fixes his eternal destiny in

this life, and that this is the only day of salvation. This is a

day of salvation, among many others. Human destiny is not

settled by death, but by God.

If man had a free will, God could plan nothing, all prophecy

would be guesswork, the Scriptures would be void, we would

have no real God. Suppose the great actors of earth's tragedy

exercise they free will in the future and refuse to play accord

ing to the program? The Anti-Christ might change his mind, or

Satan beg to be excused. I exult in the consciousness that it

is God Who is operating in me to will as well as to work for

the sake of His delight (Phil. 2:13). Those who hold to man's

free will do not glorify God as God, and become vain in their

reasonings (Rom. 1:21). God it is Who "locks all up together

in stubbornness" (Rom. 11:32). He Who locks can unlock,

as He says. He it was Who invaded "the sacred precincts of

man's free moral agency" when He hardened Pharaoh's heart.

So, today, whom He is willing, He is hardening (Rom. 9:17-18).

Whom He hardens He can: soften. Those who say otherwise

make Him a fearful fiend.

Does God "Will" or "Wish"f

For many years I used the Newberry Bible, which, I sup

posed, corrected inconsistencies in the margin. But, in this

case, I found that he had changed the word "will" to "wish",

not to make it consistent, but the reverse. He was trying to

make the Bible agree with the teaching of the so-called Ply

mouth Brethren, with whom I worshiped at that time. Godly

men do not deem it wrong to alter God's Word itself to make

it conform to their ideas of "the truth"!

If we insist on man's free will we are compelled to deny

that God has a will. The same word will, when used of the

Deity's declaration that all men shall be saved, becomes a

mere wish (1 Tim. 2:4). If man wills, God Himself cannot

withstand him! But if God wills, He is helpless! I confess

with shame that I accepted and taught this blasphemy,

thinking I was honoring God. I have sympathy for those who

do not realize how it denies the deity of God, which, after all,

is the fundamental of fundamentals, for it robs the universe
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of a God, and substitutes for Him an amiable adventurer, whose

lack of wisdom and foresight is responsible for untold agony.

Being a god of love, He suffers with those He loves, and is thus

Himself doomed to eternal torment, a defeated, disappointed,

despised weakling, wrecked in the ruin He has wrought.

Saul of Tarsus' conversion is the pattern of those who have

since believed (1 Tim. 1:15,16). He was the foremost sinner

of his day. He deserved the direst doom and was granted the

greatest grace (Acts 9:1-9). He was saved against his will.

"Heaven or Hell"

The Bible teaches that many of the saved will be on the

earth and never "go to heaven" (Rev. 21-2212). The New Jeru

salem comes out of heaven and will be on the earth. Peter

and the twelve apostles will never go to heaven. Only Paul

and those connected with His ministry have a celestial destiny.

The souls of all go to "hades", the imperceptible, at death.

Jacob went there (Gen. 37:35; 44:29, 314). Our Lord's soul was

there (Psa. 16:10; Acts 2:276). The souls of all who are roused

come from there. Another "hell" of the Bible is Gehenna,

which is a valley just below Jerusalem. It will be used to

burn offal and the bodies of criminals in the kingdom (Mat.

5:29**, etc.). These are temporary. The lake of fire is the

second death and last enemy (Rev. 21:8; 1 Cor. 15:2612). It will

be abolished at the consummation. Then the saved will be on

earth as well as in heaven. Hades, Gehenna, and the lake of

fire will become inoperative.

"Saved or Lost"

Everyone must first be lost before he can be saved. Being

lost is b, necessary requisite for salvation, not a condition be

yond it. It is God Who has lost men (Luke 15:4, 8, 24, 32). If

a man is lost he is not therefore eternally condemned, but is

fitted for salvation. "God locks all up together in stubborn

ness", not to damn the majority, but "that He may be merciful

to all." (Rom. 11:32). The popular idea that one who is lost

or destroyed cannot be saved is an unfounded inference, based

on a negative. Destruction is a salvable condition, not a state

beyond hope. God seeks what He has lost "until He finds it."

(Luke 15:4). Abraham was a lost man. (Deut. 26: 5*—not ready

to perish A.V.). One of his sons, Zaccheus, was lost (Luke

19:8-10). How can God carry out His will to save all (1 Tim.

2:4c) unless all are previously lost?

The Kingdom and Salvation

The kingdom of the heavens is only a thousand year period,

not eternity. Those who are shut out of it are not eternally

damned (Mat. 7:21). The sin against the holy spirit will not
be pardoned in this eon or in the next . . (Mat. 12:32, Mark
3:29^). This distinctly limits the time to the era of the king-
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dom. Such will be saved when the eons end. The rule of Christ

and the saints is not eternal. It lasts only a thousand years.

Essentials for Salvation

As more fully explained later the essentials for salvation

vary according to the administration. Now it is pure faith

because there is pure grace (Rom. 4:168 9). Among the Circum

cision it is a mixture of faith and works (Heb. 4:2811, James

2:148). When the eons are past, faith will give place to

sight. Salvation by faith is a special salvation fpr the eons,

in which the unbeliever has no part. After the eons faith will

not be essential for salvation.

Will Faith Always be Necessary for Salvation?

We rely on the living God, Who is the Saviour of all man

kind, especially of those who believe (1 Tim. 4:101-12c).

This we are commanded to charge and teach (v. 11). How is

it that practically all teaching is contrary to this? Because

faith, which is supreme in this administration, is forced into

the consummation, where it has no place. In the creation com

mission of Mark, "He who believes and is baptized shall be

saved, yet he who disbelieves shall be condemned" (Mark 16:

167). This was fulfilled (v.20) in the Pentecostal adminis

tration. Later Paul received a special revelation in which he

was sent not to baptize, but to preach the evangel (1 Cor.

1:17). This is in the succeeding administration, which has much

in common with the present. Justification must be of faith that

it may accord with grace (Rom. 4:1689). And salvation by

faith is for grace (Eph. 2:89). Now there is no salvation apart

from faith.

But this is a special salvation, for the eons. Therefore,

it is called an eonian salvation (Heb. 5:9). Those who do not

believe are not saved during the eons. They have eonian judg

ment (Heb. 6:2). They will be saved apart from faith, when

the eons are past. God's picture of redemption is the fifty-

year period of the Jubilee. If a man had a Redeemer, he

could be saved before the Jubilee. But, if he had none, he was

saved without one, for God's law was such that automatically

every fifty years he regained what he had lost. (Lev. 25).

Thus God, in the lifetime of each of His people, gave them a

shadowgraph of His dealings with His creatures. Redemption

is only for the eons. But there is a return without redemption,

through the blood of Christ's cross (Col. 1:20c).

The Climax of Revelation

The.climax of God's revelation is in Paul's prison epislles.
It was givsn to him to complete the Word of God (Col. 1:25*)".
He alone speaks of a period before "the eonian times" (2 Tim.

1:9; Tit. 1:2&) and of the consummation (ICor. 15:24c), after
all human government is at an end and death is made inopera-
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tive. He alone has the evangel of the untraceable riches of

Christ and enlightens all as to the present secret administra
tion (Eph. 3:99). John saw nothing beyond the last eon on the

earth in the last book of the Bible (Rev. 21,22"). He did not

enter the third heaven as Paul did (2 Cor. 12:l-412). Paul, and

Paul alone, reveals the last things. His message completes the

universe of space (Eph. 1:23) and spans all time. All others

are practically confined to the earth and the eons.

Our Lord said, "I have much to say to you still, but you

are not able to bear it at present" (John 16:12). The spirit

of truth revealed his evangel direct to the apostle Paul

(Gal. 1:12; Rom. 16:258), and the present secret administra

tion (Eph. 3:39), as well as the transcendent revelation (2 Cor.

12:78), which could not be made known until he wrote his
prison epistles. The word transcendent shows that his are the

highest. Hence we should not look for the final or the conclusive

in the words of our Lord on earth. He ministered only to the

Circumcision (Rom. 15:86). He Himself said that He was not

commissioned except for the lost sheep of the house of Israel

(Mat. 15:246). Only Paul has a universal and a final outlook.

Christendom Apostate

The time is fast approaching when the nations will be

hewn out of the olive tree for lack of faith (Rom. 11:22). This

shows that the vast mass of Christendom, the great churches,

no longer believe God. This reverses all the arguments which

seek to condemn universal reconciliation because it is not

"the teaching of the church". What the church teaches should

be looked on with suspicion. If Christendom agreed with the

Scriptures, the argument would be needless. This is especially

true of that part of the Scriptures which reveals the last

things. While Paul was still alive all in the province of Asia
had turned from him. So long as there is no return, it will be

impossible to have the truth. Men do not study medicine in a
book on mathematics. But Christendom tries to get light on

the consummation from Scriptures which treat of the kingdom.

Therefore it is spiritually bankrupt.

"Endless Death'9

All such enemies as sovereignty, authority, and power,

which represent human government, will be made inoperative.

In this sense the death state also, as the last enemy, will
become inoperative, by means of the viviflcation of all (1 Cor.

15:22c).
Are We Looking for Death or for Christ?

The only hope of the believer and of the world, is the return

of our Lord. So far has Christendom departed from the truth
that it has taken away the blessed expectation of Christ's

presence and substituted for it a fearful dread of meeting
Death. By "spiritualizing" our Lord's words, to His disciples,
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who would have literally remained alive if the kingdom had
come, the death state has been changed into a mysterious

form of life. As the actual death of the believer is thus denied,
the vital truth of resurrection is practically unknown, for

there is no place for it. In God's Word death is death, not

another form of life. The spirit returns to God as it was. The

body returns to the soil as it was. The soul returns to hades
as it was. There can be no consciousness or knowledge in

death. Death is an enemy, not a friend.

It gives intense relief to find that the Scriptures do not

teach a conscious intermediate state. Otherwise there are

many grave problems. It is utterly unjust to punish a sinner

thousands of years before being judged, or even to make him

wait that long. It is utterly needless to raise him from the

dead if he can be judged in the death state. It is unthinkably

unjust to make all suffer for many thousands of years in the

lake of fire. We know that all the dead will stand before the

great white throne, children of tender years included. Shall

they be tormented millenniums for their naughtinesses?

So with believers. What is their condition "between death

and resurrection"? The question is absurd. There is no inter

mediate state. A person is either dead or alive. The Scrip

ture knows nothing of life in death. Many saints have won

dered at this. The Word of God does not put death before the

believer. His expectation is the presence of Christ. How won

derful is God's provision so that, practically, so far as our

consciousness is concerned, the moment of death is the moment
of resurrection! Death is likened to a sleep, from which we

do not wake until our Lord comes for His saints. It will

appear to all who believe God as if they had lived until His
return. What a blessed expectation! No long, weary wait in

a mythical intermediate state, but ineffable glory when He is

glorified!

"No More Sacrifice for Sins"

Christ's sacrifice will never be repeated. Those who reject

it will receive "judgment and fiery indignation" (Heb. 10:
26-317810). They fall into the hands of the living God. But

there is no indication that their judgment will be endless. Like
millions more, they will be disciplined. The same God Who
wrote Hebrews, and has told us of their offense, also wrote
Timothy, and tells us of their subsequent salvation.

"The Letter KilXeth"

Only the letter of the law of Moses (2 Cor. 3:6, 7), not the
letter of the Scriptures, for these constitute the word of life.

"We Know in Part"

"We know out of an instalment ... Now whenever matur

ity may be coming, that which is out of an instalment shall be
abrogated" (1 Cor. 13:9-10). Later maturity came (Eph. 4:13,
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FhiL3:15, Col. 1:28, 3:14, 4:12*; perfeet, the same Greek word).

Now, since Paul revealed the secrets which complete God's

revelation (Col. 1:25), we should see face to face.

If anyone thinks that these are not unscriptural traditions,

let him seek to express them in the words of inspiration. We

have given little more than the texts which directly teach the

truth on these themes. They are further expanded in our

other publications.

:; : CONTRADICTIONS IN THE BIBLE

NOT IN THE GBEEK TEXT

As the Bible was turned into English by men who believed
strongly in eternal torment, we must not blame them if they
translated accordingly. They had no check to keep them from

it. For instance, the revisers of the Chinese Bible changed

"that God may be All in all" to "that God may be Lord over
all," because, they say, the correct rendering teaches the salva

tion of all, which they deem untrue.
All must honestly acknowledge that both universal recon

ciliation and everlasting punishment are taught in the Bible.

It is impossible to reconcile its teachings on this point, so the

custom is to reject or explain away one side or the other. In

either case the Bible is only partially believed. It is impossible
to believe all. This is acknowledged by those who have defi
nitely faced the issue. They cannot fully decide which is cor

rect. So we are forced to go back of discordant translations to

the inspired Scriptures, and examine the evidence afresh.

The Duration of Christ's Reign

The Bible says that our Lord Jesus Christ "shall reign over

the house of Jacob forever (Greek, for the eonst Lukel:331112).
Again we are assured that He "shall reign forever AND ever

(Greek, for the eons of the eons, Rev. ll:15n 12). If forever is

endless, why add "and ever?" In Hebrews 1:812, is another

measure, "Thy Throne, O God, is for ever and ever," but the

Greek is different. Instead of "for the eons of the eons" it is
in the singular, for the eon of the eon". All of this is flatly

contradicted in the only passage in the Bible which discusses

the subject in detail. There we read, "He must reign, till he

hath put all enemies under his feet" (1 Cor. 15:25c). "Then

cometh the end, when he shall have delivered up the kingdom

to Godi even the Father." (ICor. 15:24c). What are the facts?

It were an eternal eyesore if Christ could never subdue all

his enemies, so it is a shame to insist that he will reign for

ever. The one passage which explains the matter cannot be

misunderstood. The other passages are contradictory in them

selves, in the translations {forever needs no and ever to length

en it), and they do not correspond with the sacred originals.
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When free renderings contradict themselves and unmistakable

facts, they must be discarded for close renderings. Our Lord
will reign for the eons, for the eons of the eons, and in the

special character of the Son, for the eon of the eon. See the

chart and the chapter on Time.

The Length of Christ's Priesthood

The Bible says that Christ is a priest continually (Heb. 7:3)
and for ever (Heb. 7:17). Now a priest stands between men
and God. But in the new earth there is no temple (Rev. 21:2212)
and "the tabernacle of God is with men, and He will dwell
with them; and they shall1 be his people, and God himself shall
be with them, and be their God" (Rev. 21:312). There is no

place for priesthood. In the Greek the word continually is
"through-carrying" (Heb. 7:17). Not, like the law, bringing

nothing to perfection, He carries through his priesthood in
one eon (Heb. 7:17U), and reigns as Priest-King only a thou

sand years (Rev. 20:611), as Priest the first11 of the eons1112

of the eons, as Son the last eon12 of the eons. See the chart.

DISCORDANT TRANSLATIONS

Scholars insist that we must translate "according to the

sense/' This has been done, and what confusion it has created!

The fact is that this is not translation at all but interpretation,

and it reflects the mind of the translator, his training, his

times, his religious associations, and especially Christendom's

apostasy, rather than God's revelation. An intense concordant

study of the vocabulary of the Hebrew, Chaldee and Greek,
during several decades, has shown that as a rule, each word

in these languages (unlike our modern tongues), has one cen
tral meaning. This is usually confounded with its usage, which
may be as varied as its occurrences, and which may call for as

any different renderings in an idiomatic translation. Only by
following definite laws of language and by publishing all of

the evidence, can a translator keep himself from injecting his

own ideas into his translation. This is possible only by the

concordant method. As further fruity much marvelous truth

is made manifest. : '•"; V
The Meaning of Words

The exact sense of any word is determined by its usage in
the original, supplemented, in some cases, by an analysis of
its elements. An exhaustive investigation has shown that the

central meaning of each word in Scripture never changes, how

ever varied its usage, and the number of words needed to ex

press it in another tongue. It never takes on a sense which
is expressed by another word. A failure to grant this central
significance has led some to doubt this fact. A single example
will suffice to show how words which seem to cover two oppo

site ideas are really one. We are often told that the, Hebrew
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word holy also means wnholy (harlot, Gen. 38:21). But the

central thought of holiness is not personal purity. That is

only a secondary result of holiness when consecrated to the

true God. Things were "holy". Impure priests were "holy" on

account of their office. Women who dedicated themselves to

the impure worship of Venus were considered "holy". Thus
it is that the word only seems to have two antithetical mean

ings. So it will be found with all others, also. All else prac

tically sets aside God's Word for man's interpretations.

The International Concordant Method

An international method of translation used in many

tongues, helps us to see things as they are, and not through

the spectacles of a single language. Thus, a Greek word which

needs eight different English words to render it idiomatically,

may be translated into German by means of only one, and

vice versa. An inquiry into the whole vocabulary of the Greek

Scriptures has revealed the fact that each word of the original

has only one central and basic significance, in the inspired

text. It does not take on the various ideas of profane Greek,

but has been purified for its divine purpose. Nor is it ever

used in the special sense given it by heathen philosophers,

such as Socrates and Plato. It is from these that the idea of

eternity has crept into the church. Theologians should have

taken its meaning from the Greek version of the Hebrew in

stead of going to the darkness of Greek philosophy. Yet the

usages of a word are in reality as many as the varieties of its

occurrences. It is found to adapt itself somewhat to its sur

roundings. This may call for a varied rendering in one lan

guage, but not in another. This is usually confounded with

its meaning. Since, in the wisdom of God, He has so written

His Book, there is no reason why we should not understand

Him. Otherwise there would be no hope. We would be entirely

dependent on human "authority," as, indeed, the saints now

are—to their distress.

Idiomatic, or According to God*s Pattern?

There are idiomatic expressions in all languages. Under

cover of these scholars wish us to translate according to our

light (or rather darkness), and never by any means by the

use of a "stencil". But this is just the opposite of Paul's

exhortation to Timothy: "Have a pattern (or stencil) of sound

words." The only way to learn the true sense, force, color,

and nuances of a word is to study it in all of its contexts.

Scholars have robbed their followers of this privilege by dis

daining a pattern. Four different Hebrew names they trans

late "adder". These probably are the asp, the cobra, the yellow
viper, and the horned snake. Does not this show the trail of

the serpent? They translate one word dragon, sea monster,

serpent, whale. This may be according to the sense, but to a

schoolboy it is nonsense. Not even a scholar can transmute
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a whale into a serpent. Sound sense says, God says eon, and

He means eon. That is the pattern He has given us. Let us
not dare to depart from it.

Scholars have tried to insist that "the eon of the eons" is
not "idiomatic". They stake their reputations on the assertion

that "ever and ever" is an idiomatic rendering of the Greek.

The facts are that "eon of the eon," like "holy of holies" is

just as good English as it is Greek. It is unusual, not un-

idiomatic. "Ever and ever" is not translation at all. It is a

self-contradictory interpretation, without any support in fact,

depending entirely on prejudice and superstition for its ac
ceptance. It is idiotic, not idiomatic.

The translations forever, everlasting, eternal, for ever and

ever, are contrary to the idiomatic usage of the Hebrew and

Greek. There the holy of holies, is the holiest of all, not a

holy place of infinite extent. It is sheer interpretation, and it
ignores the idiom of the original. The word "idiom" is a mere

camouflage for "idiotic" in this case. If the holy of holies does

not include all space neither does the eon of the eons include

all time. They ought to call in the holy place of holy places,

"for universe and universe". That is just as idio[ma]tic as "for
ever and ever". The idiom of the English is just the same as

the Hebrew and the Greek in such phrases. "The holy of

holies" gives precisely the same impression as in the original

tongues. So with "the eon of the eons." "For ever and ever"

is not idiomatic. It is contrary to Scripture. It is undiluted
error which men seek to force upon God's revelation by a
pretense of scholarship.

The accompanying diagram will help the unlearned reader

to grasp the meaning of the various phrases used of the eons.

The tabernacle was a picture of man's approach to the Deity,
so corresponds closely with the eonian times, which also

bring him to God. There are five divisions in each, in which

the last and highest is called the holy of holies and the eon

of the eons respectively. The two apartments in the tabernacle

are called "the holies of the holies". So the last two eons are

called the "eons of the eons". The "holy" place in the taber

nacle corresponds to "the eon". This shows clearly the force

of the various phrases used of the eons to come.

Idiomatic or Idiotic?

ORIGINAL ENGLISHED STULTIFIED

[The Bible is the] book of books book and book

[The Lord's Coming is the] day of days day and day
shir eshirim song of songs song and song

qdsh equdshim holy of holies holy and holy
kurios kurion Lord of lords Lord and lord

oasileus basiledn King of kings King and king
aidnos tdn aionon eon of eons ever and ever (R.V.)

throughout all ages, world without end. (A.V.)
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We have taken the Revised Version rendering for compari

son because it is at least consistent, and like the other render

ings. The A.V. is too ridiculous to discuss, in view of its own

translation "end of the world" (Mat. 13:39). Here we have

an example of the kind of scholarship which, like the priest
hood of Rome; seeks to stand between us and God. It leaves

the.ma out of idiomatic. This one utterly ridiculous rendering

is really responsible for the awful doctrine of eternal torment.

It is not merely heresy. It is blasphemy.

Do not judge the language of the people in the Scriptures

by your own. Theirs may seem silly, but it is you who are

unwise. When I was in Palestine I heard of a man who was

put "on his feet". I was glad for him, until I was told that

the expression indicated that he was so impoverished that he

no longer had shoes to wear! So no English speaking person

would say "From out of the eon it is not heard that anyone
opens the eyes of one having been born blind." (John 9:32).

He might say "At no time." People in the East do speak like
that. The blind man was not an Englishman.

The Eonian Times

\ The Scriptures never mention "eternity", an idea which

cannot be grasped by human hearts. Instead, they deal with

a definite period of time, which some think will be about
tyenty-four thousand years in duration— we do not know.
Eternity cannot have a beginning (6) or an end (c), but the
ebni&n times have both. In these times God proposes to reveal

Himself. It is these eons which were made through the Son,

not! "the* worlds" (Heb. 1:2&). There was a time before the
eons (IGor. 2:7, 2 Tim. 1:9, Titus 1:26). It would be silly to
make this before "eternal", or eternity. The Scriptures also

speak of the consummations of the eons (1 Cor. 10:11), to

which the Corinthians had attained, in spirit, because they

were a new creation (2 Cor. 5:1789).

Five eons can be found by careful search. The eons and the

wdrlds synchronize (Eph. 2:2). The first two eons are not

mentioned, but their corresponding worlds are. The third is

our evil eon, lasting from the deluge to the day of wrath, now

ready to burst upon the world. The last two are the scenes of

Christ's future public glories. The eons correspond to the

tabernacle in the wilderness, where also are five divisions:

(1> without the camp, (2) in the camp, (3) in the court,

(4) in1 the h&iy place, (5) in the holy of holies. The last eon
is similarly called "the eon of the eons," (Eph.3:21) because

it, like; the holy of holies, is the climax of all the rest. Just as
the twto holy places are called the holies of the holies (Heb.

9:25) so the last two ednsare often called "the eons of the

eons", and :are usually translated "for ever and ever".

i In the original the relation between the eons is not indi

cated by "and", as in our "for ever and ever". It is the
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genitive, our o/. If we use the word "ever", we should trans

late "the ever of the evers". The plea that "and" is an "idio

matic" translation of "of" is sheer recklessness. None of the

other phrases of the same construction can be so mutilated.

How would "the holy and holies" do for "the holy of holies"?

The mere fact that the relation is that of the genitive, which

shows that one is a superior example of the same kind, as

"King of kings" absolutely precludes the idea of endlessness.

Let no one deceive you by misusing the term "idiomatic". It

certainly looks suspicious that all the other phrases of this

kind, as "Lord of lords", are considered idiomatic English.

No one should presume to teach concerning this unless he can

first explain the difference between

the eon of the eon

the eon of the eons

the eons of the eons

Any scholar who evades this acknowledges his own incom

petence. Who can unlock the subject with this key is deserving
of attention.

Translators show their ignorance of the eonian times when

they translate by means of the self-contradictory phrase, "for

ever and ever". The first ever cannot mean endless, or the

second could not be added to it. If the first is not endless, the

second is also limited. Its incorrectness is also shown by the

failure to distinguish differences in the original thus:

The eon of the eon = for ever and ever

The eon of the eons = world without end

The eons of the eons = for ever and ever

This is not translation. It is the most flagrant, dubious in

terpretation. It is true that we are not accustomed to these

phrases, and a correct translation sometimes appears ridicu

lous at first, because we ourselves are queer and foreign in our

modes of thought.

The mistranslation "for ever and ever", which is supposed

to be the strongest of all expressions to denote eternity, never

denotes endlessness. That is expressed in Greek, as in most

other languages, by the negative, "of His kingdom there shall

be no end" (Luke 1:33 A.V.). The kingdom itself ends not, but

the reign of Christ, though "for ever and ever" (Rev. ll:15n 12)

will definitely end when He delivers up the kingdom (1 Cor.

15:24c). Hence "for ever and ever" is not endless.

The passages usually adduced as proof are those which

speak of the life of God. That He lives "for ever and ever"

which must mean endless, is based on fallacious reasoning, a

false background, and ignorance of the grammar of the Greek.

In every case it should be translated He is living (not He

lives). When the fact of indissoluble life is stated, in contrast

with death, the other form is used, as "Who became dead, and

lives". (Rev. 2:8). The matter of the term of God's life is
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not in question. If it were, then God's life could only begin

when the eons of the eons begin, for Christ's reign and the

eonian life of the saints does not begin until these eons com

mence. Reasoning to the negative is not logical. If I should

say that I was living during the great war, only a theologian

would infer that I am now dead. It would be most stupid to

ascribe life to God in the consummation, after the eons of the

eons, when there is no death. It would be like carrying a pail

of water to moisten the ocean. The book of the unveiling of

Jesus Christ is confined to these eons u 12. We do not reason

thus in regard to space. God can be the Lord of all the earth

without being a slave in the rest of the universe. It is of

tremendous import that He is living for the eons of the eons,

for all His enemies will be destroyed in these time periods.

The Eonian God

The one passage where eonian is applied to God has been

given as a conclusive proof of its infinite range. The passage

reads: "the mystery, which was kept secret since the world

began (in times eonian), but now is made manifest, and by

the scriptures of the prophets, according to the commandment

of the everlasting (eonian) God, made known.." (Rom. 16:

25-26). Eonian occurs twice in this passage, as indicated.

Once it is rendered world, and once everlasting. In the first

instance it cannot be everlasting, for the period has already

come to an end. But God can and does live during the eons.

The false implication that this limits His life to the eons is

groundless. This evangel has no application outside the eons.

H«nce the God Who proclaims it is related to the eons in a

way quite unknown in the consummation. He is also called

the God of Israel, the eonian nation. Is He therefore not the

God of all the nations? He is God of all. He is the God of the
eonian times and of all time. But He will not be the eonian

God when the eons are past.

The Ever in Everlasting

Although the parts which make up the word aidn (trans

lated eternal and everlasting) are not a proof of its meaning,

it Is helpful to know that they are not adverse to the true

sense, as established by usage. It is made up of a-lej &6n,

un-if-being. The first two elements, aei, un-if, have the sense

of ever. This never means time without end, but time without

fail. This is evident from its usage in its eight occurrences

(Mark 15:8, Acts 7:51, 2 Cor. 4:11, 6:10, Titus 1:12, Heb.3:10,

1 Pet. 3:15, 2 Pet. 1:12). How terrible it would be if "we who
live are always (throughout eternity!) delivered unto death
for Jesus' sake..."! ^

Things Seen, Temporal; Unseen, Eternal.

Having translated eonian incorrectly "eternal" (2 Cor. 4:18),

our translators found themselves obliged to translate proskairos
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THE DIVINE CALENDAR

The chart displays the principal time periods of the Scrip

tures and their relation to one another. Failure to distinguish

the various time periods has resulted in great confusion as to

the ultimate destiny of God's creation. A fuller presentation of

the subject is contained in our booklet, "The Divine Calendar".

As in the affairs of daily life we need the kindly offices of

a calendar to tell us the day, or week, or month, or year, even

so has God given us a Divine Calendar, that we may be up to

date in the grand affairs which He has undertaken, from their

beginning to their consummation.

We work a week and stop. So God does, too, when He

restores the earth. For legal business we divide the year into

twelve months. He, too, administers the cycles of human

affairs in twelve economies. Still longer periods we group in

five and its multiples, a decade or a century. So He has given

us five eons or ages.

The history of the universe may be considered from various

viewpoints. Its divisions vary according to the special aspect.
It is characterized by

THREE HEAVENS AND EARTHS

The original creation, which, according to Peter, was de

stroyed by water; the present heavens and earth, which are

stored with fire for their future dissolution; and the new or
third heaven and the new earth or paradise, which John saw

in the vision of Christ's unveiling, and to which in spirit

Paul was snatched away.

TWO GRAND CREATIONS

The old, created perfect, but disrupted by the entrance of

sin; and the new creation, in which "the former shall not be

remembered, nor come into mind".

FIVE WORLDS

The first has its beginning b in the original creation, and

its conclusion is spoken of under the term "disruption" (gen

erally translated "foundation"). The second world was de

stroyed by the flood. The third, or "this world", ends with the

Day of Wrath. In the regenerated earth the fourth world

begins with the thousand-year reign of Christ; and the fifth, or

new world, with the new heaven and the new earth.

FIVE EONS, OR AQES

The worlds and the eons synchronize. They are but differ

ent aspects of the same thing. A world recognizes the constitu

tion of affairs while an eon is concerned with the effects of

such a system and its duration.
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TWELVE ECONOMIES

These begin first with the creation of Adam, and detail
God's dealings with mankind in twelve different phases. After
the time of Innocence1 follows the next, in which man is
guided only by the light of Conscience 2, and which the flood
brings to a conclusion. Then comes Noah and human Govern

ment3, the calling out of a people through Jehovah's uncon

ditional Promise4, the Law5, and finally the Incarnation6 of
the Son of God. During the Pentecostal7 Economy the King
dom is aga,in proclaimed and again refused. Then comes the

Transition 8. Israel is set aside, and the nations brought nigh.
Paul acts as steward of the Mystery, the present Secret9 Econ
omy. Judgment10, the Kingdom ** of the Son of Mankind, and

the complement, or Fulness12 of the eras, complete the list.

A WEEK'S WORK

God worked six days in making or restoring the ruin of the

original earthly creation, and ceased on the seventh. These

correspond to the seven phases of the divine activities in the

moral history of mankind during the eons up to the Consum

mation c.

FOUR MONARCHS

Four great monarchs follow one another on earth: Sin,

Law, Grace, and Justice. Sin and Law are inexorable tyrants,

dealing out death, but at present we bow to the matchless
sway of Grace, which is absolutely just, yet transcends Justice

and grants life. Grace Reigns!

THREE DAYS

Three radically distinct periods follow man's failure:

Man's Day, now nearing its close, in which Man shows what
he can do, while God restrains His hand; Jehovah's Day, or
the Day of the Lord, the time of Christ's reign, when man is
abased; and finally the Day of God, when He tabernacles

again with mankind.

A perpendicular line drawn at any point on the chart will
touch the same time in all. Thus, the present Secret Economy
(under the fold) is in the second heaven and earth, the first
creation, the third world and eon, and under the reign of grace.

All beneath the fold belongs to the secrets which were not

made known until Israel was set aside for their rejection of
Christ. Blessing comes because of their apostasy. Closed,
blessing comes through their restoration.
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"temporal", as nowhere else. It means temporary. They render

it for a while (margin temporary Mat. 13:21), for a time (Mark

4:17), for a season (margin temporary Heb. 11:25). 'And now

scholars gleefully point us to this mistranslation to prove the

correctness of their former error! Our Lord compared tern-

orary with a single season—less than a year. A season is much

shorter that the eons,. The ratio was less than one to twenty-

five. "What is observed is temporary, yet what is not observed
is eonian." If a saint lives a hundred years that will be far

less than a hundredth part of his eonian life. The contrast

between the time periods is much greater than that used by
our Lord.

Eonian is Not Endless

Every passage in which eonian appears 2s listed on the page

headed "The Eonian Times". In every case the sense is clear.

It denotes that which pertains to one or all of the eons. This

always gives a far more vigorous sense than mere endlessness.

Many things commonly supposed to be eternal are clearly

confined to the eons. If all rule retires (1 Cor. 15:24c) then
no nation is eternal and Israel is an eonian nation, with an

eonian kingdom, and an eonian salvation, and redemption. As

in the jubilee, where all went free, even if not redeemed, sa

at the consummation all will be reconciled, even if not re

deemed before. Redemption is only for the eons, which are

figured by the fifty years.

Endlessness in Greek

To express endlessness the Greek says, ouk estai telos, not

wild-be finish (Luke 1:33). An endless life is akatalititos, un-

down-loosed, indissoluble (Heb. 7:17). Endless life is ours

because we have aphtharsia, tjn-cobruption, incorruption

(1 Cor. 15:42) and athanasia, un-death, deathlessness or im

mortality (1 Cor. 15:53). Endlessness is expressed by nega

tives (not, un-, in-, -less), and in no other way.

The advocates of eternal torment always allow that the
terms for endlessness may have a limited meaning also,

though, of course, never when it conflicts witlf God's plain
declarations concerning the destiny of His creatures. We

declare that each of these words has only one meaning, hence

we are not compelled to ask our readers to accept our inter

pretation in each passage. It is urged that the context should
decide each case, but, in reality, the context is the theological

bias of the interpreter. We need never interpret. We ask you

to believe God. They must interpret. And you must believe

them. Whom will you believe, man or God? Believe man and

you land in eternal torment, which is quite fitting. Believe

God and you arrive at His most glorious goal.

Those unaquainted with the languages of inspiration may
ask, "What shall we, what can we do, as we do not under

stand the Hebrew and Greek?" The scholar would say, "Just
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accept the simple, clear wording of the Holy [falsified]

Bible." In other words, "You need not worry; We know. We

are the people." And what do we say? Scholars have no more

monopoly of God's mind than priests have of His grace. We

provide you with the facts, which you can test by means of a

concordance of the original. We give you translations made

after God's pattern, not after our misunderstanding. You need

not rely on us at all in your conclusions. We publish all of the

evidence. The scholars do not allow you to believe some pas

sages in the Bible. We urge you to believe all. Their ultimate

would rend your heart and drive you insane if you really real

ized its force. It leads men to hate God. But ours leads you

to adoration and praise of His power, wisdom, and love.

Test the duration indicated by the word eon ("ever"), not

by your own selfishness and prejudice, but by actual examples,

such as the length of Christ's reign, as fully set forth in the

Scriptures.

Pay special attention to so-called "obscure" passages in

the Word of God, such as Romans 5:12-19c; ICor. 15:20-28c;

Col. l:13-20c, for their alleged obscurity consists in the fact

that they are contrary to orthodoxy, and disclose God's glory

in a light too bright for hearts hardened by the horrible here

sies of Christendom.

The saints have suffered from priests who have claimed

dominion over their faith. Their place is now taken by pro

fessors, who demand that we bow to their superior wisdom.

Thank God for the real scholars who give us the evidence,

and do not appeal to prejudice or their own learning! We

might claim to have devoted more labor to the systematic

investigation of Greek grammar than anyone else. We might

insist that we have done it in a more through and scientific

manner, and produce our apparatus as proof. We might set

ourselves up as "authorities" with far more right than those

who have never examined every word and grammatical form

in God's revelation. But we refuse to have dominion over the

faith of our fellow saints.

Do not believe us. But we do claim that our protracted

and methodical labors give us a right to be heard. We do ask

you to examine the evidence we produce in God's Word itself,

so that you may intelligently believe God for yourself. God

has not spoken in riddles. Christ is the only Mediator between

God and man. Allow no pope, Protestant or Catholic, suffer

no priest or professor to do more than to direct you to Him.

Refuse their learned phrases. Under the camouflage of

"idiom" they are seeking to change God's holy Word so as to
support their philosophies and unbeliefs. "For the eons of the

eons" is unusual idiomatic English which expresses God's

thought exactly. "For ever and ever" is the traditional idiotic

phrase which has been inserted to corrupt God's truth and give

divine sanction to the most horrible heresy which has ever

sullied the character of the Deity.
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For Ever and Ever in the Hebrew Scriptures

In Hebrew the two evers are not the same word. It is
loulm vod, in which the I is equivalent to for and the v stands

for and. The word oulm means obscure, and od means further.

Anyone can confirm this with a Hebrew concordance. Hence

the phrase should read, for [the] obscure and further, or,

as it is sometimes worded, for the eon and still The

obscure was a name given to a hazy conception of a great

Messianic age in the future. It is clarified in the later Scrip
tures, so that we know that it is used to refer to the kingdom

eon. But what of and still? I once formed the theory that

loulm goes to the time of the new earth and vod goes beyond.

I had an assistant test this. It was found that, in three cases,

such things as priesthood were said to be "for ever and ever."

Before giving up my theory I checked the three passages by

the Hebrew, and found that these three and these only were

mistranslations! (Psalm 148:6, Isa. 30:8, Jer.7:7). In each

case our translations had confused "for the future, for the eon"

with the eon and still! My theory was proven true, for nothing

but the truth could have picked out the only three mistrans

lated passages without reference to the Hebrew text. When

used of the past, of men, "from oulm" never denotes endless

ness, for men are not eternal in the past.

The Hebrew word ntzch

Another term translated "for ever" is the Hebrew ntzch.

It occurs frequently in the Psalm titles, and is rendered "the

chief Musician". This, of course, is a wild guess of the scholars.

The word is really an endorsement, marking the Psalm as

"permanent". The idea comes from the root glazed, for glaz

ing assured permanence. The LXX renders it eis telos, for the

consummations. Its usage is seen in Jeremiah 8:5. "Why is

this people of Jerusalem slidden back by a perpetual back

sliding?" That certainly is not endless. So in Psalm 16:11,

"At thy right hand are pleasures for evermore." The LXX

renders this eis telos, which reads "to the end" in the Author

ized Version in Matthew 10:22. That certainly is not endless!

In no passage can its endlessness be proven.

Believe God, not Men!

Do not seek truth from the old Hebrew rabbis whom Christ

Himself denounced (Mat. 15:6) or from the so-called Church

fathers, who brought on the dark ages, or from books and

lexicons based on them. Search the Scriptures themselves, by

means of a concordance, that you may be "sound in the faith,

not heeding Jewish myths and precepts of men who are turn

ing from the truth." (Titus 1:14). Test the truth by the facts

in God's Word. Psalm 45:7 reads literally oulm vod, eon and

still. The Greek quotation of it in Hebrews 1:812 is for the eon
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of the eon. This is the limit of "for ever and ever19. 1 Cor

inthians 15:24-28 is God's explicit explanation of the length of

this period. "He must be reigning until" (not eternally).

When the Hebrew od occurs before oulm it has the sense of

till. Thus Isaiah 32:14 "for dens till the eon", not forever, for

verse 15 says "until". As a noun, od simply means future.

Thus Psalm 148:6 reads "and He causes them to stand for

the future, for the eon." (lod loulm).

The Aorist, or Indefinite

Many false conclusions can be avoided if attention is given

to the accuracies of the original Greek, which are not carried

over in the common translations. Greek grammar distinguishes

between what is a timeless fact, as "God loves the world"

(John 3:16) and an uncompleted action, the tim« of which is

limited, according to the immediate or distant context. Thus

"should [not] be perishing", in the latter part of the same

verse, speaks, not of an abiding fact, but of a process going on

at a given time. It may be difficult for those unaquainted with
the Greek to grasp this, so we will establish it by means of

examples, which will be clear to all. The tragic fact is that

our Authorized Version revised the grammar of John 3:16, for

it makes God's love a thing of the past and puts "perish" as a

timeless future fact. Instead of loved and perish it should be

loves and perishing.

In preparing for the translation of the Concordant Version,

it was found that Greek grammar was in considerable con

fusion on some points. So a complete card index was made,

consisting of every form of every word, all distributed accord

ing to their form. Several important matters were cleared up,

especially the force of the so-called "aorist". The astonishing

thing is that the Greek word itself means indefinite yet all

the grammars agree that it denotes a definite past act, "a point

in the expanse of time," "a definite, completed action," etc.

It was found that this confusion arose from the fact that an

other form* the so-called "second aorist," has been mixed with

it. This is past in form and in fact, so it gave the real aorists

a false meaning. By keeping all the forms separate, it was

found that the actual aorists, which, in the indicative, have

the sign of both past and future, were really <wrist, that is,

un-horizoned (horizoncomes from the same root), or indefinite.

This is of immense value in the study of God's gracious

Word. God's love to the world was not a definite, past, com

pleted action, as the scholars wish us to believe (John 3:16).

He loves it, without regard to time. The abolition of death

(2 Tim. 1:10) is not a definite, completed action in the past.

It is a fact which will not be fulfilled until the consummation.

By means of the aorist we are able to distinguish the great,

timeless truths of God's Word from those actions which are

connected with the process, not the goal. That God lives with-
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out regard to time is true, but it becomes a stumbling block

if we force His endless life into passages where His living for
the eons is emphasized. The form living is not indefinite, or
aorist, hence speaks of a special phase of His life, which is
definitely limited in time to the eons.

"The Natural M<m"

The soulish (not the natural) man is not receiving that
which is of the spirit of God (1 Cor. 2:14). Human nature
and conscience are in accord with God (Rom. 2:14-15).

The Case of Judas

A footnote in the Revised Version says that the Greek of
Mark 14:21 reads: "good were it for him if that man", not "good

were it for that man if he". Our Lord never said that it were

good for Judas if Judas had never been born. That is not the

Greek, but the mistranslation of many modern versions.

Since the Concordant Version has been criticized we have

examined other versions, which translate the passage correctly.

Van Ess, a scholarly German translation reads: "it were better

for Him, if this human had never been born". The Murphy

edition of the Douay Version rea.ds: "It were better for him,

if that man had not been born". Joseph B. Rotherham's

critically emphasized translation, which is of special weight

in such a matter because it does not attempt to make idiomatic

English, but aims only to give the exact force of the Greek,

renders it: "well had it been for him, if th^at man had not

been born." We give these examples simply to break down

prejudice, not to prove the point. Everyone who will investi

gate tlte Greek will immediately be convinced that the popular

rendering has no support in God's Word.

We all are prejudiced and may as well admit it. Neverthe

less candor demands that we acknowledge that, in most cases,

the prejudice is in favor of eternal damnation, for this is the

popular, orthodox belief. Few suffer for believing it. On the

other hand it is almost always unpopular to speak of universal

reconciliation. Many shudder at the very thought, and some

have forfeited all their worldly prospects on account of it. I

can certify to the truth of the inspired statement that a belief

in the salvation of all is a reproach—even to Paul, the apostle

(1 Tim. 4:10).

We must be fair, however, and acknowledge that eternal

damnation is the orthodox and accepted view, which most of

us have unconsciously imbibed from our youth. It is upheld

by almost all translations and churches. Therefore the teach

ing of universal reconciliation is under an enormous handicap.

It should be allowed every possible concession in our estimate

of the two. If this pamphlet merely gives a conviction of its

possibility, the chances are that it is true.
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NEGLECTED DISTINCTIONS

The Word of God records a long, varied process, in which

there are many judgments and salvations, which may easily

be confused with the final consummation, hence the need of

examining each text microscopically to determine if an action

is for a time or unlimited, as well as when it occurs, and to

whom it applies. We must never confuse the process with the

goal We must never take what belongs in one eon or adminis

tration and wrongly place it in another. To help the reader,

we publish a chart in the center of the pamphlet, on which

the administrations are numbered, and put a small superior

figure where needed, showing to which administration the text

belongs; o indicates the Beginning, and c the Consummation,

of the eons.

The Indefinite and Incomplete Verbs

A distinction of very great value is found in the grammar

of the Greek. One form is the Greek aorist, which means

indefinite, as "Thus God loves the world.." (John3:16). It is

a fact apart from time. The other form is called the incom

plete, because the action is in progress at the time indicated.

Thus, "the indignation of God is remaining on him" (A.V. "the

wrath of God abideth on him," John 3:366). Exactly the same

form of this Greek word (menei) occurs in John 1:39: "they

perceived where He is remaining1* (A.V. "saw where He

dwelt"). How long did He remain there? He certainly is not

there now! The next day He left for Galilee (v. 43). The

wrath of God is not remaining on unbelievers in this adminis

tration. Since our Lord spoke these words He has been cruci

fied, and God has conciliated the world to Himself, not reckon

ing their offenses to them (2 Cor. 5:1989).

This is so important that we will give a few more examples,

simply noting the verbs which do not speak of facts, but

of processes whose duration is limited, giving the appropriate

literal rendering.

John 3:36 he who is stubborn as to the Son, shall not be

seeing life, but the indignation of God is remain

ing on him

3:16 For thus God loves the world, so that He gives

His only begotten Son, that everyone who is be

lieving into Him should not be perishing, but

may be having eonian life.

It is an error to reason as if all the verbs were grammati

cally alike in this verse. It is a timeless fact that God loves

and gives. But believing refers to a transient activity. Faith

will not abide in the glory. Eonian life is still future and will

last only during the eons, when there will be no death. We
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can live after the eons, but not have eonian life. Perishing is

also a transient thing, confined to the eons, like the life.

John 6:58uHe who is masticating this Bread shall be living

for the eon.»

Those who ate are dead. They did not live "for ever". They

will line for the eon. Eonian life is a present possession but

not a present experience. It begins at the resurrection.

John 8:51nif anyone should be keeping My Word, he should

under no circumstances be tasting death for the eon.

They are dead. Their life did not continue for ever.

This grammatical distinction, which is of immense value in

the study of God's Word, is not based on traditional Greek

grammars, but upon an examination of every single occurrence

in the inspired Scriptures. Therefore we warn our readers not

to test it by the works of men but by the actual text itself.

The indefinite form is confined to the first aorist (which means

"indefinite" in Greek), where the indicative has the signs of

both past and future or some equivalent. Thus John 3:16 is

GgavGsen, in which the first €— indicates the past, and the —«

the future. It is really a past future, so includes all time, and

thus indicates a fact.

God IS Spirit, and LIKE Light and Love

In Greek a literal statement does not need this verb IS,

but it must be used in a figure of speech.

spirit the God (without IS, John 4:24)

the God Light IS (1 John 1:5)

the God Love IS (1 John 4:8)

[this IS the body My (Mat. 26:26)]

God HAS (not IS) Attributes

The divine attributes are expressed by means of adjectives,

holy (not holiness), righteous (not righteousness), etc.

Of God-r-Not of God

What is literally out of God lacks the verb to be. What is

figurative has the verb, thus in the Greek we read:

Ye not are hearing that out of the God not

YE ARE (John8:47).

The yet one doing the missing out

of the Slanderer IS (1 John 3:8)

Every the one no doing justice not

IS out of the God (1 John3:10)

Cain out of the wicked one WAS (1 John 3:12)

These are figurative. This is true of them only in a sec-
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ondary sense. The following are literal statements of fact:

the yet all out of the God (ICor. 11:12).

the yet all out of the God (2 Cor. 5:18).

out of Him .. the all (Rom. 11:36).

Therefore all is literally out of God, and some things are

in an accommodated, figurative sense, not of God.

The Tense is Importmt

Especially in the closing scenes of Christ's Unveiling, where

John often returns, in spirit, to Patmos, the tense is important,

thus 21:6-8 changes to the future tense, because the outlook is
no longer the time of the vision, but the time of writing. "The

abominable, murderers," and the other undeserving will not

live in the new earth. They will have died long before, and are

judged at the great white throne; and go into the lake of fire.

DISTINCTIONS OF TIME

The Divine Calendar

In order to give a clear and comprehensive grasp of the

time periods of Scripture we publish herewith the chart from

The Divine Calendar, which is more fully explained in the

pamphlet of that name. All is based on the Greek text, and

is so arranged that a vertical line will indicate the same re

lative time in the three Heavens and Earths, the Creations,

the Times, the five Worlds and Eons, and the twelve Econo
mies. The last two are of especial importance in the study
before us. The reader is entreated to turn to the chart and

note the administration in which each passage occurs, as it is
indicated by a small superior figure to the right of the verse

number. When eons are mentioned, he is urged to see which

one is in view, especially in regard to the last two. To further

aid in the study of the eons we publish a page giving each

occurrence, so placed that its relation to the whole course of

the eonian times is apparent.

The time when a scripture applies is as vital to its under

standing as care in confining it to the proper persons. Many
passages adduced to prove universal reconciliation are limited

both in time and in scope.

Eph. l:10M "to head up the universe in the Christ"
limits the time to Christ's headship, in the

last eon, before the consummation.

Phil. 2-.10-111112 "that in the name of Jesus every knee should
be bowing, celestial and terrestrial and sub
terranean, and every tongue should be ac

claiming Jesus Christ as Lord, for the glory

of God, the Father" is also prior to the con

summation, when the Son Himself is subject.
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Acts 3I2111 "the times of the restoration of all which
God speaks through the mouth of His holy

prophets from the eon" is confined to the

kingdom in the coming eon, long before the

consummation.

The Various Administrations

Distinguish the different administrations and numberless

difficulties will disappear. The present is a secret adminis

tration of which our Lord gave no hint (Eph. 3:99). Our Lord

spoke mostly Qt the next administration of Judgment10 which

will introduce the Kingdom n. God now dispenses grace 9, then
He will dispense torath10 and justice11. It will amply repay

the reader to orient himself by the chart every time the num

ber of an administration is given.

Conciliation and Reconciliation

God, before Israel was cast away (Rom. 11:157), kept the

nations afar off (Eph. 2:13), but now He is conciliated and

friendly toward them (2 Co. 5:18,1989), so that the invitation of

the evangel for today is "Be conciliated to God!" (2 Co. 5:20).

When we obtain the conciliation, and are conciliated to God

(Roni. 5:10,11) then we are reconciled, that is, not only is God
kindly disposed to us, as He is to all the world in this admin

istration of His grace, but we are no longer at enmity with

Him, and there is mutual reconciliation. The Colossians were

reconciled (Col. 1:219). The universe will be thus reconciled

at the consummation (Col. 1:20c). Only a concordant version

distinguishes between these important terms.

The Time of Reconciliation

Some have insisted that reconciliation is a thing of the

past. The verb apokatallaxait To-reconcile, which is here used

is not in the past tense. It lacks the sign of the past, but has

the sign of the future. Nevertheless it is indefinite, and cannot

be limited to any time. This chapter contains five other verbs

which are in precisely the same grammatical form. These will
show the unlearned that it cannot be confined to the past. We

quote from the Revised Version to avoid prejudice.

CoL 1:10 to walk worthily of the Lord

19 in him should all the fulness dwell

20 through him to reconcile all things unto himself
22 to present you holy and without blemish

25 to fulfil the word of God

None of this is confined to the past. Much of it finds its

fulfillment In the future.
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DISTINCTIONS OF SCOPE

The question, to whom does it apply? is no less important

than when. The salvation (1 Tim. 2:4, 4:10c) justification

(Rom. 5:18c) and vivification (1 Cor. 15:22c) of an, sometimes

applied to all beings in the universe, is confined to mankind

in these passages. The salvation of "all Israel" (Rom. 11:26U)

is limited to those descendants of Jacob who have faith, and

because of it either enter the kingdom alive or are made alive

in the former resurrection. No unbelievers are included. "The

times of restitution of all things" (Acts 3:21") is specifically

limited to that which had been spoken by God through the

prophets. These said nothing concerning the destiny of all

mankind or all creation. This will be fulfilled in the kingdom «

(not at the consummation c).

The Outlook of the Hebrew Scriptures

The original germ of all prophecy is the promise that the
head of the serpent should be bruised by the Seed of the

woman (Gen. 3lib1). The scope of Israel's prophets was gradu

ally enlarged. The pre-exile prophets (Isaiah, Jeremiah, Hosea,

Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk and
Zephaniah) included simply a future Messianic kingdom. The

post-exile prophets see Israel's dispersion before the king.dom.

Ezekiel sees beyond the kingdom. But none of them sees the

consummation. Hence it is futile to go to these immature

revelations for light on the final issue.

The Scope of the Word "All"

The word "all" is seldom, if ever, used in its absolute sense.

Invariably there are limitations imposed by the context. God

has explained this to us in connection with the theme we are

studying. Before He can be All in all, the universe must be

subject to Him (1 Cor. 15:28c). Even God's Son is included

in this subjection. But there is one exception—God Himself!

Since the Scriptures make only this one exception, the mean

ing of ta pamXa (the all or the universe) in which God will be

All, can have no other limitation. This shows what this phrase

embraces elsewhere. The following are passages in which

this phrase occurs:

ta panta the universe

1 Co. 15:27 Him Who is subjecting the universe to Him

28 whenever the universe may be subjected to Him

— Him Who subjects the universe to Him

Eph. 1:10 the universe is to be headed up in the Christ
11 the One Who is operating the universe in accord

with the counsel of His will

3: 9 God, Who creates the universe

4:10 that He should complete the universe

Phil. 3:21 to subject even the universe to Himself
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Col. 1:16 seeing that the universe in the heavens and on

the earth is created in Him

the universe has been created through Him and

for Him

20 to reconcile the universe to Him

Heb. 1: 3 carrying on the universe by His powerful decla

ration

2: 8 For in the subjection of all to Him

Rev. 4:11 For the universe Thou dost create

The word all, being in the indefinite (so-called neuter)

gender, is used freely of both persons and things. Even in

creation God did not create Himself. In the consummation,

with which we are concerned, we may be sure that all will be

subject, even His Son. There will be no insubjection at all in

the universe. As to reconciliation, that must be limited from

the nature of the case, for only that which is at enmity is

capable of being reconciled. The Son does not need to be rec

onciled. I know of no other exception. "Unfallen angels" are

a figment of theology. However, all enemies will not only be

subjected (ICor. 15:28c), but reconciled (Col. 1:20c). The sub

jection will be accomplished by the power and glory of His

reign. The reconciliation will come through the weakness and

shame of His cross.

Creatian and Reconciliation have the Same Scope

As the scope of the reconciliation is vital to our study, let

us compare it with the same phrase in verse sixteen of the

same chapter. "[The Son of His love] ... the universe in the

heavens and on the earth is created in Him" (Col. 1:14,166).

Here we have the beginning. In verse twenty is the consum

mation of the same universe. In both cases the "all" is ampli

fied by the phrase, "in tlie heavens or on the earth." In verse

twenty it is introduced by "whether" (eite)t which never limits,

but always amplifies (IThes. 5:10, 2 Thes. 2:15, etc.). The

reference seems limited, however, to intelligent beings, not the

material universe, for this is not in view. It is absolutely

incontestible that the Son reconciles all He creates. Hence any

attempt to limit universal reconciliation also limits universal

creation. Let all who attempt the former beware, for apart from

the Word "not one thing came into being which has come into

being" (John 1:36).

Both creation and reconciliation are "the all", "in the

heavens or on the earth" (Gen. 1:16; Col. 1:166). Why not in

clude the sea and underneath the earth (Rev. 5:1310), called

the "subterranean" by the apostle in Philippians 2:10n? Did

not God create these, through the Son of His Love? Or did

Satan do part of the work of creation? The answer is simple.

There was no sea on the earth as created at first. It came

later, in the first great catastrophe. Neither will there be any

sea on the new earth (Rev. 21:112). Why reconcile that which
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does not exist? The writer of Colossians was not a short

sighted man but an inspired seer. Paul had been in the third

heavens and in the paradise of the third earth (2 Gor. 12:3-412).

He knew that there will be no subterranean creatures then, so

he did not make the stupid blunder of including this realm

in universal reconciliation.

All forms of government in heaven as well as on earth,

and those who administer them, are classed as enemies which

Christ will put out of commission before He hands over the

kingdom to the Father (1 Cor. 15:24-28c). When He came in

humiliation He was Subject to the powers that be, and they

were always against Him. But after His crucifixion, where

the spirit powers combined with earth's authorities to do Him

to death, He threw off their authority as one strips off a gar
ment, and triumphed over them (Col. 2:15). He will make

them all a footstool for His feet (Heb. 1:13). But it is quite
possible to be reconciled with a defeated foe. But this will

occur long after He has ruled them with iron in the millen

nium, and with love in the last eon.

The Blood of the Cross is for all Creation

It is generally supposed, without warrant, that the blood of

the cross is confined to mankind. In the Unveiling the en

throned elders declare that the Lambkin had bought them for

God by His blood (Rev. 5:9). They are representatives of all

celestial creatures, as the four animals are of earth. In

Colossians, where the scope of His creative work is given (Col.

1:16) we are distinctly told that the blood of His cross avails

to reconcile all that He created. The Bible knows nothing of

"unfallen angels". Our Lord was not merely a Man when He

was made sin on the cross. That which is in the heavens is

cleansed by His sacrifice (Heb. 9:23). The statement that "he

took not on him the nature of angels'* should read " it [death]

is not taking hold of messengers" (Heb. 2:16). This means

simply that they are not dying now. Even if we put "He" in

place of "it", "taking hold," a passing action, proves nothing

as to final destiny.

"AW is Limited by the Context

We subjoin briefly a few cases where the context limits

the word "all":

Mat. 13:31 ... the kernel of mustard, which a man getting,

sows in his field, which, indeed, is smaller than

all the seeds [which a man sows in his field], yet,

whenever it may be grown, is greater than greens

17:11 Elijah is indeed coming, and will be restoring all

[which was written of him (Mai. 4:5-6")],

119:26 with God all is possible [with reference to salva

tion, not lying (Heb. 6:8)].
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Mark 9:23 all is possible to him who is believing [what God

has said, not what he imagines in his own heart].

Luke 2: 1 a decree came out from Caesar Augustus that the

entire inhabited earth be registered. [This was

Caesar's decree, for it was a Roman state fiction

that Rome ruled the entire earth.]

John 1: 7 that all should be believing [not will be believing].

6:45 And they shall all [restored Israel, Isa. 54:13]

be taught of God

17: 2 ... everyone whom Thou hast given to Him, to

them He should be giving eonian life.

False Limitations of "All"

The Word of God shall be fulfilled to the smallest letter

(Mat. 5:18). In Mark 16:15™ our Lord said, "proclaim the

evangel to the entire creation". This must not be limited to

human beings, because of our ignorance of the animal crea

tion. It seems that Eve could converse with the animals

before sin entered. They understand many things even today,

though under the slavery of corruption (Rom. 8:21). The

evangel to them (and to us, as animals) is the freedom which
will be theirs in the kingdom11. In Christ's Unveiling (Rev.

5:1310) we read that every creature which is in heaven and on
the earth, and underneath the earth and on the sea, and all

those in them, glorified the Lambkin. Mark's evangel was to

all creation. It was proclaimed everywhere (Mark 16:20). Let
us not allow our ignorance to make us unbelieving!

Luke 9:16 He gives them power and authority over all

the demons . . . [though, later, they could not cast

out a demon (Mark 9:29). This failure was nec

essary in order to form a prophetic picture of

Israel's future. Yet the Lord explains that they

also had power to cast it out, through prayer].

"Offer" is TJnscrvptural

The suggestion is often made that salvation, justification,

vivification, and reconciliation are merely offered to all, but

not accepted by all. This is contrary to every context. It is not

God's will to offer salvation to all (1 Tim. 2:4c) but He is the

Saviour of all (1 Tim. 4:10c), those who believe during the

eons, with an eonian salvation, and those who do not believe,

thereafter. The condemnation which has come to all mankind

was not offered to them. It was theirs without choice. Even so

is the justification of all mankind (Rom. 5:18c). As in Adam

all are dying, is not left to each one to accept or reject. Even

so in Christ shall all be made alive locks out all choice on our

part. The human will has nothing to do with this/ for God

can change a man's will just as easily as He can save him.
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TIME AND SCOPE

As most passages which are used in discussing this theme
need to be carefully considered from both standpoints, we will

view them from both angles at once.

The Divine Judgments

It is excessively important that we limit each judgment to
the ones affected, and not, as is usually done, apply all to

everyone. As is fitting, only the greatest of God's enemies,

Satan, the wild beast, and the false prophet (Rev. 20:101112)

are tormented for the eons of the eons. Only those who wor

ship the wild beast and its image endure the somewhat milder

and gradually abating fate that the fumes of their torment

are ascending for the eons of the eons (Rev. 14:11). It is

unjust and absurd to apply the severest sentence to every

criminal. These alone are not judged, for their awful treason

is manifest to the universe. We warn those who apply these

statements to all men that they are adding to the words of

God's book (Rev. 22:18).

The judgment period of the unbeliever commences with his

resurrection and ends with his second death. It takes place

before the great white throne (Rev. 20:11-151112). All are con

demned according to their acts. There and then God pays each

one according to his acts, indignation and fury, affliction and

distress on every human soul which is effecting evil (Rom.

2:9). So that, with few exceptions, the time of judgment for

mankind is a period adapted to each case, both in length and

severity. It is not in the lake of fire. Thus the judgment of

everyone is just. It may range from a light sentence, for

those who had no opportunity of knowing God and who, never

theless, by instinct, fulfilled some of His laws (Rom. 2:14) to

the most fearful torment for a long term, for His greatest

enemies. Such are the righteous judgments of our God.

All unbelievers except those already mentioned appear be

fore the great white throne and are then judged for their sins,

even if they have been judged before on other grounds. They

are not tormented in the lake of fire, for for these it is the

second death (Rev. 20:1412). Judgment is impossible in death

for the spirit is with God, the body has returned to soil, so

that there is no means of sensation. Hence the unbeliever is

raised from the dead in the resurrection of judgment (John

5:29in2) in order to be judged. After his judgment he is

returned to death, to be made alive at the consummation. For

those who have died before, the lake of fire is not a means of

punishment or correction, for their judgment is accomplished

before the great white throne. To them it is a second death.

Special Judgments

Beside this last judgment between the last two eons, there

are many in the preceding eons, all of which vary in time and
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scope. "Everlasting punishment" and "life eternal" (Mat 25:
4611) apply to less than a millionth of mankind, at the time

when the Son of Mankind comes in His glory, and judges the

living nations, not for their individual sins, but according to
their treatment of Israel during their time of tribulation. If

they succored, them they will enjoy an allotment in the king*

dom for the millennium. If they did not they will come away

into eonian chastening. The judgment is by nations, not in

dividuals, but the individuals who compose these nations must

answer for their sins before the great white throne. The

"eonian chastening" (not punishment) continues only during

the duration of the kingdom, which they had failed to support.

The "eonian life" (not life eternal) is the portion of the

nations who favor the Jews during their great affliction. It is

the same judgment as that described in Joel 3. The individ

uals constituting these nations will be judged elsewhere. If

they are saved they enter the new earth, where there will be

no more dying, and live until the consummation, when death

is abolished. Hence they really do receive "eternal" life, yet

the enemy nations do not get "eternal" punishment. The

words "everlasting" and "eternal" here, are confined to the

one kingdom eon.

The same time and action is in view in 2 Thessalonians

1:7-9 "when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven

with His mighty angels, in flaming fire taking vengeance on

them that know not God, and that obey not the gospel of our

Lord Jesus Christ: who shall be punished with everlasting

destruction from the presence of the Lord, and from the glory

of His power, when . . ." It has no bearing on the million

times greater number of other men.

One of the most repulsive and un-Christlike exhibitions of

selfishness lies in this reasoning that, since the duration of the

life of the righteous is the same as the "punishment" of the

unrighteous, both being eonian, the doom of the lost must be
everlasting (Mat. 25:46U). The fact is that the believer's life

lasts only until there is no more death! It would be foolish

to predicate mere endlessness to the believer's life, for that is

true of all. When death is abolished, all will have endless life.

Up to that time, the saint has eonian life and the sinner eon

ian condemnation. But this passage must not be applied to all.

It deals only with a very small fraction of living nations, at

the beginning of the kingdom. They are not judged for their

sins, but for their treatment of our Lord's brethren according

to the flesh.

Figurative Fire

All Scripture should be interpreted literally, when possible.

It is only when a passage is clearly figurative that we may

seek to explain its terms. The judgment of "the sheep and

the goats" (Mat. 25:31-46U) cannot be literal. The nations are

figured by animals. Is the fire also figurative? I have hitherto
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supposed it to be identical with the lake of fire. But no lake is

mentioned. I must retract that. The language is that of the

Hebrew prophets. How do they use fire? Israel in Egypt is

figured as a burning thorn bush (Exodus 3:25). They were in

an iron furnace or crucible (Deut. 4:20; 1 Kings 8:51; Jer.

11:45). Isaiah (48:10) explains it as a furnace of affliction.

Jerusalem has been melted in the crucible of affliction. Jeho

vah blew upon her in the fire of His wrath (Eze. 22:18-22).
See Malachi 3:2 and Obadiah 18.

The judgments of the nations during the day of Jehovah

are spoken of in the prophets under the figure of fire. God
will send a fire on Magog and the isles (Eze. 38:22; 39:6).

Jehovah will set a fire in Egypt in the day of Jehovah (Eze.

30:8,16). He will blow against the Ammonites with the fire

of His wrath (Eze. 21:31). If all the nations hostile to Israel

were actually consumed or cast into the lake of fire, what need

for the iron club, with which He will rule the nations in that

day? They will be afflicted and forced to obey, as Israel in

Egypt. This will be their corrective chastening (Mat. 25:46n).
All agree that the word here used is disciplinary, but other

interpretations have forced an unnatural meaning upon it.

But this fire was prepared for "the devil and his angels".

I have often wondered why God made the mistake of preparing

this fire for the "devil" and then changed His mind and shut

him up in the abyss (Rev. 20:3u) for the thousand years. He

seems, according to this, to be feeling His way, experimenting

in methods of torture, as it were. My God knows the end from

the beginning. The fire was prepared for the slanderer and

his messengers, that is, these very nations. The term slander

er is not confined to Satan. (1 Tim. 3:11, 2 Tim. 3:3, Titus 2:3).

These nations had spoken against Israel, hence will suffer for

it during the day of Jehovah. They will be the tail, Israel the

head. This interpretation is suggested because it harmonizes

our Lord's sayings with the prophets. It does not affect the

final issue.

Fire is often used in temporary judgments (Mat. 3:10,1210;

7:19*0; 13:40*°; 18:8", Mark9:43-49U, Luke3:9,171(>, John 15:
6)V Though this is the severest destruction of matter we know,

it has no real bearing on the final state. Even saints, and the

best of them, are burned to ashes. God will raise their bodies,

no matter how they returned to the soil. The greatest of all
conflagrations, when the whole earth will be dissolved, only

eventuates in a new and better earth (2 Pet. 3:7,10; Rev. 21:
Iii_i2), Even the saints will be saved so as through fire

(1 Cor. 3:15).

Other Judgments

Adam and Eve were judged and became mortal the day

they disobeyed God (Gen. 3:16-191). Their sentence affected
the whole race (Rom. 5:12). All sin because they are mortal.

Mortality, not sin, is transmitted. God judged the ancient
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world by means of water (2 Pet. 2:52; Gen. 6:11—8:142). All

of mankind but eight souls were drowned.

Sodom and Gomorrah

The judgment of the cities of the plain (Gen. 19:23-254) is

given as a specimen, hence should receive special attention.

(Jude 74). I have stood near Bethel whence Lot saw the plain

of Jordan, and have been down in it, to make sure of the facts

in this judgment. There is no fire. There are no people. It is,

as Zephaniah (2:9) says, "a place for the prickly acanthus and

salt diggings and a desolation for the eon." YetEzekiel (16:46-

56) insists that Jerusalem was more corrupt than Sodom and

that Sodom's captivity will end, and it shall be restored as

formerly. This is the divine, visible specimen which exhibits

what God means by "the vengeance of eternal fire" (A. V.)

i. e., "the justice of eonian fire" (C. V.). It is evident that
the effects of the fire are still with us. For those who believe

the prophets it is further evident that the "eternal" will end

when Jerusalem is restored (Eze. 16:5s11). It lasts less than

one eon.

It will take too much space to discuss all the judgments of

old, of Egypt and the nations of Canaan, and of Israel herself,

to this very day. All are temporary afflictions, not final adjudi

cations. All, without exception, prepare for the revelation of

His mercy, and the glorious display of His all-embracing love.

So it is that mercy will vaunt against judgment (James 2:13),

on the basis of Christ's death.

Judgments Spoken of by our Lord: Gehenna

I have personally walked the whole length of Gehenna, to
check up the Scriptures concerning it. It is a vale on the

southwest of Jerusalem, not the least like "hell", as it is al

ways erroneously translated. (Mat. 5:22, 29, 3011; 10:28; 18:9;
23:15,33, Mark 9:43, 45, 47, Luke 12:5, James 3:6). In olden

times the city offal and the bodies of criminals were thrown

there as food for worms. A fire was continually burning to

consume the rubbish. So it will be again, in the kingdom.

Not one of these passages has reference to the final state. All
whose bodies are destroyed in Gehenna are raised to be judged

at the great white throne, and go into the lake of fire. Gehenna

is the capital punishment of the kingdom, without burial.
A careful examination of the contexts will show that

Gehenna is not for the living, but for a corpse or dead mem
bers of a body. The fire that does not go out and the undying
worm get the carcases of criminals who have already been put

to death. The "weeping and gnashing of teeth" which are usu

ally associated with it have no connection whatever with

Gehenna. This is usually in outer darkness, quite the opposite

of the lurid flames of Gehenna.

The length of time is never stated. The lifetime of the
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worms and the fact that the fire is not put out, have no bearing

on the ultimate destiny of the criminal whose body is cast
into it. The dread word asbestos, translated "unquenchable'*,
and "never shall be quenched", is used merely to indicate its
continuous burning during the kingdom. We often use it of a

fire of short duration, as, the fire could not be extinguished
until all had been consumed.

The Undying Worm

The miracle of a fire-proof worm with eternal life has puz
zled even those who wish to have one to torture the damned

in the flames of a mythical hell. The word die is not the usual
one. The root means finish. The sense is simply that there

will be no end of worms in Gehenna, to feed on the corpses of

the criminals cast into it. The point is not the torment of the
victim, but the loathsome disgrace which attends his death.

Weeping and Gnashing of Teeth

Outer Darkness

This fearful phrase is so often predicated of the final condi
tion of the damned, that it will be worth while to put it where
it belongs. In Matthew 8:12*1, our Lord, commenting on the

faith of the centurion, said "the children of the kingdom shall

be cast out into outer darkness: there shall be weeping and
gnashing of teeth". The kingdom is likened to a wedding (Mat.

2-12"). The children are Israelties after the flesh. Just as an

unfit guest would be thrust out into the dark night, while

within the marriage feast was being enjoyed in brilliant light,

so it will be for Israelites who seek to enter the kingdom on

earth, So also in Matthew 22:11-13; 25:30, Luke 13:28. There
is no reference to their final destiny.

The Furnace of Fire

At the conclusion of this eon the Son of Mankind will send

His messengers to clear out what is offensive out of His king
dom and "shall cast them into a furnace of fire: there shall be
wailing and gnashing of teeth." (Mat. 13:41-4210 **). The figure

is that of clearing a field for planting. Many will be destroyed,

some by literal fire (Rev. 9:17-18; 16:8; 18:8,1810). Matthew
13:4910 limits this judgment to the conclusion of this eon.

Cutting Asunder at His Coming

This also takes place at the coming of Messiah to Israel,
and refers exclusively to the Circumcision, not to us, for His
coming for us is in purest grace, whether we are watching or
drowsing (not wake or sleep, 1 Thes. 5:10). Our bad works

will be burned, but we shall be saved, yet so as by fire (ICor.
3:13,159).
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The Ten Virgins

The following parable of the ten virgins is concerned only

with the marriage dinner of the Lambkin (Rev. 19:7n) and

is confined to the kingdom of the heavens, the thousand years

(Mat. 25:1-10). The five stupid virgins are to be locked out of

millennial bliss. Their further fate is beyond the scope of

this passage.

Hades, the Imperceptible

I have gone along the northwestern shore of lake Galilee to

assure myself of the reality of the judgment of Capernaum,

which is now "brought down to hell". (Mat. 11:23). Having

been there, I can have no doubt as to the meaning of the word

hades, usually translated "hell" in our versions. Although I

am sure I was there, I could not see a vestige of Capernaum.

It has literally subsided to the imperceptible, for such is the

real meaning of the term. There are three "hells" in our

Bibles, hades, Gehenna and Tartarus. The latter is not for

mankind. I have been in the other two—Capernaum and Ge

henna. It is not the place where men's bodies go at death.

Only men's souls go to hades. That is, they lose all sensation.

Our Lord's soul was in this "hell8' (Acts 2:27,31). All souls

come from the imperceptible. The wicked will return there

while the righteous will enjoy the kingdom (Psa. 9:17).

The Rich Man and Lazarus

We must be consistent in our interpretations. In Luke 15—

16 we have a five-fold parable, in which that of the Prodigal Son

corresponds with that of the Rich Man and Lazarus. No one

takes the Prodigal Son literally. "He spake this parable unto

them" (Luke 15:3), includes all of the stories of Luke 15—16.

"This my son was dead" refers to the time when he was in a

far country filling his belly with swine's food. It is a picture

of Israel at the present time, away from God, defiled among

the nations. Just so also the rich man portrays Israel as

descendants of the Pharisees, enduring persecutions, while the

poor publicans, who once were glad to get a little of their

spiritual wealth, are comforted by faith—in Abraham's bosom.

The death is figurative. Here we have the flames of anti-

Semitism, not the so-called "hell" or the lake of fire. It is

impossible to take such figures as Abraham's bosom literally.

How unwise to use a misunderstood parable to contradict all

that God had previously said concerning the death state! This

has no bearing on the final state, even if taken literally, for

hades is cast into the lake of fire long before the consumma

tion (Rev. 20:14" I2).

He that Believeth Not shall be Damned

"He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he

that believeth not shall be damned." (Mark 16:1678). The con-
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text shows that this applies only to the creation commission,

which has been proclaimed everywhere (v. 20), and which is

followed by signs. If everyone who will not drink any poison

(v. 18) is condemned, very few will be saved! This test will

damn all who use it to contradict Oolossians 1:20. We must
carefully distinguish between the first kingdom commission

(Mat. 10:5-86), the second kingdom commission (Mat. 28:

16-2011), the creation commission (Mark 16:14-2078), the com

mission for mankind (Luke24:46-4978), Peter's kingdom com

mission (Mat. 16:15-197), his shepherd commission (John 21:

15-197), John's commission (John 21:20-231011) and Paul's four

ministries (Acts 9:l-308; 13:1-4*; 2 Cor. 5:16-218; Eph. 3:l-99).

If these are all mixed into a confused mass, they become rid

dles in place of revelations. The time and scope of each is

distinct. Mark alone speaks of the creation, as such.

"It is Appointed ymto Men Once to Die"

A text usually given a false scope follows. Hebrews 9:27

refers to the death of the high priests in Israel, not all man

kind. The "once" does not mean once for all. Many men will

die twice (Rev. 20:14).

The unbeliever is born, sins, dies, is roused at the great

white throne and judged, dies again, and is vivified and saved

and reconciled with God at the consummation.

THE PROBLEM SOLVED

We have now presented the facts and the problem has dis

solved. God will do what He has declared and what we so

earnestly desire. Those parts of His Word which seemed to

contradict His glorious goal do not refer to it at all, but to

the rigorous process by which it is reached. His Word is not

concerned with eternity, but with the revelation of Himself

during definite time periods, as a preparation for eternity.

As Adam in Eden knew no good and could not appreciate God's

love until he had eaten of the tree of the knowledge of good,

so it is impossible for the whole race to realize God's love and

revel in it until they also taste its fruit. The tree was the

knowledge of good and evil. In the nature of things, these

cannot be separated. We must experience evil to appreciate

good. This God gives us during the eons, so that we may

enjoy His love in eternity. Even His saints are not spared

this salutary testing. This is the purpose of evil. If it were

eternal, that would defeat the end of its existence. It is only

a black background for the high lights of God's love.

We have considered the traditions of Christendom which

darken this subject and have found them unscriptural. The

Scriptures really reveal God. Men's souls are not immortal.

God's wisdom is fully equal to man's "free" will. Many of the

saved will live on earth, and never "go to heaven". All must
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be lost before they can be saved. Those who are "lost" are

not hopeless. They are in the proper place for salvation. God's

revelation has been gradual. More light has come with each

addition to His Book. Its highest point is Paul's epistles. Here

is the proper place to inquire as to His ultimate. And here

it is revealed—the justification, viviflcation and salvation of

all mankind (Rom. 5:18c; 1 Cor. 15:22c; 1 Tim. 2:4; 4:10c),

and the reconciliation of the universe (Col. 1:20c). By this

revelation partial knowledge has been replaced by fullest light.

We have found, that terms which speak of endlessness

in our Bibles contradict plain statements. All agree that, in

some passages, they are limited in time. While others ask us

to give the word eon two different meanings, which differ in

finitely, we have found that it has only one, which is always

sane and satisfactory. Indeed, instead of being idiomatic, as

is claimed, we have found current translations idiotic.

Further investigations have shown us that the grammar of

the Greek has put the stamp of eternity on God's reconcilia

tion, but withheld it from His rage. It makes His love time

less, but His wrath eonian.

Finally, by observing neglected distinctions, we have seen

the remaining difficulties vanish as mists before the noonday

sun. By noting the time and scope of each opposing passage it

was found to apply to a part, not the whole; the process, not

the goal. Only one passage unveils to us God's ultimate, and

that applies to the consummation and has the same scope as

creation (Col. 1:16&, 20c). Mankind will not only be saved

itself but it will be used of God in reconciling the universe to

Him. Israel will be God's channel to bless the earth. The

ecclesia, the body of Christ, will be the means of spreading the

love of God from the north star to the southern cross. Through

His elect God will reach every heart He has created. He will
become All in all (1 Cor. 15:28c).

THE UNLIMITED LOVE OF GOD

Not being of a very affectionate disposition, I know but

little of love. But that minute measure makes me shudder to

think of anyone I love in eternal torment. God is not limited

in His love as I am. Years of reflection have convinced my

heart that, if His creatures are tortured in hell, God Himself

will be eternally tormented in heaven. This is not the senti

mental idea of a man of the world, but the cold, calculated

conviction of one who has been in close and constant touch

with God's revelation longer than the ordinary span of life.

I know that my love to Him and my admiration have increased

unutterably since I have seen that He is not the defeated

fiend of Christendom, but is fully able to cope with evil and

sin, and bind them all to the chariot wheels of love. All His

attributes, including holiness, and righteousness, serve in the

livery of love. Adored be His name!
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THE BASIS OF FELLOWSHIP

Doctrine is not the divine basis of fellowship. That is life

and conduct. Those in Corinth who held fundamental error,
denying the resurrection, were not excluded (1 Cor. 15:12).

But the morally unclean person was expelled (1 Cor. 5).
We implore everyone who revels in the great truth of uni
versal reconciliation not to make it the basis of schism among

God's beloved saints. Few are able to get beyond the mis

translations, and the traditions which they have been taught.

Be careful not to give them offense. But' if you are cast out,
remember that it must needs be "that there are sects among
you, that those also who are qualified may be becoming appar

ent among you". (1 Cor. 11:19). This doctrine will distinguish

between those who really are able to get God's truth, and

those who are held by human tradition. The spirit of eternal

damnation is condemnation, but the spirit of universal recon

ciliation is conciliation. Let us live what we teach.

DOES THE TRUTH HINDER THE EVANGEL ?

There may be cases where those who claim to believe GocPs
great ultimate are not zealous in the evangel. They are in

significant compared with the criminal indifference of the

masses who hold eternal torment as a doctrine yet seem un

stirred by the unspeakably horrible fate which awaits their

fellow men. It ought to drive them crazy. I know of one

honest young believer who took it seriously and his mind was

permanently deranged by the contemplation of the endless

suffering, shrieking, wailing, and gnashing of teeth of the

great mass of mankind in the lurid flames of hell. It is because

men's hearts are hard that they are not utterly demented by
the prospect. This was not a part of the evangel delivered to

the apostle Paul. God's just judgments are severe and awful

enough without the devilish additions of human superstition.

Let us proclaim God's just judgments, not the preposterous

and insane exaggerations of theology.

The head of the China Inland Mission is reported as saying

that my friend, Stanley Smith, was the best gospel preacher

in China. Yet he had been forced out of the mission because

he believed God concerning the salvation of all. Another

friend, a missionary, James McGillivray, though forsaken by

his home friends because he believed God on this subject, went

into the wilds of Thibet and laid down his life for the evangel.
A famous Bible teacher had a large family, all of whom were

saved but one. This young man could not give his faith to a

God Who would torment His creatures eternally. On this

account he turned against all who taught the Bible. When I

came to visit, he rushed out lest I should speak to him, as he

had heard that I was a Bible teacher. Later, hearing that I did

not teach eternal torment, he read my writings and was
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blessedly saved. The relief to the mother and the family was

great, for soon afterward he died. Yet they keep it a profound

secret, for it would ruin their reputation to reveal the facts.

When sinners become concerned they are apt to turn from

themselves and question the righteousness of God. This is
good. Such should be answered. The woman at Sychar's well

turned from her sins to a question of theology. The Lord did

not rebuke her. He took up her problem and answered it.

God1s righteousness is the first thing to be settled in a sinner's

salvation. Orthodoxy cannot do this. It makes God a mon

strous fiend, far worse than its mythical "devil". God is all-

powerful, they tell us, yet He sits in the heavens and laughs

while His impotent creatures suffer. He will perform a greater

miracle than any our Lord ever wrought, in the case of each

unbeliever, for He will keep him alive forever in flames which

would otherwise consume him. It is a marvel that anyone

should believe in such a Deity. I did, and I am bowed in shame

that I could ever accept such a caricature of the Blessed One.

Creation and Reconciliation

Colossians One is the only Scripture which treats our sub

ject directly and fully. There all is created in the Son of God's

love. Creation is the work of a love-hungry God. That alone

is a guaranty that He obeys His own precept and does all in

love (1 Cor. 16:14). Apart from evil and sin He could never

bare His heart. These are justified from His standpoint, for

they will bring untold blessing to His creatures, through the

sacrifice of Christ. Therefore, in the same passage, He tells

us of the outcome, a complete reconciliation, which will be

ineffably sweeter than if there had never been any estrange

ment. But it demands that all who have been estranged be

reconciled. He will not need to force anyone. His wisdom

will find a way to win their hearts. This is a goal worthy of

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Because of the

, sacrifice of our Saviour, none of God's attributes is com

promised. He is Light as well as Love. His justice and holi

ness are all vindicated while His heart is satiated in the love

which His redeemed and reconciled creation lay at his feet

(Col. 1:13-20).
To sum up: Though the Bible and the various views are

contradictory on this subject, an accurate inquiry into the

grammar, the scope, and the application of each text shows us

that most of them refer to the process, not the goal; they are

temporary* not eternal; they include few, not all. Therefore

we can believe all that God has said. The last and highest

revelation through the apostle Paul stands, as it is written,

that all mankind shall be saved (1 Tim. 2:4; 4:10c), justified

(Rom. 5:18c), vivified (1 Cor. 15:22c), and the universe (Col.

1:20c), in heaven as well as on earth, will be reconciled with

God through the blood of His Beloved's cross. A.E.K.
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We are repeatedly asked whether we imagine that we

alone have been given grace to translate God's Word

correctly and whether we alone have the correct inter

pretation. These would be awkward questions to answer

if we had nothing but words with which to reply. But

we have more than that, so our response is "Our works

say NO!" Distrusting our own unaided powers to trans

late correctly, we have spent as much as an ordinary

lifetime in the preparation of apparatus—which assures

accurate and consistent renderings. Not only this, but

these are published so that everyone else may assure

himself that it is so. So far as we are aware, ours is

the only version that asks for recognition on its own

merits alone, and provides the reader with the means of

testing it by the originals.

Now that this vast amount of work is accessible in

English there is no reason to question the grace given to

us, or the claims we are supposed to make. Our claims

are not personal. We do think, and many years of de

lightful discoveries in God's Word have confirmed the

thought, that the concordant method is the only one

which enables us to set aside human interpretations (in

cluding our own) in its translation. We know that this

is most unwelcome, especially by those who have formu

lated their belief by other versions. But we hope no more

brethren will be led to make personal comparisons which

are unwise (2 Cor. 10:12). My work is open to inspec

tion. Do not judge it until thoroughly familiar with it.

If it corrects some of your ideas, investigate the evidence

it provides rather than condemn it out of pure prejudice.

The grace given to us makes us your servant, not your

master. We claim no authority over your faith. Do not

believe us. Examine the evidence we present, and be

lieve God. A. E. K.
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'THE TOMBS OF THE KINGS"

The so-called tombs of the kings are not in a side hill as I

supposed. The effect is produced by photographs taken in an

immense square excavation located before the entrance. Let us
go and visit them. As they are north of the city we will skirt

the walls to the Damascus gate, then turn north on the Nab-

lous road, past the alley which leads to the garden tomb.

There is the sign, in French. Why is there no English way-

mark? There is the door in that stone wall. Entering, we

look down enormous stone steps which descend about fifteen

feet. They must be nearly as broad. At the bottom seem to be

two large arched entrances. Are these the tombs? I thought

there was a frieze with grapes and palm branches carved in it.

But hold! Here is the keeper. He wishes five piastres (twenty-

five cents or one shilling) for the arduous duty of taking our

cash and waving his hand. He will not accompany us. I

thought we would have a guide.

We descend the steps and look into the two-arched door

ways, and lo! there is a cave filled with water. To the right is

another, also used as a cistern. But to the left is a large arch,

through which we enter a vast excavation in the solid rock. I

guess that it averages fifteen feet in depth and fifty on its

four sides. It is open to the sky and there is no indication

that it was ever covered. To our left, in the direction opposite

to the descent of the steps is a portico cut out of the solid

rock, with a fragment of a frieze still above it. On the far end

is a collection of sculptured stones, including several ornate

capitals, presumably belonging to the place. There are no pil

lars beneath the frieze now, except two slender blue pipe-like

supports, which keep a part of the roof from falling. But

there is no door in the back wall. Where are the tombs?

At the left end of the portico is a large, bowl-like excavation.

Beyond this are some steps which lead down to a square open

ing in the rock. To one side of this is a circular disk of stone,

like a mill stone, in a groove cut in the solid rock, so that it

can be rolled before the square entrance. This, I am told, is
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the best example of this kind of tomb door to be found. The
rock is no longer round, so it would be difficult to roll, a fact

which is rather reassuring to anyone who ventures within. It

would not be pleasant to have it rolled before the door by mis
take while we are inside. The little square door hardly seems
large enough to creep into, but we must not falter. Let us
light our candles and enter. Stoop low and step slow. It is

too dark in here to see anything, even by the light of the
candles. We will need to wait until our eyes become accus
tomed to the darkness. Now we can see.

We are in a fair-sized square chamber with quite a number
of narrow doorways in the walls. Let us examine each of these
in turn, so we will not miss anything of interest. Most of them
are so-called loculi, small excavations driven six feet or more

into the rock, to accommodate a prone human body or two in a

horizontal position. Some are quite elaborate, with a narrow
passage in the middle, a bench for a body on each side, and a

shallow sunken arch in the center at the far end. Others are
simpler, only a narrow trench running back to separate the

two sides, and a plain rear wall. But here is a passage leading

to other rooms, similarly arranged. Ah, here is a stairway,
leading down to a lower vault. We must be careful to bend
low or we may receive a severe blow. This square chamber is

hardly six feet high, and perhaps eight feet each way. These
niches for the bodies are very different. There are four, one in
each wall. The benches are lengthwise with the wall, with an

arch above, sunk not more than two feet deep.

Here is an odd opening. We will need to get down on our

hands and knees to explore it. Let us not squeeze through it
if it gets too narrow. I dread being imprisoned in the solid
rock. But there is no danger. It leads into another small room.

These tombs appear very old. Here a tiny trace of water has

seeped through the rock and made a great gap in it. Water
alone seems to affect this limestone. But it must have taken

hundreds of years to have this effect. Did you notice the frieze,

where the water has destroyed it and deposited quite a mass of

rock below, which looks as if the rock had melted and flowed

down? That took time. Perhaps this is the tomb of Queen

Helena of Adiabene. She lived during the lifetime of Paul and
the apostles, so its age corresponds very closely with the

inspired writings. These close, cold, cruel caverns testify to

the stark reality of death. Those luminous leaves have given
us the light of life.

"SOLOMON'S QUABRIES"

Nearly opposite Gordon's Calvary, in the same cut in which
the skull may be seen when the sun is right, but on the south

ern side, is an iron door in the face of the cliff above which the

northern wall of the city is built This is the entrance to the

so-called "Solomon's Quarries'', a vast cave which seems to
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underlie the greater part of Jerusalem. As we enter, the

guide gives each of us a candle, which is lighted for us. He,

however, lights a large, antique lantern, with a long handle, so

that it hangs down near the ground. It is a veritable "lamp

for our feet", which we may appreciate in the dangerous foot

ing in this dark cave. The guide speaks Arabic and the deaf

and dumb language which anyone can understand. He is lead

ing us down into a dark abyss. Our eyes open as we proceed.

Here is a large cavern with a high roof. Down this aisle to the

next chamber in the palace of the prince of darkness! This is

a fine place for a gathering. The floor is nearly level. Why,
there are stones for seats. Why, they are arranged for a

Masonic meeting. I was told that the Masons had a natural

grotto in this cave which they used on special occasions. This

must be it. But we must follow the lantern. I do not wish to be

left here with nothing but the stub of a candle. This darkness

is too dark. There are no friendly stars to guide my erring

steps. Aisle and cavern, aisle and cavern, all different. Some

low, some high, some narrow, some disappearing in deep, deep

gloom. The whole city of Jerusalem is not much more than

two hundred acres, within the walls. This cave seems to extend

under most of it.
Here are chisel marks, made—how many years ago? Here

a deep cut about four inches wide has been made in the wall.

Here is another, not far from it. I understand that wood was

forced into these cuttings dry, then soaked with water, which

swelled it and broke off the rock. Here are piles of debris,

stones, and chips left after the work was done. The floor of

this great cavern is so uneven, the windings so weird, the ceil

ings so natural, except^ in places that I am compelled to come

to the conclusion that they were first of all caves cut by water,

and that the "quarrying" was done later, only where the choic

est rock was found. It must have been a tremendous task to

take a heavy stone out to the entrance.

Now what does this guide expect us to do? Go down that

little hole? The policeman told us that the previous guide was

murdered only a few days ago. These men have a bad reputa

tion. I hope he is not looking for trouble. But he gives me the

lantern to hold while he clambers down, and I must follow.

Not very spacious down here. The ceiling is only about four

feet high in spots and the debris seems to fill this fissure. On

we go. It becomes so low that we can walk only in a narrow

path made by shoveling a way through the mass of rubbish.

This must be the cellar of this house pf darkness. There are

hundreds of bats fastened to the ceiling. Ah, now we ascend

again. The walls recede, so that some are invisible. Is that

sunlight ahead? Yes! And there is the iron door by which we

entered. We have traveled in a circle, but not a round one by

any means. How good the sunlight seems! Let us tip our

guide and be gone. Goodbye, darkest Jerusalem!
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THE WAILING WALL

I have felt backward about going to the wailing wall. I

have often been close to it, but hesitated to intrude on the sor

rows of the forsaken nation. God is chastening Israel, but I do

not imagine that He is unmoved by their distress or will pass

unpunished those who mock their misery. But I feel that I

must go, before leaving Jerusalem. We wend our way down

David street, turn to the right, turn to the left, to the right,

left, left, right, and here we are. Two British policemen are

sitting on a bench, sunning themselves against the wall that

bounds the northern end of the area. The place is not as large

as I expected. At the southern end is a house, and on the roof

is a Palestinian policeman. According to the Commission which

sat on the case, six British policemen are assigned to guard

the place, night and day. This is to prevent further trouble,

for all the property here belongs to the Moslems, and the Jews

are here only on sufferance. The Jewish quarter, however, is

not far away.

The wall consists of nine ancient courses of large stones

above the pavement at this point. On this there is a modern

wall of smaller blocks, which is a part of the Haram area. It

is not likely that any of this wall dates from the time of David

or Solomon. It was probably built by Herod the Great. In this

case the eyes of our Lord were laid upon it. This should make

it more sacred to us than it can possibly be to them. The only

other piece of masonry which seems as ancient are the lower

course of the so-called "David's Tower", near the Joppa gate.

The excavation there has been left open so that the old stones

are exposed to view. This is one of the three towers left

standing by Titus, when he destroyed tne city. It was built by

Herod, not David.

An affable policeman points out to us the two largest stones,

one being partly hidden by steps and the other in an adjoining

Moslem yard. It is eighteen feet long and between three and

four feet thick. Some of the stones are well preserved, having

retained the chiseled margin about their surface, by means of

which they were matched to their neighbors in the wall. Other

stones seem wasted away, and present a very uneven face.

Many, at the proper height, are worn smooth, being polished by

the continual handling and osculation of the ardent mourners.

Yonder grave-faced man is kissing the stones with all the

fervour of his nature. Yon slight, dark woman is continually

touching her lips to the sacred surface. That young man, read
ing aloud from a Hebrew book, is not so free with tokens of

affection. Still more reserved is the distinguished looking gen
tleman with the red fez—probably a Jew from Egypt. He is

reading so intently that I am sure he is not aware of our

existence. There are not many here today. The guard says

that there is hardly standing room sometimes on the Sabbath.

It is with mingled feelings that one views this pathetic
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sight. Perhaps nowhere else does the question arise so sorely,

Ichabodf (Where is' the glory?) Israel's glory has departed.

Ishmael holds their holy shrine. Aliens rule over them. Their

horn is humiliated in the dust. The blood of the Nazarene is

upon those who crucified our Lord. Evil is their portion in

every place, especially in this, the one land which is theirs, in

the Messiah. This has come upon them to humble them and

prepare them for their glorious mission in the millennium and

beyond. Here we see the sincerest signs of Israel's sorrow. In

this sense it is a blessed, if not a happy, scene, a foretaste of

the sorrow which will sweep the nation when they behold Him

Whom they have pierced. It is impossible to see it and not be

moved by the utter earnestness and abandon of the sorrowing

souls. No more proof is needed of the depth of their feelings.

Involuntarily, I remove my cap while walking along its length,

as a token of my regard for their distress, as is the custom in

my homeland. The man in the far corner glances up and gazes

at me. He glares, with a fierce, malignant look. Why? My

head is uncovered. I hastily put on my cap and he turns his

back to me once more and grasps the wall and kisses it fer

vently again.

DOWN TO JERICHO

Having translated the first nine chapters of Joshua, I am

ready to go down to the Jordan and the Dead Sea to check up

on my renderings. I wished to go some days ago, but it was

not deemed safe. Not long since a party of robbers held up

thirteen automobiles and got hundreds of pounds in money

from their occupants, and even took some of the cars from them.

Ordinary weapons were useless, as they carried rifles. This

road has the worst reputation in the world, especially since our

Lord located the parable of the good Samaritan upon it. The

men who did the deed are supposed to be desperadoes from
Transjordania, escaped convicts. They could not be called

thieves. They were robbers, A few years ago it was understood

that everyone in Jericho was a thief. Things disappeared if

they were not fastened down. But they did not take your

property by force. This wild wilderness way is an ideal rob

bers' road. The safest plan is to have nothing to lose. So far,

they have not wounded or killed anyone.

It has been raining and blowing all night, so I suppose the

Jericho trip will be postponed for fairer weather. But here

comes the driver of the auto. He says he will call in a short
time. If the others of the party do not back out, I won't. One

member of our group thinks it a pity to go in such weather,

but finally consents. Away we go, along the north wall of
Jerusalem, past the Damascus gate. Gordon's Calvary is on our

left. Herod's gate is on our right. Down we dip into the Kid
ron, along the eastern wall of the city. We are passing the
path from St. Stephen's gate. Now we turn to our left, across

the Kidron, and again to our right as we approach Gethsemane.
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Up the south shoulder of Olivet we climb, and turn toward
the east as we reach the top. Another mile brings us to Beth
any. Beyond that is wilderness as far as the eye can reach.

In a straight line Jericho is not far away, only about four

teen miles by aeroplane. But the road seems nearly twice as

long, owing to the tortuous turns and steep grades. There is a

good road direct to the Dead Sea, but we will keep to the left

after a while, and return by the other, so that we will see both.

We are now descending rapidly since leaving Bethany, one

sharp curve following another. On the way we pass the Apos

tle's Spring, the only well all the way to Jericho. After a

slight rise out of the Wady el Hod, which we have been follow
ing, we see the most famous place on the road, the inn or khan

to which the good Samaritan is supposed to have brought his

helpless charge. Further on we stop at a police station, beyond

which we leave the good road and turn to the right toward
Wady Kelt. See yon rocks? Are they not a bright red? This

must be Adummim, on the border between Benjamin and

Judah, for they are most suggestive of blood.

Now we are coming to Wady Kelt, the "valley" of Achor

of the Scriptures, connected with Achan and Elijah. My first

glimpse of it confirmed my suspicion that it was not a "valley"
in the usual sense of that term. The Hebrew word omg means

depth, and that was the most impressive feature of this vale.

The northern side was almost perpendicular and of great
height. It was the sheerest precipice I had seen in the Holy

Land. More remarkable still, a line of verdure runs along its

middle, made by an acqueduct, and right across from the
point where we are standing it forms a waterfall. Further

along, near the bottom of the narrow gorge, are trees and

greenery. Above this, as if glued to the wall, is a large mon

astery, reached only by that narrow winding trail up from the

bottom. How, or rather why, do men live in such a wild and
inaccessible spot?

Again, as we proceed, we get a glimpse of caves cut into

the cliffs. I am a hermit myself, and crave complete seclusion
at times in order to concentrate my thoughts on the things of

God. But, before I would climb up and creep into a cave like
that one, I would like to leave the flesh behind and also make

sure that my new habitation is beyond the reach of the Slan
derer. I find the world, bad as it is, quite a relief from myself.

Its contacts may soil, but they are salutary. It is not God's
aim to keep us from contact with evil. Quite the reverse. It

is His will that we experience the effects of lawlessness for the
brief breath of this life. We will be sheltered from it in the
life to come. But not in lonely seclusion, in caverns cut in
cliffs, but in blessed association with His saints in the highest
heavens.

A turn in the road and lo! there is Jericho! How green
and refreshing it looks! At this season of the year Palestine
is at its worst. The rains have commenced, but the hills are
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still bare and brown. Soon a fresh carpet of green will clothe

the landscape. Then the contrast will not be so striking. Now

our eyes rest with grateful satisfaction on the verdant oasis

which lies just below us. Beyond, in the Jordan plain, there

are stunted bushes, but they also are of a dusky hue, and the

fringe of green which lines the river is hidden in a depression,

invisible from this point. Now we are running among banana

plantations. They are of the small lady-finger variety. Most of

them are picked, but a few green bunches are visible here and
there. Still more bananas, until we reach the town.

With the exception of the hotels, most of Jericho seems to

be made of mud, including the roofs. These consist of canes

laid slantingly on rafters, daubed over with a thick layer of

native soil. It is said that rain never falls more than half an
hour in Jericho. If it did, most of the town would melt. The

inhabitants do not impress me as unfavorably as I expected
they would. As elsewhere in Palestine they sell their oranges

while still quite green. But they are riper than they look. If

properly matured on the tree, they ought to be delicious. But
there seem to be very few groves. We see little else than

bananas, although many other trees and vines luxuriate in

this favored spot.

There are supposed to be four different sites of cities

named Jericho. The oldest, near Elisha's spring, we will visit

later. The Roman and Herodian locations are said to be known,

but have not been excavated. But the modern city is close

enough to the site hallowed by the presence of our Lord to
accelerate the beating of our hearts. Great throngs followed
our Saviour here. Here He healed three, or possibly four,

blind men, one at His nearing the city (Luke 18:35) and the
others as He was leaving it (Mat. 20:29; Mark 10:46). As its
name, in Hebrew, comes from the same root as spirit (ruch),

it is not difficult to see in them the spiritual blindness of
Israel, and its removal in that day when the nation will hail
Him as the Son of David.

I like the story of Zaccheus, and, as our driver seems to be
getting his lunch, I will try to interpret it as we wait. Can't
you imagine the little fellow up in a fig mulberry or wild fig
tree? I do not see any just here. What a fitting figure for his
elevation above his fellows by means of Rome, which too}* the
place of Israel, the genuine fig tree! Our Lord cannot deal
with him in such a false position, so His first command is
"Hurry! Descend!" And then He condescends to eat with the
traitor. No wonder the townsmen grumbled. Men always

growl at grace. But Zaccheus seems to have been conquered
by it. I doubt if he would have dared invite the Lord to his
house. And so He graciously condescends to invite Himself!
I imagine He got more than a meal in the house of happy

Zaccheus. , A. B. K.
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When I was in Iraq it was still under the British man

date. But on the third of October, 1932, a new kingdom

was added to the League of Nations, which seems to help

much in setting the stage for the time of the end. Pales

tine now finds itself, as in the past, between Egypt and

Assyria or Babylon, for Iraq has the territory of both

Assur and Babel. The point that particularly interested

me was the condition that the new government is pledged

to the protection of religious minorities, of which there

are about 37,000 Nestorians, 60,000 Chaldee Christians,

under Rome, 6,000 Armenians, 12,000 Jacobites, a few

Greek Orthodox adherents, and 80,000 devil worshipers.

I was much concerned about the Nestorians, who are

the remnant of that va,st Eastern Church, which once

had its congregations and missionaries all over the east,

as far as China. It was the earliest great Christian

church. The Greek and Roman Catholic spread to the

north and west, while it had the orient to itself, with

headquarters for half a millennium near Seleucia. Its

present representatives, about 100,000 in number, had to

flee from their possessions in the mountains of Kurdistan

during the world war, and more than a third are now

in Iraq.

In the course of several conversations with "Mar

Shimum," the title given the "Patriarch of the East",

he told me something of the distressing situation of his

people. The fanatical religionists where they dwelt had

openly boasted that they would massacre them all, once

the British withdrew. This withdrawal was imminent,

and the young man was evidently greatly concerned as

to the fate of his people. At the prospect of such a terri

ble tragedy, I could not help being anxious as to the

success of the efforts which were made to prevent it.

Hence the pledge exacted of this Mohammedan kingdom,

to protect its religious minorities, was very assuring and

welcome news. A. E. K.
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EDITORIAL

Occasionally my friends kindly call my attention to

newly discovered Biblical manuscripts, or new transla

tions of the Scriptures, in case there should be something

of value for my work. Lately a new version from the

Aramaic, or Syriac, as it is more commonly called, was

announced, which claims to correct many errors, espe

cially insisting that our Lord did not say on the cross,

"why didst Thou abandon Me?" but "for this I was

kept'Vor "this is my destiny". As the interesting story

of the ancient translations is usually buried in books of

a technical nature, we will try to give our readers a gen

eral idea of their history and value in determining the

true text.

The three oldest translations of the Greek Scriptures

were the Syriac, the Latin, and the Egyptian. The

Syriac seems to have started in connection with Talian's

"Diatessaron". This was a "harmony of the gospels",

about the year 170 A. D., that is, a century after the

Scriptures were penned. Soon after this, translations

were also made of the separate evangels, followed by

other portions.

The Egyptian, or Coptic version, seems to have arisen

after the year 250 A. D. There was a special dialect for

upper Egypt (Sahidic), another for middle Egypt

(Memphitic), and one for the lower country (Bohairic).

We do not know how the old Latin version came to
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be made. It was probably patched together out of frag

ments made at different times by different men.

One thing is true of all of these translations, and that

is this: In their original form they were very free ren

derings, strongly influenced by the language and nation

for which they were made. Secondly, they were contin

ually changing on this account, being corrected to con

form with the Greek. These are important points to

remember. The old translations were not as good as the

later ones. This may be illustrated by the history of the

Latin version, which is better known than the others.

The deplorable state of the Latin translation moved

Hieronymus, commonly called Jerome, to make a thor

ough revision. For this purpose he went to Palestine, •

and lived at Bethlehem. He was strongly opposed and

much abused, and his .version had a prolonged and dif

ficult struggle to displace the old Latin. Yet today,

under the name of the "Vulgate", it is known and hon

ored above all other Latin translations, and was first used

in making English versions.

In the fifth century the Syrian translation had a sim

ilar experience. Bishop Rabbula revised the Syrian ver

sion in order to conform it to the Greek. His version

later received the name "Peschitta", that is, the "sim

ple" translation. It had no difficulties like the Vulgate,

and soon became the acknowledged standard for all sec

tions of Syrians.

Once we see that the most ancient versions differ

greatly among themselves, each one conforming, to a

large extent, to those for whom it was intended, their

value as exact evidence vanishes. As secondary wit

nesses they are welcome, but they are not in. the same

class with the Greek. This is furthermore confirmed by

their continual revision to conform to the Greek. It is

very evident that, in those early days, the Greek was

recognized as the only inspired and infallible text. No

one ever thought of conforming it to the Aramaic or the
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Latin. So that, if I should find a Syriac Bible going back

to the very earliest times it would be very interesting,

indeed, but I would not change a letter in my Greek text

on account of it. And, the older it is, the worse the trans

lation would be. The later, well-known revisions, are bet

ter evidence.

The ancient Syrian, and especially the Nestorian

church has a personal interest for me. It is the oldest

of the great churches, and once spread from Syria to

China, with half a hundred bishops and millions of ad

herents. I visited the ruins of a building, which had

just been unearthed, which was the headquarters of this

church for five hundred years. It lies in ancient Seleucia,

on the other side of the Euphrates from the great arch

of Ctesiphon. The guest of honor, who went with us,

was no less than Mar Shimum, the present head of the

Nestorian church. On another occasion he showed me his

Syriac Bible. I inquired if they still had old manu

scripts. But he said he feared that most of them had

been destroyed, especially during the war, when his peo

ple were forced to flee for their lives.

As a rule, the value of a manuscript or translation

can readily be determined by examining the evidence

which it presents. The account given of the proposed

translation from the Aramaic (Syriac) claims that the

word sabachtJiani has been mistranslated hitherto. But,

as a matter of fact, except in the Greek text itself, this

word is never translated at all, but taken right over,

letter for letter, as it is. Whatever the word may mean

today, both Matthew and Mark explain it to mean egkata-

leipo, abandon. It is not a question of the meaning of

the Aramaic word, but whether the interpretation given

in the Greek text is correct. So far as I know it has

passed current from the very first, among men familiar

with both Greek and Aramaic in the early centuries.

But some insist that our Lord always spoke in Ara

maic, and that the accounts of His life, especially Mat-
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thew's, were originally written in that language. The

idea that our Lord and His disciples did not speak

Greek, because the vernacular in Palestine was Aramaic,

was once generally held by scholars. They also taught

that the Greek of the Scriptures is faulty and foreign in

its diction. But that time is past.

In 1897 excavators at the now famous site of Behnesa,

the ancient Oxyrhynchus, situated some 120 miles south

of Cairo, discovered literally tons of Greek papyri, hun

dreds of which were written in the language of the Greek

Scriptures, done about the time these Scriptures were

written. Again, as this century opened, another amazing

"find" was made at the ancient Tebtunis, where day

after day the diggers found nothing but crocodiles. One

workman in his disgust at finding a baby crocodile in a

tomb where he had hoped to find some jewel bedecked

princess flung the mummy of this crocodile upon a rock

and broke it to pieces. Then it was discovered that the

crocodile was stuffed with old paper, or papyrus. The

value of these creatures was immediately increased, for

some were found to be wrapped in layer after layer of

papyrus, And others had rolls of this precious material

stuffed into their mouths. What is specially pertinent to

our inquiry is the discovery that the Greek used is much

the same as the sacred text. Scholars call it the koine, or

"common" language of the time. If it was spoken far off

in upper Egypt, it certainly was in Palestine.

But was Matthew originally written in Hebrew ? No

one would think so who has seen its superhuman pre

cision, as I have. Translators cannot do such work. All

appearances are against it. Take the Aramaic passages.

If our Lord spoke Aramaic and the original was written

in that language then why single out certain sayings,

leave them in Aramaic, and then give their translation ?

Is it not evident that our Lord's words are given us as

He spoke them? When, on occasion, He used a few

Aramaic words, these are given, and a translation is
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added. The few phrases which our Lord spoke in the

Semitic tongue are on record, and prove conclusively

that, at other times, He spoke Greek.

Early in my career I inclined toward the theory that

our Lord spoke Aramaic in His ministry. It meant much

to me, for, in that case, the Greek is only a translation,

and the accuracy I craved could not be found there. It

would be foolish to devote so much time and labor to a

mere translation. I would not do it for the Syriac, the

Egyptian, and the Latin versions combined. But my

work on the text soon reassured me. It has the hall

mark of the divine. I deplore such efforts as that now

being put forth. No Aramaic version can compare for a

moment with the Greek text.

Another test. These sacred words, as they stand, are

among the most memorable ever spoken. They have a

depth and fullness and preciousness which has enshrined

them in the very heart of all true believers. "Why didst

Thou abandon Me ?'' is not a dark riddle, neither does it

voice His lack of faith in God. It opens up to us the

awfulness of His sufferings as no other utterance of His

has done. It corresponds with God's own decree,

'' Cursed is everyone who hangs upon a tree!'' What

other passage so sets before us the righteousness of

God or the sufferings of our Saviour? All the ancient

versions combined could not convince me that He said:

"for this was I kept". Comparatively, these words are

empty and lifeless. In the context they are almost mean

ingless. This passage shows those most mysterious and

terrible of all His sufferings, the loss of fellowship, the

averted face, the active hostility of God Himself, which

wrung from Him the orphan cry, "My God, My God,

why didst Thou abandon Me?" The terror of those three

hours of darkness, when the Sun of His life was hid from

His soul, surpass the power of the pen, yet the psalmist

compares it with the force of fire and water and the

sword (Psalm 22).
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The great value of an acquaintance with the idioms

of the ancient tongues must be conceded. But what shall

we say when those who claim to be familiar with them

are not agreed? For instance, I remember well how,

many years ago, it was explained to me that the "eye of

a needle" was an oriental expression for the small side

door in the walls of cities, which were used at night,

after the gates were closed. No camel could get through

with a load. It would have to be taken off. In the pro

posed translation another rendering is suggested as the

only one which fits eastern customs. It should not be

"camel" but "rope". Some of us, who are not expert

enough to even thread a needle, would prefer to have

the camel try rather than spend our time with a rope.

Both are quite impossible. And so the disciples under

stood it (Luke 18:25). In the Greek there is no possi

bility of confusing these.

One more test: A translation is given of the so-called

Lord's Prayer (Mat. 6:9-13). It ends with, "because

Thine is the kingdom, power and glory, from ages to

ages. Amen". Now it has been almost certainly estab

lished that these words were not a part of the prayer,,

but were added later in the liturgy of the church. All

really good ancient manuscripts omit them. It is easy

to see how they could be added, but very few would be

tempted to leave them out, nor could they easily be over

looked by mistake. This test practically proves that the

Aramaic manuscript on which the new translation is to

be based is neither very ancient nor very good.

A literal, word for word, exact rendering of such a

text would be interesting. But the fact that lalam alnim

is to be rendered "from ages^to ages" shows that this
is not to be done. Literally this is "to [the] age of ages".

I am most thankful that I was led to base my work

on the earliest Greek texts, and check it by a concensus

of the principal editors, as given in Weymouth. If I had

used Westcott and Hort's text, as I planned at first, my
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work would be out of date now. As it is, it now varies

very little from the very latest critical editions.

In judging ancient evidence for the Word of God it

is well to keep in mind the rule laid down by our Lord,

that at the mouth of two or three witnesses every declar

ation may be made to stand (Mat. 18:16). I am con

vinced that Sinaiticus edited (s2) is the best ancient text

we have, yet I would not base a translation on it alone.

These words of our Lord are the basis of my Concordant

Text, and they were wonderfully substantiated when I

found that the evidence of all the other witnesses, which

were examined by others, did not add a letter to the

evidence they present. To examine all these would be

impossible, but the same result was attained by compar

ing my results with the readings of the most important

critical editions, for which they had been examined. This

also would have been impossible if Weymouth had not

combined them all into one text, so I need only consider

the variants.

The fact that a critical investigation of many Greek

manuscripts has practically settled the text down to one

letter in a thousand assures us that we have the Word

of God, and no new find is likely to affect more than a

fraction of one-tenth of one per cent. These are not

really as important as they seem. They make good news,

but need not unsettle our faith in the least. It certainly

seems that God has not left us without competent wit

nesses for His holy Word. A. E. K.

While it has always been our policy to pay the postage

on all shipments of literature, we would greatly appre

ciate it if those of our friends who are able would send

a small amount to cover this item. We tender our thanks

to those who have followed this practise in the past. The

increasing demand for literature, especially that which

we send out gratis, coupled with the stress of the times,

incurs a considerable expense for postage.—E. 0. K.
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The truths which we love and for which we stand, are

being taught and spread through the loyal efforts of

loving friends. Study classes, and the continued use of

the concordance, in order to focus on one topic the light

of many passages of Scripture, is still being greatly

blessed of God. The following letter from Brother Carver

evidences a continuing interest in the saints, and in the

upbuilding of the body of Christ.

707 38th St., Rock Island, 111.

Concordant Publishing Concern, Feb. 20, 1933.

Los Angeles, Calif.,

E, O. Knoch, Manager.

Dear Sir and Brother:

It has come to my notice that there are some localities

where there are those understanding the truths developed in

Unsearchable Riches who do not meet regularly for the study

of these matters and for fellowship. In my humble judgment,

this is a serious mistake and must mean loss to all these saints.

The writer of Hebrews urges his readers to assemble together,

and such advice is surely applicable to us also and for much

the same reasons. None of us has all knowledge and wisdom

and each can learn from the others. We need to assemble and

to be articulated together and united thru every assimilation

of the supply in order that the operation of each single part

may make for the growth of the body.

Some indeed meet regularly with former associates and

may have the opportunity to instruct them somewhat in the

correct partitioning of the truth. This is ideal indeed and all

must rejoice if such have the capability and opportunity to

illumine others. But this should not operate to restrict their

fellowship with those who are already enlightened. Nor should

they be content to lose such fellowship, or one might question

how thoroughly they appreciate those who have the unity of

the faith as well as of the spirit. How can one be content to

confine one's fellowship with those who worship the terrible

god of the creeds if there is any opportunity to fellowship with

those who have learned Him more perfectly?

Possibly my own experience gives me a bias in my views.

I was brought up in a little church which had few preaching

services, so the meetings were devoted mainly to study classes

and all were welcome to participate; even the younger ones

were given opportunities. Later I was associated with a group

whose meetings were mainly devoted to study and searching

of the Scriptures, even though possibly imperfect and biased.

So I have learned to value the work of study classes. And I

have seen even the backward built up and developed in the

truths held.
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There are two ways of holding services. One man may get

up week after week and express himself, and the rest listen

and get what good they can. Or all together may follow a line

of questions and each contribute to the general knowledge of

all. And possibly some one or more may be developed to go

out and do a wider work later. Without discounting the good

which may come from listening to an able speaker, the other

method should never be neglected. Besides, the second method

requires less ability on the part of the leader. I believe there

are" few places where one may not be found who can lead a

study group, at least if good questions are put in his hands.

About fifteen months ago, Brother Loudy finished his course

of lectures here and left us to carry on what he had so well

begun. Within a week, we had our first study meeting and

have continued it weekly ever since. We used his book as a

text book, using questions which were prepared for that pur

pose. Very few who started in our study class have left us,

and those who stayed have grown in the knowledge of.the

truth. There is a marked contrast between those who have

attended the studies and those who have not, even though they

came out to lectures which have been given. Those who attend

have a good grasp of the evangel and rejoice in its blessings

and manifest a wonderful spirit, while of those who do not

come to our studies, though some attend other meetings, some

are despondent and uncertain. This encourages us to continue.

So I would like to urge all who have learned these grand

truths which hinge on the correct partitioning of the word

of truth to establish, if need be, and attend, regular class study

in the evangel which is given to us. Do not wait for some

special leader, but use and develop the material you have.

Trust the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ to supply

all your needs. Do not be content with a possible occasional

sermon, or with fellowship with immature saints.

I have heard, too, that there are groups which do not have

a regularly appointed leader, thinking it too much like ecclesi-

asticism. This is hard to understand in view of the gifts

mentioned in Ephesians 4:11-12. The apostles and prophets

are truly of the past. But if it is proper to have an evangelist

like Brother Loudy, or those doing pastoral work, like Brother

Screws, then why are not teachers needed for the readjusting

of the saints and the upbuilding of the body of Christ? This

argument would seem to imply lack of faith in the Lord in

the carrying out of His Word through His apostle. In his last

letter, 2 Timothy, he speaks of men teaching others his doc

trines. And he never revoked his instructions regarding the

overseers and servants of each ecclesia. Thus an article in

Unsearchable Riches while advising against the joining of

different ecclesias together, urged the Scriptural teaching of

the organism in each locality.

All who have learned to rejoice in correct partitioning, and

in justification, reconciliation and peace, should desire to for-
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ward this evangel. There are three parts of this work, and

finances are needed for each part: the local work, the evangel

istic work, and the publishing of the tracts, books and the

magazine, which are tools in the hands of the saints, and the

means of keeping together those who understand their matu

rity. None of these should be neglected, but most are starving

for lack of funds. Let me suggest a method by which each

group can help in the various phases of this work. Let each

ecclesia keep a box at its meetings in which each person may

place his freewill offering for the furthering of the evangel.

Let each ecclesia determine by vote what percent is to be kept

for local use and what percent for "missionary" use, also de

ciding what proportion should go to the evangelistic work, and

what to the publishing. If the group is well off and doing but

little locally, they might assign a large percent for outside

work. But if the group is poor and doing quite a little at

home, a smaller part, possibly a minimum of 10%, would give

them an active interest in the larger work without embarras

sing them locally. And it would amaze some how little would

be needed from each group to make a considerable amount in

the hands of those carrying on the general work. A little from

each ecclesia would add up into a considerable sum.

Another method which might be preferred by some, and

which would give each individual the opportunity of deciding

for himself just where his donation should go would be to

have a separate box, plainly marked, for each branch of the

work which the ecclesia decides to support. Any method is

suitable, and the result would be that those carrying on the

work would not be so terribly handicapped. We are doubtless

few in numbers and wealth, but if each would give gleefully

what he really could, 2 Corinthians 9:6-7, it seems to me there

should be enough to support one publishing office and one

evangelist, and have enough left to help a few pastors.

In this connection, let me add that the work of the pub

lishing concern should not be neglected or forgotten. The

evangelists and teachers would be greatly hindered if the

books and tracts were not published. But the personal work

of the evangelist has a greater sentimental appeal on the

minds of the saints, especially of those who feel they owe their
knowledge of the truth to some man's efforts. It is too easy

to feel that if we pay for our magazine and books (with the

discount, maybe), we need think no more of the publishing

office. Yet they often struggle along with a void in the treas

ury and supply the needs of the work out of their own pockets.

They seem to keep the work going more on faith than finances.

The same is true of the other workers also. We who are at

secular work should make most of this unnecessary.

Praying God's blessing on all His saints, I remain,

Your brother in Christ,

Harold L. Carver.
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INSPIRATION

What is inspiration? What is the essential significance

of the divine declaration that "all Scripture is inspired

by God" (2 Tim. 3:16)? It is usually taken to mean

that God is the Author, the One Who spoke or placed

on record, the documents now accorded a place in the

canon. Indeed, it is not unusual to change the form of

the words, and insist that the men who wrote were in

spired, rather than the writings themselves.

All of this lays emphasis on the origin of the sacred

scrolls, rather than on their present power, which is in

point in the passage. We are convinced that there is

much more than this, which is of vital moment in this

era of apostasy. Instead of merely telling Timothy that

God dictated His Word, Paul propounds the powerful

truth that It is endued with life. It is a living organism,

instinct with vitality.

When Adam was formed out of the soil of the ground

God was His maker. All his parts were perfect. But he

was not living. This corresponds to the usual thought as

to the meaning of inspiration. But it was not until after

his formation that God breathed into his nostrils the

breath of life. This corresponds to inspiration. The re

sult was life. Thus we see that inspiration implies that

the Scriptures are living and active (Heb. 4:12), not

merely perfect in form, but potent in vitality.

We believe that the letters and sentences and books

and collection of books included in the present canon of

the original Scriptures are inspired by God in the same

sense that we believe every living organism in nature is

wholly the work of God. Man cannot manufacture a

single living leaf, or the smallest cell in a leaf. No more

could he form a single sentence which is found in

Holy Writ.

It is foolish, however, to contend for the divine origin

of Scripture unless we also acknowledge its practical

effect. If we hold it to be the very Word of God, then
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it is perfect like all His other works, and needs no

amendment by man. It will be superhuman in its accu

racy, sufficiency and power. It will defy finite analysis.

No one who heartily and unreservedly appreciates

God's works will substitute human expressions in place

of His words.

An experience came to me while still a very young

student which has powerfully influenced my reverence

for the work of God in nature. Being temporarily de

prived of the use of my limbs, I was driven to do some

thing to occupy my time. So I had the children gather

me a few weeds which infested the neighborhood, and I

took to measuring the distances from branch to branch,

to see if it was haphazard or according to law. I soon

found that the space from branch to branch was in per

fect proportion. Each sustained the same relation to the

one above it that this one sustained to its succeeding

space, and so on. Furthermore any two spaces were

always equal to the one below it. As a mathematician

would say, two spaces divided their length into extreme

and mean ratio. But the astonishing thing was that this

is incommensurable. No human scale can be devised to

even measure the dimensions of one of the meanest weeds

that grow! Not being even able to give a single measure

ment, how could a man build it? So with the Word of

God. There is no human instrument of sufficient pre

cision to ascertain its dimensions. We can only prove

that it is incommensurable. A.E.K.

The article entitled "Eternal Torment or Universal Eec-

oneiliation" will shortly be available in pamphlet form,

at fifteen cents per copy. It deserves a wide distribution,

especially among those who have been in doubt about

this subject,—E. 0. K.



OF GOD IN CHRIST

It is of God we are in Christ Jesus. God makes choice

of us in Christ, With desire, "in accord with the delight

of His Will," He seeks us. In His own time and way-

He "graces us in the Beloved", and makes us His own.

And even then our thirst after God is but the faint echo

of His longing for us.

That God comes to our life is of Himself. He awakens

response and gives us to see that our highest good is to

be found in Christ. And for our positive assurance God

has indelibly inscribed the ever-unfolding consequence of

being in Christ.

"If anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation. . .

All is of God.'' (2 Cor. 5.: 17,18).

If anyone is in Christ. How may this be? What are

we to see and grasp to have this consciousness? And how

may we be absolutely sure and certain the blessing is

ours? These are questions many lips might frame, but

to all God has His adequate answer, however imperfect

our own.

It may be because it is God's purpose that some

should experience it. And to this end there are two

great causes: The impulsive and the instrumental. These

we find in the love of God, and the Word of truth. God

sets His love upon us, and reveals, even as He recom

mends that love, in the Word of truth. And such love

surmounts everything. It reaches, and will ever reach,

God's great objective—to be "everything to everyone".

The Word of truth enlightens, enriches, and engages

the heart. Therein we see God's wondrous estimate of
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Christ. A Saviour Who is Christ the Lord. The Son of

His love, in Whom we are chosen and graced. The Only-

begotten, Who is in the bosom of the Father, and Who

so gloriously unfolds Him. So, of God, are we in Him.

"All is of God,Who conciliates us to Himself through

Christ." Believing this makes it a settled matter. God

has done all that is necessary, all that is called for by

His own high standards. All He designed He has done,

that the transforming emergence might be ours.

There is a new creation Anew order of going awaits

our response. A realm in which "all things are of God".

It is as if we heard the words: "Lo! I am making all

new!" And while it is true the old things surround us

still, yet now we see them as God sees them. We have to

do many things, as do others in the world, who are of the

world. But they lose themselves in the every-day of life.

Material things capture and hold their entire thought.

Their vision is blurred, so that "the illumination of the

evangel of the glory of Christ does not irradiate them".

How great our blessing, then, when God comes into

our life! When we see things as of Him, noting His

appointments and even His withholdings, as being of

the only wise God, Who so truly sees ahead! How this

cuts out scheming and planning, the while it shapes and

strengthens reliance on His Will! God being now quite

consciously in our life, our capacity to receive and accept

His will should be enlarged. Eightly exercised by all

that comes to us, it will be so.

Are we set in families, or do we walk a solitary way ?

Is fellowship of kindred minds a rare occurrence? Are

we poor or prosperous? In all these states, if in Christ,

the glad consequence should be a new creation. There is

a new creation, but do we make it really so? And this,

not only for ourselves, but does it also become apparent

to others ?

Life can be very cramped in big cities. Man's build

ings can blot out so much, even of the material. And
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how much more of the spiritual! To see only stocks and

shares, multiple stores, houses and machinery, is but to

vision creations of man. They have their use, their little

day, but lift us not to things above.

A picture with no sky in it lacks beauty. "It is the

horizon that gives dignity to the foreground/' And

whether this be of reposeful or tempestuous clouds, its

imprint makes the picture complete. Whatever, then, be

the circumstance and detail of the foreground, may there

ever be the consciousness of a great horizon.

All is of God. In the immediate experience, the pass

ing hour, this may be hard to realize. But it is just

then we need the spaciousness of our horizon, even to

look to Him Who is above the moments, hours, and days,

even as He is in them. Then shall we restfully know, in

the face of every rift, that we are of God, in Christ.

Of God in Christ. What implications are in these

words! God-likeness, and Christliness of life. Christ is

of God. And did He not say: "Learn of Me"! Think

how His disciples of old learned of Him. How much

they must have seen and heard!

He sent the deathless passion o£ His eyes
Thro' them and made them His, and laid His mind
On them, and they believed in His belief.

They believed in His belief. Yet with what faltering

and slowness of heart. But what of ourselves? With the

rich legacies of a later day, what manner of belief ought

ours to be! Placed in an era of purest grace, with the

testimony of a follower like Paul, our heritage is im

measurably great. For we have obtained "the spirit

which is of God, that we may be perceiving that which

is graciously given to us by God" (1 Cor. 2:12).

The spirit which is of God. How clearly this gives us

to see what is distinctly and altogether of God! When

moved to the path in which it operates, our spirit senses

its guidance, its power to sift the wheat from the chaff.

But the spirit of the world, in its vaunting of the seen
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and immediate, feeds upon soulish things. For in the

world's wisdom these are the things that matter: things

that thrill, things spectacular, promise and prophecy of

a golden age—mixture of dream and discontent.

No, not the spirit of the world! But the spirit which

is of God. And this spirit finds exercise in the varied

situations of life, giving an enabling power of judgment,

a poise and balance becoming those of God. And what

a spirit should be ours in looking forth on men! Having

Christ's spirit, our desire should be to give rather than

to receive. And we can only give what we have. And

this should be, not our thirst and our hunger, our wants

and our wishes. God will see to these, that from His rare

supply, we may give our bread and our gourd.

God has come into our life. And the fact is demon

strated daily. Before our eyes, in all that touches us,

God demonstrates the great fact that we are of Him.

God always carries His statements to their logical

conclusion. If then His Word declares: "You, of Him,

are in Christ Jesus,'' He makes it absolutely true and

an incontrovertible fact. And the believing of it He

makes richly worth while. Life is filled with overwhelm

ing evidence to all who know their God.

What manner of being must He be Who for us holds

so much? One Who can meet and satisfy the entire range

of human need! And however deep, however difficult of

disclosure, Christ understands them all. In Him we find

the guiding thread of life's strange labyrinth. We are

"enriched in everything in Him", and "not deficient

in a single grace".

We are sons of God. Temples of the living God.

Even of Him Whose love and grace have made us such.

Of Him Whose will and word, and leading spirit, are in

continuous process in our lives.

What larger place can we desire than that we find

"in Christ"? There, indeed, is conscious, inner calm, an

ever-present realization of God* And this is a truth not
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for study only, for the lecture or the arm chair. It is

for common life, with its wearing thought, and seeming

impotence in face of ill. Translated thus, the hourly

path is life and peace.

And even as in Canaan, houses were already built,

wells digged, and vineyards waiting, so in the new crea

tion blessings await us. The secrets of His heart are

many, and once known, are unforgetable. But only the

spirit which is of God enables us to understand them,

and to appreciate their worth. They are things divine,

things of God, in Christ.

In Him, the Christ of God. The essential, indispensa

ble Christ. The One Whose dread hour at Gethsemane

and at Golgotha wrought our redemption, our "deliver

ance through His blood". The solitary dignity of the

blood, spelling out for all time, forgiveness, magnificently

full, complete. It is of God in Christ.

Kind hearts are here; yet would the tenderest one

Have limits to its mercy: God has none.

And man's forgiveness may be true and sweet,

But yet he stoops to give it. More complete

Is love that lays forgiveness at thy feet,

And pleads with thee to raise it. Only heaven

Means crowned, not vanquished, by the word,

"Forgiven."

William Mealand
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How earnestly did we once exhort sinners to leave the
fcroad way which leads to destruction, for the narrow
path that leads to life! (Mat. 7:13, 14). But, thank

God, we learned the great truth that we are in Christ

and share His life. How then could we be on a road that

leads to life? I learned, moreover, that the entrance into

life was wide, not cramped. It was entered by grace, not

by striving (Luke 13: 24). The narrow way was not the

evangel but the law. That leads to life, for those who

keep it, but, alas, of the few who find it, none observe it.

The precept given for life is for death (Rom. 7:10).

The word "strait" is no longer understood, hence it

is translated cramped in the Concordant Version. In

its other forms it means groan, distress. We westerners

do not know what-a narrow road is. I lived on a narrow

street. It was just wide enough so three automobiles could

drive abreast. In the East a street is not narrow if a

single automobile can squeeze through. It is wide, extra

wide. It is narrow if pedestrians must go in single file.

The word cramped means still more. It is so narrow

that it makes one groan to squeeze through. That is

the normal experience of one under the law of Moses.

But the freedom we have in Christ is like the flight of a

bird in the air. Not cramped, but spacious. Full of life,

not leading to life. Not groaning, but singing!

The figure of the two ways was used by our Lord in

proclaiming the evangel of. the kingdom, before His

rejection by Israel, with the cross out of sight, long

before Paul was given his evangel for the nations, which

is in force today. Yet even in that economy the gospel

was not cramped. In the tabernacle the entrance was

very wide indeed. Our Lord's words were immediately

preceded by the basic law of the kingdom. "All, then,

whatever you may be wanting that men should be doing

to you, thus you, also, be doing to them, for this is the

law and the prophets.". This law is the cramped gate

and narrow way. Who can fulfill it? A. E. K.
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ENSLAVED TO GOD

Romans 6:15-23

Every saint may boast with Paul that he also is a "slave

of God." This high privilege is secured by the cross and

resurrection of our Lord. The aim of our crucifixion

with Him was that we should be no longer slaving for

Sin, and the aim of our living together with Him is that

we should be enslaved to God. In this passage we see

these aims actually achieved. The two slaveries of this

section are as far asunder as the cross and resurrection

can put them.

The man in Christ is assured that Sin shall not

be mastering him, the reason given being that he is not

under law but under grace. Most strangely this trans

portation from the authority of law to that of Grace has

given rise to a very perverse conclusion, which Paul states

in the form of a question. We may be sure he had heard

it asked because the same perversion, is often met today.

Paul answers by presenting still more truth—another

blessed unfolding of the evangel. For some this may be

the very correction they most need. Indeed, all should

ponder this passage till its meaning becomes unmistak

ably clear, for it will discover to them whether they are

merely idle theorists toying with novel ideas or whether

they are convicted and shamed sinners seeking to escape

from the bitter bondage of sin. If we may judge by the

length, weightiness and urgency of the reply, the matter

is of supreme importance at this stage of the argument.

The passage is not an isolated fragment, nor is it
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wise to neglect it. At no earlier point in the epistle

could the apostle safely discuss the matter of the saint's

service, nor can he postpone so urgent and opportune

a question any longer. He could deal with it no earlier

because only saints are slaves of God; one must become

a saint and know it before he can slave as one. Again,

to broach the subject of service to one who does not know

that salvation is all of grace would expose him to the

ever-present danger of supposing that service, even in

some small degree, is a contributing cause of salvation.

This passage, like a part of a skillfully constructed watch,

fits only in its own proper place. It does its work only

as it is joined to what has gone before and as it leads to

what follows. And what has gone before has set forth

such a gratuitous salvation, so independent of any ser

vice of ours, that some have jumped to the dangerous

conclusion that, since God alone is our Saviour, human

service is to Him a matter of little or no value. Such

notions have often gained currency amongst those who

have been enamoured of the high doctrines of grace.

Happily the question gives Paul an opportunity to pre

sent that phase of the gospel which refutes this error.

It is wisdom greatly to be admired that has placed

the following instruction as to the alternative slaveries

in the closest juxtaposition to the declaration that "you

are not under law, but under grace'', for this declaration

has so often been distorted to mean that a saint might

present himself to the service of sin without incurring

penalty, inasmuch as the law could not curse him nor

grace permit him to be lost. One of the greatest of the

Eeformers used to teach so in his early days, but happily

his good sense and spiritual discernment caused him to

see that that conclusion was the reverse of the truth, so

that he retracted the error. It still remains a subtle evil.

Verses fourteen and sixteen should together be steadily

kept before those who suppose that liberation from law

means the lowering of righteous standards or that grace
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sanctions the service of Sin. They should be compelled

to weigh this whole passage till they see that such notions

are a calumny against grace, and that it is grace alone

that frees from Sin and enslaves us to God.

The main thesis of this part of Romans and of the

epistle to the Galatians is that in the matter of service

the saint is not under law, but under grace. In chapter

seven it will be shown that the saint is made dead to law,

and that this deliverance is necessary just because Sin

cannot but have dominion over one who is under law,

while in chapter eight the gift of grace frees from a law

of sin and of death and enables saints to achieve the

highest moral standards of conduct. Before proceeding to

these matters Paul in the verses before us deals with the

false conclusion. Taking up the oft heard question, he

answers first with an indignant negative, 15; then he

follows with a lengthy refutation, 16-23. The basis of

his argument is the proposition universally recognized

as true, that each is the slave of the lord he obeys and is

suitably requited for his service, 16; the principle is then

applied to the past and present servitudes of the saints,

17-18; he is then exhorted to present his members to the

new master as devotedly as he did to the old, 19; the

present fruits and future consummations are contrasted,

20-22; and the argument is summarized in a final con

trast between rations and grace, 23.

15. What then f Shall we be sinning, since we are not

under law, but under grace? The questioner assumes that

he is one of the we who are under grace. It is not the

same question as was asked in verse one and it requires

a different answer. A large area of truth lies between the

two questions. Both of them grow out of a misunderstand

ing of gospel declarations. The first is provoked by the

statement concerning the conciliation of the world that

" where sin increases, grace superexceeds"; the second by

the statement concerning saints that they '(are not under

law, but under grace". Both misapprehend the character
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of grace and its perfect competency to deal with sin.

The one protests the grace that reigns over all mankind;

the other protests the grace that trains the saints. The

former suggests as a reason for persisting in sin "that

grace should be increasing"; the other that saints may

sin "because we are not under law, but under grace".

Both suppose that grace allows sin, and both err because

they do not see that it is a divine saving energy which

is able to cope with sin without the restrictive assistance

of law. It was this inadequate idea of grace that caused

a saint to say, "I need both grace and law to save me."

This question, like the other, is deliberative. It sug

gests that, since we are not under law but under grace,

we may deliberately and safely indulge in the pleasures

of sin. Such conduct, they say, could not be condemned

as illegal nor incur the law's curse on those not under

law. Further, grace is misconceived as God's indulgence

to sinners, a divine concession to the weakness of the

flesh. An unethical evangelism has led some to think that

God is so ready to forgive that He does so cheaply and

without marking his abhorrence of sin. The question we

are considering pushes this idea to the extreme and occa

sions the revelation which conclusively exposes its fallacy.

Again, as in other cases, the question indicates by the

direction of its error what is the truth which it perverts,

the truth in this case being that the saint is in no way

under law. So the questioner understood Paul to say.

Many theologians, however, erroneously teach that, while

we are not justified by works of law, the subjects of grace

are still under law as a rule of life, but that the law is

not to them a system of curse and penalty because Christ

bore the curse. This is the Galatian heresy which Paul so

ruthlessly exposed as being nothing less than a falling

out of grace into law (Gal. 5:4). Had Paul meant that

the law remained as a regulator of the saint's conduct,

the question could not be askedr Or had it been stupidly

asked, Paul would have answered, as the theologians
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sometimes do, that the law was to be obeyed. In this con

text law and grace have to do with the saint's conduct,

and freedom from the rule of law is in order to freedom

from the service of Sin. To make the law the regulator

of service would be to continue with the oldness of the

letter. Again, a law divested of its curse and penalty is

no longer law; rather, like some of man's so-called laws,

it would be only advice that may be held in contempt.

God's law gets itself enforced or curses the lawbreaker.

The cross shows the impossibility of escaping the penalty

of broken law. The death of Christ and of those with

Him sustains law and enthrones grace in righteousness.

Paul will show that the rule of grace is absolute

and excludes that of law. His answer to the question

differs from that of the theologians who would modify

his statement in verse fourteen. Indeed he will show that

the intractable flesh of the saint cannot be subjected by

law, but rather is provoked into active rebellion by it;

while, on the other hand, grace enables the saint to serve

and walk according to spirit, so that the just requirement

of law is fulfilled in him. The questioner in verse fifteen

is more acute than some of Paul's best interpreters, who

miss the point that he lays hold of. Paul's answer is the

correct one, and it maintains the truth that the saint

is in every way dead to law.

Two classes err in their conceptions of grace—those

who think its authority and competence to deal with sin

is less than that of law, and that grace cannot really

train to live sanely, justly and reverently without the

help of law; and those who conceive of grace as moral

anarchy and an unrighteous divine compassion. The

latter would turn the grace of God into wantonness if

they dared. They do not really desire grace; they want

immunity from punishment. They are governed more

by fear of consequences than by hatred of sin and love

of righteousness. If such people are honest, it is not

because they love honesty, but because it is the best pol-
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iey. Such people say, "If there is no eternal hell, I will

do as I like," proving that they like sin, and are deterred

from sinning only by the fear of consequences. Prove

to many so called believers that there is no eternal hell,

and they would lose all the religion they ever had.

Assure them that the law cannot curse them and that

grace has no discipline for the unruly, and they would

plunge into an orgy of sin.

The former class is really saved, but is badly instruc

ted. Their theology is not centered in Christ, but in

gehenna. A gehenna-centrie evangel (?) appeals to the

motive of fear, and its "converts" are actuated chiefly

by that motive. Eeal saints sometimes fear -to remove

the restraints not only of the fear of gehenna, but those

of law. A saint who was honest and most exemplary

in all his conduct said, "If I am not under law, I may

steal". He was properly answered by, "If you are really

under grace, you will not want to steal; but if you do

you may go to jail." Grace made it impossible for him

to steal, and the fear of jail was not a motive for him.

Yet he and others think of Gk>d as a policeman. Even

respectable non-believers do not need criminal law, or

policemen and jails to make them decent. Nor are these

things conducive to piety. When one's theology as well

as one's faith is centered in Christ there will be no fear

of accepting Paul's statement that we are not under law,

but under grace, and that without reserve or modifica

tion. When an ill-taught saint asks, "Shall we sin be

cause we are not under law, but under grace", he does so

because he fears lawlessness; but when an unsaved man

asks the question he is either trying to make the evangel

appear absurd or is seeking a license to sin.

May it not come to that! Intolerable conclusion!

Such a suggestion must be repelled with the utmost

energy. Yet Paul takes the question up, and by further

unfolding the evangel shows the questioner that no saint

can deliberately choose the service of sin, and that if any
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professed believer who idly prates of freedom and grace

does present himself to Sin, he thereby shows who is his

real lord, and he will get his pay for the service. The

question of the chastisement of a sinning saint is not

raised here. It is a matter of the deliberate preference

of Sin to Obedience.

16. Common ground on which both parties agree is

the first necessity in every argument, so Paul begins

with the statement of a universally recognized principle.

Where the objector has gone wrong is that he supposes

that grace is some new scheme whereby one under it can

be released from the operation of this principle. Some

would argue that the principle does not apply to those

who are under grace because, they say, it is legalistic in

character. Unfortunately dispensationalists are n^e

liable to this error than others because they distinguish

law and grace. Error shadows truth, especially where

one's interest is merely speculative. The principle separ

ates men into two classes and puts the salvation of God

as a barrier between them.

Are you not aware as a matter of experience that

everyone who is doing sin is a slave of Sin? Have you

not seen the relation between slavery and reward ? The

answer is not written by Paul, because all are aware that

it is written all over the pages of history and in the mem

ory, conscience and bodies of a dying race of Sin's

slaves. Is it not a simple matter of fact that to whom

you are presenting yourselves as slaves for obedience,

Ms slaves you are whom you are obeying? A proposition

so obviously true need not be argued. But why introduce

it ? Because the application of this principle decisively

answers the question. No matter what is one's supposed

relation to law and grace, as a matter of fact his slaves

you are whom you obey. As slaves you are the exclusive

property of the teasjer you serve; you cannot belong to

both Grace and Sin. Presenting yourselves to Sin you

thereby reveal the ruling desire of your heart. Sh
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presentation is for obedience to all the will of the lord

who is chosen, such obedience being the very essence of

slavery. The disjunctives whether . . . or present in an

emphatic and lively way the only alternatives, implying

that as one is accepted the other must of necessity be

rejected, for no one can slave for two lords* Nothing

could more decisively declare one's faith or unbelief

than his choice of Obedience or of Sin. The necessity of

choice between the two shows the incompatibility of

faith obedience with Sin. He who presents himself to Sin

can be no believer in God, but is rather a mere "believer

in his own beliefs", an idle peddler of religious novelties,

among which is a licentious "grace". Sin and Obedience

were the alternatives before Adam. The permanent dis

astrous result of his "one offense" witnesses to the oper

ation of the principle that obedience to Sin is for death.

How could one believe God, reckon himself to be dead to

Sin, learn that Sin shall not be mastering him, and then

present himself to Sin ? What a perversion this is which

turns the reason given to assure us that Sin shall not be

mastering us into a reason for choosing slavery to Sin!

The service of Obedience is for righteousness. But

obedience to what or whom? Had Adam obeyed God he

would have escaped death and passed from a negative

innocence to a positive righteousness. Faith is always

obedience to a divine revelation which demands it; it is

a righteous thing to obey God. The gospel calls for faith

obedience as opposed to law obedience (1:5; 16:26), and

in that obedience the saint presents himself to God for a

Righteous service and life. Righteousness stands opposite

to death, where we might have expected life. Is this not

because that, while the service of sin directly issues in

death, and obedience in righteousness, life is not the issue

of obedience, but is the gift of grace?

Thus we are brought back to the essential character

of sin and obedience which the gospel could not subvert

without subverting tHe government of God. How terrible
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it would be to contemplate an unrighteous God! Who

would wish a God Who did not visit sin with death and

grant rewards to obedience, One Who could compound

with injustice and require of his creatures anything less

than a flawless righteousness? What unrighteous grace

that would be that accommodated itself to the ignorance

and sin of carnal men!

17. He has laid down the principle, but before he ap

plies it and exhorts, Paul gives thanks that the saints have

already chosen to be slaves for obedience. Now grateful

are we to God is his joyous recognition that it was God's

power for salvation that operated in those who once

were Sin's slaves. The pastness of their slavery to Sin

is especially marked by the emphasis, which is on you

were. Without the experience of their past slavery to

Sin when they were unbelieving and wicked they would

have no knowledge of the bitterness of that bondage.

But now, in the light of their freedom from it, they can

join Paul in thanksgiving for their emancipation and

their new obedience. They—shall we not say we?— have

an experience of both slaveries which helps our under

standing and appreciation of his argument, and which

reinforces the strong appeal he is .about to make. The

deceitfulness of Sin is such that only they who have es

caped her toils and now look upon their past with the

enlightened eyes of the heart can know how wretched

her Slavery was. Hitherto Paul has been revealing facts

which cannot be apprehended by experience, now he has

got into the realm of truth verifiable by experience. For

the experience which corroborates the revelation he is

grateful to God,

The new slavery is for Obedience, and since you obey

from the heart the type of teaching to which you were

given over, you see how both sides of the principle work.

How does Paul know they have obeyed from the heart?

Because faith is heart obedience. Three facts of this text

should be pondered: the heart obedience of every be-
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liever, obedience to a specific type of teaching, and the

^giving over as to a new master those who obey the teach

ing. Paul, as well as his Lord and ourselves, had seen a

type of believer whose faith did not come from the heart,

who did not trust Christ and whom Christ did not trust,

believers whose father was the Slanderer (John 2:23-24;

8:31, 44) ; believers who were convinced by signs, who

believed what they saw, but who did not trust Christ.

There are believers in what " seems reasonable'', others

who mistake the arrogance of opinion for a zealous faith.

Such believers are subjected to various tests by Scripture,

especially in the first epistle of John. This passage also

is a severe test to those who are deliberating the question

of verse fifteen; it tests all whose heart allegiance to God

is doubtful. (1 Cor. 15: 2; Gal. 3:4; Col. 1: 28).

Obedience from the heart evidences true faith, for

with the heart the evangel is believed for righteousness.

Heart faith is not necessary for the acceptance of much

that is true. If I say, "The three angles of a triangle are

equal to two right angles," and proceed earnestly to

prove the proposition to some doubter, I do not thereby

prove that I have faith of the kind that saves. One may

believe and contend for Pauline doctrine in the same pos

itive and heartless way, yet be devoid of faith, for faith

is not a formal and superficial, though earnest, assent to

a series of propositions, theological or other. There are

well-known examples of great preachers who proclaimed

the doctrines of grace in an edifying way, and whose

subsequent conversion did not change the form of their

preaching, though it put Christ into the men and their

message.

"I have been keenly interested in Bible study for

years, yet I am not conscious of any inward change"

was the confession of one whose interest was merely spec

ulative and intellectual. Many zealous people regard the

gospel as food for thought, as a philosophy or system of

teaching rather than a revelation calling for heart alle-
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giance to a Person. They seek ideas rather than freedom

from sin and access to God. Accuracy of thought is desir

able, but faith reaches out for Christ and works under

the constraint of His love. One who is really united to

Christ needs not the restraint of law nor the duress of

fear to make him obey, any more than a loving mother

must be compelled to care for her babe. The obedience

for which Paul thanks God does not ask, "Shall we sin?"

The type of teaching was Paul's gospel. Had the

Romans received the type of teaching taken to the Gala-

tian churches by the subverted, Paul would have written

them a corrective epistle instead of rejoicing in their

obedience to what they had been taught. "It is only

modern eyes that see distinct doctrinal types in the New

Testament, and Paul, as far as he knew (1 Cor. 15:11),

preached the same gospel as the other apostles." On the

contrary, what modern eyes are discerning ever more

clearly are the really great differences which distinguish

the two gospels which from the first separated into two

companies the apostles of the Circumcision and those of

the Uncircumcision. The writer quoted misses the meaning

of his proof text. What Paul says there is that, though

he and the other apostles differ, as they were obliged to

do, yet "whether I", on the one hand, "or they," on the

other, "thus we are proclaiming". What they agreed in

proclaiming was the historic fact of the resurrection of

Christ which they had witnessed at different times and in

different manners. Yet when Paul began to interpret

the meaning of Christ's resurrection in that chapter, he

taught truth foreign to the Circumcision message and

revealed a secret that to them was always a secret.

"The type of teaching" was Paul's gospel in general,

yet more specifically it was that part of it which is pre

sented in this chapter. Consequently, Paul can say to the

Roman saints "Are you ignorant", "Knowing this,"

"we believe," "having perceived" (verses 3, 6, 7, 9).

And this knowledge of theirs concerned features of his
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gospel no trace of which can be found in other inspired

writings. This type of teaching declared the facts of the

death, burial and resurrection of Christ, and these facts

as affecting humanity at large, but especially those who

are baptized into Christ Jesus and so are now sharing

the likeness of His death and resurrection. The truth of

the evangel was not first revealed with the writing of this

epistle. What Paul here proclaimed he had taught from

the beginning of his ministry to the nations. Others had

received it and carried it to Rome. They had accepted

the evangel, so that Paul is able to appeal to their know

ledge as he combats the perversions that they and he

heard. The Romans had been started right, and Paul is

not now correcting them.

As the activity of the saints is seen in their obedience,

so their passivity is seen in the fact that they were given

over to the type of teaching as to the mastery of a new

lord. The teaching reveals great divine achievements

wrought for us, outside of us, and within us. We have no

power to mould the facts without marring them, which,

of course, would not be obedience to the teaching. Cor

inth, from whence Paul wrote, was famous for casting

statuary in metals. As Paul watched the process he saw

in the molten metals being poured into beautiful patterns

a picture of saints, pliant to tlie divine revelation, being

fashioned into the image of God's Son. The truth must

hold and mould the saints. We need to beware of the snare

of trying to pour truth into the pattern of our philo

sophy. Even Christ never ventured to speak from Him

self, but was a faithful Witness, speaking only the words

that God gave to Him (John 8:28; 12:49; 14:24;

17:8,17). His fidelity to God's message and His obedi

ence to God's will must fashion ours.

18. Now, being freed from Sin, you are enslaved to

Righteousness. This freedom and enslavement is the re

sult of Christ's work that has brought you out of the

rule of law to that of grace. Law has never made men
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slaves to Righteousness: Grace does. This verse does not

exhort; it states a fact. Though saints are thus freed

from the mastery of Sin, it is ever present and eagerly-

watching for opportunity to climb to the throne again.

To deliberately accept its lordship would be to deny the

obedience of faith, for one cannot sin believingly. Saints

may carelessly and inadvertently fall into sin, but no

believer presents himself as a slave to Sin.

19. When Paul uses the repugnant figure of slavery

he does not do so thoughtlessly, but he explains: I am

speaking as a man. God speaks to men in their own lan

guage. Slavery was a common relationship known to all

men and figures the absoluteness of the ownership of Sin

and Obedience. Yet the word seems to jar Paul's sense

of propriety and he almost apologizes for using it. Many

of his readers were slaves and to them the figure had

more than a superficial repulsiveness, knowing as they

did the degradation to master and slave alike which

slavery often brought. Yet slaves stands as the word

of inspiration, and is made all the more forceful because

it is used despite Paul's dislike of the term. Slavery at

its unrelieved worst is not too strong a figure of the

misery of Sin's bondage, and at its best, with the warmly

reciprocated love that sometimes grew up between master

and slave, it poorly describes the loyal devotion of many

saints to God.

Such speech is needed because of the infirmity of your

flesh. What is that infirmity? It is not that flesh in

itself is a hindrance, for the Word became flesh and while

in the flesh He was encompassed with infirmity, but His

flesh was not opposed to His spirit, nor did it hinder His

spiritual discernment. Our flesh is sinful and hinders

our perception of spiritual ando moral truth. Paul knew

the weakness of the flesh, yet had so triumphed over it

as to have the keenest spiritual discernment. The in

firmity he refers to, then, is something which is not

inseparable from those who are still in the flesh. It arises
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from an unspiritual condition to which all who are in

the flesh are liable. Some have debated whether the in

firmity is intellectual or moral, but intellectual discern

ment of spiritual things is so largely determined by one's

moral and spiritual condition that the two can scarcely

be separated. The flesh, with its evil disposition, cannot

discern spiritual things, and if saints are carnal they

will be spiritual dullards. Many of the first believers had

formerly lived in a gross libertinism, with corresponding

ly low moral ideals, and Paul often found it his duty

to warn them of the danger of lapsing to the low stand

ards of life and thought to which they had been used.

All saints who allow the disposition of the flesh to govern

them will find the thought of slavery to Righteousness

most repugnant. They say they must not yield up their

liberty. Paul, therefore, uses the figure of slavery to in

sist on the absoluteness of God's claim. The claim is

imperative as well as wise and kind, for if God should

in any degree release His claim to the saint's absolute

devotion, He would to that degree relinquish him to the

cruel service of His enemy and so yield up His sovereign

rights. A just God cannot claim less than all.

The old French aristocratic motto, noblesse oblige, that

is, nobility makes a high standard of conduct obligatory,

is true of the saints. Grace imposes obligation. Even as

formerly you present your members in an unstinted ser

vice and apparent delight, obeying Sin from the heart,

thus now present your members to Righteousness in a

devotion equal to that given to Uncleanness and Law

lessness, the twin features of a life of sin. Uncleanness

is the defilement of the sinner himself, while lawlessness

is disregard for the government of God. ''Sin is law

lessness" and lawlessness is sin. Uncleanness comes first

because desire of what is impure causes rebellion against

all restraint. When law forbids the gratification of some

lust it provokes revolt. All lawlessness and unbelief arise

from some cherished uncleanness. A pure heart would
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be believing and law-abiding, and Paul is dealing with

hearts. Enslavement to these twin lords is for lawlessness

in ever-increasing degree, every legal effort to curb their

activity resulting in still more lawlessness. "This is the

very curse of the lawless deed, that of more evil it be

comes the seed." Such is the fecundity of lawlessness

that one disobedience has flooded the world with unclean

and lawless men.

Present your members as slaves to Righteousness for

holiness is God's exhortation to us. This is involved in

the exhortation of verse thirteen. Eighteousness here is

not that which is accounted to the believer, but is the

fulfillment of that obligation to do right which grace im

poses. Slaves of Righteousness serve under the sweet

compulsion of grace (1 Co. 15:10). The impotence of

those under law to do good work has given place in those

under grace to the enabling power of God. When the

discovery is made by a saint that "I have strength for

everything in Him who is enabling me—Christ" there is

not only emotional delight but enlargement of spiritual

perception. No reasoning can attain the essence of spir

itual feeling. There is something else over which the

coldly intellectual and disobedient will always slide with

out being able to penetrate to its heart. To His slave

God becomes the one great Reality, while to the diso

bedient the vision of God fades into the light of common

day. Many in their hour of doubt have recovered their

assurance of God by holding fast to the simple land

marks of righteousness, and this is so because God is

known to be the Source of the type of teaching as His

will is done (John 7:17).

Slavery to Righteousness is for holiness. Righteous

ness and holiness differ. One becomes righteous by con

formity to a standard of right; he becomes holy by dedi

cation to God. If one is really holy, he will be enslaved

to Righteousness; if one is enslaved to Righteousness, he

will be perfected in holiness. How could one be sub-
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jectively holy if he were slaving for Sin? Slavery for

Sin profanes the slave. Righteousness and holiness walk

hand in hand, and this needs to be learned by some who

make a hobby of "holiness" while apparently lacking in

essential morality. Righteousness supplies holiness with

the positive moral behaviour that is otherwise lacking.

20. The remaining verses present a series of con

trasts between the old and the new servitudes, and these

supply a motive for obedience to the exhortation just

made. There are contrasts between past and present, be

tween the two masters, between the fruits, and between

the consummations. Verse twenty is the converse of verse

eighteen. For when you were slaves of Sin you were free,

not freed, as to Righteousness. Your toil for Sin was not

hindered by a divided devotion, for though instinct, con

science, and revelation gave you some knowledge of the

claims of Righteousness you were enthralled by Sin until

released by crucifixion and justified from sin. You could

not serve two masters then. Now you have been freed

from Sin that you may be enthralled by Righteousness.

21. Then what fruit Toad you then? The first then is

logical, the second means at that time in contrast with

now of the next clause. By their fruits you may rightly

judge the two slaveries. Of which [plural] you are now

ashamed. While there was nothing in the past that could

be called fruit in the good sense in which the word is

usually used, there is in the present a harvest of shame.

The service of Sin, barren of all that can be called good,

is a thing of the past, but the evil result remains like

apples of Sodom, bitter to our taste. We have been de

livered from the death which is fJie consummation of

those things, but the shame remains and is deepened in

the light of God's presence. Paul spoke of shame as be

longing to every saint who has been aroused from the

stupor which sin induces. It is written of one of the

holiest of teachers that "his prayer in class always began

with a confession. To him God was so really there that
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his face flushed hot with the shame of it.'' No one need

try to induce a sense of shame for sin; it will come as

conscience becomes enlightened and spiritual sensibilities

become finer. No spiritual person can recite the evil'of

his past life without shame and contrition. The shame

that sin brings to men of fine sensibility is one of the

greatest deterrents. There is something in man that re

fuses to be appalled by threats, but shame and contempt

are feared by all men. Let those who burn with shame for

sin answer the question, Shall we sin because we are

under grace?

22. Yet now by reason of our position in Christ

Jesus we are freed from Sin, yet enslaved to God. Our

service must correspond to our standing. Thus we are

brought back to man's original and normal relation to

God. Like Onesimus, we were all runaway slaves whom

grace has returned to our rightful Owner. Enslavement

to Obedience and to Righteousness is nothing other than

enslavement to God as His personal attendant slaves who

do all His will with joy. Like the Hebrew slave, God's

slave says, "I love my Master... I will not go out free"

(Exod. 21: 5). Enslavement to God is salvation. It gath

ers up the energies so often wasted and concentrates

them on the only task worthy of men made in the image

of God and of saints created in Christ Jesus. The

churches to which Paul ministered learned that he slaved

not for himself, nor for them, but for God. Hence his

sincerity, hitf high authority, his deep humility, and his

conscious independence of the praise or blame of those

in whose interests he toiled. Christ has enslaved us to

God and we may ennoble all our lives by voluntarily and

sacrificiaUy presenting ourselves to God in all obedience

and righteousness.

Already you have yowr fruit for holiness. Of what

sort he need not mention because each knew. The fruit

of righteousness is always seen in the difference between

Christian and non-Christian communities and homes and
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individuals. A notorious atheist once challenged a

preacher to a debate on Christianity. The latter accepted

gladly, but proposed a new kind of debate: "I will bring

a hundred men and women to the platform who shall

witness to God's saving power in their lives. You may

cross-examine them as much as you like. But you, on

your part, are to bring a hundred men and women who

have been redeemed from a sinful life by means of your

atheistic teaching." Needless to say, that debate was

never held. "By their fruits you shall know them."

These fruits have blessed the world, vindicated grace,

and sanctified the name of God. The taunt that "the

last Christian died upon the cross" is proven untrue by

myriads of fruitful lives. Such fruit is for holiness. It

evidences, contributes to, and complements a practical

holiness. It is idle to profess holiness of life if this fruit

does not verify the profession.

And the consummation is eonian life, but life is not

the result nor the reward of service. It is conferred on

all who are in Christ Jesus. It is mentioned here as the

antithesis of death; but, as verse twenty-three asserts,

while sin and death are linked as cause and effect, obedi

ence and life are not. Death is the consummation "of

those things"; eonian life is not the consummation of

service, but of a gracious salvation. Obedience is for

righteousness, in which it results; righteousness results

in holiness, as also does the fruit of a life lived in God's

service; but eonian life is not a result of any or all of

these.

23. For the ration of sin is death, but God's gracious

gift is eonian life in Christ Jesus our Lord. The signifi

cance of the for must be noted; it introduces a statement

of the difference between the two consummations. Ration

refers to the poor provision made for the sustenance

of slaves. It is a scant reward for hard service. Death

fittingly rewards the service of sin; the evil pair are

always found together. No sinner was ever alert enough
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to dodge the consequence of sin, which is death, the con

summate evil. The statement that death is Sin's ration

destroys the error that death is a "debt of nature" and

is without moral character. Death is as unnatural as sin

is, and both are passing episodes in the purpose of the

eons. The false philosophy that accepts death as natural

denies the spiritual relation of men to the Creator and

degrades them to an unmoral level where they have no

kinship with Him. For man who is created in the image

of God everything of good or ill that befalls him must

have a moral and judicial significance. The cross is the

consummate expression of the fact that the ration of sin

is death and that death and sin are most unnatural. If

sin and death are other than what is declared in the word

of the cross, then the sacrifice of Jesus Christ is the

most stupendous mistake in the history of the universe.

God's gracious gift is the opposite of rations. It is a

gratuity and not a reward. The word charisma has been

used before in 1:11; 5:15,16, and is an effect, or result,

or conferment of grace. None of God's gratuities are

single; they are united in Christ Jesus. He does not give

righteousness or any odier part of salvation apart from

the life. Because the life is spiritual and deathless, it

must be eonian. The final words of chapters five and six

should be compared and the differences noted. In chap

ter five eonian life was graciously provided for all men,

but here it is a gracious gift conferred on the saints.

There it was mediated to men through Christ Jesus; here

it is imparted to those who are now in Christ Jesus. Life

is not an endowment apart from Him, and all who are

in Him have the life. Christ is not only our life, but

He is our Lord.
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QUESTIONS

What facts separate the two alternative slaveries? Should

recognition of these facts prevent the asking of the question,

Shall we Sin? What are the reasons for taking up the question

and answering it at this point in the epistle? What miscon
ception of grace is removed?

In what respects are the questions in verses one and fifteen

different? How do they misconceive of grace? Does not the
question contemplate a deliberate choice? How does the ques

tioner understand the statement that he is not under law?

How is that statement often explained? Has the saint any

obligation to law?

What is your conception of the competence of grace to gov

ern conduct? May grace be entrusted with our moral training?

Does Paul allow the possibility of one under grace becoming

the slave of sin? What truth is the basis of the whole argu

ment? It is a matter of knowledge and experience? Where has

"present" occurred before? Can one present himself as a slave

to two different masters? How is the statement of verse 14

perverted by the questioner?

Why should God be thanked when men turn from sin to

the obedience of faith? What is slavery for obedience? Is

there a belief that does not yield the obedience of faith? Does
Paul refer to a specific type of teaching? Was there another

type? What does Paul mean in Cor. 15: 11? What gospel had

the Romans received? Were they in Christ Jesus before read

ing this epistle? What does the teaching do to believers? Did

Jesus Christ originate His message?

How are saints freed from Sin? What did Christ do to free

us? And what have we done? Why does Paul use the figure of

slavery? What is the infirmity of the flesh? Is that infirmity

inescapable? In what verse is exhortation found? What is the

relation between uncleanness and lawlessness? What is the

righteousness which is to be our master? Can you distinguish

between righteousness and holiness?

What contrasts between the two slaveries are indicated?

What frees from Sin's thralldom? Do saints have both the

shame of the past sinful life and the fruit of the new life?

What produces shame? Who is most ashamed of sin—the sin

ner or the saint?

Was man created to be a slave of God? Are obedience,

righteousness and God three different masters or one? What

fruit have we now? How do the consummations differ? Is

death deserved? Is eonian life deserved? What is the differ

ence between rations and gracious gift? What does it teach as

to the consummations therein mentioned? What is the cause of

death? Is death natural? Does service put one into Christ Jesus?

Geo. L. Rogers
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THE PLURAL FORM OF GOD'S NAME

The common English name for the Deity is God, which

in these days, is sometimes erroneously derived from

good to describe His beneficence. Its real derivation

seems lost in antiquity. It is significant, however, that

the languages of inspiration, though they have many dif

ferent appellations, do not call Him by this attribute.

Indeed, in English, we do not think of His goodness by

this term, unless our attention is directed to this sup

posed derivation. We think of His deity, His creator-

ship, His supremacy, His godhood. As our conception

of its meaning has been moulded by constant contact

with His inspired revelation, it has become adjusted to

the function it performs. One of the divine titles of the

original certainly should be translated "God". This

name should represent EloMm.

The problem of finding acceptable names and titles

for the Deity, to correspond with those used in the orig

inal Scriptures, has usually been a difficult and perplex

ing one, especially among idolatrous nations where such

terms are used for false divinities. In Chinese this has

led to much discussion. In English it should not be so

trying a task as it seems, for we have several terms which

are not used in the Bible, which have close equivalents in

the Hebrew. Is it not strange that no mention of the

"Deity" occurs in Holy Writ? Yet I am quite sure that

one Hebrew title, Al [El], has no closer English equiv

alent. So with the "Supreme", which is a perfect ren

dering of Qlinn, on, upper, supreme,
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In order to arrive at a satisfactory reason for the use

of the plural form we must understand the meaning of

Eloliim, or Aleim, as it is in the ancient, unpointed

Hebrew. It is only in certain relations that this idiom

was used. In invoking the aid of a superior, or when sub

jects addressed their king, the plural was deemed a mark

of respect. Is there anything in the name to suggest

such a relation? An analysis of the title, and a study of

the family of words to which it belongs, will show that

■Elohim means the Invoked, the Deity to Whom all man

kind instinctively appeals for aid in moments of stress,

irrespective of race, language, or religion. This being so,

the idiom is in perfect accord with the custom of the

people and the usage of the language.

THE MEANING OF THE ROOT

One of the most difficult of the Hebrew roots is al

(usually translated el). Yet it is also one of the most

vital, for from it several of the divine titles are derived.

From it comes that greatest of all names, Elohim (liter

ally transliterated Aleim), which our translators render

"God". Our first task is to fix the essential meaning of

this root. We must find some idea which is common to

all the words which are derived from it. At first this

seems impossible, for it is hid in such diverse terms as

no, neither, nay, not, nor, God, power, great, mighty,

these, unto, with, against, at, upon, on, before, after,

among, because, of, through, beside, out of, touching,

toward, near, about, for, whether, according, concerning,

that, by, hath, where, within, over, both, and, etc., in the

A.V. With a slight addition it makes curse, swear, ad

jure, oath, execration, oak, teil tree, elm, etc.

If we study the translations we will be bewildered. It

is only as we reduce each group of occurrences to a con

cordant basis that light dawns. This confines the various

renderings to the names of the Deity, the connective to,

the pronoun these, the yerb invoke, adjure, the nouns
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adjuration or execration and oak tree. The negative

terms belong to another root, and need not be considered.

THE DISPOSER

First, fixing our attention on the oft-recurring con

nective to (al), and the pronoun these (al), we see that

they have the common idea which may be expressed by

the word dispose. To and these indicate the direction or

disposition. "The waters are flowing together to one

place" (Gen. 1:9) disposes of the waters. "These are

the generations" (Gen. 2:4) places the generations.

This is the underlying thought. Hence the divine title

Al, which is exactly the same in form, brings before us

the great Disposer, This is notably confirmed by the

Greek equivalent, Theos, which comes from the, place,

and signifies the Placer.

This meaning is most appropriate to many of its

occurrences. This is the title which is used in the appella

tion Al Shaddai, usually rendered "God Almighty".

Shaddai is the Sufficient One. Hence the signification is

Disposer of Bounties, or some such phrase.

There are many and various explanations of this

Hebrew name of God, but none seems so satisfactory as

this. On the one hand, it agrees with the underlying idea

in the root. On the other, it is the same as the literal

meaning of its Greek equivalent. Besides this, it is in

thorough accord with all of its occurrences, and brings

before us the essence of Deity. We rightly say, "Man

proposes, but Deity disposes." The central truth as to

God during the eons is that all is out of Him and through

Him and into Him. He alone decides the destiny and

controls the course of the cosmos. It is a name worthy

of Him, which is fraught with untold blessing when its

significance is understood and acknowledged. The great

culmination of His purpose is involved in it, for all is to

(al) Him. This thought inheres in three of His titles, Al,

Ale, Aleim (Elohim), which we translate Deity and God.
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THE DEITY

The name " Disposer" would be a good name for God,

especially in all the contexts in which the shortest form

Al occurs. The first occurrence (Gen. 14:18-20), is

characteristic. Melchizedek was a priest of the Supreme

Disposer. Does not this fit the circumstances perfectly?

In English, however, we already have an unused name

which may be more acceptable, and which is in the right

relation to the name "God" for Elohim. This is

" Deity". Melchizedek and Abram worshiped the

Supreme Deity. As the English term includes the idea of

One to be invoked, so the Hebrew usage, especially in its

first few occurrences, is connected with worship such as

is due to the Supreme Disposer or Deity.

We are now prepared to study a development of the

root al, dispose. The letter e (usually transliterated h) is

often added, making ale. This letter has tEe force of

toward, making it msPOSE-toward, with the sense of

invoke, in the Hiphil, cause to invoke, adjure (1 Sam.

14:24). Micah's mother did not "curse" anyone for

stealing her silver, but invoked Jehovah concerning it

(Jud. 17: 2). It was customary to invoke God in making

a covenant (Hos. 10:4).

The Chaldee name for God, Ale, therefore denotes

the one who is invoked, and is used of false deities (Dan.

3:12) as well as the true (Dan. 3:17). Our principal

interest in it in this connection is the fact that it does

not use the plural form unless more than one is intended.

The Hebrew idiomatic plural is not used in Chaldee. If

the Scriptures had all been written in Chaldee, God

would not have been called by His plural name. This

shows that it is not a logical plural, but an idiomatic

one. It is a Hebrew usage, and is not followed in the

Chaldee or Greek portions of the inspired Scriptures,

because these languages have no such idiom. They give

the literal sense.
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So much has been said concerning the plurality of

God's name in Hebrew that it is sometimes supposed that

this title is always in the plural form, EloMm. The

singular, Alue (or Eloah), occurs more than fifty times,

scattered from Deuteronomy to Habakkuk. It occurs most

frequently in Job. It is evident, from Daniel 11: 37, 38,

39, that a false god is not honored by the plural. Both

singular and plural are used in this passage. If we ren

der it literally, the great enemy of the end time will

appear as a monotheist opposing polytheism! It would

read thus: "And he shall not understand the gods of his

fathers, nor what wives covet, nor understand any god,

for he shall magnify himself over all, and he shall glorify

the god of strongholds on its base, and a god which his

fathers knew not shall he glorify with gold and with

silver and with precious stones and with that which is

coveted. And in fortress strongholds he deals with a

foreign god ..."

This singular form occurs only eleven times outside

the book of Job, where it is more frequent than the

plural. The mere fact that it differs from EloJtim in

number does not justify a separate and distinct title.

It appears to be used especially when a plurality of false

gods is in view. When Israel turns to other gods and

leaves the Alue Who makes him, they sacrifice to demons,

which are not Alue (Deut. 32:15,17). Jehovah asks "Is

there a real alue, without it be I," (Isa. 44:8). A

false god is given this title (Hab. 1:11).

One of the main arguments in favor of the trinity is

the plural form of the word for God in the Hebrew

Scriptures. EloMm is found comparatively seldom in the

singular, and, if the "Trinity" is correct, our Bibles

should read, "In the beginning Gods created the heavens

and the earth.'' No translator will be responsible for this

rendering, however, except as an .argument for the

Trinity. The fact that our Lord sanctioned its transla

tion in the singular as well as in the plural, should settle
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the question. Used of the true God, He always made it

singular. As this is one of the main props of the trinitar-

ian heresy, we will examine the facts more closely.

One of the best methods of testing the number of the

name Elohim is to try it out in contexts where two mem

bers of the so-called "Trinity" use it of each other. In

the forty-fifth psalm God speaks to the Son and says,

"Thy throne, 0 Elohim, is for the eon and further"

(Psa. 45:7, 8). Here the title is used of the Son, as

distinct from His Father. If Elohim is plural, then the

Son is a plurality as well,as a part of the "Trinity".

This is even clearer in the next verse, where we read,

"Therefore God, Thy God, anoints Thee." According to

this the Son not only is a plurality of Gods Himself,

but has a plurality of Gods, if Elohim means more than

one. Elohim, in this passage, cannot be plural. Such

an idea is contrary to other scriptures which definitely

protest that there is only one God (1 Cor. 8:4, 6). More

over, it is evident from the form of the verb. It is not

that many Gods anoint, but one God anomts. Elohim

nearly always takes a singular verb.

That Elohim is always singular in this passage is

absolutely settled for us, and put beyond the possibility

of debate by God Himself, when He quotes it, in the first

chapter of Hebrews (1: 8, 9). In Greek the number can

not be confused. The plural form of "God" is used in

John 10:34, 35; Acts 7:40; 14:11; 19:26; 1 Corinth

ians 8:5, 5; Galatians 4:8. But God deliberately used

the singular for Elohim whenever referring to Himself

or His Son. For me this is final. Men may take sides

and discuss this matter interminably, for there seems to

be a show of evidence on both sides. What better course

can be pursued than to call in an Umpire Who is quali

fied to decide the point ? And this is just what God has

done. He knows the meaning of His own name. He

inspired the Greek forms which represent it. He says it

is singul&r when applied to Himself or to His Son. Who
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is a better Hebrew grammarian than the Author of the

Scriptures?

When God spoke to Moses out of the flaming thorn-

bush, He revealed Himself as the Elohim of Abraham,

and the Elohim of Isaac, and the Elohim of Jacob (Ex.

3:16). Our Lord refers to this in proving the necessity

of resurrection (Mat. 22: 32; Mark 12: 26; Luke 20: 37),

and Stephen brings it before the Sanhedrin (Acts 7: 32).

Neither translates Elohim as plural. We may be sure that

the elders in Israel were eager to find flaws in Stephen's

address. He would not stand before such a critical body

and mistranslate the name of the Deity. Of course, he

may have failed on this point. But did our Lord fail?

Each one will answer that question according to his

estimate of Him. His word settles it for me. He says

that Elohim is singular when used of the true God. I

refuse to question His decision.

Moreover, our Lord did not always translate Elohim

by the singular. On one occasion Pie definitely made it

plural (John 10: 34, 35; c/. Psa. 82: 6; Ex. 22: 28). This

should convince us that the form of this word does

not determine its number. This must be derived from its

context. This is our Lord's method. We are safe in fol

lowing Him. In the Psalms we read, "I say you are gods

[elohim], and all of you sons of the Supreme" (Psa.

82: 6). The context applies it to a plurality, hence it is

theoi, gods. A little later in the psalm Elohim occurs

again, in exactly the same form in the Hebrew, but with

a singular verb. "Rise, 0 Elohim! Judge the earth, For

Thou art being allotted all the nations" (Psa. 82:8).

This refers to our Lord Himself. Elohim is applied to

Him, and to the rulers whom He replaces, without any

change in form. Surely He is the One Who will judge

the earth. His God, Who commands Him to do so, cannot

be included in the title. »

We might well appeal to the Septuagint translation

to prove that Elohim is singular in number, for it ren-
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ders it so more than two thousand times, but we do not

wish to base our belief on any fallible human evidence,

however overwhelming it may seem. The Jewish scholars

who translated the Septuagint certainly knew that

EloMm was plural in form, for they recognized this on

several occasions, as we have seen. But, when used of

God, they always made it singular. The whole weight of

Jewish learning in the centuries surrounding the first

advent was unanimous on this point. But we prefer to

appeal to the One infallible Rabboni Who set His seal on

the diverse renderings of the Septuagint. The whole

nation of the Jews may have been wrong, but He was

never in error. He never conceded that Elohim was

plural when used of God or of Himself.

As compilers of the Concordant Version, we are

inclined to be prejudiced against the idea that elohim

may be either singular or plural. One of the prime prin

ciples of translation of a concordant version seems to be

violated. Frankly, we would translate elohint as plural

always, if it were possible. But it is not wise to press

even a great principle to irrational extremes, in the face

of contrary evidence. Since the subject is cleared up in

the Greek Scriptures it is the part of wisdom to follow

our Lord's lead and accept His decision.

Finally and conclusively: Let those who teach a

"Trinity" hear the "Trinity". Let them listen to the

Father and the Son and the holy spirit! Speaking

through Stephen, the holy Spirit translates Elohim in

the singular (Deut. 18:15; Acts 7: 37). The Son insists

that Elohim be construed in the singular (Deut. 6:5;

Luke 10:27). The Father confirms their findings by

treating Elohim as singular (Psa. 45:7; Heb. 1:9).

What better evidence can be offered? Those who will not

heed their own '/Godhead", cannot be convinced.

Here are the passages, rendered concordantly for

safety, and checked by the Hebrew and Greek originals:

"A Prophet from among your brethren, as you, will
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Jehovah your God [Elohim] raise up for you" (Deut.

18:15). Stephen, by the holy Spirit quotes: ' * This is the

Moses who says to the sons of Israel,'A Prophet will God

[singular} be raising up to you from among your breth

ren, as me'." This is the Spirit's seal.

Again: "Hear, 0 Israel! Jehovah your God [Elohimi]

is one Jehovah! And you love Jehovah your God with all

your heart and with all your soul and with all your

vehemence" (Deut. 6: 4, 5). The Son listens to a lawyer

quoting a part of this. '' You shall be loving the Lord your

God [singular] out of your whole heart, and in your

whole soul, and in your whole strength . . ." Did our

Lord rebuke him for making a mistake ? He did not. He

said to him, "You answer correctly/' It was the lawyer's

business to know. His evidence is valuable. Our Lord's

words put His seal upon them. Elohim is singular.

The Father confirms this evidence. Speaking to the

Son He says: "God [Elohim], Thy God [Elohim]

anoints Thee" (Psa. 45:7). This is quoted in Hebrews

thus: "God [singular]. Thy God [singular], anoints

Thee" (Heb. 1:9). This is the seal of the Father. Thus

the entire "Trinity" is engaged in affirming that there

is but one God, even though His name, in Hebrew, seems

to be in the plural form. A. E. K.



A CORRECTION IN THE CONCORDANT TEXT

In Mark 9:29 we read, "This species can come out by

nothing except by prayer and fasting." The words and

fasting are in Vaticanus, and are added by a very late

corrector of Sinaiticus, hence the evidence for them is

very precarious. It is only because I realized that I was

prejudiced against them that I included them in the

text. I did not want to give my bias any place. But I

have since realized more clearly that more than mere

prejudice demands that they be dropped.

The temptation to add them would be very strong,

as the church left the ground of faith for the rites of the

flesh, and lost the true teaching as to demons. Hence the

words do not occur in the earlier texts (b and s) except

as a later addition.

But the internal evidence is the most conclusive. Our

Lord spent much time in prayer, but we have no record

that He fasted. In fact they accused Him of being glut

tonous (Mat. 11:19). There is no ground for supposing

that our Lord fasted more than His disciples, and was

able to cast out the demons on this account. The evidence

is all against it. Therefore I would ask those who have

the large edition of the version to cross out these words.

This applies especially to those who are translating into

other languages or are teaching others. Fasting is not

against demonism. It is a practise of demoniacs. Because

John the Baptist came neither eating nor drinking they

accused him of having a demon. In some countries fast

ing is becoming a Christian cult, based on this and one

other spurious passage. Asceticism is of no value against

the surfeiting of the flesh (Col. 2: 23). A. E. K.



^xpebttion

CHRONICLES OF A PALESTINE

PILGRIM

ELISTA'S SPEING

We have traveled from Jerusalem to the neighborhood of

ancient Jericho, on our way to the Jordan and the Dead

Sea. Now we must drive on to Ain es Sultan, as the Arabs call

it, or Elisha's Spring, as it is more popularly known. The road

runs through groves, mostly bananas. The spring itself is hid

den behind some trees, but access to the reservoirs which have

been built before it can be had through a small door which

leads into the enclosure. As the water rushes away to the

groves in a cement conduit I estimated that the spring has a

flow of nearly one hundred and fifty miner's inches. It is,

indeed, the "water of life" to the town below it. Without it

much of the green would turn brown. The place would become

dry and desolate. Death would take the place of life.
All will recall the story, how Elisha healed the water of this

spring (2 Kings 2:19-22). I will read it in my tentative trans

lation: "And the mortals of the city are saying to Elisha, 'Be

hold, now, the situation of the city is good, just as my lord

sees, yet the water is evil and bereaving the land.' And he is

saying, 'Take for me a new stewpan, and place salt there'.' And

they take it to him. And he is going forth to the vent of the

waters and is flinging the salt there. And he is saying, 'Thus

says Jehovah, "I heal these waters. Thence shall be no more

death or bereavement."' And the waters are healed until this

day, according to the speech of Elisha which he spoke." No

further proof is needed than the rank vegetation below the

spring to show that it does not bring bereavement or deal out

death today. Men could make it so if they would put on a line

of lorries and haul sufficient Dead Sea salt to saturate the

water. With immense effort man is able to produce death and

destruction. With comparatively small means, using the same

material, divine Wisdom is able to abolish death and stop its

devastations. Perhaps there is no £lace in all the world which

speaks so eloquently of that water of life which will be offered

freely to whosoever will in the concluding eon. How striking!

Within a short distance of the sea of death, which kills all that

comes into it, is this fountain of life, which quickens the clods

with which it comes in contact.
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Just above this spring are ruins which are supposed to be

those of the Jericho of Joshua's day. Indeed, some would insist

that Rahab's house was just across from the fountain. I am

not convinced of that. The excavations here are very interest

ing. See that wall of mud, built on a foundation of loose

cobbles? Some learned scientists who do this sort of digging

are very much concerned to prove the Bible true(!). Of course

such an idea as these walls falling down at the trumpet's blast

is just a dramatic touch! What really happened (so they say),

was that they had sappers at work outside the walls under

mining the foundations! The continual blowing of trumpets

was to keep them from being heard! Then, when all was

ready, the final blast was the signal to remove the last sup

ports! A very pretty prevarication! It is these scientists

who blow their trumpets so loudly that their supporters do not

see that they are sapping the foundations of the faith not

withstanding the fact that every basket full of earth uncovers

evidence of the complete credibility of the Scriptures.

Considerable excavation has been done at this site. Many

walls have been laid bare. At one place they have dug a deep

^trench. Of course the "finds" have all been removed. The scene

behind the mound is quite remarkable. At some distance west

across the plain and a low ridge, the mountains abruptly, begin

to ascend. On the face of one of the cliffs is another exten

sive monastery, as well as some caves. On the top of a moun

tain is a stone wall. This is "Quarantania", Forty-Days, sup

posed to be the scene of our Lord's trial by the Slanderer,

more especially the site from which He was shown all the

kingdoms of the world in a moment of time. It also is speckled

with caves. It will not strain our imaginations to picture

the spies coming across from yonder mountains of Moab, on

the other side of the Jordan. This plain is by no means level,

as I supposed. It is rather rough, with hillocks and hollows,

not very large, but enough to hide a man. The vegetation is

also well adapted to stealth, if they came in that manner.

When they escaped from the city it would be no task at all

to reach the mountains behind us, and wait until the search

for them was ended. We can even see Israel encamped on

the far side. Now they pass through the river bed while a

great black cloud like that one to the north of us, over the

same spot, sends down a funnel and sucks the water into the

heavens. Then they camp at Gilgal, on this side, down below

us. How could so much water be held in the heavens? That

is easily answered. The waters of the Jordan ever since, and

today, after they enter the Dead Sea, ascend into the sky. It

is a continuous miracle enacted before our very eyes.

DOWN TO THE JORDAN

Shall we stay on the good road and go up to Allenby bridge,

or take the usual cross country track to the Jordan? Our

driver was assured by the men of Jericho that it had not
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rained, hence the road must be all right. So we turn back to

the town and stop for a few minutes at the fountain, of which

I take a picture. Here a little mob of small boys do their best

to make me miserable until I should comply with their de

mands for bakhsheesh! To satisfy such a horde would be

impossible, epecially as a gift is never large enough. So I stare

them all straight in the eyes. That they cannot bear. Now we

are rolling on, down to the Jordan! The river is still out of

sight. There is trouble ahead. We not only roll, but we skid.

The soil is an alkaline clay as slippery as soap. It has rained

here. Occasionally small pools of water still remain. Finally

the driver sees his danger and stops. We will have to walk

from here. It is not far. We can see the green trees which

fringe the channel in which the Jordan flows.

But walking is hardly the word. We must try to slip along

without falling into this miry clay. By stepping on the veg

etation as much as possible, we finally find the barb wire en

closure, where there is a house or two. One of the party is

about to give up and wants to know how much further it is.

I look and lo! there is the Jordan, between the trees. I'm afraid

that I feel a little disappointed, although I knew what to ex

pect. Here it is a sluggish, clay-colored river, flowing lazily

between steep banks not more than seventy feet wide at this

point, well screened from the world by a verdant veil of var

ious varieties of green growth. The water seemed even mud

dier than the Missouri. Its volume, at this season of the year,

is not vast. I am more than ever convinced that baptism is

only ceremonial cleansing. I would wish to take a bath after

being baptized in this soil saturated stream. It makes one of

its many curves at this spot. Up-stream it comes from the

east. Down-stream it heads straight south for the Dead Sea.

We saw much more of the Jordan from the Mount of Olives

than we can see from its banks. It soon disappears around a

bend or behind a green screen when you stand upon its side.

From the high ridge that runs from Olivet up past Ai its wind

ing waters can be traced where it is not hid by the interven

ing heights.

Not far from here the Israelites crossed as on dry ground

(Jos. 3: 14, 17). Both Elijah and Elisha repeated the miracle

in this neighborhood (2 Kings 2: 8, 14). No doubt Naaman

dipped farther up stream. I sympathized with him in his

doubts. I understand that the rivers of Damascus are bright,

sparkling streams, not heavy with silt like the Jordan. Yet

such is God's method. Seventy times in clean Abana or Phar-

par cannot cleanse. But seven times in unclean Jordan

cleanses. The same is seen in the healing of Elisha's spring.

Like cures like. So the great problem of sin was settled by

making the Sin-Bearer to be sin (2 Kings 5).

But what are these scenes compared to the sound that falls

upon our ears: "Repent!" Not even the extreme costumes we

see around here now are as strange as one clothed in camel's
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hair and girt with a leather belt. John the Baptist made this

his baptistry. A fearless faithful preacher. "Progeny of vipers!"

Our driver told us that he had been here in days of extreme

heat and snakes were everywhere. John would not baptize

those whom they figured. Others he thrust beneath the cere

monial waters.

Then comes Another on the scene. Why should He be

baptized? He needs no cleansing. But He has more right to

the name Descender than the Jordan itself. I sometimes won

der if the phrase "the lower parts of the earth" does not indi

cate the fact that most of His ministry was accomplished be

neath the level of the sea. Galilee, His center, was well below.

In the Jordan, near Jericho, He was down almost as far as

man can get on the surface of the earth. From the heights

supernal He came—down to this low level to inaugurate His

humiliation. And yonder sky it was that opened and disclosed

the dove, the meek, the harmless, sacrificial sign of that

spirit which empowered Him in His lowly ministry. He came

down in order to be exalted. What an example for us!

The name Jordan seems to come from the common root

ird, descend, hence could be translated the Descender. In this

respect it is the most remarkable river on earth. It is not

only notable for the distance, but the depth to which it de

scends. In reality it rises on the snowy summit of Mount

Hermon, for the springs which constitute its source are on its

sides and the waters which flow down its western and southern

slopes send their supplies to swell its volume. From ten thou

sand feet above the sea, the drops of water may descend to a

depth of two thousand six hundred below that level, to the

deepest spot in the Dead Sea. The Jordan itself, called the

Hasbany in its upper reaches, is about three thousand feet

above the Mediterranean. The great springs are about a thou

sand feet elevation at Caesarea Philippi and five hundred at

Dan. In a short distance they rush down to lake Hulah (Mer-

om),which is only a few feet above the ocean. Thence it de

scends to lake Galilee, which lies nearly seven hundred feet

below sea level, and then it descends again, plunging over

twenty-seven, rapids, down to thirteen hundred feet below

normal, the surface depth of the sea of death. So crooked is

its course that the last sixty miles from the lake to the sea,

is increased to over thrice that length. It is said that the

Sacramento river has a greater fall, but that is not the point,

as it seems to me. I have seen the Sacramento. It never

descends below sea level. The only place I know to compare

with it is that small stream that is allowed to flow into Salton

Sea, in southern California. But that was formed by the break

ing of the Colorado levee, and no longer receives anything but

the waste waters of the valley. And Salton Sea is only a few

hundred feet below the level of the sea. Only the Jordan de

scends into the deepest hollow in all the earth.

The Jordan has often been compared with the course of
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human life. Commencing in innocence; it descends rapidly, by

many a wayward winding into the depths of death. To human

sight all is over. As one of the guide books says of the Jordan,

it enters the Dead Sea, "whence it does not emerge again."

If the Jordan did not emerge from the Bead Sea there would

be no Jordan. I remember looking at an orographical map,

in which all lands below sea level were colored a deep green-

All of the Jordan gorge, up to lake Hulah, would turn into one

vast lake if the Jordan waters could not escape from the sea

of death. There is another river here, invisible to mortal eye,

which floats from the depths of death through the heights of

heaven. Its waters are pure and life-giving, not bitter and

death-dealing. The heavenly Luminary warms it and woos it

and wafts it away where it may never again descend into death.

Shall we give it a name? Let us call it the Ascender. In Hebrew,

the celestial Olen. This mystic stream flows from the Dead Sea

even as the Jordan flows into it. So also will vivification empty

the abyss of death when the death state is abolished.

DOWN TO THE DEAD SEA

Our driver managed to turn his car around and has come

to urge us to return as the sky contains some clouds, and we

may be mired here indefinitely if it rains still more. It looks

as if a heavy storm hovers over Jerusalem. Even in the Jordan

gorge black clouds move about. A local storm with rain is over

the center of the Dead Sea. Another is farther north. After

scraping off the thickest of the mud, we enter the car and

start for the shore of the briny lake. But the going is treach

erous. Our back wheels slip and slide. And there is a hill!

How will we ever manage to make it? Ha, I thought so! The

two Americans are ordered out so that they may put a little

American push behind the wheels. I take the right side. It is

a good thing that my suit is just about the color of this mud,

for it is impossible to push without getting into the shower

of slime and soil sent flying by the rear wheel. We have no

chains, no ropes, nothing. The engine stops. Back it goes!

We get reinforcements. We can't hold a heavy car on a slip

pery grade like this. Try again, and again. We are making it!

No time to talk. Up we are! But the driver is afraid to stop,

so we must do our best to catch up with the car.

It seems that he inquired about the weather in Jericho, and

was assured that no rain had fallen else we would not have

ventured into this muddy morass. There are no more hills

as bad as the first, but many sickening side slips. At length

we emerge on the paved road to the Dead Sea, and in a few

minutes stand upon its shore.

The deepest spot upon the earth! Usually the sky is clear

and the sun is beaming, and the sea is a shining placid mirror.

Today is more in accord with the character of the place, for the

sky is sullen and the wild waves are lashing the shore in their

fury. No bathing this time. No one could stand the force of
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those breakers, for they are much heavier than fresh or sea

water. Let us taste a little of it. Take a few drops from that

white foam on your tongue. Bitter! Like grim guards to this

gloomy glen of death, the shadowed mountains stand on either

side of the lake, many of them shrouded in gloomy mist

A heavy black cloud hangs over the waves not far away. Its

tears mingle with the waters of this sobbing sea. As in re

sponse to my mood, it moves toward me, and I seek shelter

from a sudden shower.

Let us take our stand on the strand, facing the east. In

front of us are the mountains of Moab. Directly before us is

Mount Nebo, or Pisgah. A little to our left, on the plain, is

the camp of Israel. An old man with sturdy step and keen eye

leaves the camp and climbs yonder ravine to the top of Pisgah.

Thence Moses could see the land from Hebron to Hermon, and

even the western sea. What must have been his emotions as

he saw the place which was promised his people! In his bless

ing he had traced their history (Deut. 33). He knew some
thing of their end. Now he goes to lie down and rest until the

Prophet like himself, but greater far, shall rouse him for his

part in Israel's future. (Deut. 34). There is the unknown

grave of one of the greatest of men. No tomb could be big

enough for him. Let the mountain foe his memorial, the most

massive of all monuments for man's mortal remains.

There also is the place where Balak brought Balaam, in

order that he should eurse Israel. Can you hear his wonder

ful words (Num. 23:19-24)?

God is not a man, who will lie,

Or a son of Adam, who will repent.

. Says He, and will He not do it?

Or speaks He, and will He not rise to it?

Behold! I was taken to bless,

And I will bless and will not reverse it.

He looks not at the lawlessness in Jacob,

And sees not toil in Israel.

Jehovah, his God, is with him,

And the shout of a king is among them.

The Deity brought them forth from Egypt.

His is the faintness of the urus,

For there is no augury against Jacob,

And no divination against Israel.

It shall be said to Jacob and to Israel of this era,

"What does the Deity contrive!"

In this rendering the phrase "faintness of the urus" is

somewhat of a problem, for the urus, or auerochs, was an

enormous species of wild ox of tremendous strength, with two
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horns. The A. V. makes it unicorn, a fabulous animal. They

speak of the horns (plural) of the Unicorn (one horned). The

word "faintness" seems to be used in an ironical sense. The

vast strength of the urus is as faintness to His power. Shall

we take Israel's position in the lowest plain on earth as indic

ative of their humility? Then it is easy to see why God exalts

them before their enemies. All is humbling here: the mixture

with Midian, the circumcision at Gilgal, the defeat at Ai, the

vale of Achor and even the fall of Jericho, for no arm was

lifted against it until after its walls were level with the

ground. It is good to be here. We cannot fall lower.

As the dark clouds in the direction of Jerusalem indicate

that it is storming up there, we are in no haste to return. But

at last we start, over a fine road some distance south of Jericho.

I had noticed a soldier, belted with cartridges and carrying

a gun, speaking to our driver. Now he crowds into our car,

and I begin to realize that we have an armed escort. Now, if

the bandits will only oblige, I will have something to write

about. It will be some distinction to be robbed on the Jericho

road, especially as I have nothing of any value with me. I

have left my watch at home, not because it cost me fifteen

dollars thirty years ago, but because it keeps time, and

I have become attached to it. I am fully resigned to forgo

any heroic role, or I might not live to tell of my exploits. The

plot thickens. Our soldier halts a car which passes us. They

have an empty seat, so he leaves us and rides with them. But

we are sent ahead as decoys. The other car will keep a curve

or two in the rear. When the bandits stop us we will meekly

submit to be robbed, and before they are aware, the soldier

will arrive and arrest them. I hope he can shoot straight.

I don't mind being robbed, or even shot up a bit by a bandit,

but I can't boast about stopping a policeman's bullet.

The driver promised to let me take a picture of the spot

where the hold-up occurred. The level stretch of road will

end soon, so I take a snap of it as it is about to turn into the

wady. "Do you know what picture you just took?" he asks.

"No," I reply, "just a bit of the road." "That spot," says he,

"is where the hold-up occurred." He was going to forget it,

but I foiled him by one of my "misfortunate" moves.

Before long the driver stops the car and points to the south

where there is a mass of buildings a short distance from the

road. This is Neby Musa, a noted place of pilgrimage for

Moslems. It is said that the number of able-bodied Christians

who come to the Holy Land at Easter time alarmed the

Mohammedan rulers somewhat, so they arranged a counter

pilgrimage to draw the young manhood of their faith into the

neighborhood at the same time, to be at hand in case of any

Christian demonstration. For this they changed Moses' burial

place from Nebo on the east of Jordan to a somewhat similar

location on the west, so as to be near the Jericho road. I under

stand that it attracts crowds of pilgrims every year.
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Hold! The keen eyes of our guide have noticed that a car

ahead of us has stopped and the men in it are getting out. We

cannot see them now, for they are around the next bend. Is

this the hold-up? The car with the soldier is still behind us,

out of sight. We creep around the curve and are reassured. They

are having trouble with their car. False alarm, this time.

Continually curving upward we attain to sea level, and

then we come to the point where we had left this road to go

to the Wady Kelt. Just beyond is the police station. We are

getting into wet weather. The wind is blowing such a gale

against us that I can hardly stand as I take a picture of the

Good Samaritan inn. The grade and the wind give the car all

it can do for the next few miles. We are sweeping past the

Apostle's Spring. Now we are approaching Bethany, dimly

seen through the rain. Now we are safely back in our high

home in Jerusalem, quite pleased that we have escaped a damp

and dreary day in our city domicile.

THE DOME OF THE ROCK

The real "Mosque of Omar", I am told, is in the Christian

quarter of Jerusalem. At least it was once located there. Now

this is the popular English name for the Kubbet es Swkfirah,
the Dome of the Rock. It is in a large area of about thirty-six

acres (a sixth of Jerusalem) known as Haram esh Sherif, the

August Sanctuary, which occupies the whole southeast corner

of the city. Its eastern and southern walls coincide with those

of the city itself. Toward the sun's rising is Kidron's deep

ravine, with a Moslem cemetery clinging to its sloping sides.

To the south is Ophel, the site of the ancient city of David, now

mostly in ruins. To the east is the Jewish quarter, except a

few Moslem habitations along the wall. The Mohammedan

quarter is on the north. It has nine open entrances, but all

visitors are supposed to come through Bab al Silsileh, the Gate

of the Chain, at the eastern end of Temple Street, which is

practically the eastern half of David Street, which commences

,at the Jaffa Gate. The area is open to strangers from 7:30 to

11:30 A. M., except Fridays, the Mohammedan sabbath, and

special holidays.

We are approaching the most sacred spot on earth for those

who accept the Scriptures as a revelation from God. Even the

Mohammedans count it next to Mecca. Like St. Peter's at

Rome, the entrance is through the city, which crowds against

its precincts. Out of the crowded bazaars, along Temple Street,

we are entering a portal, called the Gate of the Chain. An

other near it is called the Cotton Gate. Then comes the Iron

Gate, then the Prison Gate, above which are the offices of the

Supreme Moslem Council. We are met by an attendant, who

takes us a short distance toward the north center where we

are relieved of our fees and presented with "A Brief Guide to

Al-Haram al-Sharif" in booklet form, besides an Arab guide

who speaks English. I had already viewed the temple area
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from various points—the German church tower in the city,

and the Mount of Olives, so I knew what to expect. The first

impression made upon me was one of crowding. The great

platform on which the principal mosque stands is not in the

center, but toward the west, leaving a passage of about forty

paces across. All along the west area are minarets and fount

ains, and other small buildings.

THE CASTLE OF ANTONIA

Our guide is calling us. He is taking us north along the

Saracenic arcades which line the wall on the west, past the

Cotton Gate and the Iron Gate, stopping to show us the elabor

ate artificial flower decorations which adorn the coffins of great

Moslem rulers who have recently died. Ahead of us, in the

northwest corner, is the Castle of Antonia. Our guide does

not think much of it, but we ought to devour these old stones

with our eyes, for it may be that the lower courses were built

by Herod, and have been blessed by the glance of our Saviour

falling upon them. But our guide will not wait. The northern

part of the area is quite open, with only a few small structures

in it. There are two gates in the north, near the center, and

paths from there lead to the great platform, which is about

ten feet high and a hundred paces on each side of a near-

square. We can get a good view of the whole area from this

northwest corner, as we turn to go toward the great mosque.

It seems so strange to see two story dwellings in this sacred

enclosure lined along the platform, but below it, from its

northwest corner to the broad steps, this side of the center.

THE PLATFORM AND THE MOSQUE

The steps are surmounted by a triple portal, three arehed

openings in what looks like a section of a wall, with two round

pillars supporting the central arch. The Mohammedans say

that the scales of justice will be supported by these Mawazin

on the day of judgment. As we stand under these graceful

arcades, the mosque rises before us. I have heard so much

about its beauty that I am prepared for something extraordin

ary. Up to this time I have been disappointed, for its effect at

a distance is not nearly as pleasing as it might be. For one

thing, the upper part of the dome is a dull black, and looks

as if it were covered with tarnished lead. Other domes about

Jerusalem are more colorful. As we are getting nearer I begin

to see a little of its loveliness. Apart from some poor patch

work and a touch of tawdriness, to which we will shut our

eyes, the intricacy of design and coloring is most remarkable.

The building is a regular octagon within a circle of nearly

sixty paces diameter. The four entrances face the points of

the compass. The lower courses of the walls are of colored

marble. Above are glazed tiles in many hues and varied de

signs. A frieze runs completely round the building, inscribed

with verses from the Koran in Arabic.
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THE DOME OF THE CHAIN

There is little on this platform to distract from the central

edifice, but at our left, on the east, there seems to be a mini-

ature copy of the mosque, without walls. Thither our guide

is leading us. Perhaps there is some truth in the story that it

was built first and found to be so well proportioned that it

was used as a model for the larger building, for its dimensions

are all one-third that of its companion, that is, one-ninth in

area, and one-twenty-seventh in bulk. Two concentric rows of

columns support the dome, except on the south, where there

is a prayer niche. These niches are found in many other places,

for Moslems always pray in the direction of Mecca, so this is

especially indicated in their mosques by recesses, which are

faced by the faithful when in the attitude of prayer.

As this miniature mosque is called Kubbet al-8il$ileh, Dome

of the Chain, I suppose there must be a chain hanging down in

the center. I have heard that it was suspended from heaven,

and, in Solomon's time, it decided a case when the evidence

conflicted. A witness who could succeed in grasping the chain

and hold it fast was vindicated, but if he could not get his

hands on it he was condemned. I would like to testify that

this tale is false. Let us see what the chain has to say about

it. If I can grasp the chain, then it will itself be witness to

its own duplicity! That is fair, isn't it? But there is no chain!

I have lost! I can't grasp it when it isn't there. What has

become of it?

[Later, in a guide book, I found out what had happened.

It seems that a Jew and a Mohammedan appealed to it to settle

a dispute. The Moslem had made a pilgrimage to Mecca and

had left a considerable sum of money with the Jew for safe

keeping. When he wanted it returned the Jew said that he

had already given it back to him. So they came here, to put

the matter to a final test. The Mohammedan swore that he

had not received his money and grasped the chain. Then the

Jew handed him his staff to hold while he also grasped the

chain and swore that he had returned the money. The chain

was discredited, and disappeared. The Jew had concealed the

money in the staff, which was in the Mohammedan's hand

while he was grasping the chain! Moral, the truth is not

always the truth. There may be a change in "dispensation".]

THE DOME OF THE ROCK

But we must not lose our guide. He is going around to the

south entrance. There we meet a fine-looking Moslem official

who takes our guide book, punches some holes in it, and tears

off a corner of the cover. Here we are provided with large

overshoes, for no one is allowed in a Moslem mosque unless

he takes off his shoes or, as a special concession, I suppose,

puts large slippers over them, At first it seems somewhat dark

inside, but soon our eyes become accustomed to the dim light.
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The interior is divided into an inner circle and two concentric

rings by the piers and pillars. The general effect is harmo

nious, but the details are rather bewildering. There is little

uniformity anywhere. The columns are of many styles, shapes,

sizes and colors. The capitals seem to be Corinthian, as a rule,

and gilded. Everywhere there is individual richness of design

and color, but .it seems impossible that they can be combined

so harmoniously. There are arches and mosaics and grilles.

High up is a band of blue with gold lettering in ancient Cufw

letters. We are told that El Ma'mun tried to get the credit

for building this mosque by putting his own name in this

inscription, in place of El Melek, but he forgot to change the

date, which little carelessness has made him a Mohammedan

Ananias ever since. The most lovely effect is made by those

windows. See, every one is of different design. Each has an

Arabic inscription. All are gorgeously colored. I could stand

and admire each one if we had the time. Such vivid blues are

seldom seen. Such variety is amazing. These are really superb.

THE ROCK ITSELF

But we are not here to admire beautiful buildings. I wish

to see the rock. It is surrounded by a high fence. See, if you

will stand up here, you will be able to look over the railing.

What a contrast! There lies the irregular fawn-colored crest

of Moriah, seemingly untouched by the hand of man, in the

midst of all this display of human handiwork. It seems to

be nearly twenty paces long, and about fifteen wide. It makes

a complete change in my emotions. Admiration gives place

to awe. There is little indeed to satisfy the lust of the eyes.

A bare piece of bed rock! I have seen the most exquisite

statuary ever made by man. The insensate stone seemed al

most to breathe with life. But it did not stir my inmost spirit

as this rough rock. I feel almost as though it would be sacri

lege to touch it. I would shudder to shape it with a tool.

I must confess that I admire the Mohammedans for this one

thing: they have left the rock untouched. Would that the

"Christians" would do likewise in their holy places!

It is supposed that the great altar of Solomon's temple

was on this rock, and that the blood ran down through an

aperture into the cave below.

I would like to enter that cavern, but suppose the Moham

medans would hardly allow that, seeing that they keep every

one from even touching its top. Our guide soon settles my

doubts by leading us around and down into the cave, hewn out

of the solid rock. It is a room of about nine paces square,

with an uneven ceiling not much over six feet high. In the

center of the floor is a stone slab, said to cover a passage

leading all the way to the valley on the east, but this cannot

be substantiated. We cannot stay here long enough to med

itate on its meaning, for our guide must get us out of the

grounds before noontide prayers.
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THE MOSQUE AL AKSA

We are leaving the Dome of the Rock by the south entrance
to go to the Mosque al Aksa, which is built against the center
of the southern wall. As we will need our overshoes there,
we may as well keep them on. To our right is a sun dial.

On the west side of the main portal which leads down from
the elevated platform is an elaborately ornamented speaker's
stand, which is used in summer. A narrow staircase leads

up to a six pillared pulpit, with trefoil arches, surmounted

by a miniature dome. There are four arched openings to this
gate with three round pillars. We are passing four ragged-
looking trees on our way. There are several species in the

temple enclosure, but no apparent method in their distribu

tion except here, where two are on either side of the path.
The Mosque al Aksa is before us. Its portico may be entered

by seven slightly pointed arches. The interior is very different

from the Dome of the Rock. There all was crowded. Here we
are entering a spacious hall, strewn with many oriental car

pets. On both sides of this are massive pillars. Some of the

capitals are ornamented with chiseled basket work. At the

far end is a beautifully decorated dome. The building was
originally built in the form of a cross for a Christian church.

This has been altered by additions, which have increased
its size. There is an artistically carved cedar pulpit, inlaid

with mother-of-pearl. Just beyond is a small enclosure, which
contains two prayer niches. One is dedicated to Moses, and,

to my surprise, the other to Christ, Whose footprint is still

shown! On the eastern side, against the south wall, is a

prayer niche with two, or rather four, pillars. The columns

are twisted about each other, though each has a separate base
and capital.

SOLOMON'S STABLES

Leaving the mosque, and returning our .overshoes with

a gratuity, we are going toward the eastern wall, down a stair

way to the famous stables of Solomon. But what is this?

Right in the corner of the wall is a little dome on four col

umns. What seems to be a prayer niche lying down, is called

the Cradle of Christ! There is a legend that Simeon (Luke'

2: 25) lived here, and that our Lord's mother spent some
time in this room. Down a little farther, and we are in the

vast underground vault which underlies the southeastern

part of the temple area. I am told that there are many sub

structures, mostly cisterns, all over the area. Even Solomon's

quarries are said to extend this far.

Down here there are twelve rows of massive piers, support

ing great arches, forming thirteen galleries. Each is about

nine paces across, and the first seven galleries, running north
and south, are all about sixty-six paces long. The next two are

not much more than half this length, and the remaining four

are still shorter. There seem to be hitching holes cut in the
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corners of the columns, but these are near the ground. The

dust of centuries seems to have accumulated to the depth of

several feet. It is possible that the Crusaders used this as a
stable. It is remarkable as showing what enormous labor was

expended to increase the temple area.

THE "PINNACLE OF THE TEMPLE"

Let us go back up the stairs. Here we are near the south

east corner of the sanctuary. If we will climb up on the walls,

which are quite low on the inside, we will find ourselves on a

dizzy height above the ravine below. The upper courses are

comparatively modern, but the tremendous blocks of stone in

the lower courses seem to point back to the days of Herod. It

is quite possible, therefore, that this is the "pinnacle" or wing

of the sanctuary (not the "temple"), to which the Slanderer

took our Lord, from which He was to cast Himself down. It

would be certain death to fall that distance.

The Mohammedans say, on the judgment day, a bridge of
horse hair will be stretched from that protruding column

across to Olivet. Christ will sit here and Mohammed on the

opposite side. All mankind will be called upon to walk across

on this thin thread. The wicked will fall into hell below, but

the just will be able to go safely over. If I believed that, I

would immediately practise tight-rope walking. It is said that

a bedouin Mahdi, who had captured Jerusalem, made up his

mind to rehearse the judgment scene for the sake of his people.
He took his seat on the stone, but became giddy, lost his bal

ance, and was dashed to pieces on the slope below.

THE GOLDEN GATE

This eastern side of the enclosure, below the platform, is

nearly twice as wide as on the west and there are very few

buildings. Now we are almost abreast of the northern edge of

the platform. On our right is a depression, in which is the

famous Golden Gate, or portal, for it is a considerable struc

ture on the inside. We have often noted the walled-up entrance

on the outside when down in the Kidron, or on Olivet. The

inner gates are also walled shut. The northern arch is called

the Gate of Repentance by the Mohammedans. The southern

is the Gate of Mercy. A tradition is current among the Mos

lems that a Christian conqueror will come on a Friday, who

will not only open this gate, but thereafter conquer all his foes.

ROYAL VISITORS

Our time is up, so we will hurry out by one of the northern

gates. But see, what is that group of distinguished looking

men who have just entered? A dark complexioned youth seems

to be at their head. Our guide seems a bit excited. "That,"

says he, "is a Mohammedan prince, the heir to a kingdom. The

others are his retainers and their consul for Jerusalem." It

is not often we get such a good view of a royal personage, so
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take a good look at him as he goes past to the mosque. He

has passed. We are at the gate. Our guide lingers for his

gratuity. We are outside in the Via Dolorosa, so will soon find

our way back to our lodgings.

MEDITATIONS

We have yisited Moriah. It is only afterwards, when away

from the many distracting objects with which it is cluttered,

that a sense of its sacredness suffuses our spirits. Blotting all

of these from sight we see faithful Abraham climbing up its

slopes with Isaac, his only son, by his side (Gen. 22). We stand

by and behold the building of the altar, the placing of the

wood, the binding of Isaac, and, at last, Abraham stretches

forth his hand to take the gleaming blade which will sink

deeper into his own heart than in that of Isaac. He puts forth

his hand—. A voice resounds, "Abraham! Abraham!" He

replies, "Behold me!" And the messenger continues, "Neither

put forth your hand on the youth nor do aught to him, for now

I know that you are fearing God, and keep not back your son,

your only one from Me." How fitting that this early type of the

great Sacrifice should be enacted on this spot, whence rivers

of blood should flow, merely to help our dull hearts to have

some conception of the efficacy and preciousness of its great

Antitype. Then no voice interposed to stay the hand of God,

for the Son was made to be sin, and the sacrificial knife was

not stayed in its descent.

It is more than possible that this also was Araunah's

threshing floor. Can you see a messenger stretching out his

hand over Jerusalem to destroy it? The city was then down

below on the ridge of Ophel. But his hand is stayed. Jerusalem

is saved. David goes up and offers ascending offerings and

peace offerings. The plague is averted (2 Sam. 24:15-25).

Once more the scene is changed. What may have been the

most magnificent of all earthly edifices is built upon this height

by King Solomon. The day of dedication comes. The house is

filled with a cloud. The priests are not able to minister, for

the glory of Jehovah fills the house of God (2 Chron. 5:14).

Again the scene is altered. The glory leaves the house with

tardy and reluctant steps. It pauses. Now it is at the east

gate. Now it has left and stands on Olivet. All fades away in

gloom, as we hear the temple crash to ruin.

In a subdued light we view the little temple built by

Zerubbabel. Does it make us glad or sad?

Then we see Herod's splendid pile. The glory of God is

absent, but the glory of man is there.

But light begins to break. A tiny Babe is brought into its
precincts. Simeon and Anna see the Salvation of Israel (Luke

2:22-39). Twelve years pass. A Youth comes into the sanctu

ary. He remains for more than three days, listening to the

teachers and inquiring of them, and amazes them by His

understanding and answers (Luke 2:46-47). I suppose He al-
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ways came to the festivals thereafter. But, when He begins

His ministry, we see Him make a whip of ropes and cleanse

the sacred precincts of its unholy traffic. They ask Him for

a sign. How could they read a sign, not knowing the language

of God? "Raze this temple, and in three days I will raise it

up." They are so blind that they do not recognize the real

Temple, when He comes!

His last days are spent largely in this sanctuary. Being

the true House of God, this is His proper place. Once more

He is cleansing it, for it had become a mart of merchandise.

There the chief priests meet Him. "By what authority are

you doing these things?" He knew them! Cowards! "The

baptism of John—whence was it?" They are afraid to answer.

The Pharisees come. The Sadducees try to confound Him.

The Herodians seek to trap Him. Fools! Even His disciples

try to impress Him with the sight of the insensate stack of

stones. Even they fail to see that God dwelt in Him alone.

"Under no circumstances may a stone here be left upon a

stone." At last He leaves it desolate. The dead stones remain,

but the life has left.

After grim Golgotha, after He is roused from death and

raised to high heaven, the sanctuary sees some stirring sights.

Peter heals the lame man. Paul is persecuted by the mob.

Jerusalem is surrounded with armies. Titus is battering down

the walls. The Jews are fighting among themselves. The

pavement is splashed with blood. The sanctuary falls. A

soldier throws a torch. Unquenchable fire devours like a fiend.

The soldiers follow and fling down every stone that rests upon

another. The soreg is demolished! Henceforth, for this eon,

Gentiles have access to the sacred spot where, before, only the

Jewish high priest might go but once a year. The site is

sown with salt.

The scene shifts once more. A Roman temple dedicated to

Jupiter occupies Moriah. An image of the emperor Hadrian

on a horse defiles the mount.

Again a change. Jupiter's temple is gone. A "Christian"

church, cruciform, in honor of the Virgin Mary, dishonors

the sacred site.

Enters Omar, who finds a rubbish heap where the ancient

temples stood. With his own hands he begins to clear a space

to build a place of worship. On this site Caliph Abd el Melek

builds the Dome of the Rock, substantially as it now appears,

though it has often been repaired and needs renewal now.

Ichabod, Where is the glory? He is at God's right hand,

waiting. How long, 0 Lord? A. E. K.
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". . . our Lord, Christ Jesus. . . the happy and only

Potentate, the King of kings and Lord of lords, Who

alone has immortality, making His home in light inacces

sible, Whom not one of mankind perceived or can be

perceiving, to Whombe honor and might eonian! Amen!'y

Who is intended here—Christ or God? Certainty seems

almost impossible, for the first part of the statement

seems confined to Christ, but the latter part' true only

of God. But if we ascribe it to God it is manifestly un

true, since our Lord Jias deathlessness. This difficulty

does not exist if we ascribe it to Christ, for God is a self-

evident exception. The statement must, therefore, be

applied to our Lord Jesus Christ (1 Tim. 6:14-16).

But how can we say of Him, "Whom not one of

mankind perceived or can be perceiving"? This is where

an accurate concordant rendering supplies the key. The

statement concerns our Lord in His glory, not in His

humiliation. It is illustrated by the case of Paul himself.

When Christ appeared to him he was not able to look.

The glory was too great. It blinded him. No human being

can be perceiving it. Note that it is not the indefinite

—no one can perceive. That were a fact for all time. It is

only our present, temporary condition. This is indicated

by the Greek incomplete, -ing. We shall perceive Him

when we also are glorified. If this were written of God,

then it would have been'in the aorist, for He is invisible.

Now Christ has such a superabundance of life that its

effulgence would blind us in our present humiliation.

A. E. K.
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BEING THE FOURTH NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR

EDITORIAL

The Jew is the center of prophecy, and now it almost

seems as if God is through with the ecclesia, and is deal

ing with the earth and His ancient people in accord with

the predictions made of old. Jeremiah speaks of a time

when the sons of Israel will be driven into all lands,

especially those north of Palestine, from whence He will

send fishers to fish them and hunters to hunt them.

Moreover, He says, "Mine eyes are upon all their ways.

They are not hid from My face, neither is their iniquity

hid from Mine eyes'' (Jer. 16:15-17). Present condi

tions seem to fulfill this prophecy. They are being both

drawn and chased back to the land of promise.

God declares that He knows their iniquity. And

now the world is waking to the fact that their greed for

gold leads them to exploit the lowest passions of the

peoples. Almost all of the questionable and profitable

avenues of wealth are in their control. They do not

hesitate to suck the financial blood of any nation in order

to enrich themselves. Of course this does not apply to

the individual, but the nation, for Israel is a nation, in

spite of all the efforts of some to be loyal to the land in

which they live. Israel is the international nation, and,

for its size, is easily the first in power and influence. By

means of publicity, business and finance, they are able

to wage a bloodless but powerful campaign against any

nation which displeases them.

The really remarkable sign for the student of proph-
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eey is the effect on the Jews of the German tide of

nationalism. The German leaders are seeking to unite

their own nation, but it may be God's intention that they

unite Israel. At any rate, the Jews have risen as one, in

spite of all their differences and internal strife. Perhaps

we may go so far as to say that never before has the

Jewish dispersion shown such a solid front, or made it

so clear that they are really a nation, with national tra

ditions and aspirations. Israel cannot be absorbed by

the Gentiles. They have a race consciousness which is

ready to assert itself at any suitable opportunity.

I very seldom assume the role of prophet. But when I

learned that the national movement in Germany was un

favorable toward the Jewish exploiters of the people, I

could not but feel that God might use them as hunters

to drive these men and their money back to Palestine

and Babylon, where the next 'act in the great world

drama is to be staged. I rashly predicted that they would

come into power. This has now come to pass, and among

the first results was an exodus of Jews to other lands,

and a world wide effort to discredit the new regime by

atrocity charges which remind one of war propaganda.

This, I fear, will only serve to accentuate the feeling

against the Jews, both in Germany, where the charges

are indignantly denied, and also in other lands, when

the facts become known, and a reaction sets in.

Even in the United States there is a strong feeling

that much of the financial distress is due to the money

lending Jew and that what has impoverished the nation

has enriched him. It is said that an immense amount of

property has passed into his hands, not by paying a

proper sum, but by foreclosure and forced sale. What

ever the facts are, all seems to be in direct line with

what is written. The Jews are getting richer in money

and greater in influence no matter what happens to the

rest of the world. And we are already beginning to see

the hatred of the ten horns (Un. 17:16), which will
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eventually lead to the utter destruction of the apostates

in the nation of Israel.

But the Jews are not only being pushed to Palestine,

they are also being pulled there. The land seems to be

the only white spot in a black world. I am told that,

except for the tourist trade, business is good, and many

Jewish enterprises are being started, which means that

considerable Jewish wealth is being invested by men of

means. The land seems more attractive today, for the

sons of Jacob, than it has ever been since the dispersion.

So long as there was little chance of making money in

Palestine, and good opportunities developed elsewhere,

there was little to appeal to the practical Jew. But now

that business is bad everywhere else, the call of the land

is more effective than ever before.

The connections between Jerusalem and Babylon are

being continually bettered. There is a new stage line

across the Damascus desert which starts further south,

where the railway from Haifa joins the line from Damas

cus toward Mecca. It is probably near the course of the

railway survey, which will join Iraq with the coast.

When we remember what a long, weary journey it once

was, this is most remarkable. The desert was almost im

passable, so it was necessary to go far north, and then

south along the Euphrates, double the direct distance

between the two cities. An aeroplane could easily do it in

one day, and the train will probably do it in two.

But ways of transportation are by no means the

only things that have been accelerated. Events are fol

lowing each other "with express speed. The situation at

the time of the end is rushing toward us. Iraq (the

ancient Babylonia) is now a recognized, independent

nation. Syria is asking for a king. Egypt is rising. The

whole world is beginning to see that the Jew cannot be

digested, and is sick of him, and is preparing to spew

him out, as the fish did Jonah. God is putting it into

the hearts of the leaders of the nations to drive the sons
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of Jacob back to the land of their fathers, and to the

land of Shinar, there to establish that great city of the

end time, Babylon.

But it must be evident to all that even if all the Jews

were to leave all other lands for the East, that would

not end their influence, or lift the burden of their wealth.

Their "interests" would remain and would bring them

a stream of golden "interest" on their capital invest

ments in the countries they had left. Financially, the

Gentile has become the vassal of the Jew, and he will

remain so until the fall of Babylon.

I am not a prophet, and I do not wish to prophesy,

but does it not seem that the general trend of the times

agrees with the predictions of the prophets, which call

for an exodus of the Jews from the lands of the north?

This seems to refer especially to the rich among them,

who will, however, convert their wealth into "bonds",

by means of which they will be able to subject the

nations and control their governments. The difficulties

they are now having are the one thing needed to force

them to unite and fulfill the part foretold of them. These

trials are a sign that the conclusion of the eon is very near.

The judgments ahead will be executed "swiftly"

(Un. 1:1). It may be that the faulty translation of the

Authorized Version ("shortly") is true today. It does

not seem possible that it will be long delayed. If the end

itself proceeds at such a terrific pace, it is most apt that

the time just preceding should show signs of speed. May

it go faster and faster until the time arrives when this

dreadful judgment era is past, and when chastened Israel

exchanges the evil power they now possess to injure

and drag down the nations, for that blessed kingdom

which shall be theirs under the Messiah they now reject.

But long before that our work on earth will be done, and

we will be caught away to meet our Lord in the air,

thenceforth to be with Him and like Him and for Him

alone. How long, 0 Lord? A. E. K.
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T.RUTH—A SCRIPTURE STUDY

One of the most famous questions in the world is that

asked by Pilate: '' What is truth f''

The account written by the apostle John of the life

on earth of the Lord Jesus Christ, employs the word

'' truth" more frequently than any other book in the

Greek Scriptures. It occurs twenty-five times, the number

of perfection of grace, and grace is associated with it at

its first occurrence: "And the Word became flesh, and

tabernacles among us; and we gaze at His glory, a glory

as of an only begotten from the Father, full of grace and

truth9' (John 1:14).

This first occurrence supplies the answer to Pilate's

question, which is the last occurrence in the apostle

John's account, and we read also in verse 17: "Grace

and truth came into being through Jesus Christ.9' These

words were the testimony to the Lord Jesus of John the

Baptist, His forerunner; and the Lord Jesus confirms

them: "I am aware that the testimony which he is testi

fying concerning Me is true. You have dispatched to

John, and he has testified to the truth99 (John 5 : 32, 33).

This testimony of the Lord Jesus does not end here.

John 8:31,32 reads:."// you should be remaining in

My word, you are truly My disciples, and you will know

the truth, and the truth unit be making you free.99 In

verse forty He speaks of Himself as "a Man Who has

spoken to you the truth which I hear from God99, and in

verses forty-five and forty-six He states that He is speak

ing the truth, and asks: "If I am telling the truth,

wherefore are you not believing in Me?99
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AH this leads to the grand climax, John 14:6-9, the

complete answer to Pilate's question. There is no

attempt to define an abstract idea. "I am the Truth."

If you know Him, you know what truth is. If you

know Him, you know all that the creature can know of

God. This leads us right back to our starting point in

John 1:18, which links up with the grand descriptions

of the Lord" Jesus Christ in Hebrews 1:3 as the Efful

gence of God's glory and Emblem of His assumption,

and in Colossians 1:15 as the Image of the invisible

God, Firstborn of every creature.

It is seldom appreciated that here we have the very

core of the philosophy of Christianity, the meeting point

where the highest human thought and reason can meas

ure itself against God's revelation and adjust itself to

God's truth. The basic problem of philosophy is that of

reality, the nature of reality and the question whether

reality can come into our experience, and absolute truth

into our sphere of knowledge.

Perhaps truth can best be defined as that which cor

responds with reality. The whole search for truth is a

search for reality, an effort to win an answer to the

questions, "What really is?" and "What really hap

pens?" The Lord Jesus Christ has given the answer.

God is the ultimate Eeality (1 Tim. 1:17; 6:15,16),

and He can be known 6nly in and through the Lord

Jesus Christ. Thus, also, can the ultimate goodness,

truth and beauty be known through Him alone; but

while goodness and beauty are not similarly mentioned

in the abstract, but concretely as the Way and the

Life, the truth must be. He who would seek the good

will find it in the Way; the beautiful in the Life, and not

in this transient creation. But truth must be sought

direct, and can only be found in Him Who is its embodi

ment.

How little heed do Christians pay to this exaltation

of truth! Many in the churches seek beauty, more per-
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haps seek goodness—and they do well in seeking these—

but how pitifully few seek truth and prize it above all

else. There is little applause for the quiet, humble Scrip

ture student, choosing the good part of Mary, seated at

the Lord's feet (Luke 10:39,42). Such people are

usually ignored, often despised, and sometimes even

reproved for lack of zeal in "saving souls''. Let them

take heart whatever men may say. Their Lord will

reward them!

Hereby a Christian may test the genuineness of his

love of God. Is he intellectually honest? Does he put

truth first and his own wishes and opinions last? Does

he seek to know what God has actually said, rather than

what the traditions of men have laid down to be believed t

It is of the utmost importance to note here that the

Sacred Scriptures do not define truth. There is no care

ful definition, no philosophical treatise on the nature of

reality, no systematized scheme. Instead, they point to

the Lord Jesus Christ. The definition, the treatise, the

scheme, are there in the Scriptures in the same way as a

text-book of physics is in the phenomena of the world

around us; and to discover them we must study the

Scriptures scientifically, we must ascertain the facts, find

out what God really has said and all He has been

pleased to disclose, sort out, examine and compare; and

thus build up a store of spiritual knowledge in the same

way as men of science have extended our knowledge of

the universe of matter.

For this we have the authority of our Lord's own

words in His wonderful prayer to God in John 17:17,

"Hallow them by Thy truth. Thy word is truth."

It is impossible to dwell too long and too deeply on

this revelation. The living Word and His written Word

are both TRUTH. All that is needful is to believe His

Word in the Scriptures, and so believe Him. But how

little faith there is among us! The scientific method is

but the application of the laws of thought to the study
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of phenomena, and true Scripture study is no other than

an application of the same methods. All true knowledge

or science is one: it is the study of the revelation of God

(Col. 2:3). Scripture does not warn us against science,

but against falsely named knowledge masquerading as

true science (1 Tim. 6: 20), a deceptive mirage of human

error seeming to be the truth of God.

truth in John's Account

A1! 1:14 The only begotten Son, full of grace and truth.

B1 1:17 Grace and truth came into being through Jesus

Christ,

l He who is doing the truth is coming to the

light.

D1 4:23,24 Worshiping the Father, in spirit and in

truth.

E1 5:33 John the baptist has testified to the

truth.

D2 8:32 You will know the truth, and the truth

will be making you free.

E2|8:40 ... the truth which I hear from God.

C2 8:44 The Slanderer has not stood in the truth,

seeing that truth is not in him.

B2 8:45,46 I am speaking the truth ... If I am telling

the truth, wherefore are you not believing in

Me?

A2114:6 I am the WAY and the TRUTH and the LIFE.

B3 14:17 I will send you another consoler, the spirit of

truth.

C3 15:26 The spirit of truth, which is going out from

the Father.

D3|16:7 I am telling you the truth.

E3|16:13 The spirit of truth will be guiding

| you into all the truth.

D4 17:17 Hallow them by Thy truth. Thy Word

is truth.

C4 17:19 I am hallowing Myself, that THEY also may

be hallowed by the truth.

B4 18:37 For this have I come into the world, that I

should be testifying to the truth. Everyone

who is of the truth is hearing My voice.

A3|18:38 Pilate is saying to Him: "What is truth?"
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The occurrences of the word "truth" in John's ac

count may be arranged in the structure shown on the

preceding page. The form of this structure is remark

able, being a double introversion, of which the sections

lettered A and E occur three times. The sections A

show the Lord Jesus Christ as the Truth displayed to

the world, and the sections E as the Truth coming from

God and leading to the complete revelation of Him.

The four sections B show the Lord Jesus and His spirit

the Comforter as the channel of the truth to the world.

The C sections form a contrast and a comparison well

worthy of study.

The two halves of the structure are strongly con

trasted. The first belongs to the period when the king

dom was being preached to Israel. The Lord Jesus was

declaring Himself to His earthly people and showing

Himself as the Truth. The second belongs to the period

of His rejection, and looks forward to a future further

disclosure of His truth through the spirit of truth.

If we had no more Greek Scriptures beyond this account

by the Apostle John, the whole of the latter half would

be mystifying in the extreme. It is really only in the

light of the evangel of the apostle Paul that we can

grasp its inward meaning at all. We see it now in the

light of "all the truth" promised in John 16:13, and

can realize its dual function of leading Israel from the

twilight of the Transitional Economy following Pente

cost into the noontide light of the apostle Paul's evangel

with the Secret Economy based on it; and of guiding

Israel in that future time when Grace shall have ceased

to reign on earth, and the Economy of Judgment with

Great Tribulation is preparing the way to the triumph

ant return of Jesus Christ to rule in righteousness.

Then indeed will the saints appreciate the full precious-

ness of the writings of the apostle John, as well as those

of Peter, James and Jude. For them the main impor

tance of the epistles of the apostle Paul will be historical
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and dispensational. They will display the ultimate

glories to come, but it will be the other writings which

will guide them in the immediate path of patience in

tribulation and endurance for the kingdom.

So the innermost references to truth in John look

forward to the revelation of all the truth. The account

in Acts, which completes the narrative of Luke, of the

coming and rejection of the Lord Jesus, refers to truth

three times only, like three steps leading to the thresh

old of the new revelation. The first shows that Pilate

in his ignorance of the truth was assembled with Israel

who, indeed, had not his excuse to turn against the

Truth. The apostle Peter (Acts 10:34) can perceive

some of the new vistas of truth, but only some; it is

for the apostle Paul to proclaim the evangel of God.

Nowhere is this evangel disclosed in Acts. The ground

is being cleared for it, and the apostle Paul states that

his teachings are declarations of truth and sanity.

(Acts 26: 25). The only other occurrences of the word

here translated " sanity" are in the passage where the

apostle Paul declares that he was appointed a teacher

of the nations in knowledge and truth (1 Tim. 2:7).

The majority, however, like king Agrippa, heed him not.

When we come to the apostle Paul's epistles we find

this edifice of truth carefully built up from its founda

tions. First, in Eomans, Paul demonstrates the utter

failure of humanity, who retain the truth in injustice

(Rom. 1:18), and then in consequence alter the truth

of God into the lie (Eom. 1:25). Incidentally, the last

reference by Paul to truth is a warning not to heed men

who turn from the truth (Tit. 1:14). He warns his

hearers that God's judgment is in accord with the truth

(Rom. 2:2), and having reached the conclusion that

even Israel has only the form of knowledge and truth

in the law (2: 20) and that not one is just, not even one

(3:10), he unfolds the full glory of his evangel. The

epistles to the Corinthians deal with practical departure
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from this evangel, and in them he commends the truth

(1 Cor. 5: 8; 13: 6; 2 Cor. 4: 2; 6: 7; 7:14; 11:10; 12: 6;

13: 8). Galatians then deals with departure in doctrine

from the evangel and the three occurrences of " truth"

in it (Gal. 2: 5,14; 5:7) emphasize the truth of his

evangel. Note too that Colossians, the other epistle which

specially deals with departure in doctrine, contains the

only other reference to the truth of the evangel (Col. 1:5).

It is in Ephesians that we reach the crowning reve

lation, the secret administration which has been con

cealed from the eons in God (Eph. 3:9) and the six

references to truth in the epistle may be arranged in

the following structure:

truth in Ephesians

A1 1:13 Hearing the word of truth, the evangel of your

salvation.

B1 4:21 Taught (according as the truth is in Jesus) to

put off the old humanity.

C1 4:24 The new humanity which is being created in

righteousness and benignity of the truth.

B2|4:25 Putting off the false, be speaking the truth.

C2 5:9 The fruit of the light is in all goodness and

righteousness and truth.

A2 6:14-17 Stand, girded with truth, putting on the cuirass of

righteousness, and your feet sandaled with the

readiness of the evangel of peace . . . Receive the

helmet of salvation.

This is a simple and, beautiful structure, and unusual

in that the first member leads up to the others and the

last summarizes them all.

It will be convenient here to consider' the nature of

the difference between the employment of the word

" truth" in the writings of the apostles Paul and John.

In John we see the Truth Himself, but we see Him

veiled in His flesh. In John it is the Truth set forth.

In Paul it is the Truth comprehended. Hence Paul does

not refer to Christ Jesus as the Truth—he takes this

for granted. It is not the goal of his argument, but the
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basis and foundation. The first occurrence in Ephesians

is a reference to the fundamental evangel upon which

the whole epistle depends; the last shows truth as the

support which enables the Christian to stand.

The last messages of all, the epistles to Timothy and

Titus, assume truth as their very foundation. The apostle

Paul discloses the truth, and God wills all men to come

into a realization of it (1 Tim. 2:4); for Paul was a teach

er of the nations in knowledge and truth (2:7). God's

house, which is the ecclesia of the living God, is the

pillar and base of the truth (3:15). The remaining two

references contrast the truth with the teaching of

demons, and with the false teaching of men, respectively.

The structure of these five occurrences forms a simple

introversion, and throws a great deal of light on the

deeper meaning of the epistle.

truth in First Timothy

A1 2:3,4 God our Saviour wills all men to be saved and to

come into a realization of the truth. The ideal of

devoutness.

B1 2:6,7 Paul is telling the truth that he was appointed an

apostle of Christ Jesus, a herald of His testimony

and a teacher of the nations in knowledge and

truth.

3:15 God's house, the ecclesia of the living God, the

pillar and base of the truth. The secret of

devoutness.

B'1 4:1-4 Doctrines of deceiving spirits and teachings of

demons are to be ignored by those who believe

and realize the truth.

A2 6:3-9 Different teaching, controversies of men of decadent

mind and deprived of the truth . . . foolish desires

submerging men in destruction. The value of devout

ness.

It is in the second epistle to Timothy that we come

to the intensely important practical aspects of this

study. This epistle is preeminently the guide provided

for us in these last days of apostasy, and it is indeed

a grievous thing that it is so generally ignored. Five
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of the six occurrences of the word " truth" deal with de

parture from it. First is departure from the faith, the

root heresy that the resurrection has already occurred.

From this we must stand aloof (2 Tim. 2:16,18). Then

there is departure from the Christian spirit, to be met

by gentleness and meekness (2: 23-25). Then there are

men who are utterly separated from everything good

and holy. These we must shun (3:1-7). Then there are

men who are withstanding the truth, men of a depraved

mind, disqualified for the faith. Their folly will be

revealed without the need of any intervention on our

part (3: 8, 9). Finally there will be those who will not

tolerate sound teaching, but will be turning their hear

ing away from the truth and will be turned aside to

myths. For us the path is soberness and endurance

(4:3-5). They will not tolerate sound teaching. Then

WE must contend the ideal contest!

Together these five form the following structure:

DEPARTURE FROM THE TRUTH (Second Timothy)

The beginning of apostasy. Swerving from the truth.

2:25 Stupid and crude questionings are generating

fightings. Repentance into a realization of the

truth still possible.

C1 3:7 The fruition of apostasy. Always learning yet

never able to reach a realization of the truth.

B2 3:8 Those withstanding the truth are depraved and

disqualified for the faith.

A2|4:3, 4 The end of apostasy. The truth becomes intolerable.

The whole six occurrences also form a structure, first

discovered by C. H. Welch, and remarkably perfect in

symmetry. These two structures are worthy of very

careful study, for this double symmetry is in our present

knowledge unique. There is nothing artificial about it.

The "Departure from the Truth" structure presents in

an admirably precise form the stages of apostasy, while

the full structure of "Truth in Second Timothy" is one

of the most perfect correspondences ever discovered.

B1
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truth in Second Timothy

2:15 Correctly partitioning the Word of Truth.

Result: Qualified, an unashamed worker.

B1 2:18 Swerving from the Truth.

B

Two Examples (Contemporary): Hymeneus

and Philetus.

C1 2:25,26 Hope of repentance to come into a realiza

tion of the Truth.

Ciecumstances: Caught alive in the Slan

derer's trap.

C2 3:7 Always learning, and yet not at any time

able to come into a realization of the Truth.

Circumstances: Led by various lusts and

gratifications.

3:8 Withstanding the Truth.

AiTwo Examples (Ancient): Jannes and Jambres.

4:4 Turning their hearing away from the Truth.

Result: Turned aside to myths; teachers in ac

cord with their own desires.

The first and last of these passages are the ultimate

searching test for each one of us. Do we really, from

our hearts, believe that all Scripture is inspired by God

and must be correctly partitioned, or do we heap up for

ourselves teachers in accord with our own desires? ALL

SCRIPTURE, not our favourite texts. ALL SCRIP

TURE, not man-made glosses and traditional doctrines.

ALL SCRIPTURE, correctly partitioned, not an

amorphous mixture of indiscriminate teachings. ALL

SCRIPTURE, giving to Israel what belongs to Israel,

and not "spiritualizing" it to mean "the Church". ALL

SCRIPTURE, accepting and believing the apostle

Paul's marvelous unfoldings for us, and not watering

them down with the promises for Israel and the Gentiles.

These are days when the vast majority of Christians

will not tolerate sound teaching, when the inspiration

of all Scripture by God is almost universally denied.

We, who believe the Sacred Scriptures to be God's most

holy Word, alone have the truth. God grant that we

may earnestly seek to get ever closer to the pure Origin

als, believing them and correctly partitioning them.
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Two more structures exist of the occurrences of the

word "truth" in the Greek Scriptures: Romans and

First John. In them the correspondences are not so

obvious and complete, but, nevertheless, they do exist.

The word is of secondary importance in these books, so

it is hardly to be expected that its structure should be

so plain.

truth in Romans

A1 1:18 God's indignation revealed from heaven on all the

irreverence of men who are retaining the truth in

injustice.

B1 1:24 God gives up those who alter the truth of God

into the lie. Divine service perverted.

C1 God's impartial judgment—man's self-condem

nation.

e1 2:2

2:8

A2 2:20

B2 3:7

C2

Condemnation of those who judge. God's

judgment of everyone is in accord with

the truth.

Reward according to acts. Indigna

tion and distress to those stubborn as

to the truth. The Jew first and the

Greek as well.

God's name blasphemed because of the transgression

of the Jew, who has the form of knowledge and truth

in the law.

God's truth superabounds, over-ruling the lie of

mankind. Divine righteousness vindicated.

God's sovereignty and mercy—vindication of

c God's righteousness.

f2 9:1 God's election independent of acts.

Stubbornness of Israel. Israel's privi

leges and relationship to the nations.

Paul's sorrow the truth in Christ.

e2 l£:8 God glorified for His mercy. Christ the
Servant of the Circumcision for the sake

of the truth of God.

Attention is drawn to the two sections of the struc

ture. Romans is the foundation epistle for us, and here

is one of the foundation lessons it teaches. Eeward is

according to acts, but God's election is independent of

them. It is not what we do or are which matters here.

It is what God's Son is and has done. This is not to say
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that we need do no good deeds, but our election does not

depend on them. When we come to the structure

"Truth in First John" we enter a different atmosphere.

For those to whom John writes Jesus is the Christ, the

Son of God (D1, D2). But they must show their faith in

acts, and if their deeds do not correspond to their profes

sion, they are not of the truth.

truth in First John

A1 1:6 If we say we have fellowship, yet walk in darkness,

we are lying and are not doing the truth.

B1 1:8 If we say we have no sin the truth is not in us.

Pardon from God.

C1 2:4 He who claims to know God yet does not keep

His precepts is a liar and the truth of God is

not in him.

D1 2:21 Testimony of John that his hearers are

acquainted with the truth. Denial that

Jesus is the Christ. What John's readers

hear from the beginning.

A2 3:18 If we claim to love, yet withhold compassion, our love

is false. We must be loving in act and truth.

3:19 If our heart should not be censuring us, we have

boldness toward God and shall know we are of

the truth. Pleasing God.

C2 4:6 We are of God. He who is knowing God is

hearing us. By this we are knowing the spirit

of truth.

D25:6 Testimony of God that thec spirit is the

truth. Testimony that Jesus is the Son of

G6d. What John writes to his readers who

are believing.

At the end of the apostle Paul's writings we have a

personal message in the epistle to Titus, wherein truth is

mentioned twice. At the very beginning the faith is

coupled with a realization of the truth. For life in Christ

Jesus we need to have the faith; for devoutness in living

in the world we must have the truth.

This is the positive side, and, if we are anything like

what we ought to be, there will be no need for more.

But those who, like these Cretans, are unworthy of their

calling, should be exposed severely, that they may be
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sound in the faith, not heeding Jewish myths and pre

cepts of men who are turning from the truth (Titus 1:

13,14). But we must be entreating them as well as

exposing them (Titus 2:15), not that we should shame

them or antagonize them, for it is not for us to wrestle

with blood and flesh (Eph. 6:12), but that we should

win them to soundness and sanity. Both of the main lines

of apostasy against which Paul struggled throughout his

ministry are in evidence here. All departure from the

truth may be classified ultimately under these, and in his

writings we have all we require for exposing them.

"What is truth?" The answer to Pilate's question

stood before him, the Lord Jesus Christ Himself, but he

knew it not. He knew not the wisdom of God. It was a

secret which has been concealed . . . which not one of

the chief men of this eon has known, for if they knew,

they would not crucify the Lord of glory (1 Cor. 2:6-8).

God revealed His wisdom to Saul of Tarsus, His bitter

enemy (Acts 8:1, 3; 9:1), and in one instant changed

him into His slave and the great apostle of the gentiles

(Acts 9:5; Eph. 3:8). To Pilate it was veiled behind

His flesh (Heb.lO: 20, 21), and so, by the specific coun

sel and foreknowledge of God (Acts 2: 23), he gave Him

up to the cross.

Pilate had this excuse, he did not know. Perhaps he

did not want to know, but we are not justified in assum

ing that. It has been made out, with even less reason,

that the question was put as the bitter irony of a deca

dent sensualist, but such is not his character as dis

played in the Scriptures. He was a weak man, but weak

ness is not vice, and all who would sit in judgment upon

him should ask themselves candidly whether in his place

they would have done better. His sin is but a trifle com

pared to the awful crimes of the religious leaders of the

Jews. They knew at least some of the truth, yet they

turned away from the Truth Himself!

The recent attacks on the Concordant Version of the
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Sacred Scriptures have been so filled with bitterness, mis

representation and even downright falsehood, that the

plain man is beginning to wonder whether some Christ

ians have any realization of the very special wickedness

of bearing false witness against their fellow slaves of

Christ Jesus! When we reflect that the Lord Whom they

profess to serve proclaimed Himself the Truth, and

came, indeed, to destroy the works of Satan, whose very

name means Slanderer, we must realize that this is one

of the deadliest sins a Christian can commit. It is not

easy to name a worse.

In the present economy, we know that where sin

abounds grace superexceeds (Rom. 5:20), and we can

safely leave it to our Lord to deal with this iniquity in

His own good time. We may meanwhile gain much profit

by taking a wholesome warning to ourselves, and by

turning from the failures of man to a renewed study of

God's holy Word. In days such as these, when the spirit

of the Slanderer is abroad even among those who call

themselves Christians, the study of what God has to

teach us regarding Truth is very timely.

"Lord, Thy Word abideth,

And our footsteps guideth;

Who its truth believeth

Light and joy receiveth.

* * *

O that we, discerning

Its most holy learning,

Lord, may love and fear thee,

Evermore be near thee."
* * *

"You will know the Truth, and the Tuuth

will be making you free."

R. J. Withers.
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EXEMPTED FROM THE LAW

Eomans 7:1-6

The gospel declaration made to saints that "you are

not under law" is very distasteful to many of them be

cause they suppose that Christian conduct consists of

obedience to a law which demands of man only what is

holy and just and good. Nevertheless, it is a central

feature of Paul's evangel that the saint has been ex

empted from that same law. The need for this exemption

is shown in this chapter, and the fact that such a need

exists and that it demands deliverance from the mastery

of law is eloquent testimony that there remains in the

saint something that is not subject to law, nor indeed

can be. If the flesh remains in the believer, it will break

the law as often as it acts, and so it will bring him into

condemnation. If law is to remain without bringing its

curse, then the flesh must be changed. But law has not

power to change the flesh, and Paul's gospel promises

nothing but crucifixion for the flesh, with its passions

and lusts. Sin is in the flesh, and though it has been

judged at the cross, and though those who are baptized

into Christ's death are justified from it, its lawless char

acter and enmity to God remain unchanged.

In the last section (6:15-23) Paul showed that grace

enslaves its subjects to God; in the section now before

us he declares that the saints are freed from law that

their service may be spiritual and not legal, while the

remainder of the chapter shows that earnest effort to
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keep the law only brings those under it into captivity,

and that deliverance from the mastery of law is neces

sary to deliverance from the mastery of sin. Indeed,

deliverance from the rule of Sin wholly depends upon

exemption from law. "Sin shall not be mastering you

for you are not under law, but under grace.'' Only as we

pass from the mastery of law to that of grace can the

tyrannous rule of indwelling sin be broken.

This chapter may be divided into three parts. Christ

has by His death caused those who are in Him to die to

law, 1-6; yet the law is not sin, but is just and holy and

good, though it revives sin, 7-13; a spiritual law is not

able to deal with a carnal man. It cannot get obedience,

for, despite man's best efforts to obey it, he is by law

brought into captivity to a law of sin in his members,

14-25. The section of the chapter now before us first

states a universally recognized legal principle, 1; then

this principle is illustrated by the law of the husband

which binds a wife as long as her husband lives, release

being possible only through his death, 2; if, during the

husband's life, the wife becomes another man's, she is an

adulteress; but upon his death she is free to marry

another man without blame, 3; the application of this

principle and its illustration is that just as the wife was

made dead to the law of the husband by his death, so the

saint is made dead to the law by the death of Christ, that

being thus freed, he may be joined to Another, 4-; the

aim of this exemption and new union is fruitbearing for

God, -4; in the former life in the flesh the law, by pro

voking the passions, produced fruit for Death, 5; but

now that we are freed from law we are enabled to serve

God acceptably, not in the oldness of the letter, but in

newness of spirit, 6.

Because Paul proclaimed deliverance from law by the

death of Christ the legalists perpetually joined issue with

him. This feature of his gospel, absent from the gospel

of the Circumcision, well nigh cost Him his life (Acts
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21: 28). It was this difference between their two gospels

that made Paul withstand Peter at Antioch, that led to

his declaration that justification is by faith and not by

works of law, and that "I, through law, died to law, that

I should live to God" (Gal. 2:11-21). And it was the

efforts of the legalists to subvert the gospel that occa

sioned the writing of the epistle to the Galatians, in

which Paul shows that legalism for them would mean

nothing short of separation from Christ (5:1-6).

In the earlier chapters of Romans, which deal with

acts of sin, the law is seen giving knowledge as to the

character of these acts. The conduct of those who have

sinned in law shall be judged through law (2:12) ; the

law did not enable the Jew to attain righteousness (2:

17-29); it led to the recognition of sin, but never re

moved it (3 :20) ; the provision of God's righteousness is

apart from law (3:21) ; justification is by faith apart

from the works of the law (3:28) ; yet faith does not

abrogate law, but sustains it (3-: 31) ; the promises made

to Abraham were not conditioned on law observance;

had they been, they would have been nullified, because

the law works indignation to the wrong doer (4:13-15).

When we reach that part of the epistle that deals with

inherited and indwelling sin, the action of law increases

the offense (5:20) and is the power of sin, stirring it

up into revolt and giving it the mastery over one who is

gratified with the law and strives to obey it (7:5, 7-25).

Law will not allow a saint to reckon himself dead to sin,

for it continually detects sin and occupies us with sin

instead of with living to God. Hence the need of deliver

ance. The experience portrayed in this seventh chapter

leads to the cry for rescue, and this rescue is not from

divine indignation or from alienation and enmity, but

from that which makes spiritual service impossible.

There is a profound need for such a discussion as this

chapter gives. It is made necessary by all that Paul has

said about our crucifixion with Christ. There is nothing
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like this chapter elsewhere; it is fundamental to all that

Paul in his other epistles has to say on the subject of

the saint's walk and his freedom from law as a rule of

spiritual conduct. He defended that part of his gospel

which declared that God's righteousness is reckoned to

the believer by referring to the Hebrew Scriptures con

cerning Abraham's justification, and showed that his

justification was not through law, but through faith.

But when he proceeds to show that the saint is made

dead to the law by the body of Christ, he supports the

revelation by no scripture, because this is part of the

secret of the gospel concerning which the Hebrew Scrip

tures were silent. He first interpreted the purpose of

law as a preparation for a gracious justification (3: 20),

and now he relates his experience under law as proof of

the need of deliverance from it in order to a walk which

is worthy of the Lord. The law cannot sanctify and

transform any more than it can justify. On the con

trary, it forbids us to reckon ourselves dead to sin and

alive to God, because it applies law to the sin which God

has judged, and from which He justified us by death; it

aggravates sin in the flesh and stirs into activity the law

of sin which is in our members, and which brings us into

captivity. Thus the teaching of 6:1-14 involves death

to law as well as death to Sin.

1. Or, if you doubt that for you the rule of law has

ended, I must ask, Are you ignorant of the principle

that the law is mastering a man for as long time as he is

living? The.conjunction or does not relate this question

to the subject immediately preceding, but to the state

ment, "You are not under law," which is manifestly the

subject of this chapter. We saw that the proposition of

6:14 led to the ignorant misconstruction of verse fifteen,

which was repelled in verses 16-23. That being done, a

principle is now stated which demonstrates the truth that

'' you are not under law''. The principle is one found in

every authoritative prescription of law, whether Mosaic,
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Eoman, or other, that law binds a man only as long as

life lasts and cannot prosecute or punish the dead. Since

you died together with Christ, you cannot doubt that you

are no longer under the law, except as you deny this

well-known principle of law. Are you ignorant? is a

question that always introduces an indisputable fact

(6:3,16;7:1). You should not be ignorant, for I am

speaking to those-who know law. While the principle

belongs to all law, Paul is throughout dealing with

Mosaic law, and rightly assumes it is known by his read

ers, for the reading of the law passed at an early date

from the synagogues to the churches. Indeed, for a long

while they had no other Scripture. Those addressed as

brethren are not a special class, nor are they Jewish

brethren; but are all the saints collectively. Spiritual

ties are closer than fleshly kinship. In the new creation

a higher kinship obtains and old relationships are

broken. " We, from now on, are acquainted with no one

according to flesh/' even Christ is not known after the

flesh, that is, as an Israelite (2 Cor. 5:16; Rom. 9:5).

When Paul" refers to his fellow Israelites he expressly

designates them "my brethren, my kin according to the

flesh". But he calls all saints brethren, especially when

he has recourse to a more familiar way of instruction or

exhortation. Not only Jews, but all intelligent men know

the principle of law stated and illustrated here.

The assertion that the law was given to Israel alone

is not as innocent or true as it seems. It is a plausible

error, which leads to the neglect of a large part of the

gospel by those who assume that deliverance from law

concerns only those of Israelitish extraction. Of course,

the covenant of law was made only with Israel, and the

mixed multitude with her, which covenant they broke.

And it is true that redeemed Israel will yet exhibit the

perfection and glory of the divine law under the terms

of the new covenant, which Jehovah will make with them

in the coming days (Jer. 31:31-34; Heb. 8:8-12). But
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Paul found in every nation and conscience a recognition

of law. He found that some who had no law sometimes

did by nature what the law required; that, having no

law, they are a law to themselves; that without law they

had the action of law, that is, the knowledge of right

and wrong, written upon their hearts, their conscience

joining its witness with their moral instincts to the law

they make for themselves. It is a matter of fact that the

law appeals to the natural morality, to the conscience,

and to the reason of humanity, and wherever it is pro

claimed men recognize it to be the righteous require

ment of God. Week by week as congregations hear the

commandments of the law read they pray: '' Incline our

hearts to keep this law.'' Some of the saintliest men have

believed that the struggle of this chapter is a normal

Christian experience. Even properly evangelized believ

ers like the Galatians can hardly be dissuaded from the

attempt to mix law and grace. Whole denominations are

in the grip of this Galatian heresy, and insist that with

out the keeping of law there is no salvation, while even

among the more enlightened and right thinking much

preaching is more or less legalistic. It can be said of

very few that, in practise, they are not under law.

The humbling experience of defeat while under law

has come to all, whether believers or unbelievers, who

have earnestly sought to meet all the la'w's demands.

Many who are not of Israel have uttered the cry for

rescue out of this body of death, while many who are

Israelites appear to know nothing of the experience

which law is intended to give them. It will not do to say

that we may be delivered by denying any relation or

obligation to law, for we do know law, acknowledge its

claim, and it has dominion over us as long as wp live.

We must be made dead to it. When law produce's a

conviction of moral impotence it is doing its proper work.

It was designed to give us the necessary and salutary

experience related in this chapter. Many saints still have
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a very superficial conviction,- if any, that good is not

making its home in them, and that they are often sub

ject to a law of sin. They accept what they call the

infirmity of the flesh as an excuse for bad conduct that

majority of Christians ever got into the seventh!'' Some

believers lightly talk about getting out of this seventh

chapter into the eighth, exclaimed: "Would to God the

majority of Christians ever got into the seventh!" Some

professed believers are ignorant of any need of deliver

ance because they have never so earnestly tried to keep

the law as to have any consciousness of failure.

Law has dominion over a man as long as he lives, but

no longer. The only escape from the rule of law is by

death. Those who are not united to Christ in His death

remain under law no matter what economy they live in.

Israel and the majority of men are under law even dur

ing the reign of grace. If one could be delivered from

law simply by some new dispensation from God, surely

the advent of Christ and the gift of the holy Spirit at

Pentecost would have been sufficient; but these did not

deliver the Circumcisionists like Peter from law. The

only deliverance is that of which Paul speaks. Dispensa

tions are not exclusive, but cumulative and concurrent.

Heathens have received only the three earliest dispensa

tions of God. Unconverted Israelites have not gone fur

ther than law. The Twelve and their disciples did not

get beyond Pentecost, and many who are, by union with

Christ, rescued from law are still experiencing captivity

because they believe they should try to keep the law.

The law itself declares the limit of law's dominion.

It was given to man in the flesh for the regulation of life

in the flesh. Its blessings and curses pertain only to life

on earth, as the illustration of the law of the husband

will show. The law settles nothing as to eonian life. Its

silence as to the ages to come is very significant. While

the knowledge of the law will be for some the standard

by which their conduct shall be judged, to sinners it can
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be only a dispensation of death. It is the evangel of grace

that alone can save and confer eonian life.

2-3. The principle that death delivers from the mas

tery of law is illustrated by the example of the law of

the husband, which is specially suitable because it pre

sents a case in which death frees a person who yet lives

and is able, therefore, to enter into a new relationship.

For a woman in wedlock is bound to a living man by law,

a feature of all law being to bind and so restrict one's

liberty of action. The idea of mastery is contained in

the Greek word translated by the words in wedlock,

hnpandros, under-man, as in the sublinear of the Con

cordant Version. There is a reference to the sentence

"he shall rule over thee" (Gen. 3:16), which accords

with the fact of being under law. As Paul does not notice

the case of a woman released from law by divorce, it

should not be considered here (Deut. 24: 2), for to do so

might mar the illustration, which emphasizes the fact of

deliverance by death. Yet if the man should be dying,

she is exempted from the law of the man. The law does

not bind her to the dead man; but his death so frees her

that her status as a married woman is abolished, and

though the woman lives, the wife has become non-existent.

The rigorous character of the marriage law is such that

if while the husband lives the wife becomes another man's

she will be styled an adulteress, and under the law adult

ery is a crime punishable by death (Lev. 20:10). She

is free to contract another marriage only in the event of

the death of the husband, in which case she is so freed

from the law that she may marry and not become an

adulteress. Several points in this illustration, which has

been elaborated with much fullness of detail, should be

noticed: the law does not die; the woman does not die,

but is made dead to law by the death of her husband.

The woman is not married to the law, but to a man.

Deliverance from law comes legally; the term of the rule

of law. Mug "&s long as he lives", is ended by death,
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4. So that, my brethren, you also are in the position

of the woman in the illustration. As she was freed from

the law by the death of her husband, so you also were

caused to die to the law through the body of Christ. As

the woman did not herself die, but died to law by her

husband's death, so you who still live were caused to die

to law through the body of Christ. And as the woman,

being freed from the law of the husband, might become

another's, so you were released from the mastery of law

for you to become Another's. Again, as the woman dur

ing her husband's life might not become another man's,

so you cannot become Christ's until you are made dead

to law by His death. You must be exempted from law

that you may be united to Him as roused from the dead.

If you go back under law, you will be exempted from

Christ.

For those who share the likeness of His death and the

likeness of His resurrection, law and grace are on oppo

site sides of the cross. For those who are in Christ Jesus

there can be no mixture of law and grace, as there was

in Israel from the time of the giving of the offerings

along with the law at Sinai, and as the provision of the

sacrificial blood of Christ remains, along with law, in the

gospel of the Circumcision. The cross of Christ separates

two companies each differently related to Christ. Israel

is related to Him in the flesh as their Messiah; but the

church which is His body is related only by spiritual ties.

Israel knows Christ after the flesh and as belonging to

the old creation; we do not know Christ according to the

flesh, but as the Maker of a new creation where there is

neither Jew nor Greek. Grace will yet give Israel the

blessings of the new covenant and will so change her

flesh that she shall keep the law as Christ did in the days

of His flesh; but we by the death of Christ are removed

away from the entire law. A believing Israelite, like

Peter, can have both grace and law. But one who lives

as if alive from the dead must go back of the crucifixion
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of. his old humanity to put himself under law. He cannot

have life in Christ on the new creation level and also

live in the flesh under law. For him to accept law is to

fall out of grace. But when Christ carried on His minis

try to Israel He began, in what is called the Sermon on

the Mount, to preach and expound law as well as to

preach the evangel of the kingdom.

Believing Circumcisionists cling to those things which

mark their privileges and advantages in the flesh; they

boast of the circumcision which makes men debtors to do

the whole law. They look, not for the crucifixion, but

for the regeneration of their flesh so that they can in

the flesh exemplify the beauty of the law of God. But

those whose old humanity and flesh is set aside by the

cross and who are united in spirit with Him Who is

roused from the dead expect nothing of the flesh. They

are to crucify it with its passions and lusts. Through

law they died to law, that they might live to God. As

Christ is they are no longer under law. When He became

flesh, He came of a woman, and He became under law,

and while under law and in the flesh He was subject to

law, as our flesh cannot be. While in the flesh He ful

filled all righteousness and was the Type to which Israel

shall be conformed. He was at that time Israel's Saviour

and the proper Object of their faith. He was not sent to

the nations but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel.

Paul does not present Christ as He was presented to

Israel. The proper Object of our faith is the One Who

died, was buried, and rose again, in Whom is all our

deliverance. Further, he presents the saints as baptized

into Him, so that they share, as well as His death to sin,

His death to law. In Christ Jesus they are carried out

of the old creation with its expectation of blessing in the

kingdom. There is always much need to press these

obvious distinctions, especially in view of the difference

between regeneration and new creation, which we are

apt to overlook.
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Thus far there is an exact parallel between the case

of the woman in the illustration and between the case of

the saint, as there should be. The purpose of an illus

tration is to elucidate the subject dealt with, and Paul's

illustration does this. Yet with few exceptions modern

interpreters say that the illustration confuses rather than

clarifies. We quote some writers: "An examination of

this passage compels us to recognize the apparent break

down of the Apostle's figure." "In the working out of

this illustration there is a certain amount of intricacy,0

due to an apparent shifting of the standpoint in the mid

dle of the paragraph ... It is strange to speak of the

same persons at the one moment as 'killed' and the next

as married again.'' But that is precisely what the illus

tration avoids, for the woman is not killed; she lives, but

is made dead to law. Others say: '' If the figure had been

regularly carried out." "The analogy calls for the death

of the law." "The husband apparently represents the

law." "There is a seeming discrepancy between the

illustration and the application . . . the husband stands

for the flesh." "Logical consistency is with Paul a con

sideration secondary to lucidity of expression. He makes

the wife first die and marry again.'' The sources of these

errors are found in several false assumptions as to what

Paul meant, but failed to state clearly, and in a careless

reading by the interpreters of what he did say. In spite

of the illustration so carefully designed to guard against

mistake, these writers conclude that the husband repre

sents the law, and that the woman is married to the law

instead of to a man. Worse still is the idea that the flesh,

represented by the husband, dies. If that were the case,

deliverance from law would be needless, for it is only

the impotent flesh that is not subject to law. Paul's

logical consistency and lucidity of expression are both

beyond criticism. Another vagary follows: "To fill up

the comparison we must consider ourselves to have

been, not merely the servant but the wife of sin. Our
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husband was a murderer. But we had chosen him for

our lord, and the law recognized the marriage." When

did we marry sin? Did we choose sin or did we receive

it as a legacy from our first father? Did sin murder us

at the cross ? If so, did the murder release us from law 1

Would such a death as ours satisfy law's claim?

But there are further obvious parallels. Though it is

not sensible or safe to press every detail of any illustra

tion beyond what is required by explicitly declared truth,

and though such a practise leads into great absurdities,

yet it is quite proper to ask if the relation of the man to

the woman who is freed from law by his death is not

paralleled by a similar relation between Christ and those

who are caused to die to law by His death. There is such

a relation. We quote: "No confident judgment can be

pronounced as to whether the Apostle had definitely in

mind a first husband in the case of the Christian, or, if

so, whether it was sin or the law." The illustration

should protect the reader from such a mistake. It surely

did not represent us as united to either sin or law, and

neither of them is dead. But it is explicitly stated that

you were caused to die to the law through the body of

Christ, the slaying of Christ's body corresponding to the

death of the husband. Reference to the revelation of

6: 3-6 makes certain what this means. Caused to die is a

strong word which recalls the violent death of Christ on

the cross. On that cross He shed his blood for our justi

fication, He died to conciliate the world to God, He cruci

fied our old humanity, He died to the sin He bore and

to the law under which He became a curse. He did this

because He was related to sinners, for whom He shed his

blood; to the whole world, which he conciliated to God;

to our old humanity, of which He was, as second Man,

the responsible Head; to sin, as made sin for our sakes;

to law, as become under it and as bearing the curse of

all who were under it. It was because of these relations

that he went to the cross. Yet, though He had a relation
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to men in the flesh which is parallel to the relation in the

illustration, it would be most absurd to say He was mar

ried to sinners, to the world, and to the old humanity.

No one has had the hardihood to declare that He is the

husband of all those for whom He died. To press the

figure of marriage into either relationship with Christ—

whether on the cross or in the presence of God—proves

altogether too much. The relationships of Christ in vir

tue of which He was able to die for all are far other

than that of husband. He is Firstborn of all creation,

the Son of mankind, the Seed of the woman, the last

Adam and the second Man, Who came of a woman, came

to be under law that he might reclaim those under law.

The union by which saints are caused to die to law is

effected by a spiritual baptism and not by marriage. He

and we broke with sin and law. Paul is the only writer

who connects the death of Christ with the law or its

curse and he alone declares release from the mastery of

law. It was through the body of Christ which was slain

that He honored and sustained law while bearing its full

penalty (Col. 1: 22; 2:11). We are as dead to law with

its claim and curse as He. The law cannot touch us; we

shall not die under its curse, for if we die, it is because

of the legacy of mortality left to us by Adam. There is

an increasing number of professed believers who have a

feeling of repugnance to the fact of salvation by the

shedding of blood and the violent death of Christ under

the judgment of God. But to reject these facts is to

reject Christ and the salvation of God. That which Christ

suffered is what each of us deserves. Only the convicted

and contrite sinner can glory in the cross of Christ; to

others it is most offensive. The law slew Christ and left

Him dead. He was not left half dead, like the man the

good Samaritan saved, nor did He die to only a part of

the law, such as the ceremonial, sanitary or economic

law, leaving us still under the moral law. Scripture does

not so separate law into different parts.
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The aim of this deliverance from law is for you to

become Another's, Who is roused from among the dead.

We are released from one master that we may serve

under another. Paul does not say "another man's" as

he does twice in the illustration. The marriage figure is

not carried over. He does not refer to any husband ex

cept in the illustration. Even if the church were the

bride of the Lamb, it would be so collectively. The subject

of these verses is not the relation of the church to Christ,

but that of individuals who are saved one by one and

baptized by Christ into His body. And our present union

with Him is not a legal one, as it would be in the case

of the woman who entered upon a new marriage. Ours

is a spiritual union so made that we may not serve in a

legal relation or obligation. The real bride of the Lamb,

the redeemed of Israel, will be bound to Him by not only

marital, but by legal and spiritual ties. Israel in her

regenerated flesh will be joined to her kinsman-Redeemer.

The marriage will make both parties one flesh as well as

one spirit (Gen. 2: 24).

The word Another does not mean another of the same

kind, but another of a different kind. The Greek word

is heteros. The different One is He Who is roused from

among the dead. In the illustration the woman was united

to two different men. In the gospel the saint is united to

Christ in two entirely different relations. There is a great

difference between the Christ Whose slaying caused us

to die to law and the risen Christ to Whom we are united

by new, spiritual ties. A greater difference than that

which can be found between any two husbands exists

between Christ on the cross and Christ in the glory; be

tween Christ made sin for our sakes and Christ Who

becomes to us the righteousness of God; between Christ

become a curse for our sakes and Christ in Whom we

have all spiritual blessing; between Christ sent in the

likeness of Sin's flesh and for sin and the glorified Christ

Whom we no longer know after the flesh. No greater
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difference is possible. It measures out the whole distance

between depraved and sinning man and the glorified

Son of God, between the doomed old humanity and the

new humanity created in His image, and between the

old creation and the new. The difference between Christ

in these two states is as great as between death and life,

as between the death of the cross and the exaltation to

the universal acclaim that shall be His.

The aim of exemption from law and union with Christ

is that we should be fruitful to God. With approval we

quote: "To interpret this of the fruit of the new mar

riage is both needless and grotesque.'' Again:'' It cannot

be decided with certainty whether the figure of marriage

is continued in 'we might bear fruit'." Both these writ

ers believe that the church is "the bride of the Lamb",

but they have discerned that it is not taught here. Mar

riage is a figure, and is not the essential truth. It is

used to illustrate a principle that death exempts from

law s^nd leaves one free for a different union. The es

sential truth is not in the illustration, but in the revela

tion of what results from spiritual union with Christ.

We should note that the illustration says nothing about

the woman marrying another man for the purpose of

bearing fruit. The fact that a woman was under the law

which bound her equally to both husbands would not in

either marriage be a hindrance to fruitbearing. But the

chief necessity for our exemption from the law lies in

the fact that under law no spiritual fruit can be borne.

It is a truth difficult for many to learn that, not only

for our justification, but for our fruitfulness, the law,

divine and spiritual as it is, is against us.

5. For when we were in the flesh, the passions of sins

which were through the law operated in our members

to be fruitful for Death. This brief statement of experi

ence will be amplified in the next part of this chapter.

In the flesh was the sphere of the old life before faith

came and is the opposite of the new life in Christ Jesus.
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Only Christ so far has lived in the flesh and pleased God.

We cannot, but we are not in the flesh if God's spirit

dwells in us. (8: 8-9). The word flesh is used in many

different senses as is also the word spirit. Two uses of

the phrase in the flesh must be noted now. Sometimes

it is used of our physical flesh in which we live, and

which saints have in common with all men. It is so used

when Paul says, uIam now living in flesh" (Gal. 2: 20).

Christ also became flesh, wears flesh still, and will in His

resurrected flesh sit on David's throne (Rom. 1:3; 8:3;

Luke 24: 39; Acts 2: 26, 30-31). In this text flesh is used

as the opposite of spirit. While we are physically in the

flesh it is not the sphere of our moral and true life. In

our text the phrase "in the flesh" is practically the same

condition as "under the law". We must not confuse our

being in the flesh physically with the flesh in which sin

makes its home. Though our body is a body of flesh it

is to be presented to God and is His temple; but the flesh

ethically is opposed to God and His law, even in those

who are saints.

The passions of sins come from evil propensities which

may lie dormant till the law excites them into passions

from which acts of sin proceed, which passions the saint

is to crucify (Gal. 5 : 24). Normal appetites are depraved

by the sin transmitted to us, and this makes us capable

of all manner of lawless deeds. These evil appetites may

lie passive for a long time, but the prohibitions of law

stir them into passions and lawless acts, just as the

slime and dirt which settles to the bottom of a pond may

be stirred up by a stick. Law aggravates sin instead of

subduing it. It cannot remove or alter sin. Only death

can end it, and the saint is to reckon it dead.

The passions of sins provoked by the law operated in

our members to bear fruit for Death. Every passion

finds in some psychical or physical member an agent

through which it produces sins. Death is personified as

the rival to God who profits by the sins which subject
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men to his authority. Every union with Christ has for

one of its chief aims the bearing of fruit which shall

glorify God, as being the fruit of His own Spirit. We are

not married to death. Fruit of marriage is not to be

thought of in this verse nor in the fourth. The fruit of

an alliance between the flesh and a law which is spiritual

and just, leads to Death.

Law incites to sin. Psychologists frequently warn

parents against fretting children into disobedience by

continually saying, "Don't," because such prohibitions

tend to provoke disobedience. Such disobedience to a

wise command serves to prove the insubordination of the

flesh. As a righeeous law cannot at any time enforce its

demands and procure a heart obedience, it proves its

inability as a means of saving corrupted humanity.

6. Yet now, in contrast to the time "when we were in

the flesh", we were exempted from the law, when dying

by virtue of His death under the law's curse, to that in

which we were retained, or held fast, that is, the law,

for it held us in custody till faith came (Gal. 3: 23). The

manner and method of our death has been repeatedly

presented. It is not a physical death, but a participation

in the likeness of His death in virtue of which we now

reckon ourselves to be, not only dead to sin, but to law.

But deliverance from law does not relieve us from serv

ice. The happy result of our exemption is so that we may

be enabled to be slaving in newness of spirit. God has

work for His saints to do, and this work cannot be done

by the flesh or while under law. Slavery for God is con

spicuous in this part of the epistle, which shows that we

are saved to serve as Christ is serving (6:6,17,18,19,

20). Union with Christ is not secured by our work, but

it makes it possible for us to serve God acceptably.

Now we serve in newness of spirit. There is a newness

in our service, and this newness is produced by the spirit.

It is not a new spirit, but a new service which is made

possible by the spirit. Similarly, a new walk is possible
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by the impartation of life in Christ (5:10; 6:4). So

that we are serviceable to God only by the operation of

the spirit, because nothing profits God that is produced

by the unregenerate flesh. This is the first mention of the

spirit since 5: 5, though it is implied in our baptism into

Christ Jesus. This newness of spirit is elaborated fully

in chapter eight. It entirely excludes the old legal serv

ice. And emphatically not in oldness of letter. The old-

ness is contrasted with the newness. It was among the

things that were passed away. Spirit and letter do not

in Pauline usage bear the sense they have come to have

in English, which has grown out of a failure to under

stand Paul's terms. Even dictionaries recognize these

words as distinguishing between the essential and literal

sense of a commandment. Paul never used them in that

way, and the modern usage introduced into this passage

makes nonsense. He is speaking of a written law the

letters of which were engraved on tables of stone in con

trast to the life and inspiration of the spirit. What is

meant by bondage to the letter is shown in the experience

of this chapter. Letter and spirit are respectively law

and life (Eom. 2: 29; 2 Cor. 3: 6-7). There is no power

in an external and abstract law or ideal or creed to

counteract the force of the passions and lusts of the flesh.

What is needed is a new power greater than the evil

forces resident in the hearts of men. And that power

streams from Him Who on the cross overcame all the

wickedness of the universe.

After reading this verse it astonishes one to read the

following comment of a learned bishop: "Kemark there

fore that even under grace, he regards himself as a ser

vant of the law. Indeed, grace is given in order that he

may be able and willing to render cheerful service to the

law.'' Willingness there is in many who know not Christ,

but ability to keep the law is not found in any man. You

are not under law! No statutes, no traditions of men, no

conscientious scruples of others have any legal authority
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over saints. We must allow none to impose their cus

toms, creeds, or conventions upon us for the regula

tion of our conduct. No external rule should be accepted

by us with a view to the government of our flesh or the

production of fruit for God.

The precepts given in the Pauline epistles cover

nearly all the requirements of the ten commandments,

but with a very great difference. Law is addressed to

man in the flesh and requires the subjection of the flesh.

The precepts are addressed to the spiritually able who

have through the evangel strength for obedience. The

law said: "Do this and thou shalt live," yet gave no

helping hand; grace says: Live and do the will of God,

and it enables one to do it in the power of the spiritual

life. The law requires from the flesh what is impossible

so long as it is unchanged. All the activities of the flesh

are lawless and evil; but against the fruit of the spirit

there is no law. The evangel comes with no statutory

requirements, but brings to believers the power of God

that enables those who walk according to spirit to fulfill

the just requirements of the law while not being under

law, or seeking to subject the flesh to it.

To the great end that our service shall be spiritual

and fruitful for God, He has wrought for us the great

deliverance revealed in these chapters. How important

and valuable to God our service must be when such

great transactions as those on the cross and the vast

resources God gives by His Spirit are engaged to make

it possible! By what immeasurable distances has God

separated us from our life in the flesh, under law and

brought us into the sphere of the spirit of life under

grace! How the cross has set aside all that proceeds

from man in the flesh which is only fruitful for Death!

And how God has shut us up to utter dependence on Him

self, for acceptable worship and service and fruitfulness!

The saint has no ability or goodness but that which

Christ imparts. God has given to us life in Christ Jesus
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and that is all a delivered saint needs. Why should we

seek anything from the flesh? God's work in us is hin

dered by dependence upon the legal efforts of the flesh.

The whole of man's wickedness proceeds from the fact

that from his birth he is away from God, and the whole of

the saint's goodness consists in what he receives from

God. To think of God as assisting us to produce spiritual

fruit is as foolish as to say He will assist our resurrection.

Newness of spirit must characterize our service. Now

that law's provocation is removed there are to be no

more passions of sins in us; but in newness of spirit

we are to bear a rich harvest of fruitfulness in every

good work. The fruit of the spirit is to be abundantly

manifested. The model church at Thessalonica served in

newness of spirit in its work of faith and toil of love

and endurance of expectation. We serve God in His

power for salvation which is found in his evangel con

cerning His Son. The evangel brings to those who believe

a whole Christ for a whole salvation. A partial Christ

with a partial salvation is insufficient. There is as great

danger in dwelling on partial aspects of salvation as in

trying to run a vehicle without one or more of its wheels.

Faith must embrace Christ for us, in His bloodshedding,

death, cross, and resurrection; Christ in us, imparting

His life, in which He serves God, and in the strength of

which we also serve; Christ over us, in His sovereign

lordship, appointing our tasks and appraising our work;

and Christ before us, our happy Expectation, nerving

our endeavor, completing our salvation and bestowing

His praise. He can save us from that fussy, wearing

energy of the flesh which spoils so much well-intentioned

service and prevents real appropriation of Christ. Serv

ice in newness of spirit is wrought under the constraint

of the love of Christ, it is energized by the spirit of

Christ, and it pleases God because it savors of Christ.
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QUESTIONS

How does this chapter show the need of exemption from

law? What in man makes it impossible for him to obey law?

Is our flesh so changed as to make it subject to law? How do

men receive Paul's evangel about deliverance from law? Where

and in what connections does Paul speak of law in this epistle?

To what statement does the or in verse one refer? Have

others besides Israel received any knowledge of law? Did

Paul ever try to prevent Jews from circumcising and keeping

the law? Did he resist attempts to put the gentile believers

under law? Are those under law freed from it by a new dis

pensation? Does the law die? Did the woman die? Is "hus

band" used outside of the illustration?

What parallels are there between the woman in the illus?

tration and those who are freed from law? Was Israel ever

put under pure law without the provision for a gracious par

don for the law-breaker? In what different relations does

Christ stand to the elect believers of Israel and to the church

which is His body? What advantages has Israel in the flesh?

Have we any hope for the flesh on the earth? Are we to be

conformed to Christ as He was before the cross or as He is in

the celestial regions? To which creation do we belong?

Was the woman in the illustration married to law, to sin,

or to a man? Did either the law or sin die? Were we related

to Christ before our baptism into Him? In what respects were

we related? Could marriage figure the relation between the

last Adam and the race, or between the Sinbearer and the sin

ner? Is our union with Christ's death effected by marriage or

by baptism into His death? Would a second marriage bring

the woman again under the law of the man?

What difference is there between the Christ whose slaying

made us dead to law and the Christ to Whom we are united by

spiritual ties? How great and many differences are there

between Christ on the cross and Christ in the glory?

What is the aim of our exemption from law? Does law help

or hinder fruitbearing? In what different senses is in the flesh

used? Through what are passions excited? What do passions

produce? Do prohibitions remove sin?

To what end are we exempted from law? How is our pres

ent service characterized? Whence is the newness? What does

letter mean? Does the spirit enable us to keep law? What is

the difference between gospel precepts and law? Do flesh and

the law help or hinder spiritual service? Is a saint freed from

physical law? Or civil laws? Does union with Christ dissolve

the marriage tie? Is a saint freed from the law of sowing

and reaping (Gal. 6:7)?

Geo. L. Kogers



TSEHCHOW MISSION

Shansi, China

May 4, 1933

Dear Mr. Knoch:

Yours' of April 5th touched me indeed! I enclose three

receipts for the three dear donors, not known to me except by

name, but saints of God, and known to Him; precious in His

sight are they and their gifts, and He will reward them, ac

cording to Hebrews 6:10.

It is simply wonderful how cheering your gifts are to me,

because the date of their arrival always meets a special need

at the time, and I must tell you about this time. We are hop

ing to start a higher grade school for our Christians' sons, for,

if they go to public government schools, they have lessons on

Sunday, and it is detrimental to the church life. With our

.preparatory school of over thirty boys, our rooms for sleeping

are full, and we, the leader and I, had in faith settled with a

builder to prepare a dormitory to sleep twenty boys by alter

ing two rooms, also to build a small room for the girls' school;

the cost of this will be one hundred dollars, without painting

or furniture, another fifty dollars (Mex.) with, and, as far as

I see, these gifts will fetch about ninety-five dollars (Mex.),

almost defraying the cost of the rooms. As this is so, I am

devoting these gifts to this cause, thanking God for touching

the hearts of His children at the very moment of need, and

trusting Him to supply the rest for furniture and fittings, and

bedding for the children.

I am grieved to hear of your need of rest and quiet, and I

so sympathize, for I am feeling the same myself, and often do,

for one's life is ever a busy one. My room is for ever inun

dated; but, as my son in Buanda writes, "The work absorbs a

tremendous lot of time from six in the morning to ten at

night; but it is all joy!" I say so, too; Hallelujah! Amen!

With prayer and best wishes, adding love in Christ and

many thanks,

Yours sincerely,

M. Smith

THE LILIES OF THE FIELD

It has been a pleasure to find such a demand and so

much appreciation for the flowers we gathered about

Galilee. "We are sorry to disappoint some, when they

were all gone, and hope that our substitute was accepta

ble. We have quite a quantity of tiny shells, gathered

on the shore of Galilee where the Jordan flows into it,

which are for those who really care for them. They may

be had by writing to Los Angeles. A. E. K.
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PROM GALILEE TO BABYLON

THE FAST AND FEAST OF RAMADAN

This is the feast (not the fast) of Ramadan. For a month

devout Mohammedans have refrained from food during day

light hours. Now there is a three days' festival. Quite a pro

cession paraded through the streets of Tiberias this morning.

Preceded by men with tom-toms and cymbals, which take the

place of our drums, a most colorful succession of characters

followed. The women and children seem to take this oppor

tunity of acquiring the most gorgeous gowns in town. Light

blue, salmon, pink, lemon yellow, plain and figured, many with

a dazzling sheen, made quite a transformation in their usual

slovenly appearance. I suspect that the Jewish clothing mer

chants are having a good time also. This is the great day of

the festival, but it will continue for two more days. Small

boys will continue to shoot off toy pistols and fire crackers.

The girls will be allowed to wear their finery.

HAPPY MEMORIES OF TIBERIAS

Soon I will leave Tiberias for a while. Even in a life

singularly satisfactory and full of gracious tokens of God's

goodness, the months I have spent here have been notable.

I came here somewhat saddened by my recent rejection by the

noble lady who had utterly won my heart, while I sojourned

in Germany. I leave here as her betrothed, in happy anticipa

tion of a life of service together among the German people.

Here I received the first number of the German Unsearchable

Riches, and the encouraging reports of its reception. And

now I am its editor, though quite unable to write German!

Here I received the telegram announcing that I am the grand

father of David Ernest Knoch, my first grandchild. Three of

the great landmarks of my life have come to me in this alien

land, far from home and friends.

UP TO SEA LEVEL

This morning I climbed up to sea level, to take a last long,

lingering look at the land He loved. Below me lay the lake.

From where I stood I could see the northwest curve, where

He walked and worked and wrought those mighty miracles
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which, rejected, have made it what it is. What a curse, to

refuse the Christ of God! There is no cure for it, but to ac

cept Him and His salvation, as all will do, eventually.

Seven mounted Palestine native police are going by. The

horse of the leader is dancing dangerously near. The other

day a convoy of British troops went through Tiberias in motor

"lorries". There seems to be a continuous effort to impress the

natives with the police and military power of the present

rulers.

My object in climbing to sea level is to try to visualize the

change which would come about if the water were raised to

the level of the Mediterranean, or higher. The present rather

regular shape of the lake would be gone, for the water would

ascend far up the wadies on the far shore and up the Jordan

and even on this side there would be long arms stretching

inland. Gennesaret would be gone. All of Tiberias would be

submerged, for this sign is far above even the Jewish colony

up the hill side, called Kiriath Samuel, where we are staying.

The Jordan valley below would be one wide sea, wider than

the present lake in most places.

MEANS OF LOCOMOTION

I am sitting on a stone in the sun, near the "depot" of

Tiberias, that is, the street where the public automobiles park

or pass, looking for passengers. Unless there is a party, it is

expensive to hire a car. Although the tax on cars has been

much reduced, there is a heavy duty on imports, and the

"petrol" (gas) is expensive. Except in a good tourist season,

the prices are really very reasonable, for there are more cars

than are needed in better times. Except the mail and bus

services, there are few regular means of transportation. I wish

to go to Damascus. I am waiting until a party can be made

up, or a car comes by with a seat available. How long? Who

knows? If not today, then tomorrow or next day. But, in this

case, there is a way out. At Semok, only a few miles from

here, at the lower end of the lake, is the railroad, and, if I can

catch no car by eleven o'clock I will take one to this place and

go on the train to Damascus. But, see, they are calling for me!

A car! Five minutes. How long is this in Tiberias? Only a

few hours!

As I am seated on a rise, well above the street on which

the public autos stand, I can see the roofs of the houses across

the street. Two of them are really beautiful to look at. Not

long ago they were ugly areas of dirt. But the recent rains

have carpeted them with a smooth expanse of the most vivid

green. It is singularly restful in this sea of jarring colors.

There are the dirty looking stones of the buildings, with the

mortar looking as if it once had been white. The minaret, of

rather a graceful shape, is tan colored, with black bands. The

large dome is supposed to be white, but the dust of ages clings

to its curves. The three smaller domes in front of it are
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frankly dirt black, but shade to white at the bottom. The cor
rugated iron is a bluish grey. Then there are streaks, here

and there, of a garish blue, which seems to shriek at us. Then

there are signs in red, blue, yellow, black, white, in Eng

lish (?), Hebrew and Arabic. And in the midst of all is this

velvety green carpet, which, alas, cannot live long on the shal

low soil of the exposed house top.

Waiting for the car to go. I will not charge for my time,

or they will have a big bill from me, instead of a profit. I will

use the time for various duties which I have neglected. It is

astonishing where the time goes in a place like this. I have

not done much on the Hebrew version. The driver is taking

his seat! Now we will go. No. He is counting his mon—. No,

they are cigarette papers. Have I some? No. Wait. Wait.

Wait. But why spoil good paper by recording nothing? Now

they are collecting half the fares. Wait. Wait. Wait. Off we

are. Going round a back way. Try to climb a very steep grade

to the main road. Slower, slower, stop! Can't make it. Down

we go. Have to go aroundl Now we are off. There is Brother

Swan and John on the road. Give him another farewell. We

are skimming along past Magdala, Tabga, and leave the lake

to climb up over a shoulder of the high mountain on which

Safed is situated. Sharp curves. Many magnificent views of

the mirror-like lake. Now we are at sea level. Now we leave

lake Galilee behind.

No wonder these high hills always looked as if they had a

sprinkling of snow. The grey rocks cover their surface, in

some places weathered almost white. These "stones of steril

ity", as the Hebrew has it, make it quite out of the question

to cultivate these slopes.

We are still curving and climbing. Now we are on the di

vide. Below us lies lake Huleh, or Merom. And on our left

lies a picturesque village, nestling on the side of the mountain.

Rosh Pina is its name. Here we are on the frontier. Now we

are stopping at the Custom House. Passports, please! I wonder

if we will need to undo all our baggage. The car on the other

side, coming in the opposite direction, has all its luggage

spread out on the table in the middle of the street. But, so far,

our baggage remains roped on the car.

Leaving the British control station, we are going down

toward lake Huleh. It looks like an Alpine valley, with the

mighty white bulk of Hermon just above it. We are winding

about, and now see the turbulent Jordan, closely hemmed in

between the hills, rushing down to lake Galilee. There is the

bridge of the Daughters of Jacob, a three-arched stone struc

ture, evidently quite old, except the upper courses, which are

recent repairs. Here is another British post. But they are soon

through. The French frontier station is in that two-story stone

house on the other side. Now we are crossing, and are no

longer in Palestine, but in Syria. We are waiting to have our

passports vise"d. There are three magnificent specimens of euca-
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lyptus trees in front of the French custom house. There are
two groves of small trees on the other side of the Jordan. Here
comes the French official. I have my passport back. We are
ready to move on.

Up we go winding about until we reach the top of the pla

teau, which, however, is far from level. See, there is snow!

Now all the fields are flecked with the fleecy stuff. Now the

drifts actually lie clear across the road. There is a man shovel

ing a way through it for cars. The driver says he has never
seen snow in this country before, though, of course, it is fami

liar enough, for Hermon raises his hoary head above it all. It

must have covered the whole country a few days ago. Now

only the drifts remain. Every stone wall shelters a white pile.

Now we are at Kuneitra, at the real custom house. They

are taking off our luggage. But, as I am an alleged "tourist",

they are going to let me pass without inspection. The inhabit

ants are said to be Russians, from the Caucasus, but many of

the people are clearly Arabs.

One of my fellow passengers seems to be a European, but

he speaks Arabic quite fluently. The others are delicate-look

ing Arabs, with dark eyes. They wear fezzes. One seems to be

a poor fellagheen. They are quite talkative and they can laugh

in English, so I can understand. They handed me an orange,

as I had no food. Arab oranges are all right, even if they

handle them with their hands. We saw a girl taking bread to

the baker yesterday, in a tray on her head. She dropped one

piece on the street, but it was quite a clean place for that

street, so no damage whatever came of it. As she did not

attempt to clean it off, it is quite possible that it may have a

peculiar flavor, that is all. I seldom eat much on trips. I can

keep more alert without food for a few hours.

One of our passengers is having a high argument with the

customs officers. There are several hours of daylight left, so

we can afford to let them enjoy themselves. Now another one

is taking a turn at it. These men need the exercise. Now they

are roping the baggage on again. I take off my hat to the

French courtesy, which waives the examination of tourists' bag

gage. If there had been any question, I had a card from the

French charge in Tiberias, which he assured me would see me

through. But I did not need to use it. I remember now that

we entered Syria without any difficulties before, on the train

from Turkey.

We are now threading our way along the eastern side of

Hermon. It is really a short mountain range rather than a

single peak. The southern end, toward Palestine, is perfectly

covered with a mantle of snow. The northern end is almost

bare rock. It is joined to the Anti-Lebanon range by a low,

intermediate series of peaks. We find more and more water as

we proceed. Miles of our road are along an irrigation ditch,

running full. Water is everywhere, the result of the melting

snow. As we are approaching Damascus the country becomes
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more tame. Cultivated fields, olive groves and other trees take

the place of barren, stony soil. The wadies are all full of

water. We crossed several winter brooks, which are usually

dry watercourses.

Beyond is the high Anti-Lebanon range. There is much

snow on it now, though it does not seem to be as white as

Hermon. The Arab behind me is nudging me and pointing.

Ah, there is Damascus! Only a grey-green expanse at the foot

of the eastern hills. Here and there a building or tower

emerges from the low, dark carpet. We are meeting people

now. There are more houses. An aeroplane! See those large

hangars? Quite an establishment the French have here for

military aviation. And there is a target range. Some minia

ture tanks are practising. Bang! The officer is taking up his

glass to see what kind of a shot it was. Soldiers. Some

Senegalese with white caps. Others with red caps. French

officers with visored caps. A whole truck load of grinning

Senegalese. Others, each with a loaded mule. We are entering

the city. We are turning up to the railway station to report

and unload some of our passengers. Wait. Wait. Wait. Off

again. Stop at the police station. Down wide streets to the
central square, and into the garage. But the driver promised

me to take me to the Palace Hotel, so I sit tight. Sure enough,

after unloading everybody else, off we go to the Palace. The

name is necessary, or I would not have known it is a palace.

But there is some beautiful wood carving on the stairway, fit

for any palace. Small room. Bath. Reasonable. Better than a

palace!

Hello! Who's this? Official-looking gentleman comes right

in. "You want to go to Baghdad. I know everything. The

convoy goes tomorrow. See Damascus now. You can't go to

Palmyra. Roads too bad this time of the year. Nothing to see.

Will attend to everything. Another American here. Will go

with you." So spake the oracle of the orient. Well, I don't

know everything, so accept my self-appointed mentor with some

relief. Get a guide. Drive out to the window where Paul

did [n't] get lowered in a basket. Go to the house of Ananias

and find that it is a deep excavation, with a chapel under

ground next to it, with pictures which materially hinder the

imagination, for Paul is getting over the wall in one, unas

sisted by a window.

The guide insisted on showing us the great Omayad mosque.

It was too late and no slippers, but he managed to get us in

and we walked in our stockings. It is the third largest build

ing in the world. The high dome is called the eagle dome

because it has two "wings", which combine with it to form the

great auditorium. Most of the work is modern, as it was

largely destroyed by fire not very long since. There are long

rows Of arches supported by pillars with Corinthian capitals.

Superimposed on these large arches are smaller ones, much

more numerous. It is really a magnificent building in size.
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Let us go to the street called "Straight";. After seeing

oriental towns it is easy to understand why it should be so
called. Perhaps there was no other street which was straight
even in those days. They wind and turn and twist and seem

to get lost. Here we are. Well it is straight toward the east,

but toward the west — do my eyes deceive me!—it is not
straight! I have given up trying to find anything straight

down here. Let us go down and test it. Yes. See, from here

you can't see the long straight stretch.

Our guide insists on showing us a native place of entertain

ment. We will peep into the window. Four men are strum-

bing guitars on the stage. Quite a crowd is sitting about

tables, playing games, smoking the nargileh, or eating. A

woman is seated in the center of the stage, supposedly singing.

However wierd it sounds to us, we are told that, if we could

understand the Arabic, it is really very fine. Let us go on.

Here is another place, crowded with men. And here another.

Most of the men seem to spend their evenings (and their

spare cash) in cafes.

All of this is on the surface. We want to see something

worth while. Ah, here is the Abana. We are told that it is

divided into seven streams before it enters the city. This

must be the largest, for it is quite a stream of water, larger

than anything we have seen in Palestine except the Jordan,

But how clear! Look at the pebbles on the bottom. I can

understand Naaman now. I would have said, "Wash in the

Jordan and I will be dirtier than ever. It will never cleanse.

Wash in the Abana! It will make me clean." God's ways are

not man's. This river is Damascus. This would be a desert

without water. It must look like paradise to the bedaween

from the thirsty desert.

THE DESERT OP DAMASCUS

Baghdad lies, roughly, half a thousand miles from Damas

cus, over what is locally called the Damascus desert. As the

waters of Damascus, on which its fertility and fruitfulness

depend, soon sink into the sands or evaporate into the air after

they bless the city, there is little life or vegetation once its

environs are left behind. It is hardly wise for a single auto

mobile to attempt this journey alone, so, I am told, we will

go in a convoy, and another machine will keep near us all the

way. We are up early and have our breakfast, ready to go, but

the automobile has not yet arrived. Ah, here it is, not very

late after all. One of the popular American touring cars. We

have the good fortune to have Mr. Marker, a missionary in

Persia, and an English-speaking native nurse as traveling com

panions on the rear seat, and a retired Colonel of the Iraq

army next to the driver. Mr. Marker has just accompanied his

family to Beirut, to see them off to the United States. The

nurse had helped with the children on the way over, and is

now returning home.
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The roads out of Damascus remind one of California.

Groves on either side with ditches to convey the plentiful sup

ply of water to the trees. Paved streets and fairly straight.

But it has taken us only a few minutes, it seems, and we are

out on the open plain. It really is remarkably level for con

siderable stretches. No definite road, but rather tracks, which

spread out for a hundred paces on either side. I suppose that

a road in this soil would soon become a rut and be dense with

dust. So the driver does not follow any particular path, but

only the general direction. I suppose he would not go far from

the tracks already made. But there is no other car, as I sup

posed. And we have gone quite a few miles almost into the

desert proper, it seems to me. But see. There is a building

ahead of us, and cars and trucks waiting. Police headquarters

for the desert patrol evidently. We are driving up alongside

another car similar to ours. Our driver takes our passports

into the office.

Let us take a look at the cars and trucks. Why, they are all
American made. Our manufacturers have missed a good adver

tising idea: "Chosen, in competition with the world, for serv

ice on the great Damascus desert route." They must have

stamina to stand this strenuous service, without breaking down

a hundred miles from help. But look at our own car! The

front tires are worn down to the fabric. No, through the fabric.

They surely do not expect to get through on these dilapidated

carcases. We have two spares, but both will surely be needed,

so they are not spares at all. However, I imagine that these

other machines will not be far from us, and they have the same

size rims. This large truck, next to us, has all the makings of
an aeroplane. This that looks like metal at a distance is only

fabric covered with aluminum paint. The next one has a huge

box marked "Ford". It comes from an assembly plant in Tur

key. There is the big mail truck. I thought that one of the

passenger cars carried the mail. But I suppose now it takes

a truck by itself.

All ready. Off we go, right into the vasty desert. It is not

sandy. The brownish soil makes a fine dust. There is low,

sparse vegetation. In spots it seems almost as level as a table.

But usually it is slightly undulating. Occasionally the ground

is sprinkled with stones. For the first fifty miles or so a dimin

ishing mountain range forms our northern horizon. There were

some hills on the south also. Now nothing is to be seen but a

sea of land. Seldom can we see far off. We always seem to be

in a trough among the swells. Our driver is continually look

ing back to see if the next car is in sight. He slows down

when it cannot be seen. Occasionally he stops and interviews

the other driver.
MAL DE MER

It is noon, so I suppose we should eat the luncheon which

the hotel has provided. But I don't seem hungry. I will take

this sandwich. No. I don't want anything to eat. As a matter
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of fact the motion of this machine makes me uncomfortable. I

am accustomed to a seat at the front, next to the driver. This

rear seat makes me feel as if I were at sea. Every time the

driver turns out to avoid some obstacle or rough spot in the

road this seat gives a lurch which is most distressing. No, I

do not want to eat. In fact—but we will draw a curtain over

the harrowing detail. I wonder if I ought to turn back. Do

they bury people out here in the desert or take the corpse

along? But I have heard that it is difficult to die of this mal

de mer. I wonder how far we are from land. Do I have to

endure this for four hundred odd miles? But, for some reasons,

I really do not wish to die just now. There is someone I want

to see first, and I have never seen my little grandson.

Ah, here comes a truck the other way. They are waving to

us to stop. The big body is full of soldiers. The desert patrol.

I wonder what is the matter. Maybe there is an uprising of

the bedaweens, and we must turn back. How lucky! I can now

excuse myself for not making this desperately dangerous

journey. But the mechanician of the soldiers' truck has a

broken part of an automobile, which seems to be the cause of

the interview. Finally, they drive on. I must go on. Alive or

dead—or worse—I am doomed to proceed. Ah, there is the

machine that is in trouble. They are stalled, waiting for the

patrol truck to bring them a new part, I suppose. Wouldn't it

be delightful if we could break down! I felt so much better

while we stopped. But if we stopped all the time—that won't

get us there. Only four hundred miles of miserable misery! To

be or not to be? Of course not. Shakespeare never crossed this

desert in a sea-going automobile.

The weather is ideal. No longer is the sky clear but light

clouds veil the sun, until it is almost cool. It is not a good

day to die. There is no wind. As the other auto speeds atong

some distance south of us, it leaves behind it a long trail of

thick dust which rises no higher than the machine itself, and

seems more like a permanent appendage, like the tail of a

comet. I suppose we also have a dust tail. That may be the

reason why the other car does not follow us closely. It must

be bad during dry weather. There must have been rain here

recently, for there are occasional pools of water. I understand

that, if a car follows in the dust of another it is invisible and

dangerous. Collisions have occurred by passing one car only

to crash into another concealed in its wake. There ought to be

no collisions here. Why, this road is miles wide usually. It

was worse when Iraq drivers turned to the left and Syrian

to the right. Both go to the right now.

There is a caravan. The camels are not roped together, as

in Palestine, so they do not follow one another in line, but go

grouped together without any order. But the drivers do not

ride them. As in Palestine, they are mounted on donkeys. The

camels carry the loads. They can go a fortnight without water,

I am told. But I will beat their record, if I feel like this all
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the way. I will cross the great Damascus desert without food

or drink unless I feel decidedly better. There is another sta

tion for the police. I wonder if they must carry all their

water out here. We are not going to stop. Pshshsh! There

goes a tire! Isn't that fine! We will have to stop until the

driver can put on the spare! Mr. Marker and the nurse get

out, so I can lie down. I think I will live a little longer. Life

is so sweet when the car stops. But here comes the other car.

The driver is going to help make the change. Why can't he

tend to his own car? We are in no hurry. Perhaps I will get

well if we could break down for a few hours.

How strange things are! I don't usually want to wreck a

car. I commonly consider the comfort of others to some extent.

All is relative. A breakdown is usually a calamity. But just

now, to me, it appears otherwise. I wonder if this has affected

my mind. We are going on, and, once more, we will draw

a curtain over the scene. If torment is like this I could cor

dially hate a god who could be responsible for it. I don't care

what I've done, if I had no hope of relief from this bitterness

of soul, I would feel justified in utter abhorrence and hatred of

one who could, but will not, release me from it. But if this is

only temporal-^-three hundred and fifty miles is too far to

justify temporary—if it will ever end, I will be happier for the

experience. But just now I do not crave happiness. I only

want relief. I will be thankful for anything—sleep, chloroform,

violence, hypnotism, death, annihilation — even if I do not

believe in the last mentioned. Just a little relief.

The change is made, and I am in misery again. I can only

anticipate the next stop. There is still another bad tire.

Pshshsh! There it goes! Isn't that fine! Now I can get a few

moments respite again. ^Henceforth, through all that night—

we will keep the curtain down. My own copy of the Version is

a mute witness to my torment. It slipped out of my hand, on

to the blankets and down to the floor. Unconsciously I put my

foot into the concordance, and stood upon it for a while, soiling

and spoiling quite a few pages. Ordinarily, this would have

made me indignant with myself. But how did I know that I

would ever use it again? I could not care.

KUTBA WELLS

There is no great variation in the aspect of the desert. Now,

late in the evening, we are going down a wady to Rutba Wells,

about half way across. This is supposed to be the only water

on the way. It is quite dark, but there are some trees or tall

bushes. I don't remember seeing a single growth more than a

foot or two above the ground anywhere else, though I did not

observe as closely as I-expected to do. There is a large square

fort. We are driving into a spacious court. The auto stops.

What a relief! What shall I do? Stop here for a few days?

See is there is an aeroplane to take me back? I will try to

rest and I may be ready to go on when the stage proceeds.
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Others are having supper and stretching their legs, but I
will rest. Now we are getting ready to go again. It is so dark

that the auto will go quite slowly. But the headlights are
good, and the driver is well acquainted with the road. But
where is the other car? He is looking back. Not in sight. So

he is turning completely around, so that the other driver will
be able to see his headlights. Now he stops. I hope the other

driver never finds us. But there he comes, heading straight

toward us. It seems strange to have the car going with us

meet us. But my head is in a whirl anyway.

The sky has cleared. The stars hang very low. What are

those blacker spots on the landscape? A bedaween encamp

ment! Dogs bark. It is about midnight. A hail out of the

darkness. The car has stopped. Considerable animated dis

cussion. A policeman, I believe. He is on the running board

as we are proceeding. Halt. An Arab tent. They are waking

up the inmate. Out he comes. But there is no danger. He

speaks rather good English, and seems to consider it a great

honor to receive visitors at about the time when my friends

at home are having their noonday meal. Even though it is the

wrong twelve o'clock, he serves coffee to the driver and my

companions. Nothing for me, please. I am past the need of

sustenance. Just keep the car from going, and I will be well
satisfied.

The hours are very long. Catch myself actually napping

several times, but my head falls on the frame of the seat and

a rude bump awakes me almost before I lose consciousness. If

I could only sleep! But time, as well as the auto, is going on.

The darkness seems to fade a little. The horizon seems to be

a cloud of smoke, low-lying, with a faint glow, as if a smoul

dering fire lay beneath. As the light increases this gradually

disappears. It is day, and we are approaching Ramadie, the

Iraq border station. We have been in Iraq for hours, but

they cannot put a control a hundred miles from water and

supplies. Up we drive. Now we stop. I am better already.

Usually I am impatient at delays. But I am grateful now that

we are more than an hour too early for the officials.

IKAQ CUSTOMS

It is quite cold in the shade, so we will walk in the sun

shine. What a relief! Misery is the mother of thanksgiving.

Let us go in and make out our declarations, even if we have

nothing worth declaring. The officials have come. I have a few

things which are in question, so I am showing them to the

inspector. He calls his superior, who waves it all away im

periously. No duty to pay! Baggage back on the car. Off

again. Roads much better. Only occasionally a fearful lurch.

We are meeting people now. These fields are under irrigation.

There is the Euphrates! A slow, fair-sized, meandering river,

with flat banks. Yonder is Mesopotamia, a level land, with

occasional groups of palm trees.
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MESOPOTAMIA

We cross the river and are in Mesopotamia. Now we are

heading for the Tigris. Here are mounds. Now we can see

signs of a great city in the distance. Baghdad! Nothing ori

ental about this approach. The customs office. Let us get out

our baggage and open it for inspection. The car is on the

other side. Showing our dutiable articles. Not worth mention

ing. No duty. Back on the car. Across a pontoon bridge into

the city. The colonel gets off with his baggage. The nurse

also. Mr. Marker and I ask to be driven to the Y. M. C. A. We

are greeted there by the wife of Mr. Lampart, who sends us

up to Mr. Munro. Does he know anyone in Baghdad who has

a Concordant Version? He certainly does, for he is the man.

Only Mr. Lampart monopolized the book, so he has not seen

much of it. Interested specially in the structures. Saw it at a

missionaries' home. Warned that it was the work of a Univer-

salist. But the .frameworks seemed interesting. Here is Mr.

Lampart. Gives me a hearty welcome. Has read only the sub-

linear in John's gospel. Much profitable fellowship. Bible

classes and public meetings. Much interest. Deep, vital con

cern to know the Word of God. Practical plans to show me

what I wish to see in Iraq. A profound feeling that God has

prepared my way in this place.

THE Y. M. C. A. IN BAGHDAD

I am seated on the flat roof of the Y. M. C. A. in Baghdad.

Not far away, showing through a grove of date palms, the

Tigris flows lazily along. On the other shore is Mesopotamia,

the far famed land between the two rivers. All about me the

feathery fronds of date palms lift their heads to the azure sky.

It is mid-winter, so the air is delightfully cool and the balm

of the sunshine is very grateful. Birds fill the air with their

sweet concord. But one, large and white, with black head and

tail, occasionally interposes with harsh discord. But now

it is flying away. I wonder if it sensed my strong antipathy

to anything not concordant. No. There it is coming back, and

it defies me with six hoarse croaks. But now it is seeking

other, more congenial company. The road along the river

bank is a continuous panorama of eastern life. Soldiers, civil
ians, men, women, children, donkeys, and dogs of every hue,

are passing to and fro.

EXCAVATIONS AT SELEUCIA

The University of Wisconsin is carrying on the excavation

of a part of the ancient city of Seleucia, just across from the

celebrated Ctesiphon, the great arch of the latter being visible
from every point. In fact, much of the area now on the Seleu

cia side of the Tigris was once on the opposite bank. The
German excavators have recently uncovered what appears to

be an ancient church. It may once have been the celebrated
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center of the Nestorians, or "Church of the East", which at one

time spread over a large part of Asia, even to China. There

were thirty Metropolitans under the Patriarch of those days,

with many bishops under each—a large and flourishing divi

sion of the early church. Now only a small remnant remains,

mostly in Kurdistan.

THE PATRIARCH OF THE "NESTORIANS"

It had been my pleasure, the day before, to visit the young

patriarch, a man most affable and friendly, who showed me an

old copy of the Assyrian, or Syriac version with an ancient

and modern translation side by side. He had never visited

Seleucia, the place which once had been the center of his

church in the days of its splendor. He wished to see the

church, which possibly may be the celestial building which, for

five hundred years, occupied a position among the Nestorians

somewhat similar to that which the Vatican has among

Roman Catholics today. "We were taken out by the genial

secretary of the Y. M. C. A., Mr. Lampart. On the way we had

an interesting discussion regarding ancient and modern Syriac,

which helped to confirm my findings in Hebrew.

IRRIGATION CANALS

Our way led from Baghdad, across the Tigris on a pontoon

bridge, into Mesopotamia about twenty-seven miles south of

the city on the banks of the river. On the way the most inter

esting sights were the irrigation canals, which conduct the

water of the rivers to this lucky land, for seldom, in the East,

is there so much water at hand, or can it be so easily applied.

Imagine a level stretch of silt, less than thirty miles wide,

with fair-sized rivers on each side, with an almost tropical

climate in summer. Yet there is little evidence of fertility.

Except for a few distant date palms, there seem to be no trees.

Not much of the land seems actually cultivated. Yet it is cov

ered with canals, some of them large, with new concrete gates

and modern bridges.

Mr. Lampart's name might have been "passport", for it is

the open sesame to all doors in this country of the Arabian

nights. We were cordially received at the "diggings", and

shown the finds for this year. There were many clay lamps and

vases and figurines, and carvings in bone. Very few inscrip

tions had been uncovered. One was especially interesting and

important to me, but the courtesy usually extended to excava

tors does not allow me to forestall their own announcements

and publications. For this reason also I will not describe their

work for this year. For two previous years they have uncov

ered a layer each season, consisting of a large palace in each

case, one above another. As I was standing near a native, he

unearthed a very ancient coin, about the size of an American

dime, or smaller, of bronze, but covered with earth. I brushed

off the dirt and had the pleasure of being the first to look
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upon an object which had probably been buried about the time

of Christ's sojourn on earth. I snowed it to the archaeologist

in charge, who promptly relieved me of the precious treasure.

We then went to the German excavations, crossing the

ground which once was the bed of the Tigris. Perhaps I should

explain that, in general, this whole country seems a flat plain,

with no hills or valleys. Yet the surface is roughened by

mounds and ridges In these it is that the archaeologists dig

for their treasures as a rule. The zig&urat is the largest

mound here. It seems to have been a round tower, story on

story, rather than the usual square construction. The old

Nestorian church, if such it is, makes quite a pile of soil. I

suppose it is twenty feet high. Not much excavating has been

done, but the main features of the church seem to have been

uncovered.

The Patriarch explained that what they had taken for the

church was merely that part to which the priests alone were

admitted, in which there is an altar. The surroundings also

belonged to the church, notably the lower parts of some im

mense brick pillars on the other side of the mound. Knowing

the style of their early churches, he seemed able to reconstruct

the whole. Being the head of the organization which, in ancient

times, may have used this very building as its principal place

of worship, he was frankly delighted to visit it, and make con

tact with its ancient magnificence in this day of its declension.

I hope that I will be at liberty to describe Babylon, for this

would have made an interesting and instructive chapter in

this chronicle, because the layer exposed was that of the first

century, the period in which we are most interested. The

method of excavation is quite simple and primitive. A native

with pick and shovel very carefully digs out the earth, and if

it does not need sifting, others, often young people or women,

scrape it into baskets and trudge away up to the place where

the debris is piled. They keep at it from sun-up until four

o'clock, with a noon intermission. There are tracks and dump

cars in some places, which are probably used when possible.

RUINS AT CTESIPHON

Some have insisted that I see Ctesiphon, but, as it is not

precisely in my line of work, I had decided to forgo the pleas

ure. As, however, I was invited to go along by the general

secretary of the Y. M. C. A., who was taking out the Patriarch

of the Nestorians, I spent an interesting morning at this place.

Not only had he procured a letter from the Iraq official at the

head of the department of antiquities, but we arrived just

before another party, with a very wealthly Jew at its head, so

that the director himself took us around and showed us the

"dig". I was told that this merchant prince was connected

with the opulent Sassoon family, who are sometimes reported

to be the richest of all. He received every consideration, but I

profited by it, for I clung close to him and the archaeologist,
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who explained everything, including their plans and expecta

tions and the kind and character of the "finds".

I am not free to tell about the excavations in public print,

but there can be no objection to a few words about the most

interesting and imposing remains of antiquity in all this

region. This is the immense arch of Chosroes, together with

part of the facade of the palace of the Sassanian kings,

immediately adjoining. The word "arch" is somewhat mis

leading. It is really a huge hall with a semicircular roof. It

is nearly twenty-six paces across, considerably longer from

front to back and over a hundred twenty feet high in the cen

ter. It is built entirely of baked bricks. The side wall is very

thick at the base, but gradually tapers until the arched ceiling

is not many courses thick. It is to this I attribute its long

life. If the sides had not been so immensely thick at the bot

tom, the arch would have collapsed long ago. The facade has

broken away from the arch, and is leaning forward in a rather

dangerous fashion. Early pictures show a similar facade on

the other side, but it has disappeared. It was probably used

as a brick quarry by the natives.

On the return journey the matter of a Syriac concordant

version was broached and some of its phases discussed with

the Patriarch. As the ancient Syrian version may be the old

est of all the translations of the Greek Scriptures, there is an

excusable tendency on the part of the Assyrians who compose

the "Nestorian" church today to give it the first in rank as

well as time. But this is not necessarily the case. The early

Latin translation is not nearly as good as the Vulgate, a

revision of it made by Jerome. We will leave the matter in the

hands of God, though it would surely be a triumph for the

concordant method if a concordant Syriac version could be

produced.
ON TO BABYLON

To my surprise and thankful gratification, my new-found

friends planned to trip of three days to Hillah and the adjoin

ing sites of Babil, Birs Nimrud and Kish, the former two being

the special objects of my visit to this country. Mr. Edwards, a

missionary of Hillah, was in Baghdad and returned with us and

entertained me most delightfully during my stay. If my read

ers wish to accompany us on this tour they will need to start

from the Y. M. C. A. We are driving north toward the city, in

order to cross the Maude bridge to West Baghdad. Coming to

Cook's office, we turn to the west and go down the wooden

approach to the pontoon bridge across the Tigris river. Up we

go on the other side. Now we are really in Mesopotamia,

between the rivers. As Babil is near the road to Hillah we will

visit it on our way.

What a crowd there is at the station! And almost all are

in blue-grey uniform. A contingent of the British air force, of

nearly two hundred men are leaving for India and some for

home in England. We will wait and see them off. As the train
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is moving out we are shaking hands with those whom we have

learned to know and bid them a final farewell. Now we are on

the road. The country seems to be level except for the mounds

and irrigation ditches built by the hand of man. It is no very

great distance across Mesopotamia here, for the Tigris and the

Euphrates approach each other in this part of their-courses.

They separate again before they flow together, not far from the

Persian Gulf. It is not long since we left the Tigris, but there

are the date palms which line the Euphrates. We seem to be

running more or less parallel to it now.

THE BABYLON EXCAVATIONS

And there is Babylon! That mound on our right, which

seems so regular from this point is Babil, where the chief

ruins of the great world capital are to be seen. What we see is

the rubbish heap of the excavators. They had a track on the

top at that elevation and extended it as was necessary so the

top is quite level, and the sides are regularly inclined. The

diggings are beyond, out of sight. Well, it is not quite a desert

in this place. These fields are green, and these canals are full

of water. We have passed beyond the walls, which are indi

cated by yonder long ridge, and are now really in the city

itself. If we only had time to meditate! There are really only

two cities of vital importance and this is the site of one of

them. I have lived in the other, Jerusalem. Now I am actually

on the only spot which has been and will be a real world capi

tal during man's day. Nebuchadnezzar's sway was unchal

lenged. He was the head of gold. Medo-Persia followed suit.

Alexander made this his capital when there were no more

worlds to conquer.

Rome never was a world kingdom as these were. It was

always surrounded by enemies which it could not subdue. The

empires of Babylon had no boundaries at all—God gave the

dominion of all the earth to the head of the great image. It

passed on to the breast and thighs, and will be again seen in

the ten toes. But Rome never qualified for a place in this

image. Ireland, Scotland, Germany, and the country to the

east of Mesopotamia hardly even bowed to her imperious arms.

Rome never was and never will be a world capital. Nor will

London or any other city be able to hold a universal scepter.

He who desires world dominion must make Babylon his capi

tal. Such will be the case in the future when the apostate sons

of Israel leave the land God gave them and rebuild Babylon,

pooling their enormous wealth in order to establish a financial

dictatorship which will control the kings of the earth. This is

the place. How little is there of all this to meet the physical

eye!

Let us go up this path to the top of the rubbish heap. What

shall we do about these Arabs? They will dog our steps as

long as we are here, and try to sell us antiques or guide us,

or simply badger us for backsiieesh. Imshi! Go away! How
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ferocious my mild friend has become! He evidently has dealt

with Arabs before. Well, most of them are gone, but that vil-

lainous'-looking fellow with the large dagger sheath on his
belt—I wonder if he really has a knife—this man is too per

sistent. My Christian friend is resorting to carnal warfare!

He is taking up one of the few stones lying about, and with

wild vociferations, is hurling it rather close to the Arab's head.

This heavy acting is too real for him, so he takes to his heels.

I hope he will warn the others to keep clear of this wild Eng

lishman.

The ruins lie before us. To the right is the famous Ishtar

gate. To the left, among many fine buildings, is the palace of

Nabopolassar and Nebuchadnezzar, the Hanging Gardens of

Semiramis, and the "Mene-Tekel" Throne Room. This mound

is called Kasr. Possibly the den in which Daniel was thrust

was also to our right. Let it be understood that I do not lend

the enormous weight of my ignorance to any of these identifica

tions. Perhaps if I stayed here for years I could see things

not visible to ordinary mortals, and thus become a biblical

archaeologist. But I should say that those of these men that I

have met, and their own records, are not nearly as interest

ing as the writings of those who popularize their work. The

German who did most of the excavating here located few of

these biblical sites. The possibility that they may be identical

with those referred to in Holy Writ has been magnified into

certainty by others who know how to provide the public with

the pabulum which it prefers.

THE ISHTAR GATE

From here, the Ishtar Gate seems by far the best preserved

and most interesting part of the ruins. The bricks seem to be

harder, and the outlines more clearly cut. The towers on each

side of the gate are quite high and large figures of strange

animals seem to have been moulded in the bricks before they

were baked. Only a small part of each animal is on each brick

so that the work must have required considerable skill. Gen

erally speaking, one looks like a bull, but the other is a com

posite beast, deer-like in form with the fish scales on its body,

a serpent's tongue, the forefeet of a feline, the back feet with

claws like a vulture, and the serpent tail ends with the sting

of a scorpion. These two seem to alternate. The Ishtar gate

is on quite a low level, and is now almost in a pit, so that it

is undoubtedly ancient.

Some distance beyond the Ishtar Gate was found the statue

of a large lion with the recumbent figure of a man beneath it.

It is now mounted on a concrete pediment, on yonder emin

ence, in the midst of the ruins. It is supposed to represent

Daniel in the lions' den. As with all such identifications, there

are profound difficulties. The art is quite distinct from every

thing else here. Being stone, the material, at least, has been

brought from elsewhere. There is no rock hereabouts. If this
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is Babylon, much spoil from foreign parts must have been

brought here. But I am not proficient in guesswork. Daniel

was here. The book he wrote is all the monument he needs to

make him immortal. If yon stone image had never been found

his fame would not have been affected. The massive simple

form of the lion gives an impression of the great strength of

the beast, not of the man who lies under his feet.

belshazzar's throne room

Now we should go back and visit the other section of exca

vation, the chief feature of which is the so-called throne room

of Belshazzar. These are the hanging gardens here, or rather

the remains of the vaults beneath them. They do not espe

cially intrigue me at this time. I want to see "Mene-Tekel"

hall. There it is, over there. The central part of the hall does

not seem to have been dug out, so we must use our imagina

tions somewhat. The walls and side chambers have been laid

bare, as well as the upper end of the hall, where the king is

supposed to have had his throne. It is not impossible. Not so

very large, as halls go now. Let us go to the far end, and

survey the scene. I suppose the revelers were down there

where the .accumulation of centuries still remains. The king

might be up there at the head of the hall on an elevation. The

handwriting might have appeared on either side, or at this

end. Only a little remains of these walls. But the record re

mains, fresh and forceful as when it was first written.

How low you have fallen, O Babylon, queen of all cities!

Yet not so low as you will yet descend, when the indignation of

God will burn against you with fire and flame and reduce all

your splendor to ashes! Then not even an excavator will

come to survey your ruin or seek to unearth the evidence of

your shame. A great city, yes. But ungodly and grievous in

the sight of God. Here He will reveal Himself in His strange
role, and deal in jealous fury with the unfaithful woman who

has left His bounty for the tribute she extorts from the nations

of the earth (Un. 17 and 18). Then you shall not be inhabited.

The Arabian will not even pitch his tent here, nor the shep

herd make his fold. That doleful desolation is still to be your

portion after you have risen from the dust to reign once

more over the kingdoms of the earth.

The missionary has been utilizing the time. See the crowd

of young Arabs about him as he reads. Now they are after us

again, and show us their finds. They evidently have discovered

that we are not tourists, for their prices are ridiculously low.

But we will let our guide and mentor do the bargaining. I

suppose even these small tablets and inscriptions must be sub

mitted to the department of antiquities at Baghdad. Now we

are ready to proceed to Hillah. We are not through here yet,

but we can come back on our return. I must get a closer

glimpse of the Arab village near these ruins, as well as the

Euphrates, "the waters of Babylon" just beyond. I did not
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imagine that there is a village on the undoubted site. Now I

do not need to make up my mind whether Hillah is too far

away or not. The site of Babylon is inhabited and partly cul

tivated a very short distance from undoubted ruins well within

the city walls.

Many things spoken by the prophet concerning Babylon's

desolation certainly are not true now and await a future ful

fillment. This neighborhood is swarming with Arabs. If a

tourist does not believe it, let him stand on any spot dressed

like a western millionaire, and watch his magnetic personality

attract figures from every quarter, willing to relieve him of

any excess financial baggage from which he is willing to be

separated. I suppose the fact that no more excavating is being

done has left the inhabitants of this village without any other

employment.

BIBS NIMRUD

Though late, an excellent meal is waiting for us at the com

fortable home of the missionary. Let us go to Birs Nimrud

this afternoon, as it is not very far away. This high mound,

with a high brick wall still standing on the top can be seen

for many miles around. The level plain about seems to be

badly saturated with alkali. Here we are. The climb to the

top is rather steep and the path full of loose rubbish. Now we

are at the top. How is it possible that this tall brick wall

should still be standing after all this time? I imagined it to

be a tower, or some substantial structure. See these great

blocks of fused brick. What intense heat could have been

applied to these huge sections? These must have formed a

fragment of the ziggurat or staged tower, of which this wall

was a part. I have seen such fusing in the walls of a lime

kiln, so it almost seems as if a fierce fire was kept burning in

this high place, which melted the brickwork and fused it into

one. When the tower fell, it was broken into these enormous

blocks. How is that for archaeology?

Borsippa is the name by which Birs Nimrud was anciently

known. Tradition seeks to make this the tower of Babel,

where human language was confounded. I have often won

dered why the philologists do not recognize the confusion of

tongues, and consequently avoid confounding it still further.

Over there are the excavations. Not so very different from

the others we have seen. A visit to such ruins is always

attended with a grave disadvantage. The "finds" are no

longer here. Perhaps much of the structural work has also

been destroyed. At Ctesiphon for instance, two entire levels

have been cleared away, and we saw only the third. Of course,

elaborate plans of each level are preserved and photographs

are made of all its important parts. These, however, are not

seen on the site, but in the published reports. It takes a knowl

edge of all the minute facts attending an excavation to really

understand its significance. These are old "diggings" so we
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have no director, as at Ctesiphon, to tell us what has been

found and how he interprets the signs.

KISH, THE OLDEST OF ALL CAPITALS

This morning we will go to ancient Kish, reputed to date

back to some time soon after the flood. Its chief interest lies

in this, that before the deluge there was no human govern

ment, hence no capitals. The rule of man by man commenced

after the flood and Kish seems to have known the first prac

tical application of the new order of things. We are leaving

Hillah by a different road, almost due east. See the large

mound ahead of us? That is the ziggurat. The excavations

are at one side. It is only thirteen miles from Hillah. We are

getting very close now. This road seems to lead right up to

the excavations. Halt! We don't want to drive over the edge

into that deep pool. There must have been some rain here

lately, for all of the deepest parts contain water. And right

down there, where that miniature flood is now is where they

think they have found satisfactory evidence of the deluge.

There is a thick layer of sand and silt without any of the

usual deposits.

On the far side they seem to have left a large section of

each layer, so that the diggings go up by broad steps. This

year they seem to have confined themselves to the lowest layer,

for the soil on top of the dump is still moist. These excava

tions seem to have served one purpose. That is expressed by

the words, "the astonishing antiquity of ... civilization". But

modern theology will never learn that apart from a few

mechanical inventions, "civilization" is retrograde, not progres

sive. In this eon mankind is traveling away from God into the

darkness. It is boasting in mere bubbles. Here we may have

unearthed the most ancient human habitations. They were not

built by men as low in the scale as those Arabs yonder, who

live in huts made of matting. Noah built an exceedingly sea

worthy craft. How many men today would you trust to build

you an ark to ride the wild waves in that great upheaval? And

could not such a man build a good house on the land? Civiliza

tion, whatever that means, is as old as the race. The first

man was far superior to any of his progeny.

Beyond this are the various levels, with little more than

high mud walls remaining. But see! Bedded in this wall are

shells. These I can well believe are authentic antiques from a

time not far removed from the flood. Or were they actually

deposited during the deluge? The mud used for these walls

evidently contained them. Let us pick up a few for specimens.

Now, if we will climb this high mound, probably the ziggurat,

or staged tower' we will be able to get a full view of these
excavations. We learn little from them as a whole, except that

in the earliest times the secondary passages in eastern towns,

as it is today, were only very narrow lanes doubtless to fend
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the heat of the pitiless summer sun. I was told, in Hillah, that

the thermometer goes as high as 129° occasionally. The cov

ered, narrow "streets" of this region are due to thought, not

chance. I once came out of the hot sun of Mount Zion into a

covered Jerusalem street. It seemed almost cool by comparison.

Before leaving Kish let us go over to the house where the

excavators have their headquarters, where the Arab laborers

also live. It seems more than a mile away. There is the road.

Now we are nearing the place. No one at home? The Arabs

tell us that the staff are away for the day investigating another

location, so we cannot be admitted to the treasure room to see

the finds. So we will return to Hillah.

THE CITY OF HILLAH

This is written in Hillah, in the comfortable home of one

of the missionaries, Mr. Edwards. One of his three charming

children has just warned me that it is no good staying in bed

longer, or I may miss "dinner". Though they are the only

"foreign" children in the city, they are singularly happy and

naive. When visiting at another missionary's home yesterday

little Peggy was told to say good-bye. The hostess asked if she

must go. To which she promptly replied "No!" She climbed,

or rather rode on a biped, all the way to the top of Birs Nim-

rud yesterday.

Hillah is a surprise to me. I expected a squalid Arab vil

lage of about ten thousand souls. Instead, its main thorough

fares are broad enough for automobiles, and there are possibly

as many as forty thousand inhabitants. It is really on a large

island in the Euphrates. That is, the river is divided some

distance above it, and water which is not used in irrigation

returns to the main stream far below. Along the river are

vast date groves. The rest of the surrounding country has

nothing on it just now, except occasional small patches of

green. The city seems to be growing rapidly. New buildings

are being erected. The river is now really a great irrigating

ditch, for the water flows for a few days for irrigation pur

poses and then is cut off for a while at the great Hindiah bar

rage, further up the stream. It is flowing full just now.

Before I came here I supposed that my principal object

would be to ascertain whether Hillah is within the ancient

boundaries of Babylon. But that is not at all necessary. The

village of Kaweirish is quite near the principal ruins and

undoubtedly within the ancient city walls. When we came the

Arabs swarmed about us on the ruins, and were with difficulty

persuaded to leave us to ourselves. Part of the land near the

Babil ruins was not only under cultivation, but actually cov

ered with a green carpet of vegetation. Babylon is by no means

the desolate and deserted spot called for by the prophecies.

The destruction therein portrayed must still be future (Isa.

13:19-22).
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THE HOLY CITY OF NEJEF

About forty miles from Hillah on the edge of the Damascus

desert, lies the sacred shrine of Nejef, or rather the walled
city which contains the golden domed mosque of Ali, son-in-

law of Mohammed, father of Hosain and Hassan, martyrs of

Mohammedanism, who were murdered at Kufa, nearby. I had

never contemplated making a Moslem pilgrimage, but as my

friends were going under the good guidance of missionary

Edwards, I was glad to accompany them. Besides, the way

was over that part of Mesopotamia in which I am intensely

interested, for we crossed the various divisions of the

Euphrates, which here is spread out almost like the Nile delta,

making large, long islands of the land.

It seems that the Mohammedans, like the Christians, are

split up into sects which are quite cordial in their mutual dis

like of one another. One of them, the Shia sect, has its head

quarters in Nejef, and makes this city the breeding ground of

much trouble for the Mohammedans as a whole. It is in fact, a

miniature Rome, and, in some ways, even more interesting to a

westerner, for it seems to subsist entirely on its religious

merchandise, in a desert where both food and water must be

brought from afar. Its principal features are the large golden

dome of the mosque, the complete mud wall which surrounds

it and the deep, cellar-like excavations in which they retire

from the intense heat of the summer sun.

From Hillah the road runs along not far from Birs Nimrud,

whose tall and tower-like brickwork punctuates an otherwise

even horizon. Part of the road runs over ancient ridges, espe

cially double ridges, in some of which water still runs. These

are the canals which watered the land. As they have been

cleared out, year after year, the sides of the canals have risen

higher and higher until they resemble miniature mountain

ranges which spread over the country like a network. But al

most all of the road, clear down to Kufa, is quite level and

under cultivation. The great lack is trees. Near the Euphrates'

streams there are great groves of date palms, but otherwise

the landscape is unbroken. They have planted date shoots

along the road in many places. It would be fine if the entire

way were lined with palms.

About half way we came to an Arab village in which are

the ruins of an ancient minaret. Here also are some Jews,

whose synagogue is hard by, as well as the reputed tomb of

Ezekiel, with a high pointed roof. Missionary Edwards who

has a book store in this place, says that the Arabs objected to

the building of the synagogue so near the ruins of a Mosque,

so the Jews sent for the Turkish inspectors from Constanti

nople and convinced them, with a few thousand coin of the

realm, that there was not a minaret in sight. The bazaar in

this village is quite an elaborate affair, for the street is fairly

broad and it is completely vaulted with brick arches with
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small openings in the top in the center of each vault. We went

into the courtyard which leads to the synagogue and found

some venerable Jewish patriarchs convened in one of the

arcades.

On we went, until once more we came to the fringe of date

palms which lines the most western bed of the Euphrates. As

usual, we crossed over a pontoon bridge. These bridges seem

odd in that the approaches are always steeply down, for the

banks must be high above low water and the ends lead down

to the planks laid on boats anchored in the stream.

KUFA, THE HOME OF KUFIC

On the other side we entered Kufa, a city famed in Arab

lore as the place where two of the sons of Ali were mar

tyred, after having been invited to come into the country. But

Kufa has a better title to fame. In Mohammedan shrines in

scriptions are often pointed out which are not in modern

script. These are Kufic, the older form of the written language.

And this is Kufa, after which this form of writing is named.

Not many miles beyond Kufa, and connected to it by a

tram, is Nejef. Outside the city are vast cemeteries, for all

the members of this sect who can afford it are buried here.

We saw many bodies being brought to be interred, after hav

ing passed through many rites in the city and the mosque.

Some arrived, wrapped in straw, on the backs of donkeys.

Others were in coffins or boxes, in automobiles. I was sur

prised to see how much the motor vehicle is used for trans

portation by the natives. The cost would be prohibitive, were

it not for the method of packing used. I was told that a "25"

Ford is interpreted as "one which holds twenty-five passengers.

Some looked like "32" Fords, but I could not count so many

in the short time we took in passing them. Most of the pas

sengers must alight when nearing a police station. They walk

ahead and jump on again, the danger of inspection past.

After leaving Kufa, the country changes. It is no longer

the loose silt from the river, but the gritty, gravelly soil of

the desert. Nejef makes an imposing impression on the hori

zon, for f^w of its buildings are much higher than the walls,

but the mosque and its three minarets, in their golden splen

dor, rise above all the rest. When we arrived we first went to

an immense dump heap, which is just outside the wall, made,

presumably, from material removed from the underground city.

Here we could look over the whole town and get a good view

of the golden dome and the minarets, which are near the cen

ter. We could also see far into the desert, which, just beyond

Nejef, consists of a wide, deep wady, in which a few palm trees

are to be seen. Otherwise it is a wide waste.

Then we paid the necessary visit to the chief of police out

side the walls. We found him and the ruler of the city and

the judge of another district, as well as one of the principal
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shiechs (pronounced shee-egh) in the great courtyard of the

police station where there is a tiny garden, the only plants to

be seen in all that district, except the palms, miles away, in

the wady. The missionary had an animated conversation with

the shiech, and the latter maintained that he honored all the

prophets including Christ. He accepted a portion of the Scrip

tures, though he protested that he could not read. We had to

prolong our visit to avoid giving offense, even though the day

was fast drawing to a close. Finally we were given an escort

and were taken through the long sook, or market, which led

straight from one of the gates to the mosque; It was roofed,

and had stalls of various sizes on each side.

Coming to the mosque, we were warned not to enter, espe

cially not with our shoes on. The sides of it which we saw

were most elaborate and colorful. It made a much more im

pressive appearance, in some ways, than the Dome of the Rock,

in Jerusalem, but I do not think that its interior will compare

with it. After circling it we found a roof-top from which the

whole dome and the minarets were visible. Then we left the

city by another way. The passages were sometimes so nar

row that two could hardly pass each other. An incident here

throws some light on the business methods of orientals. They

recognize that the value of an article is relative and depends

on the demand. One of the ladies was quite interested in a

silver casket, shaped like a goose, with three legs. The price

was asked. Too high. But, as we did not leave, the jeweler

put it in his scales and raised the price again. We walked on.

We thought that, now that the sale seemed lost, he might

reduce his price. The missionary and the escort went back and

found that it had risen still higher! So the goose made no sale.

As the shades of night were falling fast, we hurried away,

after a few minutes in inspecting the hospital near the great

square, just inside the gate by which we entered and left the

city. Taking another look at the high mud walls, which had

endured so many centuries, we hurried back to Kufa, across

the Hindiah channel of the Euphrates and later over another

wide channel back to Hillah. The experience gave me a good

idea of the way that the Euphrates reaches the sea. For many

miles below this sector the country really consists of enormous

islands with a channel of the river on each side. I see no rea

son why this should not be one vast garden, to support that

great city of the future, Babylon the great. Much of it seems

to be alkaline, but if the salt can be controlled, the land should

be rich and productive. Capital alone is needed, and that will

be supplied when God's time comes.

BACK TO BABIL AGAIN

Part of the time in Hillah we were entertained at the mis

sion of Miss Strang, and her helpers. I can only hope that all

foreign missions have some of the consecrated devotion which
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is evident in this Arab city. The second morning finds us on

our way to Babil for further explorations and photographs.

We are now going by the ruins to the Araq village beyond,

and, through this, to the Euphrates. Here it is a fairly wide

stream, though it flows slowly and seems to be somewhat

shallow. On the opposite bank they are using a primitive

device for elevating the water for irrigation. Large containers,

made af the hide of an animal, are pulled up by a rope, which

runs over a large wooden roller, after they have sunk into the

stream and filled with water, which automatically empties as

the skin tips aver on reaching the top. Oxen pull the rape.

The river winds, so it soon disappears in both directions.

The thicket of willows where we are standing has been cut

down, but there is a large tree down stream a short distance.

To some such place as this the Hebrew captives came and could

not sing the songs of Zion. There is nothing like this in their

land. On both sides there are many date palms. That seems

to be the one tree which flourishes here notwithstanding the

neglect and abuse to which it is subjected. This river flowed

through Babylon in olden times, and was diverted from its

course in order that the besiegers might enter the city by its

bed. This would not be a very serious task here, since it

changes its own course occasionally and barrages and other

means even now divide it into many channels.

What a contrast between the godly, repentant remnant of

the past, who hung their harps on the willows and wept, and

the unfaithful, luxurious Israel of the future, who will make

this the most magnificent and sensuous of all cities, where

high revelry will reign even though Jerusalem still lies in the

dust! Then will the cry go forth, "Come out of her, my peo

ple!" Strong is Jehovah Elohim Who will judge her. The

future of this city is far more engaging even than the past.

Let us go back to the ruins for a final intensive survey. Here

we are again, on this eminence. The Ishtar Gate is down at

our right. Belshazzar's hall is back of Nabopolassar's palace

on our left. I shall never forget this scene. Let us go back to

the car. Hitherto the Arab caretaker of Babylon, Mr. Amran,

who has written my name and his own on my card, in Arabic,

has kept the others at a distance. Another party is come, and

he goes to guide them. Now they swarm around us. "Very old,

sair! From hanging gardens, sair!" An imitation tablet, very

regular. But some genuine antiques. Some come down in price.

Others refuse. Hard to shake them off as the automobile starts.

I hope none of them was hurt.

Back to say goodbye to our kind friends in Hillah. Then a

pleasant drive back to Baghdad, greatly shortened by an ani

mated discussion on John vs. Paul. In Baghdad we are having

many profitable hours over the great truths of Scripture. I

see that I am to talk on Sunday evening. It is good to speak

where ears are open and hearts are hungry. A. E. K.
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Once upon a time I received a letter. One sentence in it

I could not understand. Had I not cared for the writer,

this would not have caused any uneasiness. But I did,

and this single statement caused me much thought until,

later, I found that it had been delayed a fortnight, and

that I had put the sentence, biblically speaking, in the

wrong dispensation. This incident is an instructive para

ble. Some say, "Love is all that is necessary. Give us

the thirteenth of First Corinthians and we will not need

to know Greek and Hebrew."

On the contrary, if we really love God, we will wish

to know every word He has written to us. The lover

who receives a letter from his beloved will not rest until

he has found an interpreter—God has written to us, and

if we love Him we will let nothing hinder us from learn

ing His will. He has not written in English, but in

Hebrew and Greek. If we cannot learn these languages

we will welcome every help which sheds light upon them.

Our little magazine is not written for those who know

the ancient texts, but for those who desire to know all

that is possible through the language with which they

are acquainted. Hence we never speak of a word that

God has used without giving an English explanation.

The Scriptures themselves tell us that there will be

apostasy from the faith. Real love longs to escape being

involved in this. How is this to be done? By ignoring

God's original revelation and falling back on love? Such

love is superficial and artificial. Love is not lazy. It
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seeks. It suffers. It actually longs to learn all it can

about the God Who is love.

We lead our readers back to the originals only where

it is necessary. We make all so simple that those who

cannot even speak or write their own language correctly

have been able to follow and understand, while some who

had much training in theology are unable to grasp it.

Why? Because it is a question of heart, far more than

head. To those who prefer love to learning we would say:

By all means put love first. But if your love does not

lead to learning it is woefully lacking. It may be better

to change its name to laziness. But if it is loyal, flaming

love it will not be satisfied without learning.—A. E. K.

The principal organ of the so-called "Open Brethren"

has published the following condemnation of the Con

cordant Version. The letter which follows is our reply.

We hope to have the help of our readers in bringing

this answer to the notice of as many as possible of these

brethren. Of their zeal for God's Word there can be no

doubt. Their early leaders recovered much truth, and

George V. Wigram, it seems to me, did the greatest

service of them all when he published his concordances.

The Brethren have failed to take advantage of his work,

and are prejudiced against any advance in truth, even

if it comes through tools provided by their own leaders.

Let us pray that this little notice will lead some of them

into an honest investigation and acceptance of God's

great and glorious goal.

"The 'Concordant' Bible. Issued by an American concern,

'The Concordant Publishing Company1. We have been asked

more than once if we could recommend this Bible, and were

unable to answer till a correspondent advises that it teaches,
'Universalism, even as to Satan, who ultimately, above all
beings will give the highest praise to God', that 'eternal, ever

lasting, etc. in the Bible are periods of time only', and that

'eternal existence or eternal life cannot be found in the Bible'.

"Sufficient, give this book and all Concordant publications

and advocates a wide berth. Remember Col. 2, 21."
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF THE "WITNESS"

Henry Pickering, Esq.,

Editor of the Witness,

14, Paternoster Row, E. C. 4.

My Dear Sir and Brother in the Lord:

My attention has been called to your condemnation

of the Concordant Version in a recent number of the

Witness. It will interest you to know that this work had

its origin in the concordance of George V. Wigram, one

of the early Brethren. I came into possession of his

Greek and Hebrew-Chaldee concordances very early in

my life of faith, and I eagerly studied the contexts of

words by this means, in order to discover their true

meaning. I was often astonished to find how inconsis

tently our versions translate, even when there is no valid

reason for it. I began to correct my Newberry Bible, to

make it more consistent. But I never felt sure about a

word until I had checked it by the Concordance.

This it was which eventually led to the compilation

of a concordant version, that is, one which a concordance

will show to be correct rather than otherwise, one in

which English words will follow the divine pattern of

the Greek as closely as possible, in which even the gram

mar is as consistent and exact as English idiom will

allow. Two or three decades were spent on this work by

a group of earnest volunteers. The three oldest manu

scripts were collated afresh and published with a literal

sublinear, which carries the English reader along in the

thought grooves of the Greek, as well as the version itself.

An exhaustive analytical lexicon and concordance with

a grammar, are also given. The English student thus

has the entire apparatus before him, and is able to check

every detail for his own satisfaction. What could be

more safe and satisfactory ?

Is it wise or just to condemn this work because it

leads to more light and enables us to believe all of God's
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blessed Word ? Your correspondent has misinformed you

on some points. We repudiate "Universalism", as that

term is ordinarily understood. We do not teach that

Satan " above all beings will give the highest praise to

God.'' But we frankly acknowledge that we do believe

Colossians 1: 20, which was quite impossible so long as

the word aion was translated in terms of eternity. Even

Darby rendered it "age" most of the time. I think that

all intelligent Bible students are agreed that this is its

basic meaning. All that we have done is to cut out our

own judgment, and to transliterate it uniformly, "eon",

and the adjective "eonian". Others translate to suit

their own exegesis. We simply transfer the Greek word.

What could more effectively exclude our own opinions?

Though you use the ordinary versions, I am quite

sure you do not commend the theology of the Authorized

Version or Revised Version committees. There is a thou

sand times less reason to be concerned about the beliefs

of the compiler of a concordant version, where the vocab

ulary is determined by all of the occurrences of a word,

and not by each context, and where all the evidence is

spread out so that the mere English reader can test it

for himself. We beg of you not to rely on the impres

sions of others, but to examine this work for yourself.

No other translation so practically acknowledges the in

finite accuracy and divine inspiration of Holy Writ.

Yours by grace transcendent,

A. E. Knoch, Compiler.

AN IMPORTANT REQUEST

We earnestly desire each reader to receive his copy of

Unsearchable Riches promptly, yet numerous copies of

each issue are returned because subscribers have moved.

Please notify us when you change your address.—H.C.
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THE GOD OF JUDAS ISCARIOT

God is the real subject of divine revelation, rather than

man. Whatever He has told us in His Word concerning

any of His creatures is primarily a disclosure of Himself.

The characters in the Bible receive all their value from

contact with the Deity, and reflect His glory, not their

own. This is not difficult to apprehend in the case of

those whom the Great Potter uses as vessels of mercy.

Our knowledge of God is put to its supreme test when

we consider His connection with the vessels of indig

nation. Perhaps no case of this kind is more typical than

that of Judas Iscariot. God has told us much concerning

him which ought to lead us into a better appreciation

of Himself. To be sure, the subject is shunned, because

it seems to cast a somber shadow across God's glory, and

leads into distressing difficulties. But these arise from

false teaching, from current superstitions and not from

a knowledge of His Word.

Long before Judas was born, David, by the spirit of

God, made several very definite predictions concerning

him (Psa. 69: 25; 109: 8). He was to acquire a piece of

property, but neither he nor others were to dwell in it.

He was to have the place of a supervisor, but it was to be

taken from him and given to another (Acts 1:16-20).

I doubt if Judas knew that these passages referred to

him. Nevertheless, in all fairness, the question may be

asked, Was it possible for Judas to avoid fulfilling these

Scriptures? Could he have made void the Word of God?
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If these passages referred to the reader of these lines,

how would he feel about it? Is it right for God to bring

a man into the world under such a handicap ? Centuries

before he was born, Judas' fall was fixed. It was inevi

table. Not Judas himself, nor the whole nation of the

Jews, which he represented, nor all the powers of earth

or heaven could keep him from betraying His Lord, or

from buying the Field of Blood, or from losing his place

as an apostle. God Jiad spoken. His doom was inevitable.

Judas was one of the "elect" in a very special sense.

Our Lord said "Do / not choose [elect] you, the twelve,

and one of you is a slanderer?" (John 6: 70). Christ

knew from the beginning who would betray Him (John

6:64). Did He, therefore, warn Judas of his awful

danger? Did He put him out of the apostleship? Did

He do anything, so far as the record goes, to save him

from his awful fate? Did He allow Judas to suspect

what He thought of him? At the very close, just before

Judas went out, when the Slanderer had already put it

into his heart to betray his Teacher (John 13:2), our

Lord gave Judas the morsel with His own hand. This

act was usually considered a special token of esteem. By

such a sign our Lord indicated to John who it was that

was about to betray Him. Judas was not helped.

Can we not picture the scene ? The eager disciples

are altogether perplexed by their Master's assertion that

one of them should turn traitor. Not one of them guessed

that it was Judas. Does not this show that the betrayer

had done nothing out of the way, so far as they could

see? Indeed, they had honored him by making him the

treasurer of their little band. He was a thief (John 12: 6),

but outwardly he must have been rather exemplary to

pass so long as one of the twelve apostles. Our Lord knew

what he was about to do. What did He say to stop him ?

"What you are doing, do more quickly." Does it not

seem almost incredible that our Lord actually hastens

him on to his dreadful deed ?
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Foreordained by God, one would suppose that Judas

was born with the evil urge in him which should lead to

his downfall. But this was not the case. It was true that

he was not clean, as the other apostles were clean (John

13:10-11). Nevertheless, the impulse to lift up his heel

against the One Who fed him (John 13:18) and to be

tray Him to His enemies did not come from within, but

from without. Let us be clear on this point. Judas, by

himself, would not have betrayed the Christ. It was put

into his heart by the Slanderer (John 13: 2). And again

the question arises, Could he have helped himself? It

was because his heart was not depraved enough that the

incentive had to come from without. The great Adver

sary could not trust him to do it of his own volition. Our

Lord knew what was in his heart, but does not lift His

finger to deter him from his awful deed. Rather, He

hurries him in the doing of it.

It is a remarkable fact that Satan does not, as a rule,

enter into, or "possess" human beings. Demons make a

practise of doing this. It is a pity that "the devil" has

been confused with "the devils" in English versions.

Otherwise the fact that Satan entered into Judas would

stand forth, as it should, as a most notable exception.

The facts are clear. Judas, by himself, would not have

betrayed Christ. The arch enemy did not entrust the

task of coercing Judas to the hands of evil spirits or

demons, as would ordinarily be the case. He will employ

such demon spirits at the time of the end to mobilize

earth's kings for the great day of God Almighty (Un.

16:14). But this most important task Satan did not

leave to others. Contrary to all precedent, he himself

entered into the apostle and tranformed him into a

traitor (Luke 22: 3).

We do not wish to make out that Judas was a saint,

or that he was not a sinner like other men. In fact, we

wish to add this to the influences of which he was the

victim. He was a thief. So we may well suppose that the
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money he received for his treachery had some weight in

inducing him to transgress. The question is, whence came

this tendency to covetousness ? Did he acquire it after

"the years of accountability", or was it born in him?

Was it within his power to escape it? Like every other

man, he was a son of Adam, and, without having any

choice in the matter, he inherited mortality and sin and

condemnation (Rom. 5:12,18), the common lot of all

mankind. If any reader of these lines has escaped this

tendency to sin, let him cast the first stone. Otherwise

let him forbear.

Let us now count up the forces which were for Judas

and those which were against him. He doubtless had a

conscience, for, when he realized what he had done, he

not only returned the money, but his regret was so over

powering that he took his own life. This should show us

what Judas himself thought of his transgression. His

own estimate of the sin that he had committed was that

he had forfeited his right to live. Had he been free to

choose beforehand, would he have done this deed, which

he regretted to the death? This regret seems to have

come naturally out of his own heart, without exterior

constraint. We are not told of any special visitation of

God's spirit to bring on this change, to correspond to

the entrance of the Slanderer, in order to make him sin.

Judas himself, naturally, sinner though he was, had an

utter abhorrence of his own treachery.

But what of the forces against him? We have seen

that his inheritance from Adam was not sufficiently bad

to compel him to commit such a capital crime. So the

Slanderer '' cast it into his heart''. This is a very strong

expression. It was no mere suggestion, which could be

repelled. The heart is the very center and core of our

being. Out of it are the issues of life. But still stronger

is the expression, "Satan entered into Judas" (Luke

22:3). Practically, the man was displaced. He was not

acting naturally or normally. He was not doing what
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Judas would do, but what Satan would do. To be sure,

if God's spirit had entered him first, then Satan could

not have come. But God's spirit had not then been given

(John 20:22). No mere man, by the power of his own

spirit, can withstand the great prince of darkness. Judas

was utterly powerless to prevent his entrance. He was

an involuntary tool in the hands of one much mightier

than himself.

The only One Who could withstand Satan, and Who

could, have prevented his entrance into Judas, knew all

about his plight, but did not make the slightest effort to

rescue him. Our Lord had cast out many demons from

strangers, but, now that one of His own apostles is under

the power of Satan himself, He makes no attempt to

expel him. On the contrary, immediately after Satan

had entered, He said, "What you are doing, do . . ."

Can we imagine Judas' impressions? His Lord singles

him out for special attention, and seals it with a dainty

bit of food. Straightway he receives an irresistible urge

to go out and arrange for His betrayal. Before his con

science can act, he hears the voice of His Lord. Surely

He knows his heart and is about to expose his treachery!

But no, Christ also wrges Mm to go!

Why was it that our Lord gave him no helping hand?

How could He send him away at such a time for such a

deed? Was He not, in effect, also against Judas? Did

not Judas, as one of His chosen apostles, have a special

claim on His favor? Under normal circumstances, would

we not expect Him to guard these men who had cast in

their lot with Him ? That He did this is evident, especi

ally in the case of Peter. Satan claimed the right to sift

all the apostles, as the grain is sifted from the chaff. Yet

our Lord besought that Peter's faith should not be

defaulting (Luke 22: 31, 32). As a consequence Peter was

not allowed to go as far as Judas, due alone to the inter

cession of Christ. In His marvelous prayer, our Lord

avers: "When I was with them in the world I kept those
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whom Thou hast given Me in Thy name, and I guard

them, and not one of them was destroyed except the son

of destruction, that the Scripture may be fulfilled (John

17:12).

Here is the secret of our Lord's apparent callousness.

His every act was conformed to God's written revelation.

God had spoken. Not even pity could move Him to do

anything to hinder the divine decree. That is why He

rather hastened it. That is why He deliberately chose

a slanderer, and made no effort whatever to save him

from his fate. But was our Lord really callous? Did He

enjoy having such a character among those near and dear

to Him ? Acquiescing in God's foreordination, He seldom

spoke of it, for no one else knew about it and, of neces

sity, it could not be made known before the event. It

was not at all ideal to have a man like Judas about.

Christ suffered much from contact with outsiders, hard

hearted scribes, hypocritical Pharisees, faithless Saddu-

cees. Among His own close companions and constant

attendants, the only possible ideal would be unswerving

loyalty, unstinted devotion.

We earnestly beg the reader to consider the facts we

have presented and test them by the Scriptures. Many

may be tempted to cry, '' Blasphemy!" Many may insist

that God could not do these things, no matter how clearly

the Scriptures seem to certify to them. But these matters

are so set forth that they cannot be misunderstood. The

fact that they are shunned shows that it is not a question

of understanding but of believing. These facts are in

our Bible and will stay there whether we accept them or

not. They should help us to see that there are depths

in God which we have not fathomed. They should show

us that there is something radically wrong with our the

ology when we cannot bear these "hard sayings" or do

not exult in these "dark passages".

Only once does our Lord bare His heart in relation

to Judas, and that just at the crisis when Satan enters
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into him, and he goes away to betray his Lord. Here

again Christ falls back upon the fact that the Scriptures

must be fulfilled. He says, "the Son of Mankind is indeed

going according as it is written concerning Him, yet woe

to that man through whom the Son of Mankind is being

betrayed! Ideal were it for Him if that man were not

born!'' (Mark 14: 21, Mat. 26: 24). Here He was, with

the twelve, just before His sufferings, and He wished to

pour out His heart to them. Alone with them in the

upper room, the conditions seemed ideal. But His sensi

tive spirit knew that they were not ideal. One of the

twelve hindered these sacred revelations. That one must

be removed before He can speak freely. So Judas is told

to go. Then His heart is relieved. Fondly calling the

eleven "little children" for the first time, He utters the

wonderful words as we have them in the fourteenth to

the seventeenth chapters of John's evangel.

In all four of the accounts of our Lord's life, the

first mention of Judas Iscariot is accompanied by the

statement that he is the betrayer. He was chosen with

the rest of the twelve. We know the compassion of our

Lord. How the very sight of Judas must have disturbed

Him! Eleven true, trusting hearts. Why not unmask

this one false intruder and remove him from his office ?

It was written! Evil, such as this, must be borne, or the

Scriptures cannot be fulfilled. But the conditions cer

tainly were not ideal. A potential traitor is no apostle.

Christ no doubt rejoiced in the honors He would confer

on His faithful band, in the kingdom. But He must also

have shuddered at the prospect awaiting one of them.

How much it would have saved Him if that man had not

been born! If. Matthias, who was also with them, had

been in his place from the first His heart would not have

been burdened by the state and fate of Judas Iscariot.

The usual translation, '' Good were it for that man if

he had never been born,?' has no foundation in the origi

nal. In examining various translations, we must always
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bear in mind that the tendency to translate in accord

with accepted theology is so overwhelmingly strong that

a very little evidence on the other side is practical proof

of the correctness of any unpopular translation. This is

an excellent example. It is well known that the Revised

Version margin is more dependable than the text, especi

ally where the reading of the Greek is given. All will

recognize how impossible it would be to get a two-thirds

vote of the Eevision Committee in favor of conforming

this text to the original. Few men who would do such

a thing would be chosen for such a task. Yet there were

a few who were faithful, and these succeeded in putting

the truth into the margin: "Good were it for Mm, if

that man had not been born.'9

In such passages as these we can realize the benefits

of an exact concprdant version. What was good for the

Son of Mankind, and what was ideal, are two distinct

ideas. I have no doubt that, at bottom, it was good for

Him to have Judas, if we understand by "good" that

which will work out the most blessing in the end. The

sphere of the word "good" is very wide and its force

here is. difficult to define. But the Greek word kalos,

"ideal", limits the thought to that which reaches our

highest conception of perfection at the time. Twelve

faithful apostles would be the ideal for Christ, though

one traitor was doubtless among the all things that

worked together for good. So that we may even be justi

fied in saying that the birth of Judas was good, but not

ideal, for the Son of Mankind.

Whatever may be our estimate of Rotherham's Em

phasized Version, we may be quite sure that the trans

lator made little attempt to pander to public opinion.

The character of his translation makes his testimony of

specfal weight in a matter of this kind. He was not con

cerned about the language so much as the sense. He

renders it, "well would it have been for him, if that

man had not been born.''
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Two translations used by Roman Catholics have this

text correctly turned. The Douay version of Matthew

26:24 reads: "it were better for him, if that man had

not been born.7' Dr. Leander van Ess, in his German

version, renders it "for him were it better, such a human

were never born".

LUTHER'S VERSION

Luther's version, by itself, is proof that the Con

cordant Version rendering is right. Though the Greek

is precisely the same in Matthew and Mark, he renders

it correctly in the former and twists it in the latter.

May we ask, if it really read, good were it for Judas if

he never had been born, would Luther, or any other

translator, make it read, good were it for the Lord, if

Judas had not been born? Never! But Luther reads

(literally) : "it were better for him that the same human

never were born". In Mark 14: 21 he renders the same

words: "it were better for the same human that he never

were born".

In the context immediately preceding, the identity of

those referred to is fixed beyond question. It may be

set forth as follows:

Him that man

(The Son of Mankind) (Judas)

The Son of Mankind is indeed Yet woe to that man through

going away, according as it is whom the Son of Mankind is

written concerning Him, being betrayed!

Ideal were it for Him if that man were not born!

If it had read "Ideal were it for that man if he had

not been born (as usually mistranslated) then both would

refer to Judas. But no unprejudiced reader of the Eng

lish or the Greek can possibly refer the Him to anyone

but our Lord, Who is so termed in the preceding sentence.

But if all the translations ever made rendered the

passage incorrectly, that would not prove anything ex-
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cept human fallibility—which is already proven. The

original speaks of the Son of Mankind as Him and of

Judas as that man, and makes it clear that it were ideal

for Him if that man were not born. The real cause of

this mistranslation is the hardness of the human heart.

On the one hand, who has been concerned with the feel

ings of our Lord and His distress at having the traitor

in His company? Even His saints seem utterly unable

to sympathize with Him in this trial. On the other hand,

they have allowed a just indignation at Judas' dreadful

deed to degenerate into vindictiveness, and attribute to

our Lord the harshness of their own hearts. In judging

Judas they have condemned themselves.

The Scriptures show the utter helplessness of Judas.

How could he flee from his fate? Not only were the

powers of evil against him, but the powers of good were

just as determined to make him play his part. God Him

self had determined the part he should play, and Christ,

the only Saviour, must act in accord with the divine

decree. I beg my readers not to evade the issue. Let

them put themselves in Judas' place. What can a mortal

do when Satan and Christ and God all force him to

commit a deed so awful in his own eyes that it drives

him to desperation and death?

It may help if I confess that I once feared to face

this issue. I tried to find a way for God to get out of

this dilemma. The idea that He could make vessels for

dishonor (Rom. 9:21),. and then punish them eternally

was incredible. And I was right. God could not do such

a thing. My mistake was to disbelieve God's plain state

ment and all the evidence which sustains it in the Scrip

tures, because I had accepted a false theology in regard

to His future dealings with these vessels which He fit§

for destruction. Since I now know that God will not ,

only deal justly with them, but lovingly, I am able to

believe God, and glorify God, and exult in the God Who

remains Love, even when He hardens and hates.
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THE FUTURE OF JUDAS ISCARIOT

We have considered Judas' past, and now we will

consider his future. All are agreed that Judas has com

mitted a crime which can have few equals in the annals

of mankind. Therefore he must be judged for his sins,

more particularly for this supreme sin of his career. For

the sake of simplicity we will focus our attention on this

one act alone, for all else that he did sinks into insig

nificance compared with this. All are agreed that he

must be judged for betraying his Lord, but all are not

agreed as to when and how. At least four different an

swers have been given, which may be tersely stated thus:

He must burn on, burn out, burn up, and burn through.

For him there is eternal torment, or purgatory, or anni

hilation, or he must go through severe judgment to ulti

mate reconciliation (Col. 1: 20).

JUDAS TORTURED ETERNALLY

According to the most popular view Judas' full ca

reer would read something like this: Foredoomed by

God, long- before he was born, to betray the Messiah,

chosen by Christ Himself to be the traitor, he proves too

weak to perform his part, so Satan takes control of him

until he has done the deed, and driven by remorse, he

takes his own life. As punishment he has been suffering

in the flames of hell ever since and will continue to do so

until the judgment of the great white throne, more than

a thousand years hence. Then he will be tried and con

demned to anguish unspeakable, above all other men, for

a never-ending eternity in the lake that burns with sul

phur, miraculously kept alive to undergo his agony.

We have tried not to exaggerate. Yet the plain state

ment seems so fiendish^ so utterly and horribly repulsive

that one wonders how sane human beings can bear to

think of it. The fact is they do not consider it, or, rather

they dare not face it. If they did they would lose all

faith in a god who is such a hateful, hideous monster.
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First he fixes Judas' fate, foretells it long before, then

gives him a place among the apostles, with the brightest

of prospects, then refuses to shield him from Satan, until

the dastardly deed is done and he dies a self-inflicted

death. I repeat, Judas could no more help himself than

a piece of straw in a tornado. Not a person who reads

these lines could have done differently, had he been in

Judas' place.

And now, for doing what God forced him to do in

one short hour he is to suffer woe utterly beyond human

conception for all eternity! Such is the idol worshiped

by Christendom. We have shuddered at the awful cari

catures of the deity which men carve out of wood or

stone, but none of them can compare with the revolting

and hateful fiendishness which coerced Judas to do wrong

and then expends infinite power in torturing him, and

works an eternal miracle to sustain his life so that he is

able to survive his sufferings.

It is not Judas who suffers most from this terrible

travesty of justice, but the God of Judas. This is in

tensely practical. The apostasy of these days is largely

the result of such terrible teaching. It has led to the

practical repudiation of the deity of God, and of those

passages which present His as the great Potter, Who

fashions vessels for dishonor, adapted to destruction

(Bom. 9:21-22). The doctrine of eternal torment de

thrones God. Only an inhuman fiend can really hold to

His absolute sovereignty and torture everlasting. Acts

speak louder than words. If God deliberately creates to

doom and damn, it is useless to insist that He is Love.

Black is not white, nor darkness light, neither is hate

love. Judas will not burn on.

JUDAS IN PURGATORY

I know but little of purgatory, but I remember, when

I was in the Sistine Chapel in St. Peter's, in Eome, the

guide explained that the worst offenders went right
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straight to hell, below purgatory, whence not even the

pope could recall them. So I imagine that Judas' sin

could not be "burned out", and he does not come within

this category. Judas will not burn out.

JUDAS JUDGED AND ANNIHILATED

The revolt against the awful injustice of eternal tor

ment has led some to conclude that Judas is to suffer

punishment not punishmg. That is, that death is un

consciousness, and that Judas, as a part of his penalty,

will be cast into the second death, from which he will

never emerge. This, evidently, is a great relief to anyone

who has God's name at heart. Judas, according to this,

knows nothing until he is roused from the dead at the

great white throne. As a result of that judgment he will

return to death in the lake of fire, and that is his end.

Again, I insist, I am not so much concerned for Judas

as for Judas' God. If this solution is true, He will lose

His reputation through His dealings with the betrayer.

It will be just a sorry piece of business in which His

great Name will suffer severely. It will take away the

very foundations of His throne. Every righteous crea

ture in the universe will agree with me that it is unjust

of Him to place one of His creatures in a position where

he must sin, and then not only punish him for it, but

blot him out of existence. Judas will not gain. God will

not gain. It will be a total loss, and God will be the

prime loser. Moreover, God Himself has never said that

this is His solution. It is only a reaction from eternal

torment, a deduction of reasoning rather than a matter

of faith in actual divine declarations. Judas wiy. not

burn up. ,

JUDAS JUDGED AND RECONCILED

With hearts sickened by the contemplation of human

injustice, as applied to Judas Iscariot, we turn with joy

to God's own righteous and loving revelation. With
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bowed heads we acknowledge Him as the Potter, the

Deity Who does what He does, Who need not give ac

count of any of His actions to His creatures. It was just

and good of Him to doom Judas to be the betrayer of

Christ, for this was necessary to reveal the depths of

human depravity and the lengths to which mankind can

be led when in the hands of the Adversary. This hum

bling knowledge needed to be set forth by a concrete ex

ample. So the Potter formed a vessel for dishonor, and

destroyed it when its work was done. Such was Judas

in the past.

THE JUDGMENT OF JUDAS

What of his future? He is dead, and awaits the

judgment day in utter oblivion. God is just, and does

not hold Judas a prisoner for thousands of years before

bringing him before the bar. To his consciousness, the

moment of his death will also be that of his resurrection,

and his judgment will immediately follow. Let us try

to enter into his sensations. The last sight he has had

of his Lord, was when Christ was condemned (Mat.

27: 3), and was being bound to be led before Pilate. The

first sight he will have of Him when he awakes will be

as the Judge, upon the great white throne. What a tre

mendous contrast! Even before his death his regret had

led him to return his ill-gotteri gains and take his own

life. Now that he stands before the august Judge, against

Whom he has so grievously sinned, what more will be

needed to convict him, or show him the heinousness of

his sin ? Will it not be unutterable anguish for his soul %

Eecognizing the utter helplessness and irresponsibil

ity of Judas, some may be tempted to deduce that he

deserves no further infliction whatever. But this is

another extreme, false as the first. We must always keep

in view God's great purpose to reveal Himself and to

bless His creatures. Judas is a public character, just as

Pharaoh was, and all creation will judge of God as He
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judges Judas. Simply to pass over the betrayal, or any

sin, transgression or offense, would be false to His own

standard of justice and fatal for the future. All sin, and

every evil deed, must be judged and condemned, and the

appropriate penalty inflicted. The only escape lies in

the deliverance which is in Christ Jesus, and this is only

for believers, not for unbelievers who appear before the

great white throne. Sin must be judged, not simply for

the sinner's sake, but for God's.

Sin must be judged. Men are so unjust and their

laws and tribunals so corrupt that we have lost the great

truth of judgment. As a consequence the word judgment

has been practically replaced by punishment. Men

imagine that the whole end and aim of God's dealings

with them in the future is to make them suffer for their

sins. But God has already done much in the way of judg

ing, and invariably He has had an end in view. His

judgment eras have always been beneficial for the world.

The deluge washed the earth of its iniquity. The judg

ment period now impending will cleanse it for the king

dom. The judgment of every creature is a necessary pre

liminary to its salvation and reconciliation.

Some have supposed that judgment is intended to be

a deterrent, so that those who have tasted the bitter fruit

of sin will never offend again. This would be a very

flimsy foundation for the future. It is contrary to human

experience. A man who has served a sentence is not

immune from temptation. He is more likely to fall than

others who have never been behind the bars. God's judg

ment is preliminary to a life in which there can be no

sin. Sin is due to death working in us. When there is no

death and all are made alive it will be impossible for

them to sin. Sin and death go together. Life and incor-

ruption go hand in hand. Judgment is not needed as a

deterrent for the future. But it is a necessary prelimin

ary to the glory of God and the bliss of His creatures.

The principles of God's judgment are given us just
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where we should expect them—in the opening argument

of the Roman epistle. He will be paying each according

to his acts. There will be indignation and fury, affliction

and distress on every human soul which is effecting evil

(Eom. 2:9). This agrees perfectly with the solemn

announcement at the great white throne: "And the dead

were judged by that which is written in the scrolls, in

accord with their acts" (Un. 20:12). It is not for us to

judge Judas or to determine the severity of his afflictions.

We may rest assured that the One Who sits upon the

throne will not mete out a mite more or less than what

is right, not only in His own eyes, but before the whole

universe, and Judas himself. When did Christ, Who sits

on the throne, ever do aught else ? Let us rejoice that the

judgment of Judas is in the hands of One Whom we all

can trust. He knows Judas, and is able to sympathize as

well as condemn. Thank God that He is the Judge of all!

But this is not the end of Judas. His name is not

written in the book of life. Hence, once more, he will

enter death—his second death—until the consummation

comes. There is no knowledge in the death state, hence,

for Judas, the period of the second death has no conscious

existence. Even as the moment when he lost conscious

ness in the past will be followed by the moment of his

resurrection, so also the second death will form no part

of his experience. The whole of the long last eon, called

"the eon of the eons" in the Scriptures, will pass with

out his knowledge.

How terribly men sin against the cross of Christ,

when they limit its power and discount its infinite

value! To most of God's saints it has been degraded to a

despairing attempt to snatch a few from the utter and

irretrievable ruin of God's universe. Men make a piti

able spectacle of the great transaction on Golgotha when

they deny its ability to cope with sin in its entirety and

conquer every vestige of enmity in all creation. The

blood of the cross makes peace, and, in God's good time,
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this will embrace all, whether on earth or in the heavens.

Is not the offense of the saints, who say they see, yet

stubbornly minimize and belittle and depreciate and

disparage the scope of His sacrifice and the efficacy of

His blood—against the plain statements of God's holy

Word—far worse than the sins of those who sit in dark

ness and know nothing of its power? May God give us

grace to get His estimate of the infinite value and power

of Christ's cross!

THE SALVATION OF JUDAS

God has declared that He is the Saviour of all man

kind, especially of those who believe. Up to this time in

his career Judas has known nothing of God as his own

Saviour. He has been in His hands as the Potter, and

was made a vessel for dishonor. As such he has been

destroyed. He knew Christ as his Teacher, when he was

one of the twelve apostles. Later, at the great white

throne, he meets Him as Judge. But as Saviour He is

still unknown to Judas. And only a Saviour is of any

avail now. Judgment does not save the one judged. The

afflictions he endures during his second life, between his

resurrection and his second death, give him no claim on

God or His blessing. Salvation is only of God, through

Christ. God has lost Judas, and He alone can save him,

on the basis of the blood shed on Golgotha.

Along with all of mankind, Judas has fallen into con

demnation through Adam. But the God of Judas has

made it clear that Adam's one offense has its counter

part in the obedience of Christ. Just as he was con

demned on account of Adam's act, so will his life be

justified on account of the sacrifice of Jesus Christ (Rom.

5:18). Up to the time of his second death Judas has not

known God the Justifier.

God has declared that death shall be abolished. That,

as in Adam all are dying, so in Christ, all shall be made

alive (1 Cor. 15: 22). Judas died in Adam. But, when he
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is in the second death, he has not yet been made alive in

Christ. If he had been made alive in Christ he would not

be in death at all. The God of Judas must not only

become his Saviour, but his Life.

Originally, Judas was created in the Son of God's

love (Col. 1:16). He was created in Him long before he

was in Adam. If his place in Adam brings him so much

shame and condemnation, such a surplus of suffering

and death, how much more will his earlier position in the

Son of God's love bring him salvation and life, justifica

tion and reconciliation! What he received from Adam

came to him without his consent. No faith was required.

He did not need to make it his own. Neither will it be

necessary for him to believe or accept or struggle for that

which will come to him because he was in the Son of

God's love. How can he do any of these things when he

is in the second death?

God's Word is true. Death shall be abolished. All

mankind shall be saved and justified and vivified. All

creation shall be reconciled. And Judas will not be left

out. It is quite impossible for us to realize what this will

mean to him, condemned, destroyed, alienated, twice

dead. The God of Judas, at the consummation, will

become his Saviour, his Justifier, his Vivifier, and his

Reconciler. Is it possible for us to imagine the relief, the

joy, the ineffable exultation, which will be his when he

realizes that sin and enmity and death are all past for

ever? When he sees that, though for a fleeting moment

he was a public vessel for dishonor, God was not sealing

his eternal doom but preparing him personally for a

deep appreciation of His future gift, will he not worship

and adore Him for it all?

The God of Judas, Who hardens hearts, Who molds

vessels to display His indignation, did not begin His

work with Adam, neither does He end it at the great

white throne. He commenced with Christ and He will

conclude it at the consummation. Adam, with his black
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burden of condemnation and deaths is only a parenthesis

in God's revelation. We must not judge God's work by

it alone. Adam is not the Alpha of God's ways, and we

must not make him the Omega. Judas was not only in

Adam, in Eden, but in the Beloved Son in creation. He

will not only be judged because of his inheritance from

the first man, but also be saved because of his earlier

union with the Second.

God does not call Himself the God of Judas, because

doom and judgment are His strange deeds. They are

temporary and terminable activities. The time is com

ing when there will be no more doom (Un. 22: 3). Then

it will no longer be necessary to harden a king's heart to

resist God's will, and thus reveal His power. Satan will

never again enter a human being to turn him against

God, as in the case of Judas. Evil exists only in the

times of the eons, and doom is confined to the first four.

It has no place in the last eon, when God tabernacles

with mankind. Judas is, perhaps, the best example of

doom that Scripture gives us. In considering his case we

must emphasize the fact that God does not deal so with

His creatures at all times. It would be difficult to justify

His course if it were His normal and eternal procedure.

It is exceptional and temporary. But its lesson is ever

lasting. The temporary pain will lead to an eternal gain

to the creatures of God's heart.

Seldom do we see the malignant vindictiveness of the

human heart exposed so clearly as in the attitude of

God's saints toward Judas Iscariot. It is terrible to fall

into the hands of the living God, but, like David, I would

far rather fall into His power than into the hands of men

—yes, civilized, cultivated, refined, religious, even saved

men. I pity Judas if he should be at the mercy of believ

ers today. In order to vent their hatred they actually

change God's words concerning him and so seek to make

God as vindictive as themselves. The question remains

whether, with their superior light, with their possession
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of God's holy spirit, and the constraint of grace, the cor

ruption of the Scriptures, in order to consign Judas to

eternal damnation, is not a betrayal of God's character

far more culpable than the sin of Judas. He acted under

the spell of a sudden, irresistible impulse from without

and repented bitterly. Today those who seek to seal his

eternal doom refuse to repent of their deliberate distor

tion of God's words. Judas actually obeyed Christ and

fulfilled Scripture by his act. These pervert His words.

THE GLORY OF GOD

No man is "responsible" for his own birth. "To be

or not to be" is not a problem for a creature. The Crea

tor has kept such matters under His own control. Hence

He alone is "responsible". If it were good for Judas

never to have been born, the only one to be blamed is the

One Who alone could foresee his career and prevent his

birth. Yet He, on the contrary, predicted his course and

made his birth inevitable. God's Word would have been

found untrue if Judas had never been born. Hence it

was good for God that Judas was born. And what glori

fies God is always a blessing to His creatures. It is good

for us that Judas was born. And, in view of God's glori

ous ultimate, we may be sure that Judas himself will

praise and adore God for giving him birth. The words

in our popular versions are utterly false. It would not

be good for Judas if he had never been born.

We have well nigh lost the true idea of deity. We

speak of God as "allowing" this and "permitting" that,

as though He could not help Himself. We have forgotten

that He is Elohim, the great Arbiter, Who works all

according to the counsel of His own will. We refuse to

believe that all is out of Him and the same all is for Him.

As a result we are timid when called upon to face the

facts in the case of Judas, for we fear for the God of

Judas. If Judas is eternally damned our fears are jus

tified, for he will drag down with him the Deity Who
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predicted his career and doomed him before he had been

born. But, if Judas is eventually saved, all of these fears

are groundless, and we can look into the face of God

unafraid, with holy awe, as we" bow in submission and

acquiescence to His will. Some day we will see that the

terrible tragedy of the present will issue in the unspeak

able glory of the future.

Leaving Judas' own fate out of the matter, what

about the future of the God of Judas? Shall this man

be an eternal eyesore in His universe? Shall God's glory

be eclipsed forever by His dealings with the traitor ? He

claims to be Love. Is it love to doom and condemn the

helpless ? Justice is the foundation of His throne. But

how can He justify His condemnation of Judas before

he had even been born? His wisdom can cope with any

problem. Then why did it fail in Judas' case? Every

attribute that adorns the Deity is called into question if

Judas is eternally lost. His is a test case. Declarations

are empty unless accompanied by deeds. If God's acts

deny His words He will lose the confidence of all His

creatures. It is not Judas' fate, but God's deity which

is at stake.

But the love of God is wise. The case of Judas will

prove it, not deny it. By saving one who sinned so fear

fully, God's affection for His creatures will be displayed,

not eclipsed. And the love of God is just. In justifying

one whose hands were reddened with the blood of the

great Sacrifice, His righteousness will be revealed, not

violated. Judas' dreadful deed was committed under the

very shadow of the cross. "Who dares to limit the value

of the blood of Golgotha, to confine the abiding efficacy

of that august Sacrifice? God has made it the basis of

reconciliation with all (Col. 1: 20). He has the ability.

He has the wisdom. He has the love. Adored be His

holy Name! A. E. K.
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UNEMPLOYMENT

Worklessness may be turned into a blessing. We well

remember how, during the war, we were thrust out of a

job, and it was useless to look for another. So we did

not hesitate a minute, but turned our attention to our

"real" work, made the punches and matrices for the

Greek type used on the version, and we have kept at

such tasks ever since. Many are now out of work, with

little likelihood of getting it. Why not put your shoulder

to work that is worth while? A small income may be

derived from selling our publications. Besides that we

have much that can be done by one who has time and a

typewriter, for we are making a complete Concordance,

with the passages, of the Greek Scriptures, to be done in

duplicate, as many copies as possible at once. For some,

selling may be bad to begin with, but it may easily

develop into a permanent source of income, or to the

formation of friendships and connections which will be

worth more than money in the hard days ahead.

A. E. K.

Our new pamphlet, "Eternal Torment or Universal

Reconciliation, What are the Facts?", deserves a wide

circulation among those interested in the Scriptures. We

urge our friends to help us spread this glorious message

by sending for as many as they can use. All the ques

tions and difficulties which ordinarily arise in the minds

of those who are investigating this subject, but are still

in doubt about it, are answered in its pages. It sells at

fifteen cents a copy. As a special inducement to help in

its circulation, we offer eight copies for one dollar, dur

ing September and October. We will mail to your list,

or send direct to you.—E. 0. K.
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IS THE LAW SIN?

Romans 7:7-13

Prevailing lawlessness tends to lessen a regard for the

law of God even among good men. A thoughtless evan

gelism sometimes seems to forget the homage that Jesus

Christ paid to the authority of law and the awful cost at

which He sustained its claim and declared its majesty.

Disparaging views of God's law find no support from

that apostle who alone declares that the saint is exempt

from it. Man must continually tone up his thinking to

the concert pitch of Holy Writ or he will misrepresent

grace and law and all he speaks about. Scripture must

judge and correct our thinking on all subjects, because

there is a tendency in men to corrupt and pervert every

thing. To think meanly of law is to misrepresent God

and His evangel also. We admire the spirit of Adolphe

Monod, who would not save himself from shame and

remorse by lowering the standard of law, saying: "Save

first the holy law of my God; after that you shall save

me!" That is exactly what God did.

It would be an advantage to the student of Paul's

teaching about the law of God if he could approach the

subject with Paul's training under law, with his rever

ence for it, and with his conviction that faith' sustains

law. How often and at what length Paul speaks of law!

In this epistle, "eloquent with condensation" as it is,

Paul returns to the subject again and again, and here he

devotes a whole chapter to show what is the character
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and function of law. There are unfathomed and unfa

thomable depths in this subject. To speak again, after

the salvation of chapter six, of experience under law

looks like retrogression, yet it is nevertheless an indis

pensable approach to the rule of grace. In chapters 2-3

Paul has shown that law cannot justify the sinner from

his sins. Now he will show that law cannot subject the

flesh, and that law is the strength of sin.

In this portion it is shown that law and sin are not

the same; but law makes plain the character of sin, while

it is itself, like its Author, holy and just and goo$. Two

questions are answered. The first question introduces

the subject, and asks if law is to be identified with sin.

This is immediately denied, and then an experience is

related which distinguishes between the character of law

and of sin. Paul relates his experience when he was

without law and after the coming of law. Once he had

no knowledge of sin, 7; law spoke and Sin used the pre

cept to produce illicit desire, 8-; without law Sin was

dead and he was alive, -8-9-; when law came Sin revived

and he died, -9-10-; the law showed him the way to life,

but through it he was brought to death, -10; this was so

because Sin used the precept to deceive and kill him, 11;

the conclusion is that the character of law is good, 12.

The second question asks if it was the good law that

became death to him; it is met with an indignant denial,

13-; it was' not good law that slew him, but Sin, working

death through that which is good, revealed itself, the aim

of law being that through the precept Sin should become

an excessive sinner, -13.

There should be no question that Paul is relating his

own personal experience. But there is much debate as

to whether it is his experience before or after his con

version. We take for granted that the verses before us

describe Paul's early history, and we hope to show that

the struggle depicted in verses 14-25 is that of one who

is under law and not under grace. The whole experience
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is that of Saul from his youth up to the time he came

under grace. The experience is not that of a saint, but

of a good man who determines to conform his life to the

law of God.

7. What then shall we assert? That the law is sin?

These questions arise, as then indicates, from what Paul

has said about law occasioning offense to increase and

awaking passions (5: 20; 7:4-6). What means this per

petual connection of law and sin? It is a fact of con

sciousness that such a connection exists. How shocking

was the talk about exemption from law to a devout Jew!

Scripture said nothing about being caused to die to law.

Paul did not quote any Scripture to support his declara

tion. Even believers in Christ differed, for the Twelve

and their disciples were observers of law. As long as a

Jew remains a Jew he must be under law. He saw in it

the form of knowledge and truth (2: 20). The possession

of law conferred a distinction on Israel with which she

would not willingly part. They regarded it as a protect

ing, divine institution, which was tantamount to the sal

vation of God. It bound them to their covenant God.

Exemption from law would put them out of covenant

relation. Moreover, they had a promise that God would

write the law on their hearts. It is well to be made

dead to sin, but why should one be freed from the law?

Would Paul suggest that sin inheres in the law?

And there are questions almost as difficult concern

ing the gentile's relation to the moral law, the satisfac

tory answer to which would remove some conscientious

objections from men of a high moral type. How can a

moral being be exempt from moral law? Is the law of

God temporary, local, national, subject to alteration

and amendment ? How can Christ release men from law

and pay its penalty? Did God arbitrarily make law?

Can He abrogate it? Is the saint lawless? What takes

the place of law in the government of the saint's con

duct?
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Though Scripture does not define the word law, there

is little doubt as to its meaning. The Greek nornos, law,

is derived from nomo, to appropriate, assign; the Latin

lex is from lego, to say; the English law is from lay or

lie. So we speak of "laying down the law". The Con

cordant Version of 1 Timothy 1: 9 says "the law is not

laid down for the just" which, unlike that of other ver

sions, is a correct translation. The law of God (7:22,

25; 8: 7) is the subject of this chapter and may be said

to be the rule of conduct prescribed by the Supreme

Authority for His moral subjects and enforced by pen

alty. Law implies: an authoritative lawgiver; subjects

to be governed according to law; generality, which

knows no persons, but applies to all; and a power which

enforces. It reveals the normal relations between the

governor and the governed. Scientists who trace a uni

form occurrence of natural phenomena in the same

order under the same conditions speak of this as a law

of nature. But this is wrong unless behind the expres

sion there is conceived to be the will of an authority.

Law is not the efficient cause of anything, because laws

do not fulfill themselves, any more than a statute book

can quell a revolutionary uprising. There is One Who

carries on the universe (Heb. 1:3), and the laws of

nature are His habits.

God's law has two forms. First, there is what may be

called natural law, which is inwrought into the elements,

substances, and forces of all creation, both animate and

inanimate. This has the twofold form of physical and

moral law. Physical law rules the material universe; it

determines the order of inanimate creation and is

enforced by the power of God. Moral law is wrought

into the constitution of moral beings, and is not enforced

by power, but by penalty. Second, there is the law of

God given in the form of positive enactment through

Moses to Israel. This law also is twofold in form, con

sisting of general moral precepts, or the ten command-
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ments, and of special ceremonial injunctions. Natural

and revealed moral law, coming as they both do from

God, are in perfect agreement as to their requirements.

The moral law must be sustained; the ceremonial

requirements may be abrogated. The discussion in this

chapter mainly concerns the revealed moral law promul

gated from Sinai, called the law of Moses. It is from

this law that those in Christ Jesus have been exempted.

Moral instincts remain and are perfected under the rule

of grace. The saint's moral instincts will be satisfied,

his conscience will be educated and gratified, because he

is not without a law of God (1 Cor. 9:21).

Paul speaks very fully of natural morality in 2:

14-15. Gentiles who have not the law of Moses some

times do by instinct the very things required by that

law. Whenever they do so they reveal that they are a

law to themselves. This elemental moral law implies a

lawgiver, gives a sense of duty, requires the same con

duct from all, and intimates that penalty follows dis

obedience. In verse fifteen triple proof that such a law

exists is given. Whenever without law men do right

their conduct displays the action of law written in their

hearts. Then, conscience joins its inward testimony to

the outward testimony borne by conduct which accords

with law. It must be noted that moral instinct and con

science are two distinct faculties. Lastly, his faculty of

moral discernment is made manifest in the judgments

passed on men's conduct, accusing or defending accord

ing to a standard recognized as authoritative.

So far as man is governed by his moral nature he

conforms to the law of God. When man is lost to God

he is lost to his best self. From Adam to Moses con

science and moral instinct instructed man as to what

was right and wrong. Righteous laws were developed

and codified and almost universally accepted centuries

before Moses, but in the period from Adam to Moses

man had transgressed no enacted la,w of God because
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there was none. His death penalty was the result of

Adam's transgression. Apart from this, however, men

reaped what they sowed and received severe penalties

divinely inflicted. Natural law brings penalty on the

law breaker, and even those under grace cannot violate

their moral instincts with impunity, as common experi

ence testifies. Natural morality is that which constitutes

men moral beings, and natural moral law is as constant

as the justice of God. Lawlessness makes none free; it

enslaves and always results in disaster which points out

the way of righteousness. It is as dangerous to disre

gard natural morality as for a train to leap the track.

A railway president said: ."Our rules are written in

blood." The action of law is written not only in hearts,

but in awful penalties. Law has no personality of its

own; it emanates from a personal authority. Behind the

moral law, natural or revealed, is God the Source and

Enforcer. This fact leads us to the cross and to Christ,

Who is the Consummation of law for righteousness to all

who believe.

What is God's relationship to law and to its penal

ties ? Is God over law as a maker of law ? Is He under

the law and subject to it? Is He the Source of law and

its Authority ? If the law were an arbitrary creation of

God's will, if right were right only because He deter

mined it should be so, how is it possible for us to love

and worship God because of His moral excellence? Do

we adore God simply because He is the Despot of the"

universe? When God seeks to vindicate Himself and

win our moral approval He speaks of His righteousness

and goodness. At the cross He was vindicating His own

personal righteousness because righteousness is in itself

better than iniquity. He paid a high price to prove His

righteousness and to commend His love. He is "a just

God and a Saviour". There are some things He cannot

do: He cannot lie; He cannot disown Himself; He can

not save men at the cost of righteousness. He is "a God
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of faithfulness and without iniquity, just and right is

He" (Deut. 32:4). When we do homage to Him

because of His justice, goodness and truth we imply

that if He were not just and good and true He would

not have as great a claim to our homage. God can

have no moral excellence if He has arbitrarily made

the distinction between good and evil. To say that God

has given existence to goodness would be equivalent to

saying He gave existence to Himself.

Is God subject to the authority of law? God is

Supreme, and He is not subject to an ideal law. Jesus

Christ was not under law till, coming of a woman, He

became subject to it for the purpose of fulfilling it while

in the flesh and bearing its curse when He was made sin.

He is not under law now, and that is why we who are

in Him are exempt from it. The relation of God to

moral law is that of identity. The law of God is an

expression of the nature of God in the form of moral

requirement, and is a necessary expression in view of

the existence of moral beings. "Law has its home in

the bosom of God." In God the law is alive. He is its

Authority, and it is glorious in His majesty. Law is

God's method of government, but God is more than law.

Not only is law of God, but love is of God. There is

more in God's heart than the law of righteousness

reveals. Law is the true expression of only a part of

God's nature: Grace is a perfect expression of all His

nature, for grace does not supersede nor abrogate law;

but sustains it and reigns through righteousness. Grace

has its law—the spirit's law of life in Christ Jesus.

The conscience of men without law or gospel wit

nesses to the distinction between good and evil, and

affirms that the recognition of goodness lays one under

obligation to be good. Conscience confesses to an unwrit

ten righteous law that has permanent and necessary

authority. Whenever God becomes known conscience

confesses that the authority which it had recognized
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behind law is none other than the authority of a living

Person. Righteousness is the fulfillment of moral duty.

A mere command can never create a duty unless there

is first an obligation to obey the authority that gives the

command. A commanding officer's word is authoritative

for a private in the army. The same order coming from

a fellow private may be just as wise, but in the absence

of any authority it is not a duty. For a soldier to obey

an order of the commanding officer of the opposing army

would be an act of treachery. He would acknowledge

an alien authority. The homage paid by loyal subjects

to a president or a king is due to the authority with

which he is invested. "Your majesty," addressed to a

sovereign, is more than a personal ascription; it is the

recognition of the fact that, by reason of the office he

holds, in him dwells all the majesty of the state over

which he rules, and that he is endowed with authority

and power and obligation to enforce its laws. It is to be

feared that lawlessness and the decay, of reverence for

authority has robbed God of much that He looks for in

those who are supposed to be worshiping Him. True

worship of God blends with fervent love to Him, and

with wonder in the presence of His goodness and per

fections, a holy homage to His authority exceeding that

which a lively conscience offers to the sublime authority

of the moral law.

The moral law, whether natural or revealed, is not

the arbitrary will of a despot, but is a transcript of the

holiness, justice, goodness, and spirituality which is in

God. As a reflection of these perfections in Him, it is

permanent and not capable of amendment. It requires

conformity also .to His love (Luke 10:27; Mat. 5:48).

It makes requirements of all moral beings, and corres

ponds to some necessity of man who is made in the

image of God as well as to the character of God Himself.

Whether we are aware of it or not, both physical and

moral laws operate unerringly under the supervision of
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the Authority Who is obligated to enforce His own laws

either by power or by penalty.

What is God's relation to the penalties of law?

Scripture records a long history of the divine infliction

of penalty, and Christ died under the penalty for broken

laws. Penalty is inflicted to assert thereby the principle

that law must be enforced and that the lawbreaker

deserves to suffer. Penalties may actually have other

good results, but these are not their purpose. Penalty

inflicted by God is not intended to reform the wrong

doer, nor to provide an example which shall deter

others, nor is it the manifestation of God's personal

resentment against those who have offended Him. These

theories of the purpose of penalty are untrue and inade

quate. Penalty is just only when it has been deserved

by past sins and when law demands it.

If the purpose of punishment were reformatory, then

it could not be justly inflicted where the sinner was

repentant and ready to make amends. The severity of

the penalty in such a case would have to be measured,

not by the enormity of the sin, but by the ease or diffi

culty of inducing penitence. If the greatest sin were

immediately followed by repentance, the aim of penalty

would be achieved. And if repentance and amendment

could in all cases meet the claims of justice, the penal

suffering of Christ and the mercy grounded upon it

would be vain. Penalty is not intended to bring man to

a good state of mind; indeed, it often makes the sufferer

worse. Nor is it a sound theory that God inflicts pun

ishment to afford an example that should deter others

from breaches of law. Human governments have some

times acted on this bad principle, and have hanged

destitute mothers for stealing food and clothing for their

needy children. Such a policy not only roused the indig

nation of just men, but it resulted in more lawlessness.

Suffering endured for the benefit of society is not pun

ishment: if arbitrarily inflicted, it is injustice on one
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side and martyrdom on the other. Suffering is a just

penalty only when it is deserved.

Again, penalty is more than the expression of God's

just resentment against a personal affront. If it were

only a personal matter, personal resentment could be

set aside and personal claims waived. -Some who do not

understand that divine forgiveness is much more than

a matter of personal relations ask the question, Why,

when we are able to forgive without inflicting penalty,

cannot God do the same? If this theory were correct,

God would be free to inflict or remit penalty at no cost

to justice and without dishonor to the law. This easy

solution of the problem ignores the difference between

the relation of men to each other and their common rela

tion to God Who is the Authority behind law. As pri

vate individuals we have no authority to punish others

for their offenses against us; the authority belongs to

God • or to the state. The right to punish is inseparable

from the obligations of authority, and authority usually

makes the infliction of penalty a duty. Darius was most

willing to ignore any personal affront offered to him by

Daniel's contempt for the law of the Medes and Per

sians, but the duty of. his position and authority com

pelled him to commit Daniel to the den of lions. The

majesty of the state demands that even a bad law must

be honored. God inflicts penalty to assert the principle

that the lawbreaker deserves to suffer. If in mercy to

any individual He remits penalty, the principle has not

been suppressed; it has been asserted in another way.

So also we are bidden to forgive each other freely, even

though we feel that justice demands that the offender

should suffer. We are not to avenge ourselves, but to

give place to the wrath of God (Rom. 12:19), Christ's

suffering has made it a just thing for God and man to

forgive.

The supremacy and authority of. law is vested in

God's personal sovereignty over all His creation. He
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cannot release His creatures from obligation to rever

ence and obey Him. A sovereign who never inflicted

punishment for treason against his authority would add

another crime to the crime of the traitor. A judge who

acquitted one who had been proven guilty would bring

the law and the court into contempt. God, unlike any

earthly potentate or judge, cannot be separated even

in idea from His law, which law affirms the principle

that sin must be punished by the Authority. It is nec

essary that God Himself should assert this principle.

If it is not asserted and maintained, then the law of

righteousness can no longer be identified with the will

of God. In such a case the universal conscience would

protest that while the sinner had broken the law, the

Lawgiver had dishonored it by refusing to inflict the

penalty. Such a schism between the law of righteousness

and the righteous God is impossible. Either God or His

law would be proved to be unrighteous. It is therefore

inevitable that God should inflict the penalty the law

prescribes. It is impossible that He should show mercy

at the cost of the majesty of the law of righteousness.

The punishment of sin is a divine act in which the iden

tity between the will and character of God and the law

of righteousness is asserted. To separate the divine law

from the divine Person would bring catastrophe into the

moral and spiritual universe. The authority of the whole

law, the goodness of its precepts, and the justice of its

penalty must be asserted by divine enforcement. If God

does not vindicate His personal righteousness as the

Moral Ruler, if He should not assert the fact that the

lawbreaker must be punished by inflicting the penalty

on each separate offender, He must assert the principle

and vindicate Himself in some other way. Some divine

act is required which shall have all the value of the act

of inflicting all the penalties deserved by sinners. God

has so declared His righteousness at the cross (3:26).

He asserted in the blood of Christ the principle that the
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sinner deserves to suffer. In the grandest way and by

the costliest sacrifice He has laid the righteous foun

dation for His gracious salvation. The irreverence and

injustice, that is, the lawlessness of mankind has been

so dealt with that God can be gracious to men without

condoning their sin or bringing His law into contempt

in the eyes of all moral creatures.

Jesus Christ's relation to law and its penalties is a

double one; He has an original relation and one acquired

by His incarnation. As Son of God, through Whom God

creates and acts, He is the active Authority behind law.

He gave it to Moses at Sinai and through Him God made

man with his moral nature and conscience and affinity

for law. There exists the same relation and harmony

between Christ and law as between God and law. As to

natural law, it is He Who carries on the universe by the

declaration of His power. God delegated all authority

to His Son. By His incarnation He became the Son of

Mankind, the Heir of Adam, who was given dominion

over the world, and He is the Man God had in view

when, under the terms of the covenant made with Noah,

He gave to man the right and obligation to judge and

punish his fellow man. As Son of Man He is entitled to

dominion and governmental authority. Psalm 8: 6 speaks

concerning the Son of Man that "He subjects all under

His feet" (Heb. 2:8; Eph. 1:22; 1 Cor. 15:25-27).

Christ most unmistakably asserted His authority as the

Lawgiver when He interpreted the law and said: "You

hear that it was declared to the ancients . . . yet I am

saying to you . . ." (Mat. 5: 21-22, 31-32, 33-34, 38-39).

And the moral instincts and consciences of His hearers

recognized that He taught as one having authority

(Mat. 7:28). He had authority to forgive sins (Mat.

9:6, 8). Though He came not to judge the world, He

will judge it when He returns (John 3:17; Acts 10:

42; 17:31). "Neither is the Father judging anyone,

but has given all judgment to the Son, that all may be
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honoring the Son as they are honoring the Father . . .

And He gives Him authority to be doing judgment,

seeing that He is a son of mankind" (John 5:22-27).

His is the same authority that we recognize behind the

law of God. He is the Administrator and Executive of

justice, Who must sustain the law.

Christ has yet another relation to law. Penalties of

the broken law are to be inflicted by Him: penalty He

remits must be endured by Him. He became the Victim

upon Whom the curse of violated law was visited. The

Judge of all mankind asserted the authority and justice

of law, not by inflicting the penalty, but by enduring it.

He whose lips should have pronounced the sentence of

doom and Whose power should have executed it, He

accepted the sentence from God, and He paid unusual

homage to His authority by submitting to the imputa

tion of sin and the curse of law. At the cross God was

the Executor of justice. The mutual love of the Father

and the Son invests this sacrifice with the grandest moral

sublimity. When penalty falls on men of high rank

justice is seen to prevail over the influences that usually

pervert it. But when penalty is inflicted to vindicate

the righteousness of God expressed in the law, when the

death penalty, in obedience to His God and Father, is

accepted by the Judge and Executive of law Himself,

then the law of God is firmly established on the throne

of God Himself. God, Who both required the suffer

ing and endured it with His Son, showed the identity

between His righteousness and His law. The faith that

sustains law is "faith in His blood" (3: 25, 31). Irrev

erence for law cannot survive a clear view of the mean

ing of the blood and the cross of Christ. Beyond the

human enmity that persecuted Him to the death we wit

ness the righteousness of God and His Christ established

beyond all question.

Christ is no longer under law, nor are those who are

united to Him in His resurrected life. The curse He
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endured exhausted the claims of justice, the claims law

once had upon us. Yet Christ is not lawless. Law never

detected any flaw in His flesh or in His conduct. He

fulfilled all the just requirements of law, and then paid

every claim of law against lawbreakers. He is the Con

summation of Law for righteousness to His members.

He imparts to us the holiness, the justice, the goodness

and the spirituality which the law required and of which

we were destitute. The law of God lives in Christ's life

now as when He was on earth.

". . . in Thy life the law appears

Drawn out in living characters."

So our answer to the question, Is the law sin? is May it

not come to that!

But, while the law is not sin, Saul's experience was

that it intensified the force of sin, for Sin I knew not

except through the law. I was ignorant of the presence

of Sin until it stood revealed in the light of the law.

While the law did not create sin, it unmasked it. Of

course, he had been told from his infancy that certain

acts of his were wrong; but he had no experience of sin

as an evil that had been transmitted to him in common

with all mankind. He did not know that Adam had

constituted him a sinner. And it is this sin, the discov

ery of which he now relates, and which he tries to bring

into subjection, that makes him cry out for rescue (verse

24). It is much easier to learn the wicked character of

acts of sin than to discover the presence and power of

sin as a law in our members. So that this conviction is

an advance upon the indictment brought against us in

1. g—3. 20. The Sin of this chapter is that from which

we are justified by dying with Christ (6:7), yet some

thing more than justification is needed. We need to be

rescued from Sin's power as well as its condemnation.

As Saul listened to the Voice from Sinai he came to

know that Sin which dwells in human flesh from the

cradle to the grave, whether it is the flesh of a saint or
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of an unbeliever. All are indwelt by Sin, but few know

it as they should. It is the office of the law of God to

give this knowledge.

I had not been aware of coveting except the law said,

"You shall not be coveting." These words, with verse

eight, explain how Saul came to know Sin. He did not

know the presence or strength of coveting till the pre

cept forbade it. He does not mention anything which

the law forbids men to covet, because he is thinking of

coveting in its widest extent. The Greek word epithumia

used here means coveting, desire, lust, and yearning. It

is not in itself an evil thing, for it is used of good desire

sometimes (Phil. 1: 23), and the verb epithumeo is used

of Christ,.and the spirit and messengers (Luke 22:15;

Gal. 5:17; 1 Pet. 1:12). It must not be confused with

another word, which is rendered " covetousness'' in the

popular versions, pleonexia, greed, greediness. When

Paul speaks of having all manner of coveting he is not

confessing the sin of "greediness, which is idolatry";

but he is speaking of desire, or setting the heart on some

thing which God withholds. The sin of coveting lies not

in the evil of the thing desired, but in the very desire

itself. The other precepts forbade overt acts which

might be observed by others. Saul had evidently got

past the nine precepts with the feeling that he was

blameless, but the tenth detected the first motions of sin

in the inner and hidden life; it passed below the exter

nal behaviour to the hidden movement of lust. A deep,

spiritual purpose underlies the precept; it forbids one

to desire, and bids one to be content with what God

gives. Desire for more calls God's will in question. The

precept is used to discover in the human heart all man

ner of lawless desire.

8. Now Sin, which is personified as the villain of this

tragedy, getting an incentive through the precept, pro

duces in me all manner of coveting, and by this evil

activity makes itself known. Saul is Sin's victim, who
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determines and earnestly strives to obey the precept.

Because of this sincere endeavor he has a keener eye for

the inwardness of the law and the movements of desire

in his own heart. No insincere, shallow-hearted youth is

so introspective as was young Saul. He is now inspired

to relate his experience as he watched Sin's use of the

precept to produce coveting. There is an evident dis

tinction between Sin, which is represented as a temp

tress, and the desire, which is a lawless activity. Sin

seeks to lead Saul to an act of coveting. The parties in

this tragedy are Sin, Saul, the precept, an external

object of desire, and an awakened desire. Law and

judgment deal with acts, and coveting though not overt

is condemnable by the law that prohibits it. Sin found

its incentive, or point of attack, in objects which appeal

to desire, and wrought through the precept which for

bade it all manner of coveting. Before the precept came

desire was latent, but inactive and unrecognized.

Ovid says, "What is lawful is insipid; the strongest

propensity is excited toward that which is prohibited.''

That is not all the truth. It must be remembered that

Paul is arguing that it is Sin, and not the precept, that

produces all kinds of lust. The effect of the precept was

to placard the word "forbidden" on every object which

Sin presents before the eye of desire. Sin inclines one

to desire the forbidden fruits. In the cases of Eve and

our Lord the solicitation to commit sin came from the

outside, for both of them were sinless; but in our case

the tempter is the Sin that dwells in us. This particular

precept is so easily broken, because as soon as desire is

set on something other than the will of God Sin rules.

Though I may be outwardly blameless, if my heart is a

nest of desires for forbidden things, I am a man of sin.

How flawless was the righteousness of our Lord! No

object other than, to please God could evoke a desire in

His pure heart, for He knew no sin. But each of the

ten commandments prohibits something which is latent
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or active in every child of Adam. Through the law Sin

wakens latent desire into intense longing. This is the

effect not only of God's law, but of many human pro

hibitions. Too much warning and advice, and the fre

quent utterance of unjust suspicions have a tendency to

suggest the very sins they are intended to prevent.

For apart from law Sin is dead is a statement which

proves that it really is the law which Sin uses, and it-

agrees with another statement into which Paul con

denses all his teaching about sin and law: "The power

of Sin is the law" (1 Oor. 15:56). Sin and law and

death are woven together into a bad combination. But

for the law, Sin would be powerless to slay us, for death

is the penalty of broken law. Sin uses and makes capital

of a law that condemns the sinner. Sin is personified as

alert to her own interests, but without law she is power

less, and so is figuratively said to be dead. Though Sin

exists in the heart as pollution, without the authority

of law it is dead as rebellion, having no precept with

which it may collide. Sin is lawlessness, but its anarchy

and insubordination is not apparent till there is a law

to transgress. Sin misses the mark, but without a target

which one must hit there can be no failure, without a

standard to be attained there is no falling short. If sin

were actually as well as figuratively dead apart from law,

the abolition of sin would follow the abrogation of law.

9. Now I lived, apart from law, once. While Sin lay

inactive and apparently dead, I supposed myself to be

alive to God. The emphatic / is the opposite of Sin,

while lived is another vivid figure opposed to dead.

After what Paul has taught about all being constituted

sinners he could not mean he was alive to God as saints

are, nor did he mean that sin was actually dead. He

uses life and death figuratively throughout this section.

He is talking about his own experience, and as far as

his experience went, Sin was dead and he was alive.

Once he knew nothing of Sin and lived in ignorant self-
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complacency. Though he had been taught the difference

between right and wrong conduct, he was entirely ignor

ant and unconvicted concerning a force in his members

that could not be subject to the law -of God. He sup

posed he could keep the law and live by it, and that

determination to obey was all that was needful. It was

on such a false assumption that Israel said to Moses:

"All that Jehovah hath spoken we will do" (Exod.

19: 8). Self-ignorance is frequently mistaken for inno

cence and even personal righteousness. Law is God's

method of destroying the delusion of man's ability to

do what he knows to be right.

Once probably refers to the time of innocent boyhood

before Saul became, at the age of twelve, a son of the

law. As a pious child trained in the knowledge of the

God of his fathers, he was reverent and sought to please

Him by well doing. So many of us were privileged with

such a blessed childhood, and remember how real was

our trust in God and how sincere our prayers. How

peacefully we lay down to sleep in the knowledge of

our Father's care! And yet how ignorant we were of

our depravity and our impotence to keep God's law!

Thus when Saul received the law he determined to obey.

When the precept came he said, I will not covet; but he

did not know that Sin was in him, a force stronger than

his will. He was soon to learn that despite himself Sin

woul4 bring him into conflict with the will of God.

Yet at the coming of the precept Sin revives. Does

any Scripture really come home to one at its first read

ing? Yet whenever it does come it proves its power.

The precept was powerful; but instead of empowering

Saul it empowered Sin, and roused it to active life.

Clothed with the power of law it went forth to seduce

and slay. It solicited to acts which made law a dispenser

of condemnation* and death (2 Cor. 3:7, 9). No sooner

had Paul seriously begun to apply the precept to his

heart than he found he wanted everything that was
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pleasant to his eyes, and these desires persisted and grew

in spite of the resistance of his will. Then the goodness

of this pious boy and his imagined ability to live by

obedience to God's law struck like a frail canoe upon

the rock, '' Thou shalt not covet,'' and foundered.

Others may " allow for the infirmity of the flesh", but

the law does not, and Saul did not. He read his doom

in the broken law, and it led him to see the value of the

sin offering. Sin revives in the same figurative sense in

which it was said to be dead. The dormant germ sprang

into life.

10. And it ivas found that for me the precept for

life, this is for death. This surprising inconsistency was

found in his experience. The precept, like the whole law,

promised life to those who obeyed it (Lev. 18:5; Deut.

5: 33; Gal. 3:12). It curses those who disobey it. The

precept was good, and there was on Saul's part intention

and determination to obey because he approved it, yet

the amazing discovery was that the precept was for

death to him. Such an unexpected result calls for an

explanation, and it is now given.

11. For Sin, getting an incentive through the pre

cept, deludes me, and through it kills me. This explains

how Sin uses law as its power to kill men. Its method is

the same as that of Eve's tempter. Indwelling Sin takes

the place of the external tempter and, like him, works

through the prohibition. Had God not forbidden Adam

and Eve to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and

evil the serpent would have had no weapon against

them, and no transgression would have demanded the

death which had been threatened. That precept was for

the preservation of their lives, but it turned out to be

for death. In the same way Sin now uses the precept

to fix attention on and create the desire for the forbid

den object, and to desire adds her solicitation. Sin

whispers that the prohibited objects are desirable and

beneficial and thus deludes me. As Eve was deluded and
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believed the lie, so do we (1 Tim. 2:14). What silly-

dupes we are! We continually prove ourselves to be

Eve's children, and are ever ready to be deluded yet

again. Sin through the precept kills me just as it killed

Eve on the day she ate the forbidden fruit. It was

not because of anything in the forbidden fruit, but

through the breach of law that the serpent killed Eve,

and became a manslayer. The sin began in the coveting

and was consummated in the eating.

12. So that announces the conclusion as to law and as

to sin which is to be reached from the narration of this

experience. Far from being sin the law indeed is holy,

and the precept holy, and just and good. Though Sin

has made such fatal use of the precept, neither precept

nor law can be identified with Sin. No blame attaches to

the law. Each of the adjectives, holy, just, good,

describes a character the opposite of that of Sin. Both

the whole law and the particular precept are holy

because they are the law of God. It is His, it reveals

His character and claims. Obedience to its demands will

make men holy, because it requires man to devote him

self to God with all the love of his heart and soul and

mind and strength. Such obedience would make it

impossible to have other gods or to do anything the law

prohibits. It is just because it requires one to love his

neighbor as himself. It renders both to God and man

what is due to them. It is good because it is beneficial

and promotive of life and happiness ;(Deut. 10:13).

Sin, which is lawlessness, is always unholy, unjust, and

evil.

13. At the mention of the word good a possible infer

ence flashes on Paul's mind and he turns aside to state

and answer it. He deferred the conclusion as to the

character of sin, which the Greek men, indeed, led the

reader to expect. The inference is that a law which pro

vokes the passions of sins and which can be used to min

ister death cannot be a good one, so he asks, Became
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good death to me, then? Repudiating the idea, he now

advances to the conclusion as to sin which he had defer

red. It was not the precept, which was good, that

became death to me, but Sin. A good law by itself is

quite harmless; it is only when it becomes the power of

Sin that it kills me. Though the law is in itself good, it

is not good for one in whom Sin dwells to be under it.

Yet without law men would be left in ignorance of the

presence of Sin whose character is the opposite of that

of the law it used. Hence the divine aim in giving law

is to make apparent the presence and character of sin.

The aim is a double one. First it is that sin may appear

Sin. The mask must be torn off its ugly face that its

hideousness may appear by reason of its producing

death to me through the good law, as it has done. God

willed that Sin's use of a law which was for life, but

which it perverted to produce death should reveal Sin's

work and character. This perverse use of law by Sin

makes it provoke the very thing it forbade. The worst

that can be said of Sin is that it is Sin; it needs only

to be unmasked to be hated. The second part of the aim

is that Sin, through this perverse use of the precept,

should become an inordinate sinner. It becomes worse

by its use of the good precept. Throughout the passage

Sin is the seducer who works through the precept, so

that the guilt of man's death is fixed not on the law, but

on Sin. And this use of the good law serves to show the

inordinate wickedness of Sin.

Sin and law have been separated and clearly dis

tinguished. The answer is that the law is holy and just

and good and guiltless of man's death; Sin is the crim

inal. Had the law been intended by God to conquer and

dethrone Sin, this would not have been the result. Law

cannot conquer either Sin or death, for it cannot vivify

(Gal. 3: 21). The law must first do its work of convic

tion and condemnation, and then the evangel saves. The

evangel is not an afterthought, or an expedient after the
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law which, was for life became in Sin's hands the instru

ment of death. Nor is law an experiment that fails; it

does its work of exposing Sin most efficiently. Those

who have not yet known the conviction that came to

Saul in his youth have not seriously attempted to keep

the law of God. It is not enough to believe the law; it

says, '' This do and you shall live.'' The law cuts one as

well as another. If one preaches law, it will slay him.

It is the weapon that slew Christ when He was made

sin for our sakes. If man is to remain under God's law,

he must be cursed by it or he must have Sin taken out

of him. If Sin remains in his flesh, he must either be

condemned by law or be exempted from it, and this is

what has been done for the saints who are risen with

Christ.

It may be asked, How can a moral being be freed from

a law which agrees with his nature, which conscience

universally asserts to be righteous and accepts as author

itative ; but which at the same time curses all men ? The

answer is found in the death and resurrection of Jesus

Christ. His death under the curse of the law which has

been violated by all sinners is the objective ground on

which we escape the curse. Because He endured the

penalty it is not inflicted on us. His submission to the

claim of outraged law sustained the law in undimmed

majesty. He went into death for our sakes and through

law, died to law that He might live unto God. He has

united us with Himself in such a death and release and

life for God. We are now dead to law, and law has no

claim against us. If, because liberty is sometimes mis

taken for license, law in some form is still necessary for

the government of moral life, the law of the spirit of

life in Christ Jesus supplies the need. Instead of seek

ing righteousness by obedience to an external rule, the

saint has the righteousness which expresses the new life

in Christ Jesus. There is no middle ground between law

and grace. Under law, we are still under condemnation.
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Under grace we have the law of the spirit of Christ,

which makes possible for us that love which is the ful

filling of the law. Concerning our text we may say,

This is experience. The only satisfactory exposition of

it is one that grows out of an experience that brings one

into full fellowship with Paul's conviction as to the

character of Sin and of law.

QUESTIONS

Does Paul ever speak slightingly of the law of God? Are we

in danger of thinking of law with contempt? Who in the
epistles talks most of law? What two questions are asked in
our text? How are they answered? Is Paul relating an

experience of his own? What occasions the asking of the first

Question? What kinds of people are shocked by talk about
exemption from law? D6 Jews and moralists revere law?

Should Christians revere it more? How did an Israelite
esteem the law? What did he suppose it did for him? Has

the gentile difficult questions about law?

Can you make a definition of law? What four things are
implied in law? Does the "law of nature" exclude God? Can
law enforce itself? What are some forms of law? What does
Paul say of instinct, and conscience, and judgment of right
or wrong conduct? (Rom. 2:14-15) Has man good instincts?

Does experience prove the need for law?

What is God's relation to law and its penalties? Did He
arbitrarily make laws? Does God's character accord with

what He requires from man? Is God subject to the authority

of law? Is He the Authority of law? Does the law of right
eousness express all that is in the heart of God? What more

is needed to reveal God's heart fully? Does conscience recog

nize the authority of law? What makes a command a duty?

Should worship of God recognize His Authority? Is law

arbitrary, temporary, subject to amendment, a reflex of some

thing in God and man, and continually operating?

What is God's relation to penalties of law? Was Christ's

death penal? Is penalty inflicted to reform the offender? Is

it to provide an example? Is it the expression of a purely
personal resentment? Why do you object to these theories of

the purpose of penalty? Is remission of penalty a personal

matter with God. Is it so with a president or king? On what

ground can God righteously remit penalty? May we forgive

on the same ground? What would happen if God should not

enforce His own law? Did God need to vindicate His right

eousness because he passed over sin without inflicting pen

alty? (3:26).

How is our Lord related to law? Has He authority to
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remit or to inflict penalty? How did lie maintain the majesty

and assert the authority of law? Did God ever act as Execu

tor of law? Did Christ exemplify law in His conduct? Does

He still?

Of what kind of sin was Saul ignorant before law come?

What precept was the means of discovering Sin? Why was

this particular precept so effective? Were Paul and the holy

spirit guilty of covetousness? (7:8; Gal. 5:17) How does

Sin use the precept? What are the parties in this tragedy?

Who is the villain? Who is the victim? What is Sin's

method?

Is Sin really dead in men who have no law? What kind

of life had Paul when without law? Could one keep the pre

cept if he had a very strong determination to do so? When

was it that Paul thought he was alive? Did the precept bring

life or death? How is his death by law explained?

Have you been deluded lately? How is the law holy, and

just, and good? Does a good law by itself kill? What double

aim has the law? Was law intended to save sinners? Is it

enough to believe in the law? How can a moral being be freed

from law? How can we fulfill the law? Do these verses

describe your experience?

Geo. L. Rogers

The office manager is glad to announce that he is back

"on the job", after five months of rest on the desert.

His health had so broken down last spring that he was

unable to continue the work, and was forced to spend

considerable time in an effort to build up his strength.

He feels that a large part of his success in so doing was

due to the prayers of interested friends and co-workers,

and wishes to take this means of thanking them for their

concern as to his well-being, as well as for their con

tinued support during his absence.—E. 0, K,
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BACK PROM BAGHDAD

THE JEWS IN IRAQ

From one who has his hand on the pulse of business in

Baghdad, I learned some surprising facts regarding the place

of the Jews in the new kingdom of Iraq. They are hopelessly

out-numbered by the Arabs, of course, but they have a strong

hold on the money and the business of the country. The con

tractors who supply the British troops are mostly Jews, as are

also the native clerks in the army's departments. Most of the

fine homes along the "bund" or levee, along the river, seem to

be Jewish property. That is, in Iraq itself, more than in other

parts of the world, the true symbol of the apostate nation is

the ephah, representing commerce, as in Zechariah's vision.

Financially, they are by far the most powerful part of the

population. The way is quite open for the building of great

Babylon, even if it will be a Jewish city in a non-Jewish country.

THE BAGHDAD MUSEUM

Half of all the finds made by excavators in Iraq are taken

by the Baghdad Museum. Hence they have the best exhibit of

antiques from Ur and Kish, and the other sites. They must

also be consulted before taking any antiques out of the country.

I took up my two Babylonian bricks and two tablets of baked

clay today. All are genuine. One of each will go to Los Angeles,

and the others to Stepenitz. I am quite proud of my big brick,

with the large inscription, for I found it myself in the "Mene

tekel" throne room, where Belshazzar's fatal feast is supposed

to have been held. The warning may have been reflected from

the very surface supported by this brick. It is too heavy, how

ever, so I have had it sawn down, leaving only a slab, a little

larger than the inscription.

STREET SPRINKLERS

I am writing this in the pleasant sunshine on the side

veranda of the Y.M.C.A., south Baghdad. In the street are

three bare-legged natives who are sprinkling the roadway.

They have gasoline cans (or tins, as cans are called on this

side). One man seems to have the privilege of spreading the

water, and he is very deft at it. The others run to the nearest

open conduit and fetch a full tin for him. One-half they pour
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into his tin at a time, which he immediately spreads upon the

road with a graceful sweep of his arms. The two carriers keep

him busy, yet, just now, he considers it necessary to accompany

his mere mechanical exertions with a loud lecture which is. not'

quite intelligible to the layman. The sun is warm enough to

make me grateful for the partial shade afforded by this date

palm. Its light shimmers on the surface of the Tigris, which

I can glimpse between the trees. The birds are very happy,

judging by their complete and continuous chorus.

THE Y.M.C.A. IN BAGHDAD

While in Baghdad I am staying at the Y.M.C.A. hospice,

and I must say that, while my usual impression of this organ

ization has been that it would be fitting to leave the "C." out

of the name, here it is quite the opposite. The "Y.M.A." is

quite subordinate to a genuine and genial effort to live in the

light of God's love and to serve the Lord Christ. The Word of

God is given first place. How congenial this was to me may

be readily imagined, notwithstanding the differences of doctrine

which developed. I would never think of going through Bagh

dad without stopping at this comfortable and agreeable guest

house. The Association is to be congratulated on having such

capable and consecrated men to conduct their work in this

distant field of service. This approximates the ideal its found

er had in view. Its principal work, of course, is among the

young men of the Royal Air Force. They are entertained, but

a definite effort is made to bring them to a knowledge of God.

May He graciously use them and their efforts for His glory.

BACK TO DAMASCUS

Much as I dreaded the desert journey, there seemed to be

no other practical way of returning to Palestine. Down to

Basra, and by ship to Egypt, had its attractions, but it would

take far too long and cost too much. As the railway line is

not completed in the north, the roundabout railway route is not

running, and the cost would be high. To fly across, in six

hours, would mean that much time of distress, I imagine, and

the price is prohibitive. So my friends procured a front seat,

in one of the transport company's cars, which turned out to be

a Nash seven. There was so much baggage on the sides that

it became a one door car. I had to crawl over the back of the

seat to get in. We started with eleven passengers, two of whom

had comfortable seats on the top of the baggage on each side.

This was later reduced to eight.

For the last time I crossed the broad Tigris on the Maud

pontoon bridge and entered Mesopotamia. At West Baghdad

railway station a group of under-sized black-gowned women

carried huge towers of pots on their heads. Some seemed al

most as high as those who carried them. It certainly was an

unusual feat even for the east, where women are accustomed

to balance loads of all sorts on their heads. I cast long last
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glances at the land between the two rivers, not only on ac

count of its powerful past, but because of its fabulous future.

The irrigation projects now under way are enough to put it

back upon the map. If they would only plant more trees!

The eucalyptus is now being introduced. Then there should be

a more careful consideration of drainage, or the salts, or alkali,

will ruin much of it. Problems, not impossibilities. I am thor

oughly convinced concerning the come-back of this country.

An enterprising population would not be long about it. West

ern teachers and western methods are rapidly gaining headway.

In contrast to the desert just beyond, the natural necessities

for a great civilization are there—water as well as arable land.

No miracle is needed to make it blossom as the rose. Yet now,

at some seasons of the year, it appears almost sterile, without

a green tinge in its brown expanse except the dusty dates

along the shores of the rivers. My imagination sees towering

trees surrounding fields of perpetual verdure. It is not wide

at this point. We soon cover it and cross the Euphrates, turn

ing northward not far from its banks for a considerable dis

tance before turning our faces to the west.

At the customs station we are halted for an hour or two, to

examine our passports. There are six automobiles waiting

inside the courtyard, and six large trucks in another enclosure.

Bales are sprinkled all over the yard. Most of them are

marked "Made in Persia", and are consigned to London or

New York. They seem to contain rugs. Evidently there is still

some trade in oriental rugs, despite the depression. Outside

the gate they are loading live sheep on a truck to which an

extra deck has been added. They seem to be large, fine ani

mals, mostly docile, but some seem resentful, and struggle to

change their position.

THE EASTERN DESERT BY DAY

The irrigated zone extends to the sunset as far as Ramadie,

as the custom station is called. Immediately beyond it the

desert begins. We passed this part during the darkness a fort

night ago, so I will be keen to check up my first impressions.

It is not as level as I supposed. Occasional elevations dot the

undulating expanse. The road winds and twists and turns as

if most uncertain of its destination. It was never made and

will never be finished, at this rate. The driver has a wide

choice, and often prefers to run on virgin ground where the

road is not rutted and the dust is not so dense. The early

part of the day was delightful. Cool and sunny. Later a stiff

breeze raised a dense dust fog, which lowered visibility to the

immediate surroundings. At evening it subsided.

A WHITE OASIS

One notable stretch of road was smoother and firmer than

if it had been made by man. At some distance away a consider

able area seemed to be under water. At first I took it for a
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mirage. Seldom, on a clear day, is it impossible to see a

limpid lake not far away in the delusive desert. But this was

definite in its boundaries. The preceding car entered it. It

did not disappear on approach. Finally we came to it. A per

fectly level area of a creamy white color, evidently leveled by

water, as it was in a slight depression. The road was solid

and smooth as glass almost. The chauffeur stepped on his

accelerator, so we were soon over it. A white spot in the dirty

brown of the desert.

As we went on and on, for there are about five hundred

miles of the grim desolation, my mind turned to its future. It

is a part of the heritage of Israel, I believe. What a population

it would support if water were available! Apart from Rutba,

in its center, we saw only one encampment of bedaween, not

counting police posts. Man is helpless here. The land looks

level, but it really ascends gradually to some thousands of feet,

so that the water of the Euphrates, even if it sufficed, could not

be brought to it. Elsewhere there is no supply. The waters

of Damascus soon sink away. Only in the heavens above is

the moisture which will work the miracle of reclaiming this

waste and sterile wilderness. If God puts His showers upon it

I see no reason why.it should not laugh with plenty and exult

with exuberance. I will view it again in the day of Jehovah.

Notwithstanding my special seat and returning vitality,

the constant twisting and turning and lurching and bumping

are decidedly unpleasant. Two of the passengers are very sick.

But I crouch down in my seat and conjure up some of the

delights which beckon me on the other side of this doleful

experience. There is really not much more use observing the

scenery than watching the waves on an ocean liner. Dun,

drab, distorted dunes that defy description. Occasionally the

cars stop and gather together so as not to get lost in this wild

waste, or lose contact should they be in need of assistance.

Our right front tire goes down with a thud, and the iron ring

goes rolling over the floor of the desert ahead of us. The com

panion car comes up, and a spare soon replaces the blowout.

But now there is real trouble. The magneto is not func

tioning properly. We are stalled. The driver works with it

feverishly for a while, and it finally responds. But only for a

while. Several times he is compelled to stop and the com

panion driver helps in testing the results of his efforts. Finally

they take out the whole front of the engine. With the aid of

some fragments of rubber tube they finally manage to get it

going, only the starter will not function now. Each time we

stop, the campanion car is compelled to get behind and push

with the engine in gear. It is very cleverly done, so no time

is lost. As our driver is a young Arab Jehu, he eventually

overhauls the cars that passed us.

The night falls softly over the land. The autos turn on

their headlights, and dart over the desert like fitful fireflies,
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without much appearance of rhyme or reason. Occasionally

our machine would make a short circle and stop. Then the

rest would come running from everywhere, and a fresh start

would be made. In this wide thoroughfare no one would dream

of a collision. Yet I was told that machines entering the dust

of others had actually, on two occasions, met head on*. That

can be understood. But one of the cars in our caravan, in

coming to us, actually struck us a heavy side blow, crushing

in the rear fender somewhat. In front, I hardly knew it, but

those in the rear felt the force of the impact. That need not

have occurred.

BUTBA WELLS AGAIN

After going over a long stretch of rough, rocky road, we see

a red light in the sky ahead of us. It is on a high pole at

Rutba Wells. Did I describe this before? It looks like war

time. The main building is a square stone fort consisting of

rooms around a large quadrangle. Barbed wire entanglements

forbid a near approach to the walls. The entrance has two

iron doors, which swing back on hinges to allow the auto to

enter. It is closed behind us, but a small door in one of them

allows entrance and exit for people. A gaudy French guard

is on duty, for we are now in Syria, which is under the man

date of France. This is the only water on the whole route. We

stop for an hour or so. The chauffeur works on the car. I stroll

about to see what I can see. Some take refreshments.

INDIAN MOSLEM PILGRIMS

The scene is highly colored. On the ground beside one of

the cars is a group from India, evidently Moslem Indians on

a pilgrimage. See, one of them is praying, that is, he is on a

rug, and, among other things, bows with his face to the very

ground. They all wear turbans above their swarthy black-

bearded faces. One must be of some importance. In the center

of his turban is an odd-shaped hat with shiny silver sheen. On

his feet are elaborate slippers with pointed toes curved up

ward and in. They remind one a little of the magi who came

out of the east to worship the heaven-sent Boy. Possibly they .

also camped at these wells.

Time is up. Once more we are on the move. On, on, on,

we go, go, go, throughout the long, long night, but seem to get

nowhere until near morning, when the customs station looms

up in the dim twilight. Many cars and trucks are already

there. The French officers are inspecting baggage. Our driver

grumbles as he undoes all our baggage. I open up mine. The

inspector merely gives it a glance and passes on. It is cold,

so we will walk about. The chauffeur is roping his luggage on

again. Ready? No. Our passports. It takes time to cross ia

border, or rather two borders, for there is usually a no-man's

land in between. But now we are on our way to Damascus,

and to Damascus we come.
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THE ANTI-LEBANON" MOUNTAINS

. I am leaving Damascus on the train. It is quite a long time

since I was in a railway car. I had decided to travel third

class, but was dissuaded by the hotel manager, as he said that

almost everyone goes second. It may be so, but I not only

have this whole coupe* to myself, but it seems as if there is no

one else on this car. There are two more cars forward. They

seem to be well filled. We are passing out of Damascus. The

western part of the city, on the slope of a mountain, is still in

sight. Irrigation ditches full of water. Gardens. Many trees.

Here the water forms a foaming cascade. Note the mountains.

Climbing slowly. A rocky gorge with a rushing river called

the Barada, the Abana of Scripture. Fine asphalt road. Moun

tains opening a little. Not so steep and stony. Beautiful Arab

villa with colored tile. Station. A coupe companion. Official

cap. River in wooded canyon. Many curves. Mountains ahead

with snow-filled canyons. Steep climb. Engine puffing. Cross

road. Station. My companion has rolled up his overcoat for a

pillow and wrapped himself in a blanket for a snooze on the

opposite seat. "Je prie pardon, Monsieur!" It is all right with

me, but I can't tell him so. Perhaps "avec plaisir" might have
done. Beautiful rainbow. One drop of rain. Black clouds

ahead, but sunshine here. Camels loading with long straight

sticks. Peculiar trees. Tall and straight. All seem young.

Must have been planted for timber. No leaves now. River

now foaming mountain brook. Cooler up here. An irrigation

take-off. Rugged rocks right above. Millions of saplings. Sta

tion. We are in the heart of the Anti-Lebanons now. The

heights about are bare, but there is quite a little cultivation

ip the canyon. The roar of the mountain torrent is music to

a temporary Palestinian. Station. Freight car loaded with

trees. Principal product.

The train is wearily winding its way up the tortuous course

of the torrent. Almost up to the snow. Tops of peaks covered

with clouds. Mountain village. Houses terraced one above

another. Station. Orchards. Trees bare. We are climbing

above the canyon. Quite a village ahead. Low stone houses.

Sod roofs on rafters of straight sticks. Village in valley below

us. Highly colored castellated rocks above us now. There is a

town right below. We can look right down on the roofs and

into the streets. The rocks are closing in on us. Tunnel. Short.

Reddish, rugged rocks. Precipitous. Grand. Two hours. Half

of the time to cross the range. Must be nearing the summit.

Think we are descending now. No stream. Broad, green mead

ow. Snow just above us. Water. Rivulet in a broad valley.

Considerable village up the slope on our right. Orchards

and trees again. Now there is a town on the far side of the

valley. Now we are climbing again. On the other side of this

wide flat is a long range of rugged mountains heavily flecked

with snow and capped with a long cloud. Station. My coupe
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companion has left me. Lad offers small red-cheeked apples

for sale. Men in usual variety of eastern dress, except more of

those peculiar baggy trousers. Cool up here. The valley is no

longer broad. Snow flecks on both sides. Lofty rugged rocks

on our right, with snow, veiled with a white cloud. Ground

still wet here. Must have been covered with snow recently.

Why, snow right here! Gardens look fresh and green. Valley

widens. Crossing it. Considerable village with minaret ahead

on our right. We are descending. How is that water running?

With us? First time today. We must be over the summit.

We will probably follow this streamlet down. Great cuts in

the solid rock. Narrow ravine. Our rivulet is a mountain

torrent now, rapidly rushing down to the ocean. The other

water is lost in the desert after it leaves Damascus. A small

village. Station, called Yaufoufah. Three-quarters of an hour

to Reyak yet. Man with oranges, olives, leben, rings of bread

on strings. Small freight train passes us. One car of thin short

lumber. Must be precious in this land.' Houses mostly of small
irregular stones. An irrigation take-off from this stream. Men

on donkeys up on the mountain trail. A small village on the

other side of the ravine. We are winding our way down with

the foaming torrent. Cross it. Jagged rocks of salmon and

jade, jut up into the sky at our left. The strata of these moun

tains are usually tilted to an angle of forty-five degrees.

Now we are entering a tamer landscape. I can see the

snowy coast range of the Lebanons through that rift but these

heights are rounded. Yet here is some rock again. A grand

view of the snowy summits and white streaked wadies of the

Lebanon mountains, which parallel the Anti-Lebanons, in

which we now are. Below us is Coele Syria. Reyak, the pres

ent terminus o£ the railway from Asia Minor and Europe, lies

in the valley below us. To our left the valley is open to

Palestine. This train goes on to Beyrout. We will change here

to go up the valley to our right, to Baalbek. The whole scene

is much more colorful than when we saw it six months ago.

Then all was parched and brown. Now there are vivid greens

in the valley, and exquisite blends of brown and green up to

the pure white snow fields and cloud banks above.

THE BUINS OF HELIOPOLIS

After lunching we are on our way up the valley until the

towering columns of Baalbek come into view. We alight, with

a card in our hands showing what hotel we desire to patronize.

First a porter boards our coupe and grabs my baggage before

I am aware. But I soon settle him. Then I walk outside the

station bounds and the hotel men cry their wares. As no one

mentions the name of the one I wish, I take out a card to make

sure. One sees it, and cries out the name and discovers that he

is its representative. I question him, but he is firm. But where

is the free conveyance? It is broken down today (!). I can

have a free (!!) ride in the public carriage. Are we going to
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the hotel I mentioned? No, it is too far out (!!!). But my

guide assures me that he represents both (!!!!). He will take

me to the new Grand Hotel, where I can leave my baggage

free (!!!!!). I reason that this great kindness is likely to be

expensive, but my time is short, so, what to do? We leave our

baggage at a fine looking hotel, and go on to the ruins. I have

been told that they are closed until half past one, but we go on.

Enter a guide to the ruins. I have decided to have a guide,

the time being so short, so he practically appoints himself, as

he speaks fair English and much better German. He will take

me to the ruins. But they are closed! Right. But he will take

me. We go on and he persuades the official to let us in and we

view the cyclopean remains of Rome's palmiest days. The ruins

were too massive to be destroyed either by Christian emperors

or Arabian vandals, though both have left their defacing sig

natures. Their size alone makes them one of the wonders of

the world. There were, enormous temples, with gigantic col

umns, yet all in exquisite taste and adorned with graceful

sculptures. I cannot remember having seen a finer interior

than the temple of Bacchus, much of which is still beautiful.

Some of the columns in the courts were gigantic, and the three

great stones in the foundation are the largest cut blocks in

the world except only the one which still remains in the quarry.

I had given up my trip to the cedars of Lebanon with some

reluctance on account of the snow. My guide proposed to take

me there. As I found that he was a professing Christian, and

seemed genuine, I considered his proposition. Knowing neither

French nor Arabic, and the natives being so untrustworthy in

their statements, I could readily see that I would probably

lose nothing by such an arrangement, as he^ would pay for

everything arid I could, pay his bill at the close. So I agreed.
We went to his home for Turkish coffee, where I was shown

his credentials. We went back. On our way one of the hotel

men tried to insist that I had promised to take tea at his

place(!). Then we went on for my baggage and found that I

had promised to take tea there also (!!). After insisting that

I had not promised, I took some to pay for the storing of the

luggage, and we were off.

As my experience had made me wary of all promises on the

part of guides, I ask for a guarantee that we should be able to

reach the trees and name the maximum I would pay. The

guide says he had been there only a week before and will

guarantee to get me there at no more than the agreed amount.

His interest in the Scriptures and apparent candor make me

weaken. It is a sorry world when you can trust nobody. We

are riding back to the station, but turn off to see the huge

stone still in the quarry. It is tilted upwards from its con

nection with bed rock at a considerable angle. I wonder if any

modern contractor would take the job of transporting it to the

ruins and raising it to a place on the walls? How did the
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Romans accomplish it? There certainly has been no vital

advance in building gigantic stone structures since their day.

As the wind is cold the guide takes us into the station

master's office near a stove. The train is late. Here it comes.

From its windows we watch the mighty columns of Baalbek

disappear. At Reyak we board the train to Beyrout. More than

six months ago we went by auto, so the train will be a change.

Then the weather was dry and windy and warm. Now it is

cold and the melting snow makes everything moist. We are

crossing the wide valley from the Anti-Lebanons to the Leban-

ons. In Hebrew, Lebanon means white. Just now they are well

deserving of the name, for they are covered with snow well

down their sides, especially in the ravines.

OVER THE LEBANON RANGE

We are now crawling up the ragged side of Lebanon by the

aid of a geared track. Occasional cascades fall in foaming

froth down the wadies from the snow above. Now the side of

the track is full of snow. There are drifts in every sheltered

spot. Station. Now the torrents are provided with a roof of

snow in many places. Snow fields. Now we are in a snow shed.

Another snow shed. They are not as dark as tunnels because

of occasional openings in some places. Snow shed. Snow shed.

Summit. We are descending. Snow shed. Another. Ditto.

Tunnel. In the clouds. Some above. Billows below. A break

in them. The lights of a village. Beneath the clouds. The

myriads of lights of Beyrout. Like a constellation below us.

Station. Still some distance to go. Beyrout in quite a city.

BEYROUT

We are quartered in a good hotel, almost like those at home.

Our guide calls us early, as we will go to the cedars and back

in one day, reckoned a fourteen hour drive. Out through the

streets of Beyrout. Though we might call them narrow, they

are wide, judged by eastern standards. And they are clean.

The houses are attractive. No sign of the slovenliness further

south. The road lies along the Mediterranean shore. The

hills which lie between it and the high mountains are covered

with gardens and houses. They are at their best now, of course,

as Spring has come and carpeted all with tints rivaling a Per

sian rug. The situation seems ideal. The ocean, the hills,

backed by the high, water-bearing Lebanons. Warm here in

winter. Cool above in summer.

THE DOG RIVER

This is the mouth of the Nahr Kelb, or Dog River. Quite a

beautiful scene. The name ought to be changed. It is supposed

that the stone figure of an Assyrian winged bull once stood on

the cliff, and the Arabs called it a dog. In olden times the pass

through which this river runs was the highway from Damascus

to the coast. On it Phoenicians, Egyptians, Persians, Babylon-
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ians, Grecians, Romans, Europeans, and Turks led their hosts,

either to victory or defeat. On the cliffs are cut inscriptions,

from the ancient Egyptians down to the British, in the great

war. Rameses II, who reigned about 1300 B.C., left his mark

here. So also did Shalmaneser and Esiarhaddon, the Assyrians.

Napoleon has a large advertisement, down near the present

road. Sennacherib (about 700 B.C.) has left his effigy here.

THE ANCIENT GEBAL %

Once more we skirt the shore, past a prosperous appearing

country, crossing occasional streams, through small villages,

until we come to Jebeil, the ancient Gebal. The Geblites were

hewers of stone (1 Ki. 5:18) and also ship builders (Eze. 27:9).

The Greeks called it Biblos, the Crusaders Giblet. The pictur

esque road continues along the sea all the way to Tripoli. Now

we can see the city ahead of us. It is really two (not three)

cities, one out on yonder point, which juts far out into the

Mediterranean. The other part is further inland. But we will

not visit Tripoli now. The road to the cedars turns off here.

We will go to them first.

TOWARD THE CEDARS

We go for some distance inland through groves and gardens.

Before us a magnificent panorama is unfolding. A great gorge

lies ahead. Precipitous cliffs are on this side and that. Above

all is the dazzling whiteness of the snow-mantled range. Now

we commence to climb in earnest. Back and forth we zigz&g

up the steep slope. Our auto is too long for these sharp turns,

but the driver seems capable. I had not bargained for this, as

I cannot bear great heights. The road is really dangerous.

Several students of the American University went a little too

far before turning, last summer, and they were dashed to death

on the rocks below. But it is the only road to the cedars, I

suppose. Back and forth, back and forth. There seems to be

no top. Yes there is, for here we are, over the divide. There

are some trees. Are these the cedars? Young cedars, yes. But

not the famous grove.

There are the cedars! Far, far ahead, high up on the moun

tain side, a black spot in the white expanse, are the famous

trees. We still have far to go, but we have at least seen them

from afar. Now and again, as we wind about on the mountain

road, we catch a glimpse of our objective. The natives tell us

that we will have to walk for ten or fifteen minutes, on account

of the snow. No objection to that. But these roads are danger

ous. The melting snow is making slush of some of it. The

wheels cannot grip and the brakes cannot be used. On to the

cedars! The last part of the road leads from yon village on the

other side of this gorge, so we will have to go to the head of it

in order to cross. Here we are. Now back to the village. Is

the road passable? So they say, and they ought to know. Up

we go. But halt! The road ahead is filled with snow up to a
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yard in depth. The road is as slick as an eel. No further,

please. I am not committing suicide today. The driver and

guide are also frightened. We get out. The car backs up to

firm ground and turns. Down we go.

At the village we halt and the guide, fearful of his "guar

antee", and probably knowing that I would never consent,

urges me to go the remainder of the distance to the grove on

horse back. If I would not, of course his "guarantee" would

not hold. Imagine a horse floundering through deep snow, on

slippery trails, on the edge of tremendous precipices. They

figured two hours to go three miles. Coming back would be

worse. And then ride all the way back to Beyrout! The guide

was voluble, "Just think how thankful we should be that we

have not lost our lives!" I could not help thinking that he

would have come much nearer death if he had played such a

trick on some men I know. I had specifically mentioned my

belief that the snow would make it impossible for me to visit

the cedars. He had scouted the idea, and guaranteed to take

me there. Now, because I would not foolishly risk my life,

he claimed that he had done his part. I could only console

myself with the fact that I had seen the cedars, and the jour

ney otherwise was profitable and the scenery magnificent. We

retrace our way and zigzag down the mountainside. Now we

are on the level once again.

A VISIT TO TRIPOLI

As the day is not far spent, we will take a look at Tripoli.

High up in the hills, we had a birds-eye view of the two cities,

one out on a cape, projecting into the sea, the other somewhat

inland. They are connected by a tram. Judging from the

name, Tripoli was once three cities, now it is only two. It has

little of the squalor and odor of the east, such as is found in

Jaffa, for instance. It looks prosperous, as all Syrian cities do.

It is quite straggling. We are riding through its main streets

and soon emerge, to take our way back to Beyrout. The ride

along the shore is thoroughly enjoyable, with the sea on our

right, the inhabited hills and snowy mountains on our left.

Syria has about the same population as Sweden—about three

millions. But there are five distinct governments, with a

French commissioner over all, who lives at Beyrout. All the

peoples of these eastern lands are burdened by excessive taxa
tion, due to enormous military establishments and multiplicity

of governments. The Syrians alone seem to bear up under it.

Now we are in Beyrout again, and head for the hotel.

SIDON

From Beyrout to Haifa is a four hours' trip, but this gives

no time to examine the ruins at Sidon and Tyre, and Acca. So

we will take a special auto. The driver "guarantees" that he

will stop one hour at Sidon, one at Tyre, and one at Acca, and

show us all of the ruins. The hills below Beyrout are covered
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with gardens and homes, a very pleasant place to live. The
road keeps within view of the sea almost all the time. Now
Sidon comes in sight. It is on a point which projects into the
water, and is visible some distance away when approaching
it from the north. It is now called Saida. There is a small

island not far from the land. Our driver shows us the ruins
out on the sea front and drives right down to the water, in

the city. Most of the town is oriental, with narrow alleys for
streets, where the roofs often meet above. We ask for more

ruins and our driver points to the southeast. We go there and

find some old Arab walls. Then he says "Finish". His eloquent
English tells us that he knows of no more ruins and that he is

anxious to get rid of us and go back to Beyrout, where several

shiploads of tourists will arrive today, all ready to be plucked.

Well, he has given at least ten minutes of the promised hour.

TYRE

Leaving Sidon, we skirt the shore down to Sarafend, the

ancient Zarephath, or Sarepta. There are great masses of

ruins here, but our driver knows nothing of them. Surely he

has heard of Elijah and the widow (1 Kings 17:8-24). Passing

the tomb of St. George, we once more see a city projecting out

into the sea. This is Es Sur, the ancient Tyre. The road leads

out to it, but the auto cannot go into the narrow streets of the

town proper. As we are not vitally concerned with the modern

city, we ask to be shown the ruins. "No ruins!" Well! That

was a safe contract. We were to be shown all the ruins in an

hour's time. And now he knows of none! It is good that he

knows no English and I know no Arabic. What about the old

town wall on the southeast, the Algerian tower on the south

bank, the fragments at the bottom of the harbor, the crusad

ers' church, the tell not far from the city with the Roman

necropolis, with paintings and sarcophagi, the tomb of Hiram,

and a few things like that? Go on, you old ruin. But don't

ever say that there are no ruins in a town when you are there!

Ahead of us lies the "ladder" of Tyre. It is a rather narrow

road cut right out of the cliff, above the sea. See how steep it

is here! Our driver keeps honking his horn on the curves. We

have been almost on the beach since leaving Tyre, but now we

turn inland a little. Here is the French custom office. We

can't get through, for they have stalled an automobile, headed

in pur direction, in the narrow passage. Passports, please! The

genial and joking Frenchmen are not in a hurry. Finally they

succeed in making an impression with a rubber stamp in brilli

ant red ink, but so illegible that it looks like a picture of a

prairie fire. A native policeman wishes to go to Haifa, and

begs for a ride. Glad to oblige him. On we go to the British

customs. Quite a little no man's land in between. Baggage

examination waived. Passport O. K. A British policeman

wants to go to Haifa. Good. He is a jewel. Knows all the

ancient sites, where to get the best pictures. Will show us
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Acca, usually called Acre. Has half an hour's business there.

Has been waiting for hours for an auto that has not yet come.

ACRE, OR ACCA

As we near Akka there is a Roman aqueduct on our left,

much of it still well preserved. Near the city, on our left, is

the artificial hill, built by Napoleon for his guns, when he

besieged the city. This town seems to be in a fair state, so

far as its mediaeval form is concerned. Its walls, moats, and

battlements are nearly all there. Even its ancient cannon are

lying about. With the policeman for our guide, let us go round

the walls, above the sea. This thick, solid masonry, with its

narrow slits for guns, was once quite effective in shielding

the garrison from the enemy's shots. Now it would be a grave

danger to its defenders. Yet it is not so long since Acre, as

some call it, was besieged. It was the great fort of the Crusad

ers, and the scene of decisive battles with the Moslems. Thanks

to our British guide, we have spent an interesting hour in

this mediaeval town.

HAIFA

From Acca, or Acre, the road runs right on the sea beach,

soon after we leave the town and cross the Kishon, that storied

stream which drains Esdraelon. The sand is smooth, except

that there are cross ridges every few yards, which makes it

impossible to make any speed. The waves of the Mediter

ranean sometimes threaten to reach us, but they fall short.

Looking back we have a very fine view of Acca across the

water. Now we are entering Haifa. There is a large ship in

the harbor. This is the car park.

BACK TO TIBERIAS

The width of Palestine, or rather its narrowness, can best

be realized by the fact that it does not take two hours to cross

it by auto. It could be done in one, I imagine. It costs only

ten piasters (fifty cents, two shillings) for the natives, in a

bus, fifteen for a seat in an auto, and twenty or twenty-five

for foreigners or tourists. It is about seventy kilometers, or

forty-five miles, from Haifa to Tiberias, through Nazareth. As

there is still time, we may as well go right on to our tempor

ary home. We will need to wait until an auto is filled. Here

comes one. A single seat left. Good. A hearty good-bye to

our British friend and we are off. Once more we fondly view

the heights of Carmel and low-lying valley of Megiddo, with

its bloody plain and martial future. We are climbing up to

Nazareth among the scenes of His boyhood. We are passing

Cana, with its promise of coming bliss. And now we are

descending to the lake which lies like a sapphire set among

the heights of emerald. Cold Hermon's hoary head lends

chaste loveliness to the landscape. Our journey is over. Our

friends await us. Another chapter in our experience is ended.

A. E. K.
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From one of the far regions of the earth comes this

simple yet striking chart of the eonian times. It is

always a source of great satisfaction to see that the lead

ing lines of God's great plan have been understood and

there is no better evidence than the formation of another

chart to give it expression. It shows that the compre

hensiveness and the harmony of the divine procedure is

a living reality to the mind and heart. This chart may be

useful in presenting the truth to others, especially as a

beginning, before the larger one on the eonian times is

used. The parallels are easily seen and remembered.

May its message make its way into many a heart and

lead it into the light of God's love!

m
£ & § All

A | The Wobld that then Was

B| DISRUPTION

C| The Ancient World

D| The Deluge

The Present Evil World

E * BIRTH, DEATH, & RESURRECTION OF CHRIST

The Present Evil World

D| Wrath

C| The Coming World

B| The Great W'hite Throne Judgment

A | The New Earth and Heaven

■■3 H > I God All in All

PI
^•^ Don Munro

Weekly Bible classes are now being held in Baghdad

by the author of this chart. The meeting place varies,

but may be ascertained by inquiry at the Y. M. C. A.

A. E. K.
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BEING THE SIXTH NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR

EDITORIAL

By the good hand of our God we have been allowed to

finish another volume of our little magazine. Though we

have reduced its size, this by no means ^corresponds to
the reduction in income. This has arisen, not from lack

of interest or numbers, but because many who had helped

us hitherto have not been able to continue their support

as heretofore. It has been suggested that we cut down

our expenses further by omitting the special cover, but

we hope this will not be necessary, and that our loyal

friends will make a very special effort to spread the mag

azine and the literature and so increase, not only its

funds, but its influence.

Once more we wish publicly to thank those loyal

friends who have given their support to our ministry.

The Lord Himself reward them in that day! Without

their help we would be unable to continue, or we would

be strongly tempted to compromise the truth and seek to

please man rather than God. Hitherto the Lord has

raised up fellow workers and contributors, and we look

to Him to continue to hold up our hands, no matter

how weary they may be, or how straitened the times.

From reports that come in, the truth for which we

stand is spreading as never before. This is especially

the case in the southeastern section of the United States.

The foreign work also has advanced. Almost every day

has seen a new name on the lists of the German maga

zine. But there, also, few are able to pay, no matter how

much they appreciate. In the best of times such a work

as ours cannot be conducted on a purely business basis,
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and in such a crisis as the present our free list multiplies
and our income is but a fraction of the normal. But all

our friends will understand this readily, for few of them

have not felt the strwgeney of /the,.times in their own

affairs, some, indeed, having had most distressing trials.

This is not the first time that we have thought it best

to retrench. Once before the magazine appeared for a

time without a special cover. Then the Lord saw us

through the time of stress, and we look to Him to guide

us through the present storm. We especially invite fel

lowship in prayer for this favor. Our God is able to

work His will, and we desire to be kept within its bounds.

We do not demand that He still the storm, nor do we

insist that He sustain us in it, for we do not know enough

to be His counselor. We desire to leave the way with

Him, and to receive our strength and support through

Him. The message we have is not ours, but His.

THE COMING YEAR

The Studies in Romans are entering a rich field—the

eighth and ninth chapters—in which there is much treas

ure still to be uncovered. This series is being published

in Swedish and in German also, and many have found

the articles thus far full of blessing.

Many requests have come to us for a study on Prayer.

It is not easy for us, when we first grasp God's unlimited

deity, and see that He carries out His purpose just as He

planned it in the beginning, to find the true place for

prayer. Not that we will not pray when in distress, for

no one will be able to stop us from crying to God

when our whole being is cast upon Him. But at other

times, when the urge is not so great, we may wonder if

our petitions will reach His ear. The real difficulty lies

in the lukewarmness of the prayers themselves. If I

were not in danger of being misunderstood, I would say,

' ' Don't say your prayers, pray them!'' Then we will not

preach to God, or give Him advice, or seek to direct His
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affairs, but take the place which belongs to us, as those

who know not what to pray for, but are well aware to

Whom to direct their petitions.

The subject of reasoning has been touched upon in

our pages at various times in the last few years. The

thought that it is not necessary to reason out the truth,

and that the exercise of this method is contrary to God's

mind, is new to many of us. So we have devoted an

article to an exhaustive study of all the occurrences of

dialogizomai (reason), and dialogismos (reasoning) in

the Scriptures. This will show clearly that we are not

dependent on the faulty mental machinery of humanity

in our search for God's mind. It is faith, not reasoning,

which opens up His treasures to our hearts.

Since we have seen that the opening verses of the

sixth of Genesis do not bring before us the days of Noah,

but the days of Adam, much light and certainty has

come to us on the problem of the so-called Angel World.

This has been embodied in a lengthy article which treats

of the subject in a more general way than those on the

Nephilim, and opens up lines of truth not often touched

upon, except as associated with much that is speculative

and fanciful.

It is our hope to continue the series on the Divine

Mysteries, by adding an exposition of the epistle to the

Philippians to that of Ephesians. It has, perhaps, been

the most misunderstood of the prison epistles, by those

who look to these for present truth. No Scripture is

more needed to regulate the conduct of those whose

hearts have been opened to the glories of the grace which

is ours in Christ Jesus. A. E. K.

Most of the subscriptions to this magazine run with the

calendar year, so that many of our friends will be send

ing renewals soon. When doing so, order a supply of

literature, of ask for a free supply of advertising litera

ture to give to your friends.—E. 0. K.
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THE POWERS THAT BE

Some years ago a friend sent me a copy of The Watch-

tower, the official organ of the International Bible Stu

dent's Association, containing an article on the first five

verses of Romans thirteen. To my great astonishment,

they claimed to be "the powers that be", to whom we all

should be subject. Those who resist them resist God. So

far as I remember, the argument was like this: Christ

has come, in invisible form, and has set up His millen

nial kingdom. Those who are aware of His presence are

His accredited representatives, to displace the govern

ments of the earth, all of which are to be overthrown.

The question was, "What would earth's governments

say to this? It seems that the United States authorities

did not take the matter very seriously, even when a great

demonstration was staged in Washington, and govern

ment buildings were invaded by zealous adherents, and

the new order of affairs made known to the highest

officials. Only when "Jehovah's witnesses", as they

called themselves, were deemed guilty of unlawful acts

were some of them haled before the courts.

In Germany also, little attention was paid to them

until after the success of the national revolution. Before

this the German people were divided into many political

parties, the communists were a continual threat, the

Catholics had a party of their own, called the Center,

which always traded with the most powerful faction, so

that the government was weak and corrupt. The slogan

of the new regime is unity and patriotism. They have

taken hold with a strong hand, abolished all parties, and

are making an effort to clean up the government. All

enemies of the state are dealt with in a summary fashion.

They seem to be building a strong, centralized, econom

ical administration. It is a rule with an iron club which

will brook no opposition.

Under Hitler Germany has become one politically, as

Italy under Mussolini. But religiously there can be no
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such unity, for about a third of Germany is Catholic,

and the Protestants are much divided. A movement to

unite about a score of the principal Lutheran and Cal-

vinistic confessions to form something similar to a state

church, has caused a great deal of contention. A bishop

was appointed by some of the leaders, but he was re

jected by one section and resigned. The state interfered,

but withdrew as soon as the churches had been united.

The principle has been announced: No interference with

the church so long as the church does not interfere with

the state.

The teaching of the I. B. S. A., that the government

of the earth has been given over to them, makes them

enemies of the state instead of obedient subjects, as

behooves the saints in this present economy. As a result

the organization has been suppressed in Germany, as will

be seen from the following official press report:

The Prussian Minister of the Interior, basing his action on
Sec. 1 of the President's Orders for the Protection of the
People and State, of Feb. 28, 1933, in connection with Sec. 14
of the Police Regulations, dissolves and prohibits the Inter

national Bible Students' Association, together with its several

organizations (Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, Liinen,

Magdeburg, the New Apostolical sect, etc.) in the free state of
Prussia. Actions contrary to this Order will be punished

according to Sec. 4 of the Order of Feb. 28, 1933.

The prohibition has resulted because the organization

named has carried on a hue and cry against the Christian

church and the state that cannot be misunderstood. By its

extravagant agitation the International Bible Students' Asso

ciation has been producing a highly dangerous measure of cul

tural Bolshevistic disintegration. The efforts of the prohibited

societies went further against the national community life,

which the present government especially wishes to foster and

further.

The danger arising from the operations of the societies

named was enhanced latterly because a noticeable number of

those who had once been members of communistic and Marx-

istic organizations have found a place in their ranks, thinking

themselves safe there.

The situation was such that the Bible Students' Associa

tion besides i£s political cultural efforts, afforded a purely
political asylum for the various enemies of the state.
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"Let every soul be subject to the superior authorities,

for there is no authority except under God. . . . Now

those who have withstood will be getting judgment for

themselves. . . . Wherefore it is a necessity to be sub

ject." This is God's order for today. We need hardly

insist that Paul was not writing about a religious organ

ization which would not come into existence for nearly

two thousand years. The Romans certainly could not be

subject to it! He wrote concerning the magistrates of

the Roman empire in the first place, and of any govern

ment under which a saint may find himself. Until the

time of the end, so long as we are on earth, till our Lord

calls us hence, our place is one of political subjection.

Not only are we to obey but we are also to pray

(1 Tim. 2:1, 2). The reason given is that we may live a

mild and quiet life. In these last days this is becoming

increasingly difficult. There is unrest everywhere, and

it seems as if peace is permanently banished until the

coming of the Prince of Peace. Hence it is our privilege,

as never before, to pray that God will so guide the ship

of state that our lives may not be sucked into the whirl

pool of politics, but that we may pursue a tranquil and

even course amidst the turmoil and the strife.

Moreover, we should abound in thanksgiving in this

behalf. If one-tenth of the fearful tales we hear about

the treatment of God's saints in Russia is true, our

hearts would swell with thankfulness that we are not

called upon to live under such a regime. It seems incred

ible that millions of lives should be laid down in these

days, for nothing more than an acknowledgment of God.

In Germany many are grateful that the threatened Com

munist attempt to seize the government was frustrated

and put down with a strong hand. It is said that many

religious leaders were on their black list. Our work

would have been stopped and we would have been for

tunate if we escaped with our lives.

The present government is frankly religious. It chose
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a church for "Its inaugural ceremonies. Its leaders invoke

the name of God. It is endeavoring to give the Christian

ehurch a definite place in its plans. It is seeking to

restore the morals and virtues which have their roots in

the fear of God. Humanly speaking, it seems to be the

main bulwark against the godless propaganda which is

seeking to break out from Russia and sweep over the

whole world. Hence it is not only the duty of the Ger

man saints to pray for their statesmen, but many in

other nations may well give thanks that God's name has

not been wiped out in the only barrier against Bolshevis

tic atheism, between the English-speaking nations and

the Soviet Union, in which religion is regarded as opium

for the masses. A. E. K.

As the holiday season approaches, we again wish to re

mind our readers of the suitability of certain of our pub

lication as gifts. For a small remembrance, we suggest

our wall mottoes, which are available in the following

texts: 1 Corinthians 15 : 22; 1 Corinthians 10:13; Rom^

ans 5:18; Ephesians 2:8-10; Colossians 1:20; Philip-

pians 4:6, 7; Romans 11:36; "We are His Achieve

ment/' and "All is of God". They are on heavy varie

gated stock, in assorted pastel colors, and sell for fifteen

cents each, or the set of nine for $1.00. For a larger gift,

"God's Eonian Purpose", or "The Mystery of the Gos

pel", or a copy of the pocket edition of the Concordant

Version is ideal. The complete Concordant Version

makes a gift which will be sure to be used and appreci

ated. We will, as a special holiday favor, stamp any

name in gold on the cover of the complete edition, or the

leather pocket edition, without charge. Allow about a

week for this work, when ordering. Do not forget our

special offer of four copies for the price of three, which

applies to any of the foregoing books. We ship postpaid

to any address in the world. We will be glad to enclose

your card or greeting, if desired.—E. O. K. :■:.
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ALL MEANS THE "BULK"

The editor of a religious magazine which stands firm

against some of the traditions of Christendom seems to

be troubled over the meaning of the word "all",-and

seeks to justify his unbelief in its plain sense by quoting

"the letter killeth", and appealing to our "sanctified

intelligence". The passages he gives may stumble some,

so we will copy that part of his article, and give the

facts necessary to resolve his doubts.

We would ask if it is not possible to be too materialistic

in our understanding of words even when found in the Bible,

and in those passages expressly said to be spoken by God!

A case in point has come to our notice when reading the
account of the plagues in Egypt in Exodus. In Exodus viii. 17

we read: "ALL the dust of the earth became lice throughout

all the land of Egypt," (R.V. A.V. LXX Heb. read "in soil").
Of course we instinctively say that that means that great

swarms of lice arose from the dust, and the language does

not intend to convey just how the lice came. We can see the

thing happening in our mind's eye, and the absolute literality

of the words does not trouble us. Yet there are those who

would insist that we must take the words in an absolutely

literal sense without any attempt to get at their meaning. Let

us look at what is said. "ALL the dust of the earth," that is,

of course, of Europe, Asia, Africa, the Americas, etc., without

any exception came to Egypt and there became lice. All the

dust of the earth if placed on Egypt would cover it to the

depth of many miles. The idea would be absurd. It is so

palpably useless and unnecessary. Yet we may be told that

however it contravenes our Divinely-given common sense we

must believe it because it is in the Bible.

Again, in Exodus ix. 6, we find the words "ALL the cattle

of Egypt died in the field" as the consequence of the murrain.

If the word "all" in that verse is to be read in its literal sense,

it must mean that no cattle were left in the land belonging to

the Egyptians, for the cattle of the Israelites were not affected.

Yet a few days afterwards when the plague of hail fell, we

read that there were cattle left out in the fields that were killed.

Some therefore must have escaped the murrain, and we must

read the word in a general sense as meaning the "bulk," or

some such idea.

It is this need of a sanctified intelligence or common sense

that makes the difference between seeing the spiritual meaning

in the Bible and not seeing.

It is certainly heartening to see how the attempt to
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empty the word "all" of its meaning is based only on

dubious readings and slovenly interpretations. In the

first passage some Hebrew texts and the Septuagint read

"in air the soil of the land." The Authorized Version

is ridiculous, the Revised is more so, but God's Word

is clear and plain, and literally true. The second example

is correctly translated. But the all in Exodus 9:3 is

limited to the cattle in the field. So also in verse nine

teen. Only the cattle in the field were killed by the hail,

but we insist that all of these were.

And why this subtle attempt to destroy the sense of

"all"? Because on it depends the glory of God's ulti

mate. Under no circumstances can "sanctified common

sense" admit that God will reconcile all. That is possible

only to God-given faith. These brethren are rightly in

sisting that death means death, not life. May they also

learn that all means all, not some. A. E. K.

CONSOLE AND ENTREAT, OR ENCOURAGE?

It has been suggested that the work parakaleo, beside-

call, rendered both console and entreat in the Concord

ant Version, could be translated better with a single

term, encourage, which, we are told, will fit every pas

sage perfectly. This Greek word has cost me an unbe

lievable amount of consideration, I so dearly desired to

use only one term to express it. Hence my relief was

great when, in German, we found an expression which

seems to satisfy every occurrence. It is "zusprechen",

literally unto-speak. It is sufficiently wide to include

speaking to another for his good to fit the circumstances,

just as the Greek heside-call, suggests the same idea.

The word encourage, like most English words in com

mon and careless usage, has taken on a wide range, and

is applied where a precise speaker would use a more

exact synonym. In translating the Scriptures such looser

ness of language should not be allowed. The idea of

courage should be confined to the opposite of /ear. It
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should not be used in contrast to sorrow. Thus if we

render the first occurrence of this Greek word (Mat.

2:18), "Rachel lamenting . . . did not want to be

encouraged," the effect is hardly tolerable. It is like a

false note in a pathetic piece of music. Even worse is

the first time it is found in Mark (1:40). A leper comes

to our Lord, shall we say, "encouraging" Him? Christ

was not timid or afraid, as this seems to imply. The

leper was hardly the person to encourage the Christ. He

entreated Him, saying "Lord, if Thou shouldst be will

ing, Thou canst cleanse me".

These two examples should suffice to show that "en

courage" is not a suitable equivalent for parakaleo.

One of the best safeguards against being misled by a

word which "seems to fit every passage" is to inquire

whether, perchance, it is not a better equivalent for

some other Greek word. This we call the "vocabulary

method". Thus encourage or have courage is practically

perfect as a rendering of thearseo or thurreo. The back

ground is always one likely to discourage, hence we may

use courage or encourage with perfect propriety and

precision. It never clashes with the context. A. E. K.

We are in receipt of two beautifully executed handmade

mottoes, the work of Brother Emmet H. Pardee, 6553

Palatine Avenue, Seattle, Washington. The lettering is

Old English, similar to that used on our printed wall

texts. Various combinations may be ordered, on cards,

parchment, or heavy paper of various shades. Any

verse or arrangement of verses can be made up to order.

Brother Pardee is doing this work as a means of support,

while assisting Brothers Kirk and Porter in their work of

ministering to the saints in Seattle. Unframed texts are

seventy-five cents each, plus postage for a one-pound

package. They make excellent gifts, but should be

ordered early, in time to do the work. Order direct from

Brother Pardee, at the above address.—E. 0. K,
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We desire to acknowledge the receipt of Volume I, Num

ber 1, of Our Faith, a paper published bi-monthly by H.

L. Carver, 727 Thirty-fourth Street, Kock Mand, III

It is intended, according to the statement contained

therein, to set forth the same truths for which Unsearch

able Riches stands, but in a form more suitable for

those "who have come recently into a realization of a

Son of God, who find some things difficult and obscure".

Subscription is twenty-five cents a year.—E. 0. K.

CONCORDANT VERSIONS IN OTHER TONGUES

We rejoice to be able to report-that, notwithstanding

much infirmity and poverty and opposition, the work

of compiling concordant versions in other languages pro

ceeds apace. The preliminary work of seeking out fitting

equivalents for each Greek word is itself more labor than

making an ordinary translation. Not only has this been

done, but a tentative translation has been made in Ital

ian and Dutch. The first draft of the German version is

nearly completed also. We will now proceed with cor

rection and revision. For this purpose we are making a

concordance of the tentative German version, based on

that in the English Concordant Version, with the pas

sages written out in full. In this way we will have all

the renderings of each form of the Greek words grouped

together. This should be the best possible test of its

faithfulness and consistency, and enable us to make it as

concordant as possible.

Our fellow laborer, A. Lukkien, who is working on

the Dutch Concordant Version, has been granted a

remarkable opening for making known the truth. A

preacher's magazine, which discontinued during the war,

has resumed publication, and solicited articles from his

pen. He responded with such themes as, The Economies,

Reconciliation, The Third Heaven, Testament and Cove

nant, etc. Thus much truth is put before Dutch pastors.

He also holds a Bible class at Zeist, Jagerlaan 7, every
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second Sunday at four o?clock. The subject has been

Romans, and now he is about to take up Bphesians. He

has written an exposition of both books, but a publisher

has not yet been found for these. Holland has been con

sidered an exceedingly unresponsive field, and we are

thankful to God for these unexpected openings. May He

continue to show His hand!—A. E. K.

NEWS FROM THE FIELD

In order to promote fellowship between the groups who

are witnessing for the truth in various parts of the earth,

we hope to devote a few pages of each issue to news from

the field, and would be glad to have, from each locality, a

brief account of activities and items of general interest.

These reports should be sent direct to the office at Los

Angeles. We present below a few samples, and we hope,

if the idea meets with the approval of our readers, to

enlarge this department in the next issue. We suggest

that each class appoint someone to send us a report

every two months. It should reach us not latel* than the

twenty-fifth of the month preceding date of issue. '

LOS ANGELES CLASSES

During the last twelve months the following have fallen

asleep: Brethren White, Harry Nelson, T. W. Hunt, Carlson,

and Sister Mary Smiley. These saints, all well along in

years, were faithful attendants at the Sunday services and

deeply interested in the exposition of the Word of God. Their

lives attested the sincerity of their devotion.

Our beloved brother, J. H. Breckenridge, has for many

months-been deprived of the privileges of the sanctuary by

failing health. His absence is deeply felt by the class, at whose

meetings his presence and his prayers were an inspiration

and a comfort. We earnestly pray for his restoration to health.

We have enjoyed the presence of Sister F. H. Robison, who

is known to many of our friends in the east, during her so
journ in Los Angeles.

Our good brother Taber has recently returned from a visit

to the great exposition at Chicago, celebrating a "Century of

Progress", and declares the exhibition is "simply marvelous".

His smiling countenance, so typical Qf a peaceful soul, has

come back with him, and evidently is there to stay.
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Pastor Rogers continues to do yeoman's work in his strik

ingly forceful exposition of God's Word, especially as ex

pounded by the great apostle to the gentiles. His sermons are

models of accuracy, directness, and completeness, manifesting

a mastery of Jiis subject as helpful as it is rare. What a bless

ing if his sermons could reach thousands instead of a few!

Besides his Sunday services and pastoral work, he conducts
several classes for Bible study during each week. At the one

held at the hospitable home of Brother Leuschner, which has

been maintained for more than eight years, where prayer and

praise are added to Bible study, a wide range of subjects has

been before the class, such as prophecy, the dispensations, the

epistles of Paul, and the answering of Scripture questions.

the Pasadena meeting, held at the home of Mrs. Wm. Boyd,
460 Ford Place, was begun by Dr. J. S. Mabie, then carried on

by Dr. Wm. Walker, both of whom are now awaiting the call

of the Master to awake them from among the dead. The class

was then taken by Brother Joseph Johnston, now disabled by

the infirmities of age, and is now under the able leadership

of Pastor Rogers. May the labors of these godly men redound

to the glory of God throughout eternity. Melville Dozier.

SEATTLE CONVENTION SUCCESSFUL

On August 20, an all-day convention of the Seattle eccle-

sias was held. More of the saints in the vicinity of Seattle

were brought together on this occasion than at any time since

classes began there. The session lasted twelve hours, with two

short recesses for lunch and dinner, at a nearby park.

Our correspondent states, "Never for a moment did the

interest in teaching of the Bible and His service and the

worship of God flag." Brother W. W. Beck delivered an

address entitled "Foreword to Three Small Books of the Bible,"

which was enthusiastically received. Our correspondent fur

ther states, "While every talk and song seemed too short, that

of Dr. Wear easily climaxed all. Too much cannot be said in

praise of this aged, cultured, widely experienced minister of

our Father God. May the prayers of the ecclesias unite for his

continued health and vigor and boldness in proclaiming the

Word by voice and pen." The saints in Seattle are encouraged,

and go forward with renewed zeal.

OAKLAND CONVENTION

There were about forty brethren from San Francisco,

San Jose, Oakland, Alameda, and Richmond that met together

at a Fifth Sunday Convention held July 30 in Oakland, at 2136

East Twenty-second Street, and enjoyed a few hours of fine

fellowship, with those present taking a keen interest in every

item on the program, which was as follows:
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PROGRAM

2:00 Devotional Exercises

2:30 Talk on "Dispensations"—Brother Walter Bundy.
4:00 Intermission

5:00 Question Meeting and Luncheon Hour

6:00 Scripture Study—Topic: "Works"

That these Fifth Sunday Conventions are proving a vata

able investment is very evident and we here in Central Cali

fornia look forward to another, if it be the will of our Heav

enly Father. Harby M. Fitch, Chairmam

OAKLAND CLASS

Because of the progress made during this year in the
study of Paul's epistle to the Romans as presented in Un

searchable Riches by Brother Rogers, and the evidence of

God's love as manifested at each meeting that is held every
Sunday at 2:30 to 4:00 p. m. at 2136 East Twenty-second

Street, Oakland, California, I am writing this letter to any and

all who are interested.

When the study was contemplated and arranged for, none

of those who attended were at all acquainted with the epistles

of Paul, and especially Romans, but practically the whole

class, including those who have come in later, now rejoice in

God's revealing to us His grace and all that that word means.

Our means of informing others "of like precious faith" has

been very poor, for I believe there are many in this vicinity

who are interested and would endeavor to attend if they knew

where to attend. So I do believe an occasional mention in the
Unseabchable Riches of the meeting here in Oakland would

please some.

Our little class here joins with me in wishing and praying

that God will continue to bless us in His Own bountiful man

ner and feed us as none other can do, that we may be made

mature members of the Body of Christ through the reading and

study of His gospel. Habby M. Fitch

ANNOUNCEMENT ,

A Fifth Sunday Convention is being arranged for the

friends living in the vicinity of Oakland, California, on

December 31, at the home of Harry M. Fitch, 2136 East

Twenty-Second Street, Oakland, California. The pro

gram will occupy the day, from 11 a. m. to .7 p. m.r With

talks by Walter H. Bundy and Pastor Geo. L. Rogers of

Los Angeles (D.V.).
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CAPTIVITY TO THE LAW OF SIN

Romans 7:14-25

Centuries of controversy waged by men whose names

adorn the pages of church history have failed to settle

the question whether Paul is narrating his experience

before or after his conversion. Seldom is anything

decided by controversy, but it often happens that on

lookers may see where both disputants are at fault, as

disputants are liable to be. Understanding of this sec

tion does not turn on the question as to whether or not

it relates the experience of one who has life in Christ.

The atmosphere will be cleared of much debate if instead

we ask a different question: Is this the experience of a

man under law or of one under grace? There can be but

one answer to this.

Many earnest believers have a lifelong experience

that in many respects is like that here described. They

find themselves hindered by a law of Sin. They are sure

they are believers, but they suppose the law is to regu

late their life. Because they find that the more earnestly

they strive to keep God's law the more they realize

defeat, they conclude that this experience comes most

acutely to those saints who are not content with spiritual

mediocrity. They accept it, and do not really expect

rescue in this life. Accepting the experience as one that

is normally Christian, they then Interpret the passage

in the light, or darkness, of their own defeat. And so

Scripture is dragged down to their low level. Experience
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should confirm the truth, but the Word of truth should

not be conformed to anything that is in faulty man. The

truth of the evangel must mould experience, in which

case it will be a better one than that Paul here relates.

The passage portrays the noble struggle of a man

under law. It is the earnest effort of a legalist who

regards obedience to God's law as the only way of life.

We understand it as an inspired record of the long strug

gle in the inner life of Saul, the Pharisee, written by the

pen of Paul, the man in Christ. He was the pattern

legalist as well as the pattern religionist (Phil. 3:4-6).

Concerning all religious effort and attainment, he can

say, I yet more. Did ever any other than he so passion

ately endeavor to become blameless as regards the right

eousness which is of the law? And if he realized such

utter defeat in his inner life, who can hope to succeed?

Everyone, no matter whether he is a moralist or a saint,

who tries to obey the law in his inner life, will have some

fellowship with Saul's wretchedness; but no saint can be

so hopeless as he. A man who is justified by grace can

not be a whole-hearted legalist; he knows his justification

does not depend on keeping the law (3: 20). He may be

enough of a legalist to lose the peace and joy of those

who live under grace. Legalists are of necessity pre

occupied with the flesh and the Sin therein, so that they

do not reckon themselves dead to Sin. Paul says to those

who would use law as a weapon to conquer Sin: Listen

to me! I have gone further in that endeavor than you

ever can, and I found only defeat and captivity. There

is no salvation to be found in that direction. Leave your

Sin at th'e cross, and know yourself dead to it and to

the law also. You cannot be under both law and grace.

I am going to show you what it means to be under

law. I am the abiding example of the futility of legalism.

The proposition or thesis of this section is first stated.

It is that the law is spiritual and cannot be kept by a

carnal man, whom it makes the slave of Sin. Proof and
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illustration is given in the rest of this passage, and is

presented in three cycles of lamentation in which the

slave bewails the futility of his effort to realize the law's

ideal. Though we hear a dirge-like lament, the method

is argumentative. The three cycles are not mere repeti

tion, but are marked by progress. They are like the

cycles of a spiral stair, each round advancing us nearer

to the final conclusion. Though the steps look much

alike, they are rising from the fundamental proposition

to its crowning demonstration. In each cycle there is

first a statement supporting the main proposition, then

proof of that statement, and then a conclusion. In the

first round of argument he proves that he is under Sin

because he is ignorant of the design be carries into effect,

15-; the proof is that he is doing what he does not wish,

but what he hates, -15; the conclusion is double, for his

unwillingness to do Sin's behest manifests his accord

with the law, 16; and also that it is not he, but Sin, that

is the real culprit, 17. In the second round of lament he

starts with the complaint that good does not dwell in his

flesh, 18-; the proof is that though he actively wills the

good, he cannot do it, but on the contrary he practises

not the good he wills, but the evil he does not want, -18-

19; he arrives at the same conclusion as before, 20. The

third lament begins with the assertion that consequently

he finds the law that evil is present with him when he

wills to do the ideal, 21; his inward man is in harmony

with the ideal law, but there is a different law than the

law of his mind that wars against him and captures

him, 22-23; the conclusion is deferred by a parenthetic

cry for rescue, 24; which is followed by a shout of

thanksgiving, 25-; then follows the final conclusion that

he is trying to serve two opposing laws, the law of his

mind and the law of Sin, -25.

In the former section Paul made the distinction: Not

the precept, but Sin became, death to me. In this he goes

deeper and distinguishes two warring inward forces:
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Not I, but Sin. In that section Sin was contrasted with

his whole being; now he describes a conflict within him

self. A protesting moral nature is on one side and on

the other is indwelling Sin. His will acquiesces with the

law, his inner man is gratified with it, yet in spite of his

best endeavor he fails to obey God's law because he is the

slave of Sin. The law only deepened the discord between

his will to do right and the law of Sin in the flesh. This

profound psychological analysis of the realities of the

inner moral life of men would win the sympathetic con

sent of many who never heard of law or gospel.

14. For we are aware that the law is spiritual, yet I

am fleshly, having been disposed of by Sin. A transition

from the use of the present to the past tense demands

an explanation. Some argue that this indicates that

in this section Paul is describing his condition at the

time he writes this. But in many languages the present

tense is used in the narration of past events and condi

tions for the purpose of presenting them in a more vivid

and graphic way. It has been well said that if this pas

sage were rewritten in the past tense, it would be robbed

of its strength and vitality. Should we write, The law is

spiritual, yet I ivas fleshly, we would feel a lack of har

mony. Either the writer's statement about law should be

put in the past, or the contrastive statement about him

self should be put in the present. Paul has done the lat

ter, and so he presents in a most vivid way his remem

brance of a tragic struggle now past. There is also at

this point a transition from the fact that Sin uses law

to kill to an explanation of the fact. It is because of the

incompatibility between the law's spirituality and man's

carnality. The law had this effect, for its spirituality is

the opposite of what I am as an unspiritual man.

We, Jews, gentiles and believers alike, are aware that

the law is spiritual because it agrees with the spirituality

of its Author and Authority. It is in harmony with the

character of God, and it condemns all that is unlike
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God. It demands spiritual conduct, and provokes the

opposition of all that is unspiritual. It found no obstacle

or enmity in the heart of the second Man. To Him the

law was no dead "letter" written on tables of stone. It

lived in His life and its spiritual perfections were made

manifest by the energy of the Spirit of God, given to

Him without measure (John 3: 34). Because the law is

essentially spiritual its righteous requirements can be

fulfilled only in saints as they walk in spirit. The law

partakes of the spirituality of God its Author, of Christ

its Exemplar, and agrees with the spiritual life imparted

to those in Christ Jesus. Though the law is spiritual it

is not life-giving. The justice of the law is not now

before us. Men without God's spirit may be just in

many things; they cannot be spiritual in anything.

Yet I am fleshly. The I in this verse appears to be

identical with flesh, and as such is opposed to the spirit

ual law; but in the following verses I is distinguished

from my flesh, and is opposed to Sin. This is explained

by the fact that the contract here is between what is

spiritual and what is fleshly, between a spiritual law and

an unspiritual, that is, an unsaved man. But the follow

ing verses describe a discord within the man who has not

received the Spirit, between a good self and a bad self.

Every man retains something of his original nature, but

this is weak and unable to cope with Sin which makes

its home in his flesh. The Greek texts show two different

readings: sarkinos, fleshy or fleshen, that which consists

of flesh; and sarkikos, fleshly, that which has the moral

character of flesh. If anything, the former word is the

stronger; but there is no material difference. The flesh

is so predominant in man that he may be called flesh.

There is in this verse the same absolute contrast as in

John 3:6. " That which is begotten by the flesh is flesh,'9

and as such has nothing but hostility for things spiritual.

Law and flesh are opposed because one is derived from

God and the other comes to us through a lawbreaker who
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corrupted his posterity and made every generation law

less.

Having been disposed of by the action of a spiritual

law on a carnal man. Even saints still have a law of Sin..

in their members, but they are enslaved to God and

not to Sin. It is not inherited depravity alone th^t

enslaves. Sin is ever present, but without the law it has

no power to subject one to its tyranny and to kill. While

Saul is compromised by an evil heredity, he is not

brought under Sin's mastery without God's law. To be

released from law means that Sin shall no longer be

mastering the child of Adam. It should be quite obvious

that this wretched bondage is not the condition of one

under grace and, therefore, enslaved to God (6:14-23).

For a believer to apply the language of this passage to

himself is to deny the power of God and the efficacy of

grace. It ignores the revelation of the fact that he is

exempted from law and enslaved to God.

The word "flesh" is found with various meanings,

which should be noted. Flesh has not always an evil

character. It is necessary to inquire how it acquired the

evil signification the word always bears when it is placed

in contrast to spirit. Starting with its primary meaning,

"flesh" has no moral taint. It denotes the soft material

of the. bodies of birds, animals, fishes, and men. Some

lexicographers derive the Greek sarx, flesh, from surd,

to draw off, signifying that the flesh is what may be

stripped off the bones. Sometimes flesh is distinguished

from the blood and from the bones (1 Cor. 15:50; Luke

24: 39); sometimes flesh means the whole body. Since all

that is seen of a man is his flesh, he is spoken of as flesh,

without reference to his character. As flesh is the com

mon possession of living animals, including man, "all

flesh" describes all creatures that live on the earth (Gen.

6:12, 13, 19; 7: 21). Sometimes "all flesh" is limited to

mankind (Psa. 65:2; Joel 2:28; Ezek. 20:48; Isa.

40:5).
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A different sense of "flesh" is that of kinship (Gen.

37: 27; Eom. 9:3; 11:14). Israel was Paul's flesh. So

also Christ according to the flesh came out of David and

Israel (Rom. 1:3; 9:5), and His flesh gives Him a

special relation to Israel. But Christ and His body are

united in a spiritual union in which there is nothing of

the flesh; the kinship is spiritual. So the members of

His body do not know Christ as an Israelite (2 Cor.

5:16). Our parents are called "the fathers of our flesh"

in contrast to God "the Father of our spirits", that is,

our human spirits by which we live are not transmitted,

but are given directly and individually at our birth

(Heb. 12:9). God made a covenant with Israel in the

flesh.

Flesh is the common property of all men and shares

common appetites, needs, and desires which give unity

to the idea of flesh. Flesh is thus thought of as common

to the whole race. This enables us to differentiate

"flesh" &om "body". The body is a personal and

individual possession, and it has a structure and an

organism, with mutually related members. We speak of

"a body", but not of "a flesh". It is because the body

is an organism with members that it is a suitable figure

of the church (Eph. 1:23). Bodies belong to individ

uals; flesh may be common to two or more in sexual,

family, or racial unions (Eph. 5: 31; 1 Cor. 6:16; Gen.

37:27; 6:12). Apart from this difference, "flesh" and

"body" are used interchangeably. Both have the same

passions and lusts and both may be used as vehicles for

the manifestation of Christ (2 Cor. 4:10-11).

The flesh is not essentially sinful, nor is it normally

mortal. How flesh became mortal and the seat of Sin is

explained in 5:12. The Word became flesh and taber

nacled in it, He was sent in the likeness of Sin's flesh,

he possessed flesh, and will return as David's Seed in

flesh and sit on David's throne (John 1:14; Eom. 8:3;

Luke 24: 39; Acts 2: 26, 30, 31). Yet He knew no sin.
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Flesh is not the natural principle of sin, but is, in the

descendants of Adam, mortal and is the home of Sin.

If flesh were originally and inherently sinful, the story

of Eom. 5:12 would not be true, for in that case Adam

and Eve were sinful before they sinned. Flesh is occa

sionally used in its original sense, as that which has feel

ing in contrast to unfeeling tables of stone. Paul speaks

favorably of fleshen hearts (2 Cor. 3:3), and when God

speaks through Ezekiel of the restoration and cleansing

of Israel He says, "I will take away the stony heart out

of your flesh, and I will give you a heart of flesh17 (Ezek.

36: 26). The flesh is redeemable.

Sin in all human flesh unites the old humanity in a

common disaster. All kinds of men have Sin abiding in

their flesh. That is why the desires and appetites for

even necessary things are corrupted, and why obedience

to the lusts of the body enthrones Sin. It is why the

body of an unsaved man is a body of sin or a body of

death. Because that which is begotten of Sin's flesh is

flesh, there is need of spiritual regeneration or a new

creation. When the realm of Sin is invaded by the

spiritual law there is war. When spiritual life is im

parted to one in whom Sin's flesh remains there is per

petual conflict (Gal. 5:17). Wherever a spiritual law

says to a lust of the flesh, "Thou shalt not," there is

rebellion. Spirit and flesh are irreconcilable. The spirit

is the new unity of the new humanity as the flesh is the

unity of the old.

The contrasts of flesh and .spirit are set forth in

Eomans 8: 2-16; Galatians 5:16-25; 6: 8, and elsewhere.

Through the flesh Sin pollutes our human spirit; the

spirit of Christ vivifies and unites our spirit with our

Lord, and so makes Him and the saint one spirit (1 Cor.

6:17). The flesh which comes through Adam and the

spirit which comes from Christ are as diverse as God

and ruined Adam, hence the antagonism.

These are the chief senses which "flesh" has in Scrip-
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ture. It is very important to note that the flesh is not

essentially or necessarily evil. The supposition that it is

lies at the foundation of many heresies found in the

revived Gnosticism of these last days. It is characteristic

of spiritism and of all denial of resurrection. The Sin

less One partook of flesh and showed that it may be made

the instrument of God's will. Israel's circumcision is

a pledge to that people that the law of God will find no

antagonism in their redeemed and cleansed flesh.

15. The fundamental proposition of the section hav

ing been stated, there follows the evidence of its truth.

In this first cycle (15-17) he utters his complaint: I am

entirely subject to Sin for I know not what I am effect

ing. I am like soldiers who act under command of their

general—"Their's not to reason why." Or I am like a

slave who obeys blindly, knowing neither the aim nor

result of what I am bidden to do. Not till the order is

carried into effect can I see clearly or judge rightly what

I have done. What I am effecting is not the result of any

plan or choice of my own, but of the tyrant who reigns

over me. For, to give proof of my abject servitude, not

what I am willing, this am I doing, the resistance of my

will is overborne and frustrated; but what I am hating,

this I am doing. My nature revolts against what I am

compelled to do. I should blush to own the work as of

my designing.

16. The first conclusion is one as to his concurrence

with the law. If I unwillingly do wrong, my failure is

not due to an evil choice, for I do not wish to effect evil,

but I hate it. Because my will is on the side of law I

am conceding that the law is ideal. My failure is not due

to a wrong attitude to law, or lack of appreciation of its

excellence and nobility. The law is not only good; it is

ideal and spiritual, appealing to my judgment and de

lighting my moral sense. Conceding represents the Greek

sumphemi, together-averring. The sun, together, de

clares his full acquiescence in the law. The law and
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his mind together affirm what is ideal. His understand

ing assents to every just requirement of law, he hates

what the law forbids, and despite failure he cherishes

the law as ideal. By passing censure on what he has

done he pays homage to the law. Though law expose

him, he takes sides with it against Sin, for he appre

ciates what is spiritual though he is born of the flesh.

Many Pharisees and moralists can truly say this.

17. Another conclusion is that Sin is the real of

fender. Yet now, as the case stands, it is no longer I who

am effecting it. I do not choose, but hate what I do. The

I, ego, is emphatic, and it means the true self that pre

fers the good and makes decisions, the higher self which

consents to law and disapproves of evil. Though he is

enslaved to Sin, his mind and will are able to protest.

Bodies may be held captive, but the inner man cannot

be bought and sold. An alien has invaded his home and

tyrannizes over him there. Sin forces him to act against

his will. "Old Adam is stronger than young Melanc-

thon" if Melancthon tries to subject old Adam to law.

Sin, since 5:12, is not a man's wrong choke, an evil

deed willingly committed against light; it is an alien

power stronger than all that is best in man. While Paul

shows that he reluctantly slaves for Sin and concurs

with the law, he does not plead for immunity. He says,

"I died," "Sin is producing death to me". The ego in

"I am fleshly" (14) is the complex conscious self which

is subject to condemnation. In this verse, though he dis

tinguishes between good and bad self, and concludes that

the wrong doer is "no longer I", he is a wretched man

by reason of its presence. He is not yet rescued and is

ignorant that its condemnation fell on Christ and that he

may be justified from Sin (6:6-7).

18. This second cycle of the argument starts from

the distinction just made between "I" and "Sin ... in

me", a distinction which must be made yet more clear.

Hear him: This good desire of which I speak does not
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come from my flesh, for I am aware, not by a speculative

analysis, but by a painful experience of baffled choosing

and striving, that good is not making its home in me. I

no longer expect good from that source since I learned

that Sin is there. But I must at once define and limit

the meaning of in me by adding, that is, in my flesh.

This limitation is all-important, for though Sin is in

trenched in my flesh and is more powerful than all my

good desires and efforts, good is really present. The

good which is in me belongs to my ego in which there is

something opposed to my flesh. My good instincts, my

conscience, and my moral choices of what is ideal and

spiritual are not lodged in my flesh. I am not flesh alone

and nothing else, for I have a mind and will to do that

which is spiritual; I coincide with the aim of the law.

I aspire to its ideal standard, and persistently strive to

attain, so that outwardly at least I am becoming blame

less (Phil. 3:6). This is goodness, and it does not

originate in my flesh. But to discover the evil in my

flesh does not give a complete view of me. I am neither

wholly bad nor wholly good; but am like a household

divided against itself.

-18-19. As he turns his gaze inward he marks the

division that exists. He says, for to be willing is lying

beside me, I am quite able to choose the high ideal of law,

yet to be effecting the ideal is not. My goodness cannot

get beyond my intention into accomplishment, and so my

good will is always baffled. For it is not the good that I

am willing that I am doing. I will not "take the will for

the deed". Not only am I able to choose what is good,

but I always choose it. Nevertheless my attempt is

always frustrated, and instead of the good I am willing

the evil that I am not willing this I am putting into

practise. He is still resisting what he now mentions as

evil. The new thing here is that, as well as resisting evil,

he is now actively willing the good. This is the tragedy

of his moral life—that in spite of his utmost determina-
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tion to do good he is compelled to do the evil he hates.

He does not blame a fickle and feeble will; his willing is

persistent, yet he is as persistently opposed and overcome

by Sin. Many have thought that if their will were not

so languid and inconstant, they might overcome; but

Saul threw all the power of an exceptionally strong will

on the side of the law, only to find it ineffective.

20. The conclusion of this verse is identical with that

in 16-17. What I am not willing, this I am doing. The

resistance to evil is not variable. It is not that once

in a while he does evil because he likes it. Nor does his

will to do good fail. It is not a believer's temporary

relapse to a walk according to flesh. After Christ came

into the man who writes this he could say, "I can do all

things" (Phil. 4:13). Now he confesses continual and

unrelieved defeat in language that no saint could use.

Since he has the power of choice and uses it aright only

to be defeated, he infers that his flesh is occupied by an

enemy more powerful than he, and that enemy is Sin.

He protests that he is an unwilling sinner.

21. The third cycle begins at this point and advances

the argument to its conclusion. I am finding, conse

quently, begins the statement of his findings as he has

been weighing the meaning of his experience. While

there is no good in my flesh, I find in it the law that . . .

evil is lying beside me, even to me who am willing to be

doing the ideal, to me the operation of such a law is evi

dent. The meaning of the law is much debated. Some

argue that the law of God is meant, and say that the law

always means the Mosaic law unless otherwise defined.

Against this we should note that the law is one he has

discovered in consequence of his experience. He,does

define it as the law . . . that evil is lying beside me.

This discovery is consistent with what follows about a

different law and the law of Sin. The presence of this

law is indicated by his constant inability to do the good

he wants. Though it cannot coerce his will, it compels
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him to do the evil which he hates. The law has the

authority of reigning Sin, and in spite of his voluntary

allegiance to the authority of divine law, Sin imposes its

law, which becomes the governing rule of his conduct.

To ascribe a uniformly occurring result to some law is

quite common (3: 27; 8: 2).

22-23. The evidence of the presence of this law is now

produced. For I am gratified with the law of God as to

the inner man. Sunedomai, TOGETHER-gratifiED, is strong

er than the word sumphemi (16). It seems to be more

than self congratulation. It has been suggested that the

law of God is personified as taking pleasure in that

which is good, and that Saul participates in that pleas

ure. All good laws appeal to man's moral nature. Every

conscience approves the law of God, and reason asserts

that, if there be a God, this is precisely the kind of law

He would give. A gradation is observable in his state

ments about law: He is aware of its spirituality, 14; his

reason concurs with law that it is ideal, 16; emotionally

he is gratified with law, 22; and volitionally he is slav

ing for it, 25. So that intellectually, emotionally, and

volitionally he is in accord with God's law. One need not

be a saint to so approve the law. All the pagans who

read the sermon on the mount applaud its ideal perfec

tion and many have said in their self-ignorance, "This is

all the religion I need."

In Saul this gratification is limited to the inner man.

Because some assume that only the regenerate can find

pleasure in God's law, another false assumption follows

—that the "inner man" must be the "new man". The

phrase is not peculiar to Scripture. Plato said in his

"Kepublic", nearly four centuries before Christ, "when

the inner man shall have lost control over the man". The

inner man is the better self. It is the discriminating,

willing, moral man with all the endowment of faculties

by which he is able to perceive goodness and truth and

to distinguish them from evil. It is that in man to which
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both law and gospel appeal. Conscience and natural

morality are always the allies of the preacher of right

eousness. For this reason the manifestation of the truth

is able to commend the preacher of it to every man's con

science before God (2 Cor. 4:2). The two other occur

rences of the phrase are found in 2 Corinthians 4:16

and Ephesians 3:16. The contexts decide the precise

shades of meaning it takes on. In Ephesians 3:16 the

"inner man" is weak and needs to be strengthened

through the Spirit. It receives the strength, which is

poured into it, and it becomes a suitable habitation for

Christ. It is not the product of the strengthening, but is

the receptacle. In 2 Corinthians 4:16, while the outward

man is perishing because it is mortal and, further,

wasted by privation and persecution, "our inner man is

renewed day by day". The "inner man" is furthest

from the world and the observation of men. It needs

daily renewal, as does the "mind", its chief faculty

(12: 2). Paul himself is daily experiencing the renewal

of his inner man which he requested for others in the

Ephesian prayer. The "inner man" is not what some

mistakenly call "the new nature". It is gratified by

God's law; it is impotent to resist the law of Sin; it

needs daily strengthening; it is, in our text, a reluctant

captive of Sin; but in Ephesians 3:16-17 it is fitted to

become the permanent abode of Christ.

23. This verse develops the fact that "to me evil is

present." Yet I am observing, as I watch the inward

struggle, a different law in my members, a law differing

from the law of God. It has such authority as to deter

mine my actions and make me act uniformly in opposi

tion to my will. This law is located in my members, as

distinct from the inner man, and it is warring, carrying

on a continual and victorious campaign against the law

of my mind. These opposing laws are irreconcilable.

They fight for supremacy in the ego, which is the prize

each seeks to win. The law of my mind is the imperative
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law. of his moral nature which demands that he should

do what he recognizes to be right and true. It is not

identical with the law of God, but it apprehends it and

agrees with it. The term mind is inclusive of all that is

on the side of God's.law. In verse -25, the man is divided

into the inward mind and the outward flesh. It is sub

stantially the same as the "inner man", the man who is

to be strengthened, and to whom Christ imparts spirit

and life.

The mind is moral rather than mental, and seems to

be the rational moral nature. As a natural faculty it is

in itself indifferent, but it may be under the influence of

flesh or spirit. In Titus 1:15 mind and flesh are involved

in a common defilement. The Gnostic philosophers, even

to this day, have the mind of the flesh (Col. 2:18). In

asmuch as human minds have been damaged by the first

sin and our subsequent deterioration, the mind of the

saint needs daily renewal (Rom. 12: 2). " The law of my

mind" was Saul's mind, and was not the vain mind of

the debauched gentile (Eph. 4:17). To quote such pas

sages to show that the natural mind cannot be gratified

with the law of God is to show ignorance of the fact that

such disqualified minds are the result of the infliction

of God's anger. They who refuse light are already con

demned and punished, for God gives them over to a dis

qualified mind (Eom. 1:28). But the man who relates

this inward struggle had behaved "in all good con

science" (Acts 23:1). His mind was under the influence

of a divine law and religion in which he was most adept.

His was the mind of a very high type of man.

The different law succeeds in leading me into captiv

ity. The figure of captivity drawn from warfare declares

once more his complete subjection by Sin. Despite the

insurgency of his mind he is possessed by his enemy and

compelled to slave for him. Me is identical with "I am

fleshly"—the person for the possession of whom the

battle is waged. The members are the military instru-
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ments used by Sin. The different law and the law of

Sin are both located in my members, and this indicates

that they are the same law. How can a law which wars

and leads me captive be the same as that to which I am

made captive? Possibly the answer is that a warrior

makes his prisoners captive to himself. There are, then,

three laws: the objective law of God, the subjective law

of my mind, and the different law in my members, which

is so agreeable to evil that it is called the law of Sin. The

law of God has an ally in the law of my mind. The dif

ferent law has an ally in my mortal flesh,

24. The figure of warfare is carried forward. The

prisoner is like one who calls for some comrade to liber

ate him from the hands of his captor. A wretched man

am I! is not the words of Paul, the saint, who shortly

before this had penned these words: Now thanks be to

God Who always gives us a triumph in Christ (2 Cor.

2:14).. He is not Sin's captive and Christ's captive at

one and the same time. The wretched man has lost hope

of delivering himself. As he groans under the tyranny

of his hated captor he does not know who shall rescue

him. Any saint knows that he may call on Christ for

succor. He says he is wretched, but he admits no guilt;

he calls for rescue, not for pardon. He wants, deliverance

from the body of this death which is Sin's body, in the

members of which he finds the law of Sin and Death

(6: 6; 8:2). He is a subject of Death who reigns jointly

with Sin in his flesh. Law does not free, but curses him.

It puts him in fetters, and he finds no way of escape.

His anguished cry is music in the ears of God, Who is

always quick to respond to such a cry. The salvation has

already been provided (6:1-7:6) and will free him

(8:2). The body shall become the temple of God, and

its members His instruments for righteousness.

The various readings of the Greek texts are interest

ing. The Concordant text gives in full all the readings of

the three Greek manuscripts, and so it translates Grace!
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This is found in Codex Vatieanus, which the Douay Ver

sion also follows. The Concordant Version gives also

now I am thanking, which Vaticanus omits. If the word

" grace" is an interpolation, it still represents the truth,

and in that case it may have arisen from a desire to

answer in accord with 6:14. I am thanking God through

Jesus Christ our Lord. God has rescued him by His

grace. Christ Jesus is the Mediator of God's grace to

man and of man's praise to God. There is no spiritual

commerce between God and man except through Him

Who has displaced Sin as bur Lord. The captive has

been rescued and he is no longer the slave of Sin.

The words consequently, then, pick up the inter

rupted argument and bring it to a conclusion. The third

cycle gives the conclusion arising from what preceded,

and now the conclusion here stated is not only the sum

mary of this cycle, but of the entire passage. The whole

struggle is recapitulated in two sentences after his emo

tional outburst of thanksgiving. Paul takes a retrospec

tive glance over this tragic recital and concisely states

the condition from which he was rescued. / myself

means as he was, apart from Christ his Lord and the

grace that is in Him. Myself is the slave of Sin. Indeed

. . . yet translate the particles men . . . de. They indi

cate that the first of the two members is contrasted with

the second, and that he is passing from the first clause to

dwell on the second. Throughout the passage he has

shown thsfct with the mind he is slaving for God's law and

this is because he is not yet enslaved to God. He is slav

ing in the oldness of the letter. If he were saved, he

would be slaving in newness of spirit. It is the mind

that apprehends truth and gives one accountability

before God. He does not admit any disloyalty to truth

or to the law. Yet with the flesh Sin's law. The power

of the gospel has in no way touched this man. He has

not heard the word, "Our old humanity was crucified

together with Him . . . that we should by no means still
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be slaving for Sin." He is Sin's slave bewailing his

wretchedness and crying for rescue.

The section has portrayed humanity at its best. It

relates the experience of one who reached the noblest

moral attainment that is possible without Christ. The

language is most inappropriate to a saint. It contradicts

all that Paul says about the life of a man in Christ. The

idea that he speaks of the experience of a saved man

stultifies the whole evangel concerning our union with

Christ and life in Him. Throughout this discussion the

victim assumes that the law is for him the only way of

life, that it is the proper authority to whom he owes

obedience. Yet no one who understands Paul's revelation

could admit the validity of the law for the regulation of

the saint's life and walk. This wretched condition pro

duced by the combined action of law and Sin necessarily

precedes and prepares for the reception of the evangel

of the cross. The man in Christ Jesus knows the presence

of the law of Sin and Death, but he is freed from its rule

by the counteraction of a higher law (8:2). The man in

this section is not freed. He enjoys no occasional victory,

but instead he suffers invariable defeat. The more he

tries to measure up to the law's spirituality, the more

he realizes his carnality and captivity.

It is objected that no unspiritual man can be gratified

with the law. We quote, "It is absolutely necessary to

presuppose the influence of the holy Spirit and to place

the man in a state of grace before the assertion [of verse

22] can be true. The Spirit is purposely left out until

presented as the deliverer. While the spirit is not men

tioned as delivering, the gratification is the manifesta

tion of spiritual life.'' This is a fair sample of the con

fusion resulting from the assumption that this experi

ence was Paul's after he knew Christ. This man who

says he is carnal is really manifesting a spiritual life,

nevertheless this life brings no deliverance to Sin's cap

tive, who is still under law and its curse. The "state of
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grace'' is not a state of freedom. All that it does is to

show him the spirituality of the law and to produce

gratification with it. That gratification with an unattain

able good only makes him more completely subject to

Sin. He is supposed to be under grace and under law

at the same time, to be justified from Sin and still to be

slain by it, to have spiritual life and yet be powerless to

do the good he wants. God's salvation, if this is true, has

failed to set the captive free from bondage and condem

nation.

Paul is telling the experience of Saul, the Pharisee,

who was the most proficient religionist of his or any

other day. He could say, "Oh how I love thy law!"

Law expressed his highest aspiration. He so meditated

on it day by day that he saw under the letter its deep

spiritual content. Possibly he anticipated Christ's expo

sition of the law. "Be perfect as your heavenly Father

is perfect" would have challenged the effort of one who

aimed at nothing short of perfection. Yet this ambition

was not begotten by the Spirit, but by the action of

divine law on his moral nature. Hebrews trained under

law and religion were much superior to the men of the

nations. Devotees of law frequently came to Christ. He

tested them by the law (Luke 10: 26; Mark 10:17-22).

He loved a young man who had kept the law from his

youth. Law had kept this man clean and made him a

seeker for eonian life. But he was not ready to love his

neighbor as himself.

In relation to the righteousness which is in law Saul

was becoming blameless. He does not say he was

"found" blameless, nor was he blameless; but he was

becoming so. That is, he was resolutely putting out of

his behaviour all that those who knew law could blame.

Indeed, in our day many would consider him an exemp

lary Christian. He was inspired to reveal to us the inner

life of a good man. His experience was such as could

come only to those who were determined to be fully con-
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formed to the law. His very devotion to Moses made

him resentful of anything new. When Christ met this

great legalist on the road to Damascus, he saw in that

light that all his legal gains were so much refuse. Unbe

lieving and apostate Israel did not need the Spirit of

God to make them rest on law and see in it the form of

knowledge and truth (2:17-20). They were ignorant

of God's righteousness just because they were seeking

to establish their own righteousness, a righteousness of

the law (10:3,5).

Not only the law of Moses, but natural moral law

produces an inward conflict and an experience of defeat.

The inner struggle between flesh and indwelling sin on

the one hand and natural morality on the other is almost

race wide. The following excerpts from the writings of

men who were untaught by the law of God or by the

evangel, indicate the division in the inner life which

Paul has described:

Euripides (a Greek poet, died 406 B. C.) said,

"We understand and know the good things, but we do not

work them out . . . Passion is stronger than my purposes."

Again, in a play, he makes Phaedra cry,

"Through many a wakeful night have I considered whence

mankind became thus universally corrupt . . . Well knowing

what is good, we practice it not."

Xenophon (Greek historian and soldier, died 255

B. C.) said,

"I have evidently two souls, for if I had only one, it would

not be at the same time good and bad; nor would it desire at

the same time both honorable and dishonorable works, nor

would it at the same time both wish and not wish to do the

same things. But it is evident that there are two souls, and

that when the good is in power the honorable things are prac

ticed ; but when the bad, the dishonorable things are at

tempted."

Seneca (Roman Stoic philosopher, statesman, author,

contemporary of Paul) writes,

"What is it that draws us in one direction wnlle striving to

go in another, and impels us to that which we wish to avoid?"
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Saul's experience of defeat was more acute than

theirs because of the spirituality of the law and of his

more strenuous endeavor to realize the ideal.*

Why do so many believers suppose that this passage

describes their own failure? The chief reason is that

they are trying to keep the law of God and bring their

flesh into subjection to it. The Spirit and grace of God

will lend no aid to one who wants to be under law. De

feat should teach such a person that he is on the wrong

ground. Another reason is that they assume that the

conflict between mind and flesh is the same as that be

tween spirit and flesh (Gal. 5:16-17). In the first case

in spite of man's most determined effort to obey law he

slaves for Sin. In the other conflict he is told that if he

is walking in spirit he shall not consummate the lust of

the flesh. He who chooses to walk in the spirit will

abound in the fruit of the spirit. There will always be

conflict between spirit and flesh, but no child of God can

be the slave and captive of Sin.

It is asserted that there is danger in attributing this

experience to an unsaved man because it is a discourage

ment to weak believers. An aged churchman declares

that he was often saved from despair by reading this

passage and remembering that even Paul suffered the

same defeat as he. It is pitiful that anyone should escape

from despair by this false and shallow method. The law

is designed to produce just shell despair. Eescue that is

of any value comes, not from the reflection that Saul was

in despair, but that Christ rescued him from the causes

of his despair. There is a much worse danger than that

of discouraging weUk believers, and it lies in the idea

that all conviction is an evangelical conviction of sin.

Conviction is not evidence of salvation. All men have

some conviction of sin, especially in their youth. So-

called "evangelists" have done much harm by counting

all the conscience-stricken as "converts". This "reviv

al" heresy is prevalent and is as destructive as modern-
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ism. Preachers who aim at the conscience and just stop

short of proclaiming the evangel can always get more

"converts" than a man who presents Christ and the

grace that is in Him. Dissatisfaction with self is not faith

in God. It is the first impulse of a convicted soul to try-

to do something; he is ready to sign anything, join any

thing, resolve anything that a preacher asks. That is

why "weak believers" abound, if indeed they are believ

ers at all.

Saul was a most scrupulous and exemplary Pharisee.

He had a zeal for God and lived according to the strictest

sect in Israel. When he warred against Christ he did so

ignorantly in unbelief (Acts 22: 3; 26: 5; 1 Tim. 1:13).

He made his religious and moral life a conspicuous suc

cess. "What, then, was the good that he could not do?

The law had instructed him, and under its direction he

became a noble member of society, just, chaste, faithful,

loyal to all religious requirements. The law did much for

its devotees. What was it in law that so completely baf

fled Saul's will? Why is it that man at his best cannot

be subject to the law of God? It lies within the power

of the human will to be decent and honest and kind.

Many non-believers are all this. It is not its ethical but

its spiritual requirement that makes God's law impossi

ble. It is in the realm of the spiritual that the law is

infirm through the flesh. As to the ten words many

might say, All these have I kept from my youth. But

when the spiritual heart of those precepts is revealed,

as it was to Saul, and as Christ expounded it in the Ser

mon on the Mount, a law of Sin is found in our members,

making it impossible to attain to the*law's spiritual de

mand. That the clean in heart shall see God is a promise

that brings no happiness to one whose inward impurity

the law has discovered. Love is of God and in us is an

exotic fruit of the spirit.

Before we leave this chapter it s'eems well to note

some of the differences between the two great passages
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in this epistle which treat of human sin. The first is

found in 1:18 to 3: 20 and the second in 7: 7-25. The

first is an indictment for sins, that is, personal acts of

sin which could have been avoided, every one of which

was a sin against the light manifested in creation, in

natural moral law, and in the enacted law of God, each

of which provokes the wrath of God against the individ

ual who has sinned. The second is not an indictment, but

a personal discovery of a law of Sin. This sin is not

individual, but racial. It becomes ours not by commis

sion, but by transmission, and it is unavoidable. It

results from Adam's disobedience and not ours, so that

Saul can say "no longer I". The indignation is not fall

ing now, nor in the future; it fell in Eden; we are mor

tal because "by nature", that is, by natural generation

from Adam, we are "children of wrath". In regard to

sins none may excuse himself by saying, "I was born a

sinner"; he is "defenseless" because he should not have

committed any of these sins (1: 20; 3:19).

The provisions for salvation from sins and from sin

differ. Justification by blood saves from future wrath.

Faith is reckoned for righteousness, and righteousness is

the prerequisite of peace, or personal reconciliation. The

justified and reconciled are assured of the glory of God.

Grace confers all this through the deliverance that is in

Christ Jesus. In regard to sin there is no mention of

blood or faith or wrath. Sin is not met by propitiation,

but the sinner is crucified, so that he shall no longer

serve Sin. Baptism, not faith, unites with Christ in His

death to sin and life for God. The baptized is made a

saint and enslaved to God. Instead of partaking of the

deliverance which is in Christ Jesus, the saint is himself

in Him. As to sins, the believer is acquitted, the right

eousness of God being imputed to him. As to sinf the

saint is dead to it, and death, not faith, justifies him from

sin so that there is now no condemnation for sin. Not

only is the believer accounted righteous, but righteous-
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ness is actually imparted to the saint with the importa

tion'of the life of Christ. Every discovery of need is

followed by a specific revelation of an adequate salvation.

The dominant law of Sin will be counteracted by a

stronger law.

QUESTIONS

What question has made these verses the battleground of

centuries? Why do some think this describes a Christian

experience? Who was the pattern legalist? Can you state the

structure of this passage? What distinction was made in 7-13?

What things are distinguished in 14-25?

What is the law said to be in verse 14? How may the use

of the present tense be explained? Is unsaved man unspirit-

ual? Is he always immoral and vicious? In what various
senses is the word "flesh" used? What is the difference be

tween "flesh" and "body"? Is flesh essentially evil?

What is the complaint in 15? Does this man sin because

he wants to? Is his choice right? Is his attitude to law cor

rect? What two parties are distinguished and opposed in 17?

Whence comes the good that resists Sin? Is it from "flesh", or

from his higher self? Are conscience, moral judgment, deter

mination to resist sin good? Does his determination fail?

Does it ever result in doing good?

What discovery is made in 21? How is the presence of this

law indicated? How is it demonstrated? (22-23) What is his

emotional reaction to law? Is the inner man the same as the

new man? Has the inner man the native strength that be

longs to the new man? What does the different law do? To

what is it opposed? Is the human mind always reprobate?

Does morality and decency improve the mind? Does the mind

in the saint need anything? (12:2) Are the members in con

trast to the mind?

How does the man describe himself? For what does he cry?

Who does rescue him? By what method? To what conclusion

does the experience lead? What is the divided condition of his

service? Does he succeed in serving two masters?

Can a Hebrew delight in the law of God? What does Paul

say of his conduct before his conversion? Do you know non-

believers who live morally? What is the difference between

this passage and Galatians 5:16-17? Is conviction of sin a
sure evidence of salvation? What was the "good" Paul could

not attain? How do "sins" and "sin" differ?

Geo. L. Rogers
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THE ZIONIST WORLD CONGRESS

Once more the Zionists realize that they have reached a

crisis in their career. Since Theodore Herzl first called

the Jews together in 1897, with the exception of the Bal-

four declaration in 1917, no such important meeting has

been held as the last, in Prague, at the end of August,

1933. The president gave voice to his apprehensions

when he addressed the following questions to the civil

ized world: "How will you assure the continued safety

of the Jewish people, now that the axe has been laid at

its very existence? Shall this people be vagabonds in the

world forever and ever?" He declared that Palestine

is no longer a mere subject for discussion, but a practical

problem, an asylum for suffering Jews.

For years Jews who opposed Zionism warned against

the inevitable clash which must come between adherence

to a Jewish nationalism and loyalty to the nations of

which these same Jews were citizens. No one can be true

to two nations at the same time. It is this political

dilemma which concerns them at present. Moreover,

especially during the last few decades, the Jews have

taken to politics as never before, and have wielded a

political influence altogether out of proportion to their

numbers.. The Jew is a born leader, as God will show

more fully when the kingdom comes. Then the nations

will be subject, but they are not at all inclined to sub

mission yet. In Germany, for instance, though only one

per cent, of the population is Jewish, and only a fraction

of these are in politics, or are leaders in social organiza-
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tions, yet their influence in government, and life, and

morals was very great in the fourteen years which fol

lowed the war, and the socialists were in power.

So long as internationalism was the vogue, the Jew

had a distinct advantage, for the international creed

decries patriotism and demands little loyalty to race and

fatherland. But there has been a reaction, especially in

central Europe. A strong wave of national feeling has

swept through Italy and Germany. This has caused the

crisis in Zionism. The Germans claim that, if the Jews

had Palestine, they would not tolerate one of another

race as a leader or governor. In the same way they pre

fer to have men of their own breed over them. If a part

of the Jewish nation wishes to live in the lands of others,

they should have the status of guests. At least they

should demand no more than their proportionate share

of political power. The enforcement of these ideas has

caused the crisis confronting the ranks of Zionism.

The great concern of the latest Jewish congress was

the fear that a rising tide of nationalism would spread to

all peoples and lead to world-wide antisemitism. They

are on the horns of a dilemma. They do not wish to for

feit citizenship among the nations, so claim equal rights,

at the same time pressing their own national aspirations.

They appeal to the League of Nations and the whole

civilized world not only to preserve their political rights

but also demand that the doors of Palestine be opened

wide to all Jews who are deprived of full equality else

where. They also ask the League and the nations which

favor the Palestine mandate for financial cooperation in

the development of Palestine.

The solutions which were adopted with reference to

the situation in Germany, the demands on the rest of

the world, and the word to the Jews themselves, are full

of interest to the student of prophecy. They assume

Israel is like other nations in that he has the right to

full citizenship in any country, and consider it an insult
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to be classed with lower races. But has the Jew any such

right, according to his own Scriptures? That he will

rule over the other nations in the day of the Lord is cer

tain. But now, in unbelief, is he entitled to political

power, which he must receive from the nations? That

is unfaithfulness to Jehovah and will culminate in false

Babylon. The nation is to keep itself apart. It can claim

nothing from the other nations, unless it be the cour

tesies due to a guest. Israel shall dwell alone, is God's

decree, and all attempts at assimiliation and even enfran-

ehisement is contrary to its call and its destiny.

THE REVISIONISTS

The so-called "Revisionist" faction tried to have a

report adopted which called on Great Britain, the League

of Nations, and the entire civilized world for a loan, to

be used by the Jewish Agency in aiding the return to

Palestine. It also called for a boycott against Germany.

This report was rejected, whereupon they left the hall.

These Revisionists are the most extreme of the Zionists,

who demand an independent Jewish state with its own

army. Though only a small fraction of the delegates

belong to this faction, and they have no representation

among the official leaders, they succeeded in keeping the

congress in continual turmoil. There was a strong senti

ment in favor of excluding them, especially after tele

grams arrived from Palestine which seemed to show that

some of their leaders were responsible for the murder of

Dr. Arlosoroff, a prominent Zionist of another faction.

Later a group broke away from them and took the name

"Jewish State Zionists".

THE JEWISH OUTLOOK IN THE WORLD

The opening report sketched the situation of the

Jews in general. The speaker, Dr. Sokolow, said that it

greatly resembles that of thirty-six years ago, when the

Zionists held their first congress, yet is more complicated
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and much worse. In the Soviet Union (Eussia), where

once the spiritual leadership of Judaism lived, all has

come to a dead halt. The Zionists are persecuted, the

Hebrew language forbidden, and religion is denounced

as anti-revolutionary. Many Zionists have been banned

to farthest Siberia. In Poland the Jews are suffering

greatly from poverty. In Germany the new state is built

upon a racial foundation. Sokolow insisted that the

Jews were not enemies of the German state. He de

manded equality before the law, yet took a firm stand

against all forms of assimilation or adjustment.

The speaker said that they are now fighting the hith

erto ignored falsifications called "The Protocols of the

Learned Elders of Zion",and insisted that it is idiotic

to speak of plans for world domination (! ). We have

often been asked about these protocols, but have never

been able to satisfy ourselves that they are what they

pretend to be—the deliberate plan of the Jews as a whole

or of their representative men. But there can be no

doubt that they are remarkably in line with the spirit of

the times and accord with the part the Jews will play,

perhaps unconsciously, in their struggle with the nations.

JEWS IN HOLLAND

The Paris edition of the Chicago Daily Tribune

printed a letter which purports to reflect the opinion of

the Dutch on the Jewish question. It states that, since

the international congress of Jews in Holland, the Dutch

have become increasingly conscious that they harbor in

their midst a strong foreign element which values its

racial relation far above its connection with the land of

which they are citizens. It insists that the average Hol

lander has little respect for the Jews, and that this feel

ing is increasing. It is suggested that, since they cannot

live in unity with the rest of the world, a region in

America should be turned over to them, where they could

establish an independent Jewish nation, as Gladstone,
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the great English statesman, once proposed. The opinion

is then expressed that the world is not capable of absorb

ing Jewish culture.

THE GERMAN-JEWISH PROBLEM

The report dealing with the solution of the situation

in Germany contained many facts of interest. In that

country there are now about half a million—not more

than about three per cent, of the sixteen million in the

world, and less than one per cent, of the population of

the country. He figured that about two hundred thou

sand will henceforth be unable to make a living, and pro

posed an organized emigration. He opposed individual

flight, which usually results in harm both to those who

go and to the country in which they seek refuge.

First of all, a large proportion should be transferred

to Palestine. At the end of the world war there were

about 65,000 Jews there. In 1923 this had increased to

83,000, and in 1931 it was 175,000. Today it is probably

220,000. That is, there has been an average increase of

Jews in Palestine of eight to nine thousand each year.

The fact that there are so many more there should make

it possible to take in more than double this average in

the next decade. This is especially favored by the pros

perous business conditions.

The speaker, Euppin, as chairman of a committee

for settling German Jews in Palestine, had made a care

ful investigation of the immediate openings. He figures

that there is room at present for a thousand more fam

ilies, in the Jezreel valley, in the Jordan gorge, for gen

eral farming, especially dairying, and on the coast, for

orange culture. He figured that it would take from four

to six hundred pounds each tp start the farmers and a

thousand pounds to begin an orange plantation. Besides

this there is room in Haifa for several hundred workers,

who could raise much of their own food on the side.

The farmers must be young and strong enough to do
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their own work, and, as a rule should learn as laborers

before starting on their own land. There are opportuni

ties for this in the colonies. Several hundred more can

be placed by the planting companies and others.

A most interesting feature of the last year's work

was the boring of deep wells for water. In Jabniel, in

Jezreel, and in other places dry farming has been

changed to intensive cultivation by pumping water from

wells. There are several efforts being made to make a

complete water survey of the land by means of deep

drilling, and it is hoped to interest the Palestine gov

ernment in the matter.

It has been found by experience that, for every farm

er 's family, one or more can find employment in the

towns, in Palestine. These newcomers study the list of

imports, and almost every week sees the establishment

of an industry which substitutes a Palestine product for

an imported article. It seems likely, therefore, that a

fourth or perhaps a half of the German exodus can go

to the land of Israel. It is hoped that the United States,

Canada, Brazil, Argentine, and South Africa may take

the rest. (The same paper which reported this speech,

however, contained an item stating that the Canadian

authorities seek to hinder the entrance of German Jews,

on the ground that they would form a state within the

state, because they cannot be assimilated, and it is due

to the Christian communities of Canada to oppose non-

Christian immigration.)

LOOKING FOR A LEADER

The congress lacked leadership. The most influential

of them all, Dr. Chaim Weizmann, did not attend. The

opinion was freely expressed that the one great lack was

an overpowering personality who could unite the many

factions and command the loyalty of all. Is this not sug

gestive? Perhaps no great leader will arise in Israel

until they find one in the man of sin, at the time of the
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end. Then it will not be long before they look upon Him

Whom they have rejected and true Zionism, under the

leadership of the Messiah, will solve, not only the Jew

ish problem, but all the problems of this sin-cursed

scene. They are the people. Palestine is the land. All

that is needed.is God's Anointed. When He returns to

Palestine earth's sorrows will be o'er.

At later sessions the congress reflected Dr. Nahum

Sokolow president, and chose Dr. Chaim Weizmann

chairman of the new committee which has undertaken

the tremendous task of settling 250,000 German Jews in

Palestine. They adopted a resolution appealing to Great

.Britain to open the doors of Palestine, and asking the

United States to help finance Jewish colonization there.

The satisfactory feature for the student of prophecy

is the fact that, more and more, the world is recognizing

Israel as a nation, Jews are no longer looked upon as

dispersed and lonely wanderers, without a country or a

capital to which they owe allegiance. Their national

aspirations have welded them together, so that they are

no more to be treated as separate individuals, but as

members of a Jewish commonwealth, with prospects of

their own land and their own polity. They are taking

back their place in the center of the stage of prophecy,

and fulfilling what is written in their ancient prophets,

but seem to have no inkling of the fact themselves.

BACK TO PALESTINE

No one who knows of God's plans for His people, can

fail to see His hand in this new exodus. Never before

has there been -such a deliberate preparation. Never

before has the land been so inviting. Never, before have

they been so unwelcome in other lands. World-wide

unemployment makes it difficult for them to find open

ings in any land except the land of promise. It seems

certain that God is hastening His people home from the

north countries, on a grander scale than ever before.
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Prophecy is being fulfilled before our eyes. The powers

of the coming eon are beginning to operate. Israel's

redemption is drawing nigh. Jacob's time of trouble is

nearer still. And our salvation is nearest of all.

ITALY FAVORS A JEWISH STATE

Reviewing the Zionist Congress, the Italian Popolo

d'ltalia, the official organ of Mussolini, has the following

to say regarding the Jewish problem: "The rejection of

the boycott against Germany may make the voluntary

emigration of Jews from Germany to Palestine easier.

The German government should allow the Israelites to

take at least a part of their capital along. When one

considers the Jewish problem in all its phases, the con

clusion is reached that there is only one solution — a

Hebrew state in Palestine."

To this the Judisclte Rundschau adds the following

observations: "If Mussolini's organ so clearly accepts

the Zionist view, that the Jewish problem can be solved

only in Palestine, then we may hope that the appeal of

the Zionist Congress to the peoples for international

cooperation in establishing a Jewish national home will

find favor in Italy. "Without the cooperation of the great

powers on a large scale, especially help in financial trans

actions, the Jewish immigration problem, and the build

ing of the national home, cannot be solved."

Thus it seems that the two most powerful states of

central Europe have been led to favor a solution which

is in line with God's predictions. Under these circum

stances we may expect that Great Britain will also recog

nize the need, and will open the doors wider than before

for the returning sons of Jacob. A. E. K.
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SAIJL—PAUL

THE UNSEEN INTERVAL

It is said that the custom of the Jews of the Dispersion

was to give their children both a Hebrew and a Gentile

name. It is not intended to question whether this is

accurate, but rather to point out the aptness of the two

names which the Scriptures use to designate Saul of

Tarsus, who was called Paul.

In the use of the two names in the Scriptures we note

that they lie either side of his severance as given in

Acts thirteen, and none of the epistles coming through

this person use the name Saul. Further, a close attention

brings out the fact that the name Paul is associated

with three ministries—Justification, Conciliation and the

Secret Economy—which are the great doctrines charac

terizing the present administration.

Those who use the Concordant Version will be ac

quainted with the meaning of the name Paul. It comes

most probably from the element pau, meaning cease,

which is responsible for our English word pau-se. God

ceased direct dealings with His people Israel. At present

Israel is thrust aside, but in the future God will take

them back and He will consummate to them His prom

ises. There is a pause in the ways of God with Israel; the

ensuing interval between God's past and future dealings

with them is filled by the ministries of a person whom

the Scriptures begin to name ceased (Paul). The cessa

tion of God's operations with and for Israel is an essen

tial feature required by such teaching as equality of

blessing amongst believers, whether out of Israel or out
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of the Nations; God's promises of old, the ministry of

the Lord Jesus Christ and the Twelve, necessitate the

continuance of Israel's ascendancy amongst the nations

of the earth. But there is a hiatus, and this idea is en

shrined in the name Paul.

However, the first name in the Scriptures which

brings this person before us is Saul, and the meaning

of this is likewise notable and distinctive, both at the

moment of its first occurrence and in other connections.

The name Saul is Hebrew, and it occurs in a Greek

declined form, and also a form following the indeclinable

Hebrew, the latter used only by the Lord when meeting

Saul on the Damascus way, and Ananias when visiting

Saul.

Students will be familiar with the Hebrew word pro

nounced sheol, but may not realize that Saul in Hebrew

only differs from that word by the pointings of the

Massoretes, being Shaul. If we omit the pointings, then

we have exactly the same letters for both, i.e. Shaul.

Each of these words belong to the Hebrew word-

family represented by the root sh a l, the meaning of

which is ask. The u (or vav of the usual grammarians)

is a frequent feature of Hebrew words, and often

changes the verb to a noun, thus shot is the verb, and

shaul is the noun; other members of this word-family

are formed by adding e to shal, thus shale, which gives

the feminine; another form of this group prefixes m,

which is largely equivalent to our nouns ending in

"ing", hence asking. Though Shaul is used as a proper

name, yet its meaning remains.

We ask regarding that which we do not possess, or

that which is unknown, or is not immediately within the

range of the senses; it is unseen. The Hebrew "sheol"

is the same as the Greek "hades", the imperceptible,

the unseen. A king was unseen in Israel; they did not

have a king as other nations, so they asked for a king,

and Saul was given. The name marked the details of
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the situation. So also Saul of the Acts. He was not seen

at the beginning of the record, nor was he seen with the

Twelve, and even when introduced into the account, he

is largely unseen so far as association with the Twelve

is concerned; in fact it was years before he met them,

and the name had been dropped long before the occa

sion when he goes to Jerusalem for the conference.

Saul's doings at the point in the record when he be

comes seen (Acts 7:58-8: 3) are such that he would be

unseen in the kingdom, for Saul's attitude against that

Prophet like unto Moses was such as to lead to his utter

extermination from among the people.

In Acts thirteen Saul is severed (FROM-SEEizED) for

special work. The literal Greek of this word "severed"

is very suggestive when considered together with the

meaning of the name used at that point, Saul, unseen.

Saul has been brought on the horizon (sEEizED when

transliterated) in Acts nine, but now (Acts thirteen)

he is taken from the horizon (FROM-SEEizED when trans

literated), and definitely defined to become Paul, the

interval. Thus the prior name, together with the second,

suggest an unseen interval, making possible a ministry

such as has arisen through the Apostle to the Nations.

The foregoing is offered as an alternative to the

customary explanation which sees little beyond domestic

reasons for the duplicate names. B. H. C.



WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE

In considering the evidence for and against any inter

pretation it is often decisive if we note the character of

the evidence on each side. An example will help to make

this clear. To show that Satan did not fall we have cited

the passage "Tlie Slanderer is sinning from the -begin

ning" (1 John 3:8). To show that he did fall we have

been asked to consider 1 Timothy 3:6: "no novice, lest,

being conceited, he should be falling into the judgment

of the Slanderer".

First, note that in the first case the Slanderer is the

subject of the passage/There can be no doubt who is

intended. In the second the apostle is not speaking of

the slanderer directly, the subject being the supervisor.

Moreover, we are not even absolutely certain that the

Slanderer is alluded to. It is possible to interpret it as

"the one who slanders", where we would say "a slan

derer". When a passage is directly concerned with a

subject it is always better evidence than a passage in

which there is a mere allusion.

Secondly, the first passage calls for faith, the second

for inference. We need not reason as to when the Slan

derer started to sin. The time is directly stated. We need

merely believe it. In the second passage, however, there

is no denial of this. In fact, allowing that it refers to

Satan, nothing is said of his "fall", but of his judgment.

We are supposed to picture in our minds a time when the

Slanderer had not sinned, but was conceited. But conceit

is itself sin. We need not deny that the Slanderer is con

ceited and will be judged, if we believe that he sinned

from the beginning.

So, on one side, we have direct evidence on the sub

ject ; on the other, inference from another subject. Need

we insist that the former is so superior that the latter is

not really worth consideration? So let us seek to base our

faith on God's direct statements and refuse to destroy it

by indirect inference. A. E. K.
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TRIPS FROM TIBERIAS

CAPERNAUM

CapernaumJ High as heaven! Humbled to hell! (Mat.
11:23). This is the second "hell" in which I have found myself
in the Holy Land. Once in Gehenna, below Jerusalem. Now in
hades, on the shore of Galilee. This saying of our Lord con
cerning Capernaum has a most important bearing on the loca

tion of the city, and at the same time, is of vast consequence
in determining "the real truth about hell". It is not a mere

pleasantry to claim a first-hand knowledge of the two situa
tions where hell is definitely located. It is sobering and satis

fying to find that our Lord's words are in exact accord with
the facts, while the lurid lies of Christendom are utterly fic

titious and false. I am practically certain that I have been in

what was once Capernaum, for I have gone up Galilee almost

to the head of the lake, on the western shore. But I am very

strongly inclined to the opinion that it is in "the unseen".

Scholars may argue and archaeologists may dig, but I doubt

if they will ever be able to say for certain just where Caper

naum was, for this, I take it, is the import of our Lord's words.

Capernaum is to remain in hell, in hades, the imperceptible.

It is with these thoughts in mind that I am inviting you to

go with me to Tell Hum, which is usually taken to be Caper

naum. I could not very well request you to go to hell without

some previous explanation. And only one who can recall the

thickly populated shore line of Gennesaret, that northwestern

boundary of lake Galilee which once supported millions by its

fertile fields and fisheries—only one with the imagination to

revive its ancient greatness and glory is in a position to appre

ciate the complete contrast which it presents today. True,

there still are small garden spots, at Magdala, near Tiberias,

at Tabghah, and at Tell Hum itself, but these only accentuate

the barrenness and desolation of this erstwhile paradise. The

point is that nothing can be perceived of the magnificent cities

which once were here, except where men have grovelled in the

ground and uncovered some mutilated fragments of their

former splendor.

Therefore as we move along the shore the memory supplies

the mind with multitudes of images which crowd this strand
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and the adjacent land. First of all, we are undoubtedly near,

or on the very spot, where our Lord made His earthly home,

after He was rejected by His own townsmen at Nazareth. So

that there is a very real sense in which we are walking in

heaven as well as hell. Capernaum was exalted to heaven by

the presence 6f the Highest of the heavenly host. Deeds were

done in her so great that, had they been done down at the

other end of the Jordan, repentant Sodom would still be there.

I have no hesitancy whatever in saying that it was privileged

beyond any other city on earth—not excepting Jerusalem itself.

Most of His powerful deeds occurred somewhere within the

range of our eyes. Indeed, if He should repeat them today, we

might easily reach His side in a very short time.

Although the cities are gone, all of the natural features are

in perfect keeping with the written records. I had pictured

to myself a vast crowd on a level beach, to whom it would be

difficult to speak, even from a boat. But at most points the

strand is steep, and those back from the water would be well

above those at its brink. All would be able to see, as those in

the rear would be tier upon tier higher than those in front.

And I have seen the water as smooth as glass. Even today it

seems somewhat less agitated here than further down the

coast. Can we not picture Him as He is sitting in a ship, His

audience standing on the beach, listening with rapt attention

as He pours into their ears His inimitable parables? The stage

is still here, though the great Hero has vanished. I say again,

this place was heaven onc,e. No other neighborhood has seen

so much of the celestial glory which beamed from His acts

and resounded from His words. The very prediction of the

city's doom certifies to the supernal character of the days

when the Shekinah dwelt in Capernaum, rather than in Jeru

salem.

Who could have foreseen its future desolation? Favored

with fertile fields behind it and fine fisheries in front, with a

comfortable climate, and especially with an unlimited supply

of pure water, why should it ever cease to exist? Why should

Tiberias continue all these centuries and Capernaum subside

to the unseen? Back of Tiberias, except some small areas, the

ground slopes steeply and is difficult to cultivate. Shut in so

closely by high hills, it must be unbearably hot in summer.

It does not seem to be nearly so satisfactory as a site for a

city. Not only that, but it is built on soil once used for a

cemetery, and in the East, there is a strong prejudice against
such a location. The only thing in favor of Tiberias seems to

be that the Lord did not do any of His mighty deeds there,

and may never have been in the city. Hence His words of

doom do not include that place. This seems to be the reason

why it is the only town of any size on lake Galilee today.

Of one thing we may be certain: Our Lord looked upon this

lake and beheld these hills. As we move about this neighbor

hood, any moment we may be crossing His path, or treading
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in His footprints. Of course, He lived much longer at Nazareth.
But His ministry was centered in Capernaum. It should be
one of the greatest shrines in the world. The place where He
lived, one would suppose, would be sacred to all succeeding
generations. There has been a constant curse upon Capernaum.
The words of Him Who spake as no other man are lying upon
it. It has subsided to the unseen. And such confidence have I
in the utmost accuracy of His words, that I do not think that
it is possible to determine the exact site of the city. Some,
indeed, think that it is at just about where we now are, not
very far from Tiberias, but Tell Hum, whither we are going, is
more in favor at the present time. I feel quite certain that we
do not know and that we cannot know. Capernaum is in hell,
where there is no perception possible.

Until we come to Tell Hum, there is very little to be seen
or to form the basis of a description. The main road, from
Tiberias to Damascus, goes along the lake as far as Tabghah,
whence it no longer curves to the east to follow the shore, but
goes straight north, over a shoulder of the high mountain on

which Safed clings. This is a modern highway, well paved,

and much of it skirts the water's edge. Where the mountains
crowd upon the lake, the road is cut into the rock. But usually

it is a man's height above the water, a shelf cut into the
sloping ground. It goes around Tiberias' close-built section

and is slightly inland at Magdala. The road from Tabghah to
Tell Hum is a mere track, quite roiigh in places, but not much
more than a mile in length.

At Tell Hum the Franciscan Fathers have erected attractive
buildings and planted trees. But their chief work has been to

unearth an ancient synagogue which is taken by some to be

that which was built for the Jews by the centurion whose

slave Christ healed (Luke 7:1-10). On this account many are

inclined to make this the site of Capernaum, rather than

Minieh, which we passed on the road to this place, and which

is marked Capernaum on the older maps. Our main object

here will be to inspect these ruins and see if we can be sure

that this is indeed a genuine relic of the time of our Lord.

Our desire to see such a place must not warp our judgment.

Nor should we be unwilling to accept the evidence of our eyes.

The Franciscans have evidently done a fine piece of work.

Their restoration is convincing so far as it goes. It must have

taken much patience to piece together the rear and side walls,

so far as it has been done. And what is not used in the restora

tion is well displayed, so that we can easily inspect it all.

The synagogue, if such it was, is on a low stone platform.

Only the back wall, and a little of the western wall, are built

up to the cornice, and the two lower courses of stone in the

western wall are almost complete. The feature which is most

striking about these two walls is this: At frequent intervals

the stones are cut to represent pillars, so that they protrude

only slightly, though more prominent in the bases and capitals.
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I suppose that, when first made, they would give the impres

sion of actual square pillars, with the intervals between them

blocked up with stone. It is these columns which have made it

possible to restore the wall, for many of the stones carry a

portion of a pillar, and so can be fitted only into their proper

Still more striking than the high walls is a restoration of

the main cornice on four beautiful Corinthian pillars. This

has been placed only a few paces in front of the back wall.

It is very imposing and gives a good idea of the beauty of the

original structure. The pillars are well proportioned, with

ornate capitals. All of the sculptured stone work is white

marble, and must have been brought from a distance, for the

rock of this region is black basalt, though I saw an outcrop

ping of limestone on the road hither. The olive mills and

other utilitarian objects are cut in the basalt, and were prob

ably made at other times and by other people. The marble

carving is clearly of the Roman period, yet it seems to have

some Hebrew elements in the composition of the designs.

Some of the cornice designs are quite arresting. In one

there is a five-pointed star. In another is the six-pointed star

of David. One of the oddest bits of sculpture I have ever

seen is a palm tree imposed on the face of a stone, somewhat

as if the letter I were fastened on the letter S, that is, IS, only

the ends of the S are continued into several smaller circles.

The palm tree is carved in relief, except in the center of its

height, where the S curves inward. There the complete round

trunk is given. There are two of these, as if they were used

to decorate an entrance. Now they are set on each side of the

stone steps which lead up jto the platform at the southwest

corner. These, and the stars, may point to some connection

with the Jews.

Is this, or is it not, the synagogue to which the Scriptures

refer? I do not think so. It is characteristically Roman rather

than Jewish. The centurion would scarcely build a synagogue

like a heathen temple. There is an old inscription on the

curved surface of one of the columns, in which the name of

Herod is quite plain. But the Greek letters are very crude,

altogether out of keeping with the other carving, and seem

entirely misplaced on the pillar. A similar one is elegantly

cut on another pillar, in Latin letters, giving a record of the

recent restoration. The reasoning seems to be: Here is a

building which may have been a synagogue. A synagogue is

mentioned as being in Capernaum. Therefore this is Caper

naum. The inference is far fetched. There doubtless were

many synagogues, not only in Capernaum, but all along this

coast. And most of them probably looked much less like a

heathen temple than this structure. There is only a slight

possibility, rather than certainty.

My own deduction is different. Our Lord said that Caper

naum should subside to the unseen, or become imperceptible;
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I take this literally and absolutely. This ancient temple has

become perceptible. Therefore this is not Capernaum! I am not

even in favor of a search for it. I do not believe that it can be

found. It is in hell, where human perception utterly vanishes,

where we cannot see or hear or feel or smell. Such is the

condition of the people who once inhabited the city. But this

is also true of the dwellers in Sodom and other towns. All

have gone to the unseen. It can only apply with any force to

the actual city as such. Instead of being today a place where
people live, its very site has sunk from view because it failed

to respond to Him Who has the keys of death and of the

unseen. I have been to hell and back, but my eyes saw nothing,

my ears heard nothing, my nose smelled nothing and I felt

nothing—for it was imperceptible—and that is what "hell" is.

DOWN THE GORGE OF THE JORDAN

The Jordan is easily the most remarkable and most men

tioned river in the world. Its course may almost be called

unnatural, for it flows below the level of the sea for nearly a

hundred miles, and so crooked is its lower course that it

sometimes turns towards its source, and meanders through

three times the necessary distance in going from Galilee down

to the Dead Sea. In order to make its close acquaintance, let

us follow it down from the lake toward Jericho. It lies in a

deep rift, or gorge, which, however, is usually so wide that it

appears to be a plain. It varies from four to seven miles in

width down to Jezreel. Ten miles further on it narrows to

three. Then it gradually widens out to fourteen at Jericho.

Even in this long trough the river itself is seldom visible,

for it flows in a narrow depression of its own as a rule, and is

often concealed by cane brakes and other forms of vegetation.

The long valley is formed of shelves, in some places only one,

in others several. Usually there is a distinct secondary bed, in

which its flood waters overflow, called the "swelling" or "pride"

of Jordan. From a distance, on the mountains, this seems like

a long, twisting green snake. Even a nearer view leaves a

sinister impression, for it is a mass of mud and gravel and

dead vegetation and drift wood and exposed roots. The banks

of the river itself are seldom the theme for a song. They are

usually mud or jungle. A short stretch below the lake the

water of the stream remains limpid and clear, but almost all

of the distance to the Dead Sea it is saturated with gray clay,

opaque with slime. This is the case even when it is very low,

as it is at this season of the year.

The Jordan never seems to know where it is going, or why.

This is evident from its conduct as it emerges from lake Gali

lee. Did you not think that it would leave the lake at the

extreme southern end and flow toward its destination? But no.

Here it is, as if it had in mind to take a trip to Haifa, toward

the west. But you can see how easily it changes its mind, for

it soon curves south, and is lost to view. As we stand on the
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bridge which spans its exit, it is interesting to note how simple

seems the plan to raise the level of lake Galilee about three

feet, in order to increase its storage capacity for emergency

use in the proposed electrical development. A large amount of

power can be impounded and released at seasonable times by

this method.

While the river runs its own wayward course toward the

west, the gorge, between the mountains of Golan and the Gali

lean heights, takes on the form of a vast, level plain, largely
under cultivation. This is most noticeable in the narrow strip

to the west of the stream, where Jewish colonists have built

houses and put the land into orchards and gardens. There

seems to be no good reason, with the lake above, and the land

so level, why this should not become a prosperous and produc

tive part of Palestine, though, I suppose, it must be rather

warm in midsummer. Added to this, the railroad, through

Jezreel to the sea at Haifa, gives easy transportation to and

from the outside world. But we are not speculators, or colon

ists! The Zionists have not overlooked it, as their colonies

show.

Not many miles below the lake a large affluent comes down

from the eastern plateau and joins its waters with the Jordan.

It is called the Yarmuk. At their juncture is located the devel

opment of greatest interest in Palestine at this time. It is

the first unit of the great Rutenberg project for the electrifica

tion of the Holy Land. In anticipation, small electrical gen

erating units were built in various towns, and light and power

were marketed before it was ready. There is one at Tiberias.

Now that this water power is available, it is being distributed

through these substations, which will be used for generating

purposes only in emergencies. The price of electricity has been

reduced a third since the water power is in use.
I was surprised to learn, when in Jerusalem, that the com

pany there was not a part of this plan. But it seems that the

Turkish regime had made concessions to a Greek company, be

fore the Rutenberg project was proposed. To satisfy the claims

of this earlier company they were given the Jerusalem dis

trict, but I understand that they also expect to buy their power

from the Jordan development, when it is available, so that the

Jerusalem electrical company may become practically a dis

tributing subsidiary for the main project.

There seems to have been much delay. I saw a statement

that power would be available in 1930. I know that it was

expected in Tiberias in 1931. I think it was turned on at the

beginning of 1932.

Now let us look at the work which has been done. Yonder
is the bed of the Jordan, far below us, but here is an enormous

ditch with black, sloping sides which has taken most of its

water and leads it to yonder reservoir, which seems built

across the path of the Yarmuk river. Not all of the water is

being used, for it escapes by yonder spillway and flows foaming
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down this rock ravine to join the Jordan down below. Let us
go on and see how it is they hope to utilize the water. Further
south there seems to be another huge ditch with black, sloping
sides, leading out of this large reservoir.

At some little distance from the place in which the waters
of the Yarmuk and the Jordan are impounded, is the generat
ing plant. A wide, open canal leads the water immediately
above it, to a huge cement control station. Below, open earth
ditches have been dug to lead the water back to the Jordan.
Numbers of chahitzim, or Jewish workmen, are about. They
differ from Arabs, as they wear European clothes, almost all
have caps with visors, and, on nearer approach, their com
plexions are light. A quantity of electrical apparatus is mount

ed in the open, and a number of buildings house the machinery-
There is little to be seen from without. Only a small fall of

the two rivers is used. Many such plants could be built along

its course, for it sinks four hundred feet further before it
flows into the Dead Sea.

Below the generating plant the river runs a picturesque

course in a rocky bed, beneath bridges which take the road

and the railway to the western side. The valley seems to widen

out before us, but it is not as level as just below the lake.

Large parts of it are under cultivation. Much of the land is

plowed and green sprouts are pushing forth to carpet it with a

delicate green. The further south we go, however, the more

grazing land is left for herds, and the more numerous are the

black tents of the bedaween. I suppose it is cold on the high

plateaus to the east, and this is their winter resort, where

their camels and sheep and goats can find the earliest feed.

The two most striking features of the Jordan gorge are, first,

the wide area of arable land, and, second, the great numbers

of black bedaween tents at this time of the year. Indeed, it is

reckoned to be dangerous for a single traveler to venture

alone on the southern part. The bedaween have used these

lands from early times and. are suspicious and fearful lest

they lose the right to graze by further development.

It is quite impracticable to build a road along the banks of

the Jordan, for it would be three times as long as necessary

or would be largely bridges, besides which it would be washed

away at least once a year. So the roads keep well away from

the river as a rule, near the hills on each side of the gorge,

and so allow the stream to snake along, forwards, sidewards,

or backwards, as it chooses. The main roads lead to the great

gap formed by the valley of Jezreel and the plain of Esdraelon,

by means of which we can cross Palestine from the seaport of

Haifa to the Jordan valley without ascending as much as three

hundred f®et above sea level. At almost every other point,

except the wady a little north of Jezreel, the road is far from
level and we must ascend at least a thousand feet if we wish
to go from the Mediterranean to the Jordan. That is why the

railway takes this course.
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At the mouth of the valley of Jezreel, above the Jordan

plain, is one of the most notable sites in Palestine. Its early

Hebrew name was Beth-shean (House-Tranquillity), and later

Scythopolis, but not it is Beisan. The Caananites held it for

a long time against Israel, until finally the tribe of Joseph

got possession of it (Joshua 17:11; Judges 1:27; 1 Kings 4:12;

1 Chron. 7:29). The modern town is just coming into view, to

our right. It must be well watered, for the ditch at the side

of the road has run over at several places and made a lot of

mud. This water comes down the yalley of Jezreel from what

is called Gideon's Fountain, or Ain Harod, for there it was

that he led his little army and reduced it still further in order

that God might fight for Israel. The present town is not on

the ancient site. It is a characteristically non-Jewish town,

with narrow, crooked alleyways, and small shops.

There seems to be a great crowd of people and cattle out

on that plateau north of the town. Let us go there and see

what is happening. It is evidently a cattle market. I am

told that it is a weekly affair. We will need to be careful

not to run into these flocks of black kids, or those fat-tailed

sheep. All sorts of animals seem to be on sale here. This

is a very good place to view the ancient site of the city. To

the north, see that white, symmetrical mound, with the rubbish

high up its sides? That is Tell el Hosn, the site of the ancient

city, or rather cities, for the excavators seem satisfied that they

have found nine different levels, stretching as far back as

1500 B. C. Six of these cities were in Egyptian times, though

the latest of these seems to have lasted through the Philistine,

Israelite, Assyrian, Scythian, Babylonian, and Persian periods,

as well. The later Jewish and Roman city (from 300 B. C. to

300 A. D.) was followed by the Christian era, with a circular

church. Above this was the Arabic city and the Crusaders'

ruins. In all about fifty feet of debris covered all these cities.

It is impossible for the amateur to verify all this data, as the

finds are usually removed from the spot, and much is based

on conjecture and comparison with other excavations.

Below Beisan a road runs right down to the Jordan, where

there is a bridge. We are descending one terrace after another.

There is the river! Here its banks are fringed with cane

brakes and other luxuriant vegetation, making a most pic

turesque bit of scenery. There is a police station on each side,

and a little formality is necessary to enter Transjordania,

which is under a separate system of government.

By crossing we shall have many more glimpses of the Jor

dan, and will be able to examine the eastern side of the gorge
and the tributary streams. I imagine the road will not be very

good, but we are assured that it is better than that which we

have already traversed. Up we go, away from the river, toward

the side of the gorge. There seem to be many bedaween tents

on this side, and also some small villages. These seem to be

built of baked clay, mixed with straw, something like the
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adobe dwellings of southwestern United States. Isn't this a

good road! Much work must have been done on it recently.
It could easily be put in fine shape.

We ford quite a few small streams. There seems to be an

abundance of water on this side. I do not think that the
moisture of this year's rain has swelled these rivulets as yet.

This part of the Jordan valley is like that on which Lot's eyes

rested. It is well watered everywhere. Yet the land is almost

all in a wild state. Only here and there is an attempt to put

it beneath the plow. There is a farmer trying to burn off the

high brush, while others are plowing small patches. The rea

son seems to be seen in the frequent black tent and the many

herds of various kinds of cattle. A farmer would have the

bedaween to cultivate as well as his crop.

I have been told that the bedaween are one of the difficult

problems of Palestine. They will not settle in one spot, but

roam about, claiming the legal right to graze their herds on

the lands of others, which they have enjoyed from time im
memorial. I understand that now they must give notice of

their movements and intentions, and cannot drive their droves

wherever and whenever they please. I wonder what Abraham

would do with his great cattle holdings today. Yet the Canaan-

ite was in the land in his day, and we know that he had dif

ficulties with Lot, and Isaac's servants strove with the Canaan-

ites over the water for their herds. And this is only one of

the many problems in this land which will never be settled

until One greater than Solomon rules in righteousness.

The road leads us back to the Rutenberg electrical project.

Thence we return to Semakh at the southern shore of Galilee.

This is strung along the lake, some distance from the strand.

Its buildings remind one of the architecture of the Indians of

southwestern United States. The horizontal rafters which '
support the roof project outside the walls. The main feature

of this place is the railway station. The line runs to Haifa

on the west and connects with the Damascus-Mecca line on

the east. The latter is finished only to Medina at present.

From here a good road along the southwestern shore of the

lake takes us back to Tiberias.

"the lilies of the field"

With much interest I have been watching the wild flowers

make their appearance. Considerable study has convinced me

that our Lord referred to Anemone Coronaria in His exhorta

tion to His disciples. There is little to be learned from the

Greek name. We must consider the context. Solomon was

undoubtedly clothed in gorgeous robes. Is there a common

wild flower which will eclipse his glory? There are many

beautiful plants in Palestine, and every one of them has per

fections which the garb of the king could not claim. But

most of them do not fit into the comparison used by our
Lord. Solomon was not arrayed in white or pale blue, but
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most probably in crimson and purple, colors of royal richness.

Today, as I strolled over the hills of Galilee, one flower,
and it alone, forced itself on my attention. It was a deep

crimson with a purple center. It was sprinkled over the hills.

Its rare richness suggests royal robes. Not even Solomon in

all his glory was clothed as one of these. It is the crimson
anemone.

I can think of nothing which would be more acceptable to

my friends than one of these, plucked from the hills of Galilee.

To add to its sentimental value I have undertaken to pick each

bloom myself. Today has been my first experience. I have

always enjoyed picking flowers. But I have never contracted

to pick hundreds and thousands before. First we must find

them. Then I must pick each one. I had not realized that

they grow almost out of reach, down near the ground. I am

doomed to be a laborer for the next week or so. My friends

seek to console me by pointing out the undoubted physical

benefit from the necessary exercise. I find satisfaction in pic

turing to myself the pleasure I may bring to my friends, and

their friends, and, perhaps, their friends' friends. I will trans

late krinon by showing them the actual form and colors of the

flower which was made famous by our Lord.

Still more work. The flowers I picked will scarcely do.

Almost all of them have some minute imperfection. I must

get only perfect ones. Perhaps one in twenty will qualify.

So I started out this morning to get my quota for today.

My path lay along the hillsides up the next large wady. I

will not take my reader along on this trip for reasons which

will presently appear. The first half hour was peaceful and

pleasant. Then I neared the tents of some fellagheen. A troop

of small girls came running out with loud cries of "Howadja,

bakhsheesh!" They picked flowers for me which I was obliged

to refuse, since I am supposed to pick them with my own

hands and wanted only perfect blooms. It was evident that they

were astonished at my ignorance of Arabic, for they tried for a

full hour to impress me with their dire need of bakhsheesh.

I have never known more persistent beggars. I smiled at
them and went on with my work, but they only grew more

voluble, and almost tearful. I would gladly have given them

each a little, but that would only make matters worse. It

would encourage their attentions and I wished to get rid of

them. Finally I began to approach the pasture ground of a

herd of cattle and sheep. The shepherd boy called to them and
they answered defiantly. It seems that there was war between

them, so they could come no further. A most welcome riddance.

BELLIGERENT BEGGARS

We had been along this way two days before. The shepherd
boy had seen us then and had brought us a handful of flowers,
which, of course, we could not use. Nevertheless my com
panion had paid a little for it. Now the boy called to m© again,
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and I shouted back "No!" which he seemed to understand, for

he hesitated. Nevertheless he came on again despite my wav

ing him back, and tried to insist on putting flowers in my box.

I tried to ignore him, but he did not ignore me. He kissed his
hand and laid it on me, and made many gestures to show his

inordinate affection for me. As I was still obdurate, he began

to cry. Then he danced and howled like a maniac. He felt all

over my clothes and found I had a little money. This excited

him to a frenzy. He yelled something which brought a number

of other boys to his assistance.

One little black-eyed dare-devil, who will have a hard time

cheating the gallows, was armed with a heavy club. The others

had strong staves and slings. It became almost impossible to

pick flowers. They barred my way, danced a war dance, flour

ishing the club while leaping into the air, pulled at my clothes,

stuck their dirty hands into my pockets, and generally tried

to annoy me all they could. The youngster with the club tried

to show off before his fellows, so spread his legs and raised his

club and shouted a challenge to single combat. I laughed at

him, which did not exactly please his haughty spirit. Then he

came up behind and stuck his hand in my coat pocket. That,

of course, I could not allow, so I took him by the arm and

flung him from me. At a safe distance, he breathed out his

defiance.

Just then two young women came along the trail, and the

youngsters eagerly enlisted them as reinforcements. I had no

idea that they would interfere, but I was badly mistaken.

What a mess! Here was I, at war with women and children,

with no way of escape that I could see. Undoubtedly their

elders were sneaking about and observing the course of events.

These people lose all control of themselves, they get so excited,

and it would be foolish to do anything to give them cause for

offense. But it was useless to try to pick more flowers. There

were so many of them, and they would rush at me and try to

annoy me by a bump or by plucking at my clothes. So I turned

to retrace my steps.

This move was greeted with howls and cries of victory, and

they became more insolent than ever. One after another ran

into me from behind. Finally the largest female, nearly a

woman grown, made a dash for my box of flowers, with a

wicked light in her eyes. That was my limit. I had toiled

long for these flowers and was prepared to defend them to the

last. She failed in snatching the box out of my hand, but made

me spill quite a few. After I picked these up, I looked her

square in the eye and said, "Young lady, if you keep this up

I will get the police!" I did not expect her to understand the

words, but she did catch the term "police". That sobered her.

I heard several echo, "police". I walked on, unmolested.

I can easily understand now how tragedies can occur in the

intercourse of foreigners with these people. They make it quite
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impossible for an outsider to treat them right. I have the
kindliest feelings toward them, and am willing to bear with
much interference and insolence, but they know nothing except

their own desires, which, they imagine, the foreigner can ful
fill. It enrages them beyond reason if they fail. The average
American or European would have broken a few heads and,
perhaps, had his own broken, under such circumstances as

those I have related. And I suppose both sides would have
felt unduly agrieved. I will go back to this wady in a few

days with an Arab so that I can explain my side to the people.

A POLICE STRATAGEM

As I told my experience to my companion, a genuine

Britisher who hates lawlessness and wants to see these people

helped out of their wild ways, he dropped in at the police

station and told them about the affair. So I am to go back

tomorrow, keeping within sight of my friend, and he within

view of a policeman, who wishes to give the natives some

friendly advice. I cannot say that I relish this assignment,

but it is not my plan, and I feel that I must cooperate with the

authorities for the sake of others, who might easily come to
harm in this out-of-the-way wady, so near to Tiberias. The

young shepherds should benefit by a bit of restraint, before

they do something which will put them in bonds for life.

We are waiting for the policeman. It is more than half an

hour beyond the appointed time. I have already picked quite

a few flowers near the rendezvous. There he comes. A tall

spare Yorkshireman on a white horse. It is arranged that I

go ahead and pick my flowers. My companion is to keep me

in sight. The policeman is to keep him in view. I am below

the tents now. Sure enough, there is a shrill shouting and a

whole troop of girls, and even one woman, comes trooping

down. I pay no attention to them. The woman picks flowers

and offers them to me. Then they see my companion, and, with

renewed shouting, they crowd about him.

Being rid of them, I march on to the scene of yesterday's

melee. But some of the shepherd boys are perched high on the

rocks and have seen what has occurred. As I come in sight,

they begin to shout to one another. They have evidently spied

the policeman, who is rather conspicuous on his white horse,

even if he is far in the rear. As the boys do not hurry to come

near, I climb up to them. They come down slowly. Meanwhile

the largest shepherd boy, who started the trouble yesterday,

appears below the road. The policeman rides up. He has given

the young ladies a lecture and now tells the shepherd what

he needs to know. Finally he stops the two boys who have
come down. As he passes me, the young dare-devil salutes me

with a pleasant "shalom!" But he is very meek today. I re

turn without molestation. The great battle of Tiberias was

won without any casualties on either side. As the little raga

muffin said, all is now peace-—Shalom! A. E. K.
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